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Order Paper for the meeting to be held in the
Council Chambers, 2nd Floor, 30 Laings Road, Lower Hutt,
on:

Tuesday 22 February 2022 commencing at 2.00pm
This meeting is held under the Red Traffic Light setting.
Members of the public wishing to speak to items on the agenda are asked to contact
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Have your say
You can speak under public comment to items on the agenda to the Mayor and Councillors
at this meeting. Please let us know by noon the working day before the meeting. You can do
this by emailing DemocraticServicesTeam@huttcity.govt.nz or calling the Democratic
Services Team on 04 570 6666 | 0800 HUTT CITY

POLICY, FINANCE & STRATEGY COMMITTEE
Membership:

13

Meeting Cycle:

Meets on an eight weekly basis, as required or at
the requisition of the Chair

Quorum:

Half of the members

Membership RMA Hearings: An independent Commissioner plus a minimum of either 3 or 4
elected members (including the Chair) and alternates who have
current certification under the Making Good Decisions Training,
Assessment and Certification Programme for RMA Decision-Makers.
Reports to:

Council

OVERVIEW:
This Committee assists Council in setting the broad direction of the city, discharging statutory
functions, and overseeing organisational performance.
The Committee is aligned with the Transformation & Resources, and Strategy & Engagement,
Directorates.
Its areas of focus are:
▪

Long term/high level strategic focus

▪

Long Term Plan/Annual Plan oversight

▪

District Plan oversight

▪

Housing/homelessness

▪

City growth/economic development

▪

Financial and non-financial performance reporting

▪

Oversight of Property Working Group

▪

Oversight of strategies and policies

▪

Bylaw development

▪

Oversight of CCOs/approval of SOIs

PURPOSE:
To assist the Council in setting the broad vision and direction of the city in order to promote the social,
economic, environmental and cultural wellbeing of the city’s communities in the present and for the
future. This involves determining specific outcomes that need to be met to deliver on the vision for the
city, and overseeing the development of strategies, policies, bylaws and work programmes to achieve
those goals. This committee is also responsible for monitoring the overall financial management and
performance of the Council Group.

DELEGATIONS FOR THE COMMITTEE’S AREAS OF FOCUS:
▪ All powers necessary to perform the Committee’s responsibilities including the activities
outlined below.

▪ Develop required strategies and policies. Recommend draft and final versions to Council for
adoption where they have a city-wide or strategic focus.
▪ Implement, monitor and review strategies and policies.
▪ Oversee the implementation of major projects provided for in the LTP or Annual Plan.
▪ Oversee budgetary decisions provided for in the LTP or Annual Plan.
▪ Recommend to Council the approval of any financial decisions required outside of the annual
budgeting process.
▪ Maintain an overview of work programmes carried out by the Council’s Transformation &
Resources, and Strategy & Engagement, Directorates.
▪ Conduct any consultation processes required on issues before the Committee.
▪ Approval and forwarding of submissions.
▪ Any other matters delegated to the Committee by Council in accordance with
approved policies and bylaws.
▪ The committee has the powers to perform the responsibilities of another committee where it is
necessary to make a decision prior to the next meeting of that other committee. When exercised, the
report/minutes of the meeting require a resolution noting that the committee has performed the
responsibilities of another committee and the reason/s.
▪ If a policy or project relates primarily to the responsibilities of the Policy, Finance & Strategy
Committee, but aspects require additional decisions by the Communities Committee, Infrastructure &
Regulatory Committee and/or Climate Change & Sustainability Committee, then the Policy, Finance
& Strategy Committee has the powers to make associated decisions on behalf of those other
committees. For the avoidance of doubt, this means that matters do not need to be taken to more
than one of those committees for decisions.
District Plan Delegations:
▪ Undertake a full review of the City of Lower Hutt District Plan, including oversight of the District
Plan Review Subcommittee in establishing a District Plan work programme and monitoring its
implementation.
▪ Consideration of matters related to the preparation and ongoing monitoring of the City of Lower
Hutt District Plan.
▪ Preparation of required Changes and Variations to the City of Lower Hutt District Plan for
Council approval to call for submissions.
▪ Make recommendations to Council on private District Plan Change requests for Council to
accept, adopt or reject.
▪ The Chair of the Policy, Finance & Strategy Committee, in conjunction with the Chief
Executive, is authorised to appoint a District Plan Hearings Subcommittee of suitably qualified
persons to conduct hearings on behalf of the Committee.
Bylaw Delegations:
▪ Develop and agree the Statement of Proposal for new or amended bylaws for consultation.
▪ Recommend to Council the approval of draft bylaws prior to consultation.
▪ The Chair of the Policy, Finance & Strategy Committee, in conjunction with the Chief
Executive, is authorised to appoint a Subcommittee of suitably qualified persons to conduct
hearings on draft bylaws on behalf of the Committee.
▪ Recommend to Council new or amended bylaws for adoption.

Financial, Project and Performance Reporting Delegations:
▪ Recommend to Council the budgetary parameters for preparation of the Council’s Long Term
Plans (LTP) and Annual Plans.
▪ Monitor progress towards achievement of budgets and objectives for the Council Group as set out in
the LTP and Annual Plans, including associated matters around the scope, funding, prioritising and
timing of projects.
▪ Monitoring and oversight of significant city-wide or strategic projects including operational contracts,
agreements, grants and funding, except where these are the responsibility of another standing
committee.
▪ Monitor progress towards achievement of the Council’s outcomes as set out in its overarching
strategies for the city and their associated plans.
▪ Oversee the activities of the Property Working Group in its implementation of the Purchase and Sale
of Property for Advancing Strategic Projects Policy.
▪ Oversee the acquisition and disposal of property in accordance with the LTP.
▪ Monitor the integrity of reported performance information at the completion of Council’s
Annual Report process.
▪ Review and recommend to Council the adoption of the Annual Report.
▪ Recommend to Council the approval of annual Statements of Corporate Intent for Council
Controlled Organisations and Council Controlled Trading Organisations and granting
shareholder approval of major transactions.
▪ Monitor progress against the CCO and CCTO Statements of Intent and make
recommendations to Council in the exercising of Council powers, as the shareholder, in
relation to Council Controlled Organisations/Council Controlled Trading Organisations under
sections 65 to 72 of the Local Government Act.
▪ Oversee compliance with Council’s Treasury Risk Management Policy.
▪ Consider and determine requests for rates remissions.
▪ Consider and determine requests for loan guarantees from qualifying community organisations
where the applications are within the approved guidelines and policy limits.

NOTE:
The Ministry for the Environment advocates that Councils offer specialist RMA training in areas of law
which are difficult to grasp or where mistakes are commonly made. This is to complement the Good
Decision Making RMA training that they run (which is an overview and basic summary of decision
making, rather than an in-depth training in specific areas of the RMA). Therefore in order to facilitate
this, the RMA training run for councillors that wish to be hearings commissioners is mandatory.
Reasons for the importance of the training:
1. Hearings commissioners are kept abreast of developments in the legislation.
2. Legal and technical errors that have been made previously are avoided (many of which have
resulted in Environment Court action which is costly, time consuming and often creates
unrealistic expectations for the community).
3. The reputation of Council as good and fair decision makers or judges (rather than legislators) is
upheld.
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ORDER PAPER
PUBLIC BUSINESS

OPENING FORMALITIES - KARAKIA TIMATANGA (22/348)
Kia hora te marino
Kia whakapapa pounamu te
moana
He huarahi mā tātou i te rangi nei
Aroha atu, aroha mai
Tātou i a tātou katoa
Hui e Tāiki e!
1.

May peace be wide spread
May the sea be like greenstone
A pathway for us all this day
Let us show respect for each other
For one another
Bind us together!

APOLOGIES
No apologies have been received.

2.

PUBLIC COMMENT
Generally up to 30 minutes is set aside for public comment (three minutes per
speaker on items appearing on the agenda). Speakers may be asked questions on
the matters they raise.

3.

CONFLICT OF INTEREST DECLARATIONS
Members are reminded of the need to be vigilant to stand aside from decision
making when a conflict arises between their role as a member and any private or
other external interest they might have

4.

RECOMMENDATIONS TO COUNCIL
a)

Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23 to 2024/25 (22/210)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/20 by the Senior Management Accountant
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”

10

6

b)

22 February 2022

Urban Plus Group Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23 to 2024/25
(22/220)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/21 by the Senior Accountant

36

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”
c)

Kaupapa Here Tapanga (Naming Policy) (22/74)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/22 by the Acting Head of Strategy and Planning 63
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”

d)

Review of Financial Delegation Policy and Procurement Policy
(22/17)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/24 by the Group Chief Financial Officer

83

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”
e)

Recommendations from the District Plan Review Subcommittee: Resource
Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment
Act 2021 and its to implications for the District Plan review (22/352)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/41 by the Senior Environmental Policy Analyst 106

f)

Recommendatoins from the District Plan Review Subcommittee:
Intensification Planning Instrument - Initial Option Identification and
Analysis (22/353)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/42 by the Senior Environmental Policy Analyst 141

g)

2022 Triennial Local Government Elections (22/171)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/23 by the Electoral Officer
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendations contained in the report be endorsed.”

198

7

5.

22 February 2022

SEAVIEW MARINA LIMITED SIX MONTH REPORT TO
31 DECEMBER 2021 (22/183)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/27 by the Senior Management Accountant

202

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
6.

URBAN PLUS GROUP SIX MONTH REPORT TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
(22/221)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/26 by the Senior Accountant

212

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
7.

HUTT VALLEY CHAMBER OF COMMERCE SIX MONTHLY REPORT
TO 31 DECEMBER 2021 (22/78)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/25 by the Head of Business and Economy

229

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
8.

SEAVIEW BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 12 MONTHLY REPORT TO 31
DECEMBER 2021 (22/79)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/28 by the Advisor - Business and Economy

247

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
9.

COUNCIL PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW FOR THE HALF YEAR
ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2021 (22/18)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/29 by the Principal - Portfolio Performance
CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”

253
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10.

22 February 2022

INFORMATION ITEMS
a)

Three Waters Reform Update (22/211)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/30 by the Strategic Advisor

320

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
b)

Policy, Finance and Strategy Committee Work Programme 2022
(22/227)
Report No. PFSC2022/1/31 by the Democracy Advisor

337

CHAIR’S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the recommendation contained in the report be endorsed.”
11.

QUESTIONS
With reference to section 32 of Standing Orders, before putting a question a
member shall endeavour to obtain the information. Questions shall be concise
and in writing and handed to the Chair prior to the commencement of the
meeting.

12.

EXCLUSION OF THE PUBLIC
CHAIR'S RECOMMENDATION:
“That the public be excluded from the following parts of the proceedings of this
meeting, namely:
13.

STRATEGIC PROPERTY PORTFOLIO - UPDATE (22/77)

The general subject of each matter to be considered while the public is excluded,
the reason for passing this resolution in relation to each matter, and the specific
grounds under section 48(1) of the Local Government Official Information and
Meetings Act 1987 for the passing of this resolution are as follows:

9

(A)

22 February 2022

(B)

(C)

General subject of the
matter to be
considered.

Reason for passing
this resolution in
relation to each
matter.

Ground under
section 48(1) for the
passing of this
resolution.

Strategic Property
Portfolio - Update.

The withholding of
the information is
necessary to enable
the local authority to
carry on, without
prejudice or
disadvantage,
negotiations
(including
commercial and
industrial
negotiations)
(s7(2)(i)).

That the public
conduct of the
relevant part of the
proceedings of the
meeting would be
likely to result in the
disclosure of
information for
which good reason
for withholding exist.

This resolution is made in reliance on section 48(1) of the Local Government
Official Information and Meetings Act 1987 and the particular interest or interests
protected by section 6 or 7 of that Act which would be prejudiced by the holding
of the whole or the relevant part of the proceedings of the meeting in public are
as specified in Column (B) above.”

Judy Randall
DEMOCRACY SERVICES
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
02 February 2022

File: (22/210)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/20

Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of
Intent 2022/23 to 2024/25
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide the draft 2022-2025 Statement of
Intent for Seaview Marina Limited for Council to review.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
1.

notes the Seaview Marina (SML) board has submitted a draft Statement of
Intent (SOI) for the three years 2022/23 to 2024/25, attached as Appendix 1
to this report, in accordance with the Local Government Act 2002;

2.

notes that officers have reviewed the draft SOI for compliance with the Local
Government Act 2002 and provided their analysis;

3.

receives the draft SOI;

4.

reviews the draft SOI and considers if any modifications should be made;
and

5.

provides comment for the SML Board to consider in finalising its SOI
(including any modifications suggested by the Committee arising under
recommendation (4) above).

Background
2.

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) requires the board of a Council
Controlled Organisation (CCO) to deliver to its shareholders a draft SOI on
or before 1 March of each year.

Discussion
3. The board of SML has submitted a draft SOI to Council. This is attached as
Appendix 1 of this report.
DEM15-4-2 - 22/210 - Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23
to 2024/25
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4.

The board of a CCO must provide information prescribed by the LGA for the
SOI, to the extent is appropriate given the organisation form of the CCO.
They must do this for the ‘the group’ – which comprises the CCO and its
subsidiaries. The information is required to be provided for the 2021/22
financial year and the two years following that (section 9, Schedule 8 of the
LGA).

5.

The compliance of the company with the legislative requirements for the SOI
and a summary of the amendments proposed by the Board for their 20222025 SOI are detailed below:

DEM15-4-2 - 22/210 - Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23
to 2024/25
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22 February 2022
SML Draft SOI Content

(a) the objectives of the company

The objectives of the SML are stated.

(b) a statement of the board’s approach
to governance of the group

A statement is included.

(c) the nature and scope of the
activities undertaken by the group

The nature and scope of activities are
outlined – no significant changes.

(d) the ratio of consolidated
shareholders’ funds to total assets, and
the definition of those terms

Ratio provided.

(e) the accounting policies of the group

Accounting policies are outlined.

(f) the performance targets and other
measures by which performance of the
group may be judged in relation to its
objectives

Performance targets are included.

(g) an estimate of the amount or
proportion of accumulated profits and
capital reserves that is intended to be
distributed to the shareholders

Information provided.

(h) the kind of information to be
provided to the shareholders by the
group during the course of those
financial years, including the
information to be included in each half
yearly report (and, in particular, what
prospective financial information is
required and how it is to be presented)

The kind of information to be provided
is outlined.

(i) the procedures to be followed
before any member or the group
subscribes for, purchases, or otherwise
acquires shares in any company or
other organisation

Information on procedures is not
provided but it is noted that there is no
intention to subscribe or invest in any
other organisation.

(j) any activities for which the board
seeks compensation from any local
authority (whether or not the local
authority has agreed to provide the
compensation)

No compensation requested.

(k) the boards estimate of the
commercial value of the shareholders’
investment in the group and the
manner in which and the times at
which that value is to be reassessed

A statement as to the net value of
shareholder’s investment is provided.

(l) any other matters that are agreed by
the shareholders and the board

Some additional information is
provided.

DEM15-4-2 - 22/210 - Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23
to 2024/25
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6.

The draft SOI has been prepared to address the priorities included in the
Letter of Expectation it received from Council on 17 December 2021.

7.

There are no significant differences to the previous SOI. Dividend payments
are planned to start in 2023/24 and are exactly in line with the payments
indicated in last year’s SOI. However, it should be noted:

8.

a.

the SML Board has not yet set the dividend policy. A dividend policy
will be developed on completion of the in-water development for
consideration and approval by the shareholder; and,

b.

future dividends to the shareholder, are likely to be a set as a
percentage of after- tax profits, rather than in fixed dollar amounts.

It is important to note that the Hutt City Council Long Term Plan 2021-2031
included assumed dividends of $200,000 per annum being paid by Seaview
Marina Limited to the Council from 2023/24 onwards. The draft SOI has
been prepared on the same basis.

Legal Considerations
9. Council may suggest changes which the Board must consider in finalising its
SOI. The Board must consider within two months of 1 March any comments
on the draft SOI that are made by the shareholders. The Board must deliver
a completed SOI to Council on or before 30 June 2022.
10. Outside of this current process, the Council may, by resolution, require the
Board to modify the SOI and the Board must comply (section 5, Schedule 8
LGA), provided that Council first consults the Board.
Financial Considerations
11. The draft SOI contains the financial forecasts for SML for the three-year
period commencing 1 July 2022. Council will also need to decide whether
the prescribed ROE for the next year should be revised.
12. Last financial year, SML was required to achieve a prescribed rate of return
on equity (ROE) of at least 4.8% in 2022/23 and 3.4% in 2023/24. However,
due to the need to increase staffing, increased insurance and security costs,
combined with an increase in the breakwater lease from $100k to $120k, the
planned ROE will fall below the prescribed 4.8% target for 2022/23.
Excluding the breakwater lease payments, a ROE of 3.7%, 4.7% and 5.5% is
achievable in each year from 2022/23 respectively:

DEM15-4-2 - 22/210 - Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23
to 2024/25
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Return on Equity

2022/23
Budget

2023/24
Planned

2024/25
Planned

Prescribed ROE including
Breakwater Lease Payment
(previous SOI)

4.8%

3.4%

Not
Applicable

Planned ROE including
Breakwater Lease Payment

2.5%

3.5%

4.2%

Planned ROE excluding
Breakwater Lease Payment

3.7%

4.7%

5.5%

13. The draft SOI proposes that the ROE be lowered to 2.5% for 2022/23 and
reviewed annually in subsequent years.
14. The Total Equity of SML is estimated to be $9.9M on 30 June 2022.
Appendices
No.

Title

1⇩

Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three
Year Period covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

Page
15

Author: Sharon Page
Senior Management Accountant

Author: Tim Lidgard
Chief Executive, Seaview Marina

Reviewed By: Ben Wu
Financial Accounting Manager

Reviewed By: Jenny Livschitz
Group Chief Financial Officer

Approved By: Helen Oram
Director Environment and Sustainability

DEM15-4-2 - 22/210 - Seaview Marina Limited Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23
to 2024/25
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Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

SEAVIEW MARINA LIMITED
DRAFT STATEMENT OF INTENT
2022/23 to 2024/25

Seaview Marina Limited Statement of Intent for the Three Years – 2022/23 to 2024/25
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1.

Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

Mission
Seaview Marina Limited’s mission is to be a critical marine services facility, recreation
resource, and catalyst for economic growth for the benefit of the community.

2.

Nature and Scope of Activities
Seaview Marina Limited (the Company) is responsible for the operation of the
boating facilities and services, the maintenance of infrastructural assets and the
development of additional facilities and services as demand dictates.

3.

Corporate Governance Statement
The Company is 100% owned by Hutt City Council and accordingly is a Council
Controlled Trading Organisation (CCTO) as defined by the Local Government Act
2002 (LGA). The Directors’ role is defined in Section 58 of the LGA which requires
that all decisions relating to the operation of a CCTO shall be made pursuant to the
authority of the directorate of the CCTO and its Statement of Intent (SOI). In addition
to the obligations of the LGA, the Company is also covered by the Companies Act
1993 which places other obligations on the Directors.
The Directors are responsible for the preparation of the SOI which, along with the
three-year financial plan, is provided to the Company’s Shareholder, Hutt City
Council. Six monthly and annual reports of financial and operational performance
are provided to the Shareholder. Financial and operational /management reports
are prepared monthly for the Directors.
The Directors of the Company are responsible for the overall control of the
Company, but no cost-effective internal control system will permanently preclude all
errors or irregularities. The control systems operating within the Company reflect
the specific risks associated with the business of the company.

4.

Corporate Goals
The principal goal of the Company is to operate as a successful business, achieving
the objectives of its shareholder as specified in this Statement of Intent. The specific
corporate goals of the Company are as follows:
General
4.1
4.2

To ensure that the Statement of Intent and operating policies for the
Company are consistent with the operating policies of Hutt City Council.
To ensure that the Statement of Intent and operating strategies are adhered
to.

Seaview Marina Limited Statement of Intent for the Three Years – 2022/23 to 2024/25
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Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6

To keep the Shareholder informed of matters of substance affecting the
Company.
To perform continual reviews of the operating strategies, financial
performance and service delivery of the Company.
To develop the Company into one of New Zealand’s premier marina
businesses.
To further expand and diversify the Company’s marina facilities.

Economic
4.7
4.8
4.9

To maximise the financial returns achieved and the value added by the
Company.
To return a minimum return on equity (ROE) per annum of 2%, 3% and 4% for
each financial year commencing 1 July 2022/23.
To maintain the Company’s financial strength through sound and innovative
financial management.

Social and Environmental
4.10
4.11
4.12

4.13

5.

To support recreational boating activities in the Wellington Region.
To promote safe work practices.
To act as a socially responsible and environmentally aware corporate citizen
and to contribute to, or assist where possible, with Hutt City Council’s
community outcomes (as listed in the HCC Annual or Long-Term Plan).
Move towards meeting the Hutt City Council Carbon Policy.

Specific Objectives for the Year Ending 30 June 2023
In pursuit of its corporate goals, the Company has the following objectives for the
next 12 months:
General
5.1
5.2
5.3

To review the Statements of Intent and Strategic Plans for consistency with
the objectives of Hutt City Council.
To review the operating activities of the Company for compliance with the
goals and objectives stated in the Statement of Intent and Strategic Plan.
To report all matters of substance to the Shareholder.

Economic
5.4
5.5

To achieve all financial projections.
To achieve or exceed a Return on Equity (ROE) as defined by the Shareholder
(See section 4.8 above and section 7 item 3 below).

Seaview Marina Limited Statement of Intent for the Three Years – 2022/23 to 2024/25
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Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

5.6

To ensure that the reporting requirements of the Company and the
Shareholder are met.

Social and Environmental
5.7

5.8
5.9

6.

To maintain good employer status by:
(a) complying with all employment legislation; and,
(b) operating open and non-discriminatory employment practices.
To ensure no transgression of environmental and resource laws.
To review the activities undertaken by the Company for the purposes of
being a good socially and environmentally responsible corporate citizen.

Shareholder Expectations
The Shareholder has provided the Company with its expectations for the business
over the next three years. These expectations are laid out under the following four
categories: development, return to shareholder, social and environmental and lastly
health and safety. The details are outlined below:
Continue with development plans
Focus on completing the remaining in-water development as the market demands
and operating cash flows permit. Any substantial variations will require engagement
with the Shareholder.
Returns to Shareholder
In the medium term the Shareholder expects financial returns by way of dividends
and breakwater lease payments. Breakwater lease payments commenced in
2019/20. The timing of dividend payments is dependent on completion of the inwater development programme, which is currently planned for 2023/24. The Board
will develop a Dividend Policy for consideration and approval of the shareholder. The
dividend payable to the shareholder in any given year is likely to be a set percentage of
after-tax profits, rather than a fixed dollar amount.

Social and environmental
Support of charitable non-profit ventures connected with the Company’s business
will continue to be a focus, including work with the disability sector.
The Company will take steps to respond to the potential impacts of climate change
and align itself with the Council’s ‘carbon zero’ initiatives; one specific action being
to replace fuel powered vehicles, equipment, and plant with electric powered
equivalents when due for replacement, provided equivalents are commercially
viable.
Seaview Marina Limited Statement of Intent for the Three Years – 2022/23 to 2024/25
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Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

Create an enduring partnership to support the growth of local maritime businesses
that are focused on utilising renewable energy sustainably and are aligned with the
Council’s ‘carbon zero’ initiatives.
Health and safety
Health and safety will continue to be a top priority and embedded within all activities
of the marina.

7.

Performance Measures
2022/23

2023/24

Deliver annual budgeted
incomes for each of the
four business entities
•
Boat storage
•
Hardstand
•
Marine Centre
•
Launching ramp

Achieve 100% of
budgeted
incomes

Achieve 100% of
budgeted
incomes

Achieve 100% of
budgeted
incomes

Six monthly

2

Control operational
expenses (1)
Achieve prescribed rate of
return on equity before tax
and dividends (2)
Manage Capital
Expenditure (3)

Operational
expenses within
budget
3.5%

Operational
expenses within
budget
4.2%

Six monthly

3

Operational
expenses within
budget
2.5%
Complete within
capital budget
and on time

Complete within
capital budget
and on time

Complete within
capital budget
and on time

Annually

88% satisfaction
in the bi-annual
survey
Complete four
newsletters per
annum
See Section 9

88% satisfaction
for the exit/entry
survey
Complete four
newsletters per
annum
See Section 9

88% satisfaction
in the bi-annual
survey
Complete four
newsletters per
annum
See Section 9

Annually

None

None

None

Run one test
scenario and
review
Achieve 85% staff
satisfaction

Run one test
scenario and
review
Achieve 85%
staff satisfaction

Run one test
scenario and
review
Achieve 85% staff
satisfaction

Monthly to
board
Annually

Berth occupancy
equal or greater
than 95% (4)

Berth occupancy
equal or greater
than 95%

Berth occupancy
equal or greater
than 95%

1

4

5

Key Performance
Indicator
Financial

Relationship & Communication
Client Service

6

Newsletter
communications

7

Meet all shareholder
reporting deadlines

8

Risk Management and Human Resources

9

Notifiable health and
safety incidents
Business Continuity Plan

10

Staff Satisfaction

11

Marketing

Implement marketing
strategy to improve
occupancy rates
(additional berth
development initially
impacts negatively on
berth occupancy rates)

2024/25
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12

13

Media and Public Relations

Non- Financial

To provide financial or
non- financial support to at
least three charitable (nonprofit) ventures with a
marine focus during any
given financial year.

Six media
releases or PR
exercises per year

25 enquiries per
month from
website

30 enquiries per
month from
website

Annually

Support to at
least three
organisations

Support to at
least three
organisations

Support to at
least three
organisations

Annually

Notes to Financial Measures
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

Operational expenses are defined as all expenses controllable by Seaview Management. Excludes depreciation and
finance charges and losses arising from the revaluation of similar assets within an asset class.
Return on equity is defined as net Surplus / (Deficit) before tax and dividends and excluding losses or gains arising from
the revaluation of similar assets within an asset class divided by the opening balance of equity at the start of the year
Excludes carry forward of expenses on projects from prior years, unless specifically budgeted for (e.g. where project spans
two or more fiscal periods). Refers to the total capital budget.
Berth occupancy of equal or greater than 95% may not be achieved if the final in-water development stage provides new
vacant berths.
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Financial Projections
The projections have been prepared using a number of assumptions about the future
as well as business trends over the previous five years. In determining these
projections, the Board and Management have applied their judgement to the future
commercial environment in which the Company operates.
2022/23
Budget
2,961,956
2,716,962
244,995

2023/24
Plan
3,120,035
2,771,383
348,652

2024/25
Plan
3,251,623
2,824,503
427,119

13,413,328
3,334,775
10,078,553

13,495,237
3,365,655
10,129,582

13,627,246
3,390,138
10,237,108

2.5%

3.5%

4.2%

3.7%

4.7%

5.5%

Financial Year Ended 30 June
Miscellaneous
Final Stage Pier H and I Development

2022/23
Budget
250,000
800,000

2023/24
Plan
250,000

2024/25
Plan
250,000

Total Capital Expenditure

1,050,000

250,000

250,000

Financial Year Ended 30 June
Total revenue
Total expenses
Net Surplus / (Deficit) before tax & dividends
Total assets
Total liabilities
Total equity
Return on equity

The Return on equity without the breakwater lease is:
Return on equity
Note: Return on equity is before tax.

Capital Expenditure Projections

Note 1: Ownership of infrastructural assets is retained by the Shareholder (or other clients).
Note 2: Seaview Marina has to date returned all financial benefits to its Shareholder through increasing the
capital value of the marina with trading profits being retained and invested in the strategic development
programme. Dividends are expected to be returned to the Shareholder after completion of the marina in-water
capital development programme (i.e., 2023/24).
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Prospective Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses

Year Ended 30 June
Rental revenue
Other user charges
Product sales
Other revenue

Budget
2022/23 Plan 2023/24 Plan 2024/25
2,706,865
2,859,583
2,985,696
81,824
83,720
85,659
153,268
156,333
159,460
20,000
20,400
20,808

Total revenue

2,961,956

3,120,035

3,251,623

Employee expenses
Operating expenses
Finance expenses
Product cost of sales
Depreciation

725,580
1,301,221
52,353
138,309
499,499

727,561
1,296,655
84,510
141,075
521,583

743,234
1,318,363
84,510
143,896
534,499

Total expenses

2,716,962

2,771,383

2,824,503

244,995

348,652

427,119

68,598

97,623

119,593

176,396

251,029

307,526

-

200,000

200,000

176,396

51,029

107,526

Net Surplus / (Deficit) before tax

Income tax expense
Net Surplus / (Deficit) after tax
Dividend payments to HCC (1)
Net Surplus / (Deficit) after tax & dividend payments
(1) To be determined by SML Dividend Policy
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Prospective Statement of Movements in Equity
Year Ended 30 June
Balance at 1 July
Net (Surplus) / Deficit after Depreciation
Tax
Dividend Payment to HCC (1)
Balance at 30 June

Budget
2022/23 Plan 2023/24 Plan 2024/25
9,902,157 10,078,553 10,129,582
244,995
348,652
427,119
(68,598)
(97,623)
(119,593)
(200,000)
(200,000)
10,078,553 10,129,582 10,237,108

(1) To be determined by SML Dividend Policy
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Prospective Statement of Financial Position

As at 30 June
ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Debtors and other receivables
Inventory

Budget
2022/23

Plan 2023/24 Plan 2024/25

92,266
39,192
16,224

443,983
41,022
16,171

858,604
42,963
16,116

147,683

501,175

917,683

Non Current Assets
Property, plant and equipment at cost
Property, plant and equipment accumulated depreciation
Intangible assets
Intangible asset accumulated depreciation

18,084,991
(4,823,053)
62,087
(58,381)

18,334,991
(5,341,757)
62,087
(61,259)

18,584,991
(5,873,378)
62,087
(64,138)

Total non current assets
Total assets

13,265,645
13,413,328

12,994,062
13,495,237

12,709,563
13,627,246

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Payables and deferred revenue
Employee entitlements
Advances from related parties

169,016
54,807
(0)

175,802
49,877
(0)

183,242
44,949
(0)

Total current liabilities

223,823

225,679

228,191

Non Current Liabilities
Deferred Tax Liability
Borrowings

410,952
2,700,000

439,976
2,700,000

461,947
2,700,000

Total non current liabilities
Total Liabilities

3,110,952
3,334,775

3,139,976
3,365,655

3,161,947
3,390,138

10,078,553

10,129,582

10,237,108

Total current assets

Net Assets (Assets minus Liabilities)
EQUITY
Accumulated funds
Share capital
Revaluation reserve
Total Equity

(13,956,192) (13,905,163) (13,797,637)
21,281,903 21,281,903 21,281,903
2,752,842
2,752,842
2,752,842
10,078,553

10,129,582
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Prospective Statement of Cash Flows
Year Ended 30 June
Cashflows from Operating Activities
Cash was provided from:
Receipts from rentals
Receipts from user chrges and other revenue

Budget
2022/23

Plan 2023/24 Plan 2024/25

2,670,473
157,839

2,822,539
161,378

2,947,989
165,236

(746,920)
(1,256,168)
(52,353)
(104,035)

(732,491)
(1,296,602)
(200,000)
(84,510)
(68,598)

(748,163)
(1,318,309)
(200,000)
(84,510)
(97,623)

668,836

601,716

664,621

Cash was applied to:
Purchase of property, plant and equipment

(1,050,000)

(250,000)

(250,000)

Net cash flows from investing activities

(1,050,000)

(250,000)

(250,000)

Cash was applied to:
Payments to employees
Payments to suppliers
Dividend payments
Interest paid
Tax paid
Net cash flows from operating activities
Cashflows from Investing Activities

Cashflows from Financial Activities
Cash was applied to:
Repayment of borrowings to Hutt City Council

-

-

-

Net cash flows from financing activities

-

-

-

(381,164)

351,716

414,621

473,430

92,266

443,983

92,266

443,983

858,604

Net Increase / (Decrease) in Cash
Cash at beginning of year
Cash at end of year

Equity Value of the Shareholders’ Investment
The estimated net value of the shareholders’ investment in the company on 30 June 2022 will
be $9.9m and $10m on 30 June 23.
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Accumulated Profits and Capital Reserves
The intention is to pay a dividend to the Shareholder commencing in 2023/24. The
Company will develop a Dividend Policy upon completion of the planned in-water
developments (H and I Piers).

10.

Share Acquisition
There is no intention to subscribe for shares in any other company or invest in any
other organisation during the period covered by this Statement of Intent. Not with
standing this, the purchase of any shares requires shareholder approval.

11.

Information to be provided to Shareholders
In each year the Company shall comply with the reporting requirements under the
Local Government Act 2002, the Companies Act 1993, and other relevant
regulations. In particular the Company will provide:
11.1

Statement of Intent

A draft Statement of Intent by 1 March of the year preceding the financial year to
which it relates detailing all matters required under the Local Government Act 2002,
including financial information for the next three years.
A final Statement of Intent before the commencement of the financial year to which
it relates.
11.2

Half-Yearly Report

Within two months after the end of the first half of each financial year, the Company
shall provide a report on the operation of SML to enable an informed assessment of
its performance, including financial statements, and progress on activities and
projects (in accordance with section 66 of the LGA 2002).
11.3

Annual Report

Within three months after the end of each financial year, the Company will provide
an annual report which provides a comparison of its performance with the
Statement of Intent, with an explanation of any material variances, audited
consolidated Financial Statements for that financial year, and an Auditor’s Report (in
accordance with section 67, 68 and 69 of the LGA 2002).
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Pricing Policy
The Company operates in a competitive market competing with four other marinas
within the Wellington Region and to a lesser extent with the Marlborough marinas.
All marina charges, apart from the Wellington Marine Centre Leases, are reviewed
on an annual basis. The review is based on a number of criteria which are listed
below:
12.1

Market Trends

The Company positions it charges at the lower end of the Wellington marina market
but will adjust charges according to movements in other marinas of a similar
standard.
12.2

Operating Costs

Increases in operating costs related to the marina activities compared with the
previous year (not CPI).
12.3

Achievement of ROE

Hutt City Council sets a minimum ROE which the Company is required to achieve
each year and to achieve these rental charges are set accordingly.

13.

Transactions with Related Parties
Transactions between the Company, Lower Hutt City Council and other Hutt City
Council controlled enterprises will be conducted on a wholly commercial basis.
Charges from Hutt City Council and its other companies will be made for services
provided as part of the normal trading activities of the Company.
Related Party

Transaction

Hutt City Council Finance Department

Provision of accounting services and the
consolidation of the Company’s
financial accounts into the Hutt City
Council’s accounts.

Hutt City Council HR Department

Provision of HR support and services,
including recruitment and other
specialist support.

Hutt City Council IT Department

Provision of technical support for the
Company’s computer hardware and
systems.
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Directory
Directors
Peter Steel (Chairman)
Deborah Hislop
Pamela Bell
Rick Wells
Chief Executive
Tim Lidgard (Chief Executive Officer)
Registered Office
100 Port Road
Seaview
Lower Hutt
New Zealand
Postal Address
Private Bag 33 230
Petone 5012
Telephone
+64 (4) 568 3736
Website
www.seaviewmairna.co.nz

Auditor
Audit New Zealand on behalf of the Auditor General
Bankers
Westpac Banking Corporation of New Zealand Limited
Lower Hutt
New Zealand
Solicitors
Thomas Dewar Sziranyi Letts
Level 2, Corner Queens Drive & Margaret Street
Lower Hutt
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Accounting Policies

REPORTING ENTITY
Seaview Marina Limited (SML) is a Council Controlled Trading Organisation (CCTO), 100 per cent owned by Hutt
City Council. The primary objective of SML is the operation of a marina which benefits the community of Hutt
City. SML is designated a public benefit entity for financial reporting purposes.
BASIS OF PREPARATION
The financial statements have been prepared on the going concern basis, and the accounting policies have been
applied consistently throughout the period.
Statement of compliance
These financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Local Government
Act 2002, which includes the requirement to comply with generally accepted accounting practice in New Zealand
(NZ GAAP). They comply with IPSAS and other applicable Financial Reporting Standards, as appropriate for public
benefit entities (PBE) that apply Tier 2 PBE accounting standards. As SML’s total expenses are under
$30,000,000, it has elected to apply Tier 2 PBE accounting standards.
Measurement base
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these financial
statements.
The financial statements have been prepared on a historical cost basis.
Functional and presentation currency
The financial statements are presented in New Zealand dollars and all values have been rounded to the nearest
dollar. The functional currency of SML is New Zealand dollars.
SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT ACCOUNTING POLICES
Revenue
SML derives revenue from its licensees and casual clients. The income is generated from a range of rentals for
boat storage and building tenancies as well as services available through the facilities provided by SML.
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received. THE FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction
at balance date, based on the actual service provided as a percentage of the total services to be provided.
Sales of goods are recognised when a product is sold to the customer. The recorded revenue is the gross amount
of the sale, including credit card fees payable for the transaction. Such fees are included in other expenses.
Interest revenue is recognised using the effective interest method.
Expenses
Expenses are recognised when the goods or services have been received on an accrual basis.
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Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents include cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts.
Trade debtors and other receivables
Trade debtors and other receivables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised
cost using the effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.
Inventory
Inventory is recorded at cost on a first in – first out basis.
Property, plant and equipment
Land is measured at fair value, and buildings are measured at fair value less accumulated depreciation. All other
asset classes are measured at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Additions
Expenditure of a capital nature of $500 or more is capitalised. Expenditure of less than $500 is charged to
operating expenditure. The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset if, and
only if, it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to SML
and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
Labour costs relating to self-constructed assets are capitalised if, and only if, it is probable that future economic
benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to SML and the cost of the item can be measured
reliably.
Work in progress is recognised at cost less impairment and is not depreciated.
Disposals
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount of the asset.
Gains and losses on disposals are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive revenue and expense.
Subsequent costs
Costs incurred subsequent to initial acquisition are capitalised only when it is probable that future economic
benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to SML and the cost of the item can be measured
reliably.
Revaluation

Land and buildings are reviewed each year to ensure that their carrying amount does not differ
materially from fair value and are revalued when there has been a material change. All other asset
classes are carried at depreciated historical cost. Revaluation movements are accounted for on a class
of asset basis.
The net revaluation results are credited or debited to other comprehensive revenue and expenses and
are accumulated to an asset revaluation reserve in equity for that class of asset. Where this would
result in a debit balance in the asset revaluation reserve, this balance is not recognised in other
comprehensive revenue and expenses but is recognised in the surplus or deficit. Any subsequent
increase on revaluation that reverses a previous decrease in value recognised in the surplus or deficit
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will be recognised first in the surplus or deficit up to the amount previously expensed, and then
recognised in other comprehensive revenue and expenses.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight-line basis on all property, plant and equipment at rates that will write off
the cost of the assets to their estimated residual values over their useful lives. The straight-line depreciation
rates are as follows:
Property, plant and equipment consist of the following asset classes: land, buildings, leasehold improvements,
furniture and office equipment and motor vehicles.
Estimated economic lives
Buildings
Service Centre, hardstand, travel lift
Site improvements
Piers and marina berths
Plant and equipment
Vehicles

Years
5 - 33
2 - 77
3 - 60
4 - 30
1.5 - 66
5

Rate
3% - 20%
1.3% - 50%
1.7% - 33.3%
3.3% - 25%
1.5% - 67%
20%

The residual value and useful life of an asset is reviewed and adjusted if applicable at each financial year end.
Intangible assets
Software acquisition and development
Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and bring to
use the specific software. Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as an expense
when incurred. Costs that are directly associated with the development of software for internal use by SML, are
recognised as an intangible asset.
Amortisation
The carrying value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life.
Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases at the date that the asset is derecognised.
The amortisation charge for each period is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive revenue and expense.
The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of intangible assets have been estimated as
follows:
Estimated economic lives
Computer software

Years
2.5 - 33

Rate
3% - 40%

Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets with a finite useful life are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. If an asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable
amount, the asset is impaired and the carrying amount is written down to the recoverable amount. The
recoverable amount is the higher of the asset’s fair value less costs to sell and value in use. The total impairment
loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive revenue and expense.
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Goods and services Tax
All items in the financial statements are stated exclusive of GST, except for receivables and payables, which are
presented on a GST inclusive basis. Where GST is not recoverable as input tax then it is recognised as part of
the related asset or expense.
Employee entitlements
Short-term entitlements
Employee benefits that SML expects to be settled within 12 months of balance date are measured at nominal
values based on accrued entitlements at current rates of pay. These include salaries and wages accrued up to
balance date, annual leave earned to, but not yet taken at balance date, retiring and long service leave
entitlements expected to be settled within 12 months, and sick leave.
SML recognises a liability for sick leave to the extent that absences in the coming year are expected to be greater
than the sick leave entitlements earned in the coming year. The amount is calculated based on the unused sick
leave entitlement that can be carried forward at balance date, to the extent that SML anticipates it will be used
by staff to cover those future absences.
SML recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses where contractually obliged or where there is a past
practice that has created a constructive obligation.
Payables
Short term creditors and other payables are recorded at their face value.
Provisions
SML recognises a provision for future expenditure of uncertain amount or timing when there is a present
obligation (either legal or constructive) as a result of a past event, it is probable that expenditures will be
required to settle the obligation and a reliable estimate can be made of the amount of the obligation.
Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.
Provisions are measured at the present value of the expenditures expected to be required to settle the obligation
using a pre-tax discount rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks
specific to the obligation. The increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as an interest
expense.
Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at their fair value plus transaction costs. After initial recognition, all
borrowings are measured at amortised cost using the effective interest method. Borrowings are classified as
current liabilities unless SML has an unconditional right to defer settlement of the liability for at least 12 months
after balance date.
Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.
Income tax
Income tax expense includes components relating to both current tax and deferred tax.
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Current tax is the amount of income tax payable based on the taxable profit for the current year, and any
adjustments to income tax payable in respect of prior years. Current tax is calculated using tax rates (and tax
laws) that have been enacted or substantively enacted at balance date
Deferred tax is the amount of income tax payable or recoverable in future periods in respect of temporary
differences and unused tax losses. Temporary differences are differences between the carrying amount of
assets and liabilities in the financial statements and the corresponding tax bases used in the computation of
taxable profit.
Deferred tax is measured at tax rates that are expected to apply when the asset is realised or the liability is
settled, based on tax rates that have been enacted or substantively enacted at balance date. The measurement
of deferred tax reflects the tax consequences that would follow from the manner in which the entity expects to
recover or settle the carrying amount of its assets and liabilities.
Deferred tax liabilities are generally recognised for all taxable temporary differences. Deferred tax assets are
recognised to the extent that it is probable that taxable profits will be available against which the deductible
temporary differences or tax losses can be utilised.
Deferred tax is not recognised if the temporary difference arises from the initial recognition of goodwill or from
the initial recognition of an asset or liability in a transaction that is not a business combination, and at the time
of the transaction, affects neither accounting profit nor taxable profit.
Current and deferred tax is recognised against the surplus or deficit for the period, except to the extent that it
relates to a business combination, or to transactions recognised in other comprehensive revenue and expense
or directly in equity.
Leases
Operating leases
An operating lease is a lease that does not transfer substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership
of an asset. Lease payments under an operating lease are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over
the lease term.
Finance leases
SML has not entered into any material finance leases.
Financial instruments
The Company is party to financial instrument arrangements as part of its normal operation. Revenue and
expenses in relation to all financial instruments are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Revenue and
Expenses.
All financial instruments are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position on the basis of the Company’s
accounting policies. All financial instruments disclosed on the Statement of Financial Position are recorded at
fair value.
Budget figures
The budget figures are those approved by the Board at the beginning of the year. The budget figures have been
prepared in accordance with generally accepted accounting practice (GAAP), using accounting policies that are
consistent with those adopted by the Board for the preparation of the financial statements.
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Seaview Marina Limited DRAFT Statement of Intent for the Three Year Period
covering 2022/23 to 2024/25

Critical accounting estimates and assumptions
In preparing these financial statements SML has made estimates and assumptions concerning the future. These
estimates and assumptions may differ from the subsequent actual results. Estimates and assumptions are
continually evaluated and are based on historical experience and other factors, including expectations of future
events that are believed to be reasonable under the circumstances.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an on-going basis. Revisions to accounting estimates
are recognised in the reporting period in which the revision is made and in any future periods that will be
affected by those provisions.
Assumptions have been made for the useful lives of property, plant and equipment and intangible assets as
noted above.
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
02 February 2022

File: (22/220)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/21

Urban Plus Group Draft Statement of Intent
2022/23 to 2024/25
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of the report is to provide a review of the draft 2022/232024/25 Statement of Intent for Urban Plus Group (UPL) as delivered to
Council for Council’s consideration.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
1.

notes that the Urban Plus Group (UPL) Board has submitted a draft Statement
of Intent (SOI) 2022/23 - 2024/25, attached as Appendix 1 to the report, in
accordance with the Local Government Act 2002;

2.

notes that officers have reviewed the draft SOI for compliance with the Local
Government Act 2002 and provided their analysis;

3.

receives the draft SOI;

4.

reviews the draft SOI and considers if any modifications should be made; and

5.

provides comment for the UPL Board to consider in finalising its SOI
(including any modifications suggested by the Committee arising under
recommendation (4) above).

Background
2.

The Local Government Act 2002 (LGA) requires the board of a Council
Controlled Organisation (CCO) to deliver to its shareholders a draft SOI on
or before 1 March of each year.

Discussion
3. The Board of Urban Plus Limited (UPL) has submitted a draft Statement Of
Intent (SOI) to Council. This is attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
DEM15-4-2 - 22/220 - Urban Plus Group Draft Statement of Intent 2022/23 to
2024/25
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4.

The board of a CCO must provide information prescribed by the LGA for the
SOI, to the extent is appropriate given the organisation form of the CCO.
They must do this for the ‘the group’ – which comprises the CCO and its
subsidiaries. The information is required to be provided for the 2022/23
financial year and the two years following that (section 9, Schedule 8 of the
LGA).

5.

The compliance of the company with the legislative requirements for the SOI
and a summary of the amendments proposed by the Board for their 2022/232024/25 SOI are detailed below:
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22 February 2022
UPL Draft SOI Content

(a) the objectives of the company

The objectives of the UPL are
stated.

(b) a statement of the board’s approach to
governance of the group

A statement is included.

(c) the nature and scope of the activities
undertaken by the group

The nature and scope of activities
are outlined.

(d) the ratio of consolidated shareholders’ funds
to total assets, and the definition of those terms

Ratio provided.

(e) the accounting policies of the group

Accounting policies are outlined.

(f) the performance targets and other measures
by which performance of the group may be
judged in relation to its objectives

Performance targets are included.

(g) an estimate of the amount or proportion of
accumulated profits and capital reserves that is
intended to be distributed to the shareholders

Information provided.

(h) the kind of information to be provided to the
shareholders by the group during the course of
those financial years, including the information
to be included in each half yearly report (and, in
particular, what prospective financial
information is required and how it is to be
presented)

The kind of information to be
provided is outlined.

(i) the procedures to be followed before any
member or the group subscribes for, purchases,
or otherwise acquires shares in any company or
other organisation

Information on procedures is not
provided but it is noted that there
is no intention to subscribe or
invest in any other organisation.
A further note states UPL has
established a subsidiary.
Established procedures are in
place which require approval
from Council’s CE who can grant
authority to UPL on certain
conditions.

(j) any activities for which the board seeks
compensation from any local authority (la)
(whether or not the la has agreed to provide the
compensation)

No compensation requested.

(k) the boards estimate of the commercial value
of the shareholders’ investment in the group and
the manner in which and the times at which that
value is to be reassessed

A statement as to the net value of
shareholder’s investment is
provided.

(l) any other matters that are agreed by the
shareholders and the board

Some additional information is
provided.
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6.

22 February 2022

The draft SOI has been prepared to address the priorities included in the
Letter of Expectation it received from Council on 16 December 2021.

Climate Change Impact and Considerations
7. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
Legal Considerations
8. Council may suggest changes which the Board must consider in finalising its
SOI. The Board must consider within two months of 1 March any comments
on the draft SOI that are made by the shareholders. The Board must deliver
a completed SOI to Council on or before 30 June 2022.
9.

Outside of this current process, the Council may, by resolution, require the
Board to modify the SOI and the Board must comply (section 5, Schedule 8
LGA), provided that Council first consults the Board.

Financial Considerations
10. The draft SOI contains the financial forecasts for UPL for the three year
period commencing 1 July 2022.
11. The Total Equity of UPL is forecast to be $48.0M as at 30 June 2022.
Appendices
No.

Title
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Purpose
The purpose of this Statement of Intent is to:
a.

State publicly the activities and intentions of this Council-Controlled Organisation for the year and the
objectives to which those activities will contribute;

b.

Provide an opportunity for shareholders to influence the direction of the organisation; and

c.

Provide a basis for the accountability of the directors to their shareholders for the performance of the
organisation.

This Statement of Intent covers the year 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2023 and forecasts for the following two financial
years. It has been prepared in accordance with Section 64 (1) of the Local Government Act 2002.

Introduction
UPL is wholly owned by Hutt City Council (HCC) and operates as a Council Controlled Organisation (CCO) under
the Local Government Act 2002. UPL was established effective 1 May 2007 with principle objectives as stated
below under ‘Our Business Objectives’.
UPL is a company registered under the Companies Act 1993, is governed by the requirements of that Act and
Section 6 of the Local Government Act 2002, and is covered by law and best practice. It also has responsibilities
under the general law including the Resource Management Act 1991.
The Urban Plus Group comprises Urban Plus Limited (UPL), UPL Limited Partnership (UPLLP) and UPL
Developments Limited (UPLDL).

Shareholder’s Mandate to Urban Plus Limited
UPL is charged with providing housing outcomes for Te Awa Kairangi Lower Hutt. In alignment with the
Shareholder’s revised 2022 – 2025 key priorities and expectations (set out below), UPL will set out to deliver
wider housing outcomes and benefits than previous years.
Historically, UPL’s involvement in the local housing market was to fill and stimulate gaps not being addressed
by developers and act as a catalyst for medium density at affordable levels to the general market. With those
areas now being addressed by other providers and developers, UPL’s recent and current focus is towards being
the developer and supplier of housing outcomes to Community Housing Providers (CHPs) and iwi, as well as
releasing affordable homes to first home buyers at discounted pricing levels and continuing to grow its own
rental portfolio where possible.
In its first year (2021/22 FY) of addressing a wider remit, UPL broadened its attention and operations to enter
into partnerships with iwi and Community Housing Providers for housing outcomes and secured further land /
property for future projects. This has provided a foundation for which to address a somewhat revised, yet
similar, Statement of Expectations from its Shareholder (2022-25 period). The company’s goals now are to
develop strategies and frameworks to meet and deliver these expectations in the upcoming years.
In alignment with the Shareholder’s wider expectations and deliverables, it is collectively acknowledged that
,UPL cannot act as both developer and continue to hold property long term that is not specifically for its own
portfolio. Cyclical project programming and delivery (by way of sales) are fundamental to successfully delivering
the company’s objectives and remaining commercially solvent. Future projects’ success and deliverables are
reliant on a continued cycle of development and release (and repeat).

3
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Strategic Priorities
1.

Provide for Housing Need

UPL is to provide for need across the housing continuum. UPL will develop and implement a framework to
enable the development of social housing and housing for a range of households in addition to those who qualify
as ‘65 years-plus’ (see definition p7), market rental, affordable housing and commercially focussed
developments. The primary focus of this priority is to bring more homes into the supply chain.
1.1 Release of Council-Owned Land for Development
To affect 1 (above), UPL will work closely with the Shareholder throughout the 2022-23 financial year and outer
lying years to assist in reviewing and identifying parcels of council-owned land to enable further growth and
assist in achieving its Urban Growth targets to assist in addressing the housing shortage currently being
experienced in Lower Hutt. There is formal direction^ from Central Government (NPS-UDC) to Local
Government to provide more residentially zoned land for development than is currently being supplied due to
projected population growth.
^Source: John Pritchard, Principal Research & Policy Advisor at HCC 4/11/2020 email extract: “The Housing and Business Development Capacity Assessment,
completed in circa October 2019 in response to the National Policy Statement on Urban Development Capacity (NPS-UDC), population growth in Lower Hutt will
mean [Lower Hutt] needs between 5,233 and 9,606 additional dwellings up to 2047. (For planning purposes the NPS-UDC requires Council to provide for more
supply than the above so the figures are increased to 6,105 and 11,256. We also need to deliver a range of housing types to respond to population changes.”

2.

Build More Housing Partnerships

In order to deliver homes across the areas of the housing continuum identified in point 1 above, UPL is to
develop and strengthen relationships and partnerships with key entities such as
• Community Housing Providers (CHPs) with at least one being a Maori CHP;
• Mana whenua – Te Runanga O Te Ati Awa, Ngati Toa Rangitira and Taranaki Whanui (Port Nicholson
Block Settlement Trust);
• Non-governmental organisations (such as local service providers)
• Developers;
• Central Government organisations (Kainga Ora, Ministry of Housing & Urban Development);
• Tertiary Education providers (WelTec, Whitireia).
Partnerships with key organisations within the housing and social sectors will enable UPL to achieve
outcomes where it cannot achieve them on its own. UPL is charged with delivering housing outcomes to
organisations which provide their own in-house management and wrap-around support services.
3.

Build Pathways to Permanency

UPL will (either directly or indirectly) deliver where appropriate, initiatives such as shared equity, rent to buy,
reduced deposit schemes, and other means of assisting qualifying households into home ownership. It is
anticipated that such initiatives can be aligned via partnerships with Crown agencies, and partners such as CHPs
and mana whenua.
4.

Application of Agreed Environmental Standards

UPL will continue to build homes to a standard of no less than Homestar 6. The aim of this priority is for UPL
and Council to show environmental leadership by continuing to set higher standards for how we deliver
sustainable, warm, safe and dry homes. UPL will act as a catalyst and leader in adopting and applying best
practice environmentally and sustainability focused design and development approaches.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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Further, the Shareholder has declared a climate emergency citing the need to raise awareness on climate
change and to prioritise reducing council and city-wide emissions to zero net carbon. UPL will continue to
participate in the city-wide zero carbon plan development process and implement, monitor, and measure any
actions it has agreed to deliver.
5.

Achieving Wider Outcomes

The achievement of these new priorities will require the development of a considerable number of new homes
throughout Lower Hutt. This requires a skilled workforce that is ready and able to deliver. Delivering more
supply is an opportunity for UPL to create and support local employment and training and to work with a tertiary
education provider(s) (such as Wellington Institute of Technology and Whitireia) and other partners to support
capacity uplift in the building, construction and built environment sectors, and partner with the construction
industry to offer employment and career development.
6.

Deliver on Plan Change 43

District Plan Change 43 enables greater housing capacity and a wider range of residential development in areas
of the city which are located near transport and retail nodes. UPL is mandated to seek housing opportunities
around suburban shopping centres and transport hubs afforded by Plan Change 43 and to be an exemplar of
the well-designed developments Council envisaged in the Medium Density Design Guide that accompanied the
plan change.
Further, UPL is expected to align with the Shareholder’s aspiration in terms of:
7. Promote Maori Outcomes
Council is committed to improving outcomes for Maori and to working with our mana whenua partners to shape
Lower Hutt for the future. UPL will seek to fully participate alongside Council in any formal relationship
agreements with mana whenua as they relate to improving housing outcomes.
8.

Support Central Government Initiatives

When sought by the Shareholder, UPL will look to support Central Government initiatives where it is financially,
socially and environmentally prudent, and is to the overall betterment to Lower Hutt City. Further, UPL will
seek to work with any form of social or community housing providers which promote the growth of housing in
Lower Hutt.
The Provision of Accommodation for the Low Income Elderly
In addition to the above priorities, UPL is also charged with the ongoing provision of housing to the low income
elderly:
1.

A safe community
The UPL portfolio of residential housing is predominantly occupied by those considered to be the ‘lowincome elderly’. We feel that an elderly presence in any community contributes to a safer community
by having people present in residential areas during the working day. This passive security presence
provides ‘stability’ and value to a community by having people in the area while those of younger age
may be at work or school.

2.

A strong and diverse economy
Providing appropriate accommodation for our elderly where they can retain independent living with
dignity contributes significantly to community diversity by retaining the elderly in that community.

3.

An accessible and connected city

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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The elderly can contribute significantly to the community and families by being actively involved in the
community. This connectivity with the community spans generations and encourages understanding
and tolerance between young and old.
4.

Healthy people
UPL has a significant role in providing warmer, drier, healthier homes to the low-income elderly who
may not be in a position to self-fund independent accommodation. The forecast is for steadily growing
numbers of the over 65’s entering this sector as the population ages. The changing Lower Hutt
demographic will put increased pressure on UPL to provide an increased number of housing units in the
future. UPL has a significant role to play in appropriately housing this growing and aging demographic.

5.

A healthy natural environment
UPL aims to be a good community citizen in the widest sense taking responsibility for project
management, material selection and disposal in a way that minimises harm and impact on the
environment. We endeavour to apply HomeStar principles in terms of passive design (insulation, double
glazing and where possible, positioning for solar gain) to minimise energy consumption promoting the
concept of warmer, drier, healthier homes at minimal ongoing cost to the occupier.

6.

Actively engaged in community activities
The provision of residential housing aimed at the low-income elderly is a community activity where we
are using our skills, expertise and professionalism to assist those elderly that are in need of assistance in
finding appropriate accommodation.

7.

Strong and inclusive communities
Prior to embarking on any development, UPL considers the overall amenity value of the community
including proximity to public transport, retail, medical centres, land contour etc. so our residents can live
safely and in an engaged manner within the community, whilst retaining mobility and independence.

8.

A healthy built environment
Our developments and management of the existing portfolio contribute to a healthy built environment
by sound practice property maintenance, developments that are sympathetic to community values, and
are complimentary to desirable urban planning aspirations and planning rules. New properties are
insulated, double glazed, warm, dry homes with accessibility issues minimised by prudent design. It is
recognised that those occupying warmer drier homes are naturally healthier, consume less energy in
keeping those homes warm, and enjoy reduced doctors / hospital visits with increased longevity.

Our Statutory Objectives
Section 59 of the Local Government Act 2002 provides:
Principal objective of council-controlled organisation
(1)

The principal objective of a Council-Controlled Organisation is to:
(a)

Achieve the objectives of its shareholders, both commercial and non-commercial, as specified in
the Statement of Intent;

(b)

Be a good employer;

(c)

Exhibit a sense of social and environmental responsibility by having regard to the interests of the
community in which it operates, and by endeavouring to accommodate or encourage these when
able to do so; and

(d)

If the Council-Controlled Organisation is a Council-Controlled Trading Organisation, conduct its
affairs in accordance with sound business practice.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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In subsection 1.b, good employer has the same meaning as in clause 36 of Schedule 7 of the Local
Government Act 2002.
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Our Business Objectives
In addition to the Statutory objectives, the Business objectives of the Company are to:
1.1

operate as a successful and profitable undertaking;

1.2

provide for need across the housing continuum by developing property for housing outcomes such as:
affordable, social, market rentals and commercial projects;

1.3

be a provider of housing into the local supply chain with various housing typologies;

1.4

build housing partnerships with local and nationwide community housing organisations, mana whenua
and Crown agencies;

1.5

develop a framework to enable households to transition into housing permanency;

1.6

demonstrate environmental leadership by the implementation of HomeStar methodologies and other
practices which lower carbon emissions;

1.7

support and advance training and employment opportunities within the construction and built
environment sectors;

1.8

seek greater housing capacity outcomes afforded by Plan Change 43;

1.9

support Central Government initiatives where and when prudent, in alignment with the Shareholder;

1.10

provide for the long term a growing portfolio of rental housing for the low-income elderly 1 consistent
with, and to give effect to, Council’s housing policy;

1.11

manage and develop the housing portfolio in a manner which increases its property values;

1.12

ensure that the housing portfolio for the low-income elderly is appropriate for the changing needs of the
community in terms of the objectives outlined in Council’s housing policy;

1.13

purchase, develop, lease or on-sell future development projects in a manner which maximises its value
at a level of risk appropriate for the investment of funds and/or which aligns with the aspirations of the
Shareholder;

1.14

comply with all legislative and regulatory provisions relating to its operations and performance;

1.15

ensure all assets owned by the company are maintained to the applicable standards;

1.16

maintain an effective business continuance plan;

1.17

maintain a register of current Council policies relevant to its business and operations; and

1.18

assist Council when asked to do so in its endeavours in regards to the Urban Growth Strategy.

These objectives will be monitored and where in conflict (with each other or themselves), these objectives will
be pursued giving greater weight to the interests of maximising value to the Shareholder provided that in
relation to the provision of social housing, value to the Shareholder will include the consideration of social value.

1

’Aged 65-plus’ in this context relates to an applicant for a residential tenancy, that at the time of application, is able to demonstrate:
i.
that they are eligible for National Super (aged over 65 years – this being subject to review periodically by Central Government);
ii.
that they have no other income;
iii.
that they do not have cash or assets of such a magnitude that would mean they could make independent accommodation
choices.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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Nature and Scope of Activities to be undertaken by the
Company
The nature and scope of activities of the Company are to:
1.

Operate as a successful business, returning benefits to the Shareholder;

2.

Own, operate and maintain, to an acceptable standard, a portfolio of rental housing to provide
community housing for the low-income elderly in accordance with normal commercial guidelines and
the housing policy of Council;

3.

Ensure that the housing portfolio for the low-income elderly is appropriate for the changing needs of the
community in terms of the objectives outlined in Council’s housing policy;

4.

Develop property in preparation for sale or lease, which is declared surplus to the needs of Hutt City
Council and which provide an appropriate return for the costs and risks of development;

5.

Actively participate in the market with intent to acquire / purchase property to develop for sale, lease,
portfolio retention or public market rental which provides appropriate returns for the levels of cost, risk
and funds invested;

6.

Purchase, develop, lease or on-sell the development property portfolio in a manner which maximises its
value at a level of cost and risk appropriate for the investment of funds and is in alignment with the
aspirations of the Shareholder; and

7.

Otherwise become involved in property-related transactions and property-technical advisory services on
a commercial basis that support the Shareholder’s vision for the future development of the city. This
specifically includes assisting with progressing the Urban Growth Strategic Objectives.

Section 59 of the Local Government Act 2002 also provides that the principal objectives of a CouncilControlled Trading Organisation include the objectives of its Shareholders.
In order to meet our objectives we focus our work activity on asset planning and development, capital project
management, operations management, risk management, staff development and corporate governance.

Other
UPL will continue to be involved in property-related transactions on a commercial basis that support the
Shareholders' vision for the future development of the city.
UPL will continue to provide a wide range of strategic property advice and property consultancy when
required to the Shareholder. Work has included:
1.

Advice and general direction for Making Places projects;

2.

Commercial leasing management advice for HCC property and subsidiaries;

3.

Specific property advice; and

4.

Assist with strategic HCC property acquisition and divestment as directed by the Shareholder.

Funding
UPL’s existing funding thresholds are very restrictive for what has been mandated by the Shareholder to action
in the upcoming years. As such there is both an essential requirement and opportunity to seek alternative
funding channels or further Shareholder support. Future investigation is required into alternative mechanisms
which will enable UPL to undertake scale developments.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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Mechanisms such as project funding (most UPL Group projects are cyclical in nature and require only short term
funding peaks, and therefore funds can be recycled quickly upon each projects conclusion), directly engaging
the Local Government Funding Agency (LGFA) as a direct CCO issuer or directly approaching banks for funding
(either as corporate / project financing, or both) are some options to be progressed. LGFA covenants and
Regulatory aspects will be managed accordingly should alternative funding streams be engaged.
Leveraging the existing asset portfolio and divestment of existing housing are additional mechanisms which UPL
can utilise, subject to Shareholder approval which must be received before proceeding with any divestment
programmes. Any variation to existing debt-to-equity ratios, leveraging ratios and divestment programmes are
subject to unanimous Board and Shareholder approval.

Performance Measures
The Company will meet the following measures for the next three years:
Rental Housing
1.1 Capital expenditure within budget.
1.2 Operational expenditure within budget.
1.3 Net Surplus before Depreciation and tax and after Finance Expenses as a Proportion of the Net Book Value
of Residential Land and Buildings at the Start of the Year – Greater than 2.25%.
1.4 Tenant satisfaction with the provision of the company’s rental housing greater than or equal to 90%.
1.5 Percentage of total housing units occupied by low-income elderly 2 greater than or equal to 85%.
1.6 Annual rental increases to be no greater than $50 per week per unit.
1.7 Increasing the portfolio size to 220 units by December 2023.
1.8 All rental housing units in the portfolio to have a HomeFit certificate by 30 June 2024.
1.9 Any rental housing units purchased and not already utilising electricity or renewable sources of energy for
space heating, water heating, and cooking facilities, shall be converted to utilise only electricity or
renewable sources of energy within five years of acquisition.
1.10 New rental housing units constructed by UPL to utilise only electricity or renewable sources of energy for
space heating, water heating and cooking facilities.

Property Development
1.11 Capital expenditure within budget.
1.12 Operational expenditure within budget.

2

’Aged 65-plus’ in this context relates to an applicant for a residential tenancy, that at the time of application, is able to demonstrate:
i.
that they are eligible for National Super (aged over 65 years – this being subject to review periodically by Central Government);
ii.
that they have no other income;
iii.
that they do not have cash or assets of such a magnitude that would mean they could make independent accommodation
choices.
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1.13 All new developments shall only utilise electricity or renewable sources of energy for space heating, water
heating and cooking facilities.
1.14 All new housing units (standalone house or townhouse) shall achieve a certified HomeStar design rating of
at least six stars.
1.15 A pre-tax return of not less than 20% on Development Costs including Contingency on each commercial
development project (except where the Board and Shareholder agree otherwise to achieve specified
objectives).
1.16 A pre-tax return of not less than 15% on Development Costs including Contingency on housing released to
market as ‘Affordable’ (except where the Board and Shareholder agree otherwise to achieve specified
objectives).
1.17 Value of divestment to Community Housing Providers (or socially-likeminded organisations) set at each
project’s Development Cost (includes contingency and GST) plus a margin of no greater than 12.5% (except
where the UPL Board and Shareholder agree otherwise to achieve specified objectives).
1.18 Long term public rental accommodation pre-tax returns at no less than (or equal to) 3.5% after
depreciation.3
Returns are specific to each project’s (Board Approved) business case where long term market rentals are developed. Future rents are
set as per independent annual review.

3

Professional Property Advice
1.19 Achieve a market return on additional services provided to the Shareholder.

UPL Developments Limited
1.20 Undertake, negotiate and execute tender and procurement processes for and on behalf of the Partnership
and ‘parent’ company as required.
1.21 Facilitate civil and construction contracts for and on behalf of the Partnership and ‘parent’ company as
required.
1.22 Facilitate payment of contract progress claims for Board approved contracts as well as payments to other
suppliers engaged to provide services or goods to defined development projects.
1.23 Should UPLDL be used for future developments, the same performance measures apply as for Property
Development (refer above).
1.24 Act as General Partner when a Limited Partnership structure is utilised for development projects.

UPL Limited Partnership
1.25 Develop land in a manner which maximises its value at a level of risk appropriate for the investment of
funds.
1.26 To perform business undertakings in common with UPL with a view to profit from development projects
for the purposes of funding for the elderly housing portfolio and meeting the Shareholder’s wider key
priority outcomes.
1.27 Should UPLLP be used for future developments, the same performance measures apply as for Property
Development (refer above).
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Risk Management
Health and Safety in Employment
UPL will maintain sound industry practice with ongoing reviews of its Health and Safety policies to ensure they
remain current in terms of compliance.
Business Continuity
UPL will maintain a Business Continuity Plan for unforeseen circumstances so any event will have minimal
impact on the day-to-day operation of the business.
Insurances
UPL will maintain appropriate insurances to mitigate risk of portfolio damage, business interruption and
professional indemnity. This will include Directors and Office Bearers cover where appropriate.
Emergency preparedness
UPL will rehearse and maintain systems and procedures to best position itself to deal with emergency
situations.
Commercial Risk
UPL will manage its affairs in a manner that minimises commercial risk recognising that some risk will need to
be taken to achieve targets.

Board of Directors
The Board of Directors consists of up to six members, with the Shareholder appointing Council representation
as Director(s) and Independent Directors. Directors generally serve three-year terms.
The Board is responsible for the proper direction, governance and control of UPL.
Unanimous approval of the Board is required for:
1.1

Employment of staff and creation of new permanent positions outside of resolved budget limits;

1.2

Extraordinary transactions (entering into any contract or transaction except in the ordinary course of
business);

1.3

Delegation of Directors’ powers to any person;

1.4

Major transactions (entering into any major transaction);

1.5

Disputes (commencing or settling any litigation, arbitration or other proceedings which are significant or
material to the Company’s business);

1.6

Borrowings in a manner that materially alters the Company’s banking arrangements, advancing of credit
(other than normal trade credit) exceeding $5,000 to any person except for making deposits with
bankers, or giving of guarantees or indemnities to secure any person’s liabilities or obligations;

1.7

Sale of assets (sell or dispose of fixed assets for a total price per transaction exceeding $100,000 or a
series of transactions aggregated exceeds $300,000); and

1.8

Capital expenditure (other than in the ordinary course of doing business) at a total cost to the Company,
per transaction, exceeding $30000,000 or a series of transactions aggregated exceeds $750,000.
However, the UPL Chief Executive has delegated authority to approve individual, project-specific capital
expenditure invoices up to $750,000 + GST if the Board has unanimously approved the budget for that
project.

The Board will require the agreement of the Shareholder for:
1.1

Any changes to the Constitution;
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1.2

Any increases in capital and the issue of further securities, share buybacks and financial assistance;

1.3

Any alteration of rights attaching to shares;

1.4

Any arrangement, dissolution, reorganisation, liquidation, merger or amalgamation of the Company; and

1.5

Any ‘major transactions’ as that term is defined in the Companies Act 1993.

Ratio of consolidated Shareholders’ funds to total assets
The target ratio for consolidated Shareholders' funds to total assets is at least 50%. Consolidated Shareholders'
funds comprise share capital and accumulated reserves. Total assets comprise all tangible assets of the
Company, the main component being housing and undeveloped land. The forecast consolidated Shareholders
funds as at June 2021 is 74%. The share capital of $15.3 million consists of 27,000,001 ordinary shares on issue,
of which 12,000,001 are fully paid and 15,000,000 are issued but uncalled.

Accumulated profits and capital reserves
There is no intention to pay a dividend in the 2022/23 financial year or succeeding years.

Information to be provided to Shareholders
In each year UPL shall comply with the reporting requirements specified for CCO’s under the Local Government
Act 2002 and the Companies Act 1993 regulations.
In particular, it shall provide:
Annually
1.

Annually report, within two months after the end of each financial year, which will include:

2.

A Statement of Intent detailing all matters required under the Local Government Act 2002;

3.

An annual budget for the coming financial year, broken out by the two major areas of operation; Rental
Housing and Land Development, including the assets employed and debt attributable to each area;

4.

A written report on the financial operations of the Company to enable an informed assessment of its
performance including a comparison against budget and the Statement of Intent, the Return on Equity
and Return on Assets for the Period;

5.

Financial statements comprising the Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Comprehensive
Revenue and Expenses and Statement of Cash Flows;

6.

A business plan indicating the nature of property development it proposes to undertake and the range
of investment and estimated return it proposes to achieve;

7.

An assessment of the current market for rental housings and the appropriateness of the current housing
portfolio to meet the needs of the low-income elderly.

Half Yearly
8.

Six-monthly, within two-months of the end of the six month reporting period.

9.

A written report on the operations of the Company by the two major areas of operation to enable an
informed assessment of its performance including a financial comparison against budget and the
Statement of Intent, the Return on Equity and Return on Assets for the Period.

10.

Financial statements comprising the Statement of Financial Position, Statement of Comprehensive
Revenue and Expenses and Statement of Cash Flows.

11.

Progress on activities outlined in the agreed business plan.

Share acquisition
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There is no intention to subscribe for shares in any other company or invest in any other organisation.
(NOTE: UPL has a subsidiary company UPL Developments Limited).

Compensation from Local Authority
It is not anticipated that the company will seek compensation from any local authority other than in the context
of normal commercial contractual relationships.
NB: if a CCO has undertaken to obtain or has obtained compensation from its Shareholders in respect of any
activity, this undertaking or the amount of compensation obtained will be recorded in:
1.

The annual report of the Council-Controlled Organisation; and

2.

The annual report of the local authority.

Equity value of the Shareholder’s investment
For the year ended 30 June 2023, the estimated net value of the Shareholder’s investment in Urban Plus Group
will be $48.663 million.
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Financial Forecasts
Planning and programming for development projects will be based on exceeding the agreed minimum financial
performance thresholds as set out in the Performance Measures section for each commercial, residential
portfolio, affordable housing and long term market rental development project. Each development project will
require the approval of the Board to ensure strategic fit and achievement of the minimum rate of return.
The current volatility of the property market and anticipated future interest rate increases has resulted in
considerable uncertainty in terms of what projects will become available, and what sales might result from
those projects. Details of potential development projects will be included in the regular reporting to the Board
and Shareholder.

The original target date for UPL to achieve 220 rental units was 30 June 2020. This target date will not be
achieved based on the current development programme with only 189 units projected as at 30 June 2020, and
the wider mandate now provided by the Shareholder. The target of 220 units is now expected to be achieved
by December 2023. Between 2018 and 2021, UPL has developed and sold to the private market, 105 houses,
the profits from which will fund the growth in UPL’s rental portfolio without requiring ratepayer assistance.
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Performance
For the Year Ended 30 June

2022

2023

2024

2025

Forecast

Budget

Plan

Plan

REVENUE
Rental Revenue
Other Management Fees
Finance Revenue
Commercial Development Sales
Gain on Sale of Property, Plant and Equipment
Other Revenue
Total Revenue

2,552,337
25,545,652
28,097,988

2,740,189
24,121,739
26,861,928

2,833,324
73,399,130
76,232,454

2,885,970
2,885,970

EXPENSES
Personnel Expenses
Rates
Repairs & Maintenance
Insurance
Specialist Services
Operational Contracts
HCC Support Costs
Other Operating Expenses
Asset Write-Offs
Agents Fees & Marketing
Cost of Commercial Development Sales
Total Expenses

945,905
284,165
488,743
210,862
109,250
102,600
141,696
380,064
106,000
19,426,258
22,195,543

1,087,665
311,229
490,993
222,479
109,750
104,556
144,528
383,804
351,900
18,725,748
21,932,652

1,109,188
322,122
498,154
236,993
110,250
106,524
147,420
386,883
41,962,267
44,879,800

1,131,192
341,731
503,268
251,415
110,750
108,492
150,360
390,036
250,000
11,306,667
14,543,910

5,902,445

4,929,276

31,352,654

(11,657,941)

977,911
495,510

995,859
667,545

1,042,393
690,694

1,082,102
601,026

NET SURPLUS/(DEFICIT) before Tax

4,429,025

3,265,871

29,619,567

(13,341,069)

Income Tax (Expense)/Benefit

1,240,127

914,444

8,293,479

3,188,898

2,351,427

21,326,088

OPERATING SURPLUS/(DEFICIT)
Depreciation
Finance Expenses

SURPLUS/DEFICIT after TAX
Other Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses
Gain on Property Revaluation
Less: Tax on Revaluation
Total Other Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses
TOTAL COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE and EXPENSES

3,188,898

-

-

(13,341,069)

-

2,351,427

21,326,088

(13,341,069)

Consolidated Statement of Changes in Equity
For the Year Ended 30 June

Balance at 1 July
Total Comprehensive Revenue and Expenses for the Year
Balance at 30 June

2022

2023

2024

2025

Forecast

Budget

Plan

Plan

44,778,379

47,967,277

50,318,704

71,644,792

3,188,898

2,351,427

21,326,088

(13,341,069)

47,967,277

50,318,704

71,644,792

58,303,723
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Consolidated Statement of Financial Position
As at 30 June

2022

2023

2024

2025

Forecast

Budget

Plan

Plan

ASSETS
Current Assets
Cash & Cash Equivalents
Debtors & Other Receivables
Prepayments
Inventories
Total current assets

623,431
29,943
20,891,349
21,544,724

315,326
29,943
34,151,535
34,496,805

47,271,828
29,943
2,801,967
50,103,738

32,652,570
29,943
6,358,634
39,041,147

Non-Current Assets
Property, Plant & Equipment
Assets Under Construction
Assets Available for Sale
Loan to Related Party
Total non-current assets

41,596,782
4,030,938
45,627,720

41,449,240
5,593,615
47,042,856

44,274,765
5,063,255
49,338,020

43,294,953
7,668,514
50,963,467

TOTAL ASSETS

67,172,443

81,539,660

99,441,758

90,004,614

LIABILITIES
Current Liabilities
Creditors & Other Payables
Employee Entitlements
Other Liabilities
Total Current Liabilities

2,006,679
24,101
565,004
2,595,784

3,048,151
24,101
565,004
3,637,256

1,145,126
24,101
565,004
1,734,231

1,942,530
24,101
565,004
2,531,635

Non-Current Liabilities
Employee Entitlements
Borrowings
Deferred Tax Liability
Total Non-Current Liabilities

46,742
13,000,000
3,562,641
16,609,383

46,742
24,300,000
3,236,958
27,583,700

46,742
15,400,000
10,615,993
26,062,735

46,742
26,800,000
2,322,514
29,169,256

TOTAL LIABILITIES

19,205,167

31,220,956

27,796,966

31,700,891

NET ASSETS

47,967,277

50,318,704

71,644,792

58,303,723

EQUITY
Retained Earnings
Share Capital
Revaluation Reserve
TOTAL EQUITY

7,338,228
15,300,000
25,329,049
47,967,277

9,689,655
15,300,000
25,329,049
50,318,704

31,015,743
15,300,000
25,329,049
71,644,792

17,674,674
15,300,000
25,329,049
58,303,723

21%

33%

18%

31%

GEARING (Debt + overdraft : Debt + Equity)
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Consolidated Statement of Cash Flows
For the Year Ended 30 June

CASH FLOWS from OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Receipts from Rent and Leases
Receipts from Management Fees
Receipts from Other Revenue
Interest Received
Receipts from Commercial Development Sales
Cash was applied to:
Payments to Employees
Payments to Suppliers
Interest Paid
Tax Paid
Costs of Commercial Development Sales

Net Cash Flows from Operating Activities
CASH FLOWS from INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Sale of Property, Plant and Equipment
Cash was applied to:
Purchase and Construction of Property, Plant and Equipment

Net Cash Flows from Investing Activities
CASH FLOWS from FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Proceeds from Borrowings
Cash was applied to:
Repayment of Borrowings
Repayment of Advance from Hutt City Council

Net Cash Flows from Financing Activities

NET INCREASE/(DECREASE) in CASH and CASH EQUIVALENTS
Cash and Cash Equivalents at the Beginning of the Year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR

2022

2023

2024

2025

Forecast

Budget

Plan

Plan

2,813,913
246,925
25,545,652
28,606,489

3,062,056
336,272
24,121,739
27,520,067

3,077,237
259,558
73,399,130
76,735,926

3,079,303
202,348
3,281,651

(945,905)
(1,939,189)
(495,510)
(565,004)
(19,826,434)
(23,772,043)

(1,087,665)
(1,836,888)
(667,545)
(1,240,127)
(31,811,718)
(36,643,943)

(1,109,188)
(2,212,123)
(690,694)
(914,444)
(12,615,418)
(17,541,867)

(1,131,192)
(1,935,450)
(601,026)
(8,293,479)
(14,632,213)
(26,593,359)

4,834,446

(9,123,876)

59,194,059

(23,311,709)

-

-

-

-

(6,315,392)
(6,315,392)

(2,484,228)
(2,484,228)

(3,337,558)
(3,337,558)

(2,707,549)
(2,707,549)

(6,315,392)

(2,484,228)

(3,337,558)

(2,707,549)

2,600,000
2,600,000

25,600,000
25,600,000

19,000,000
19,000,000

11,400,000
11,400,000

(2,600,000)
(2,600,000)

(14,300,000)
(14,300,000)

(27,900,000)
(27,900,000)

11,300,000

(8,900,000)

11,400,000

(308,105)
623,431
315,326

46,956,501
315,326
47,271,828

(14,619,258)
47,271,828
32,652,570

-

(1,480,946)
2,104,377
623,431
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Statement of Accounting Policies
UPL will apply the following accounting policies consistently during the year and apply these policies to the
Statement of Intent. In accordance with the New Zealand Institute of Chartered Accountants Financial Reporting
Standard 42 (FRS 42), the following information is provided in respect of the Statement of Intent.

Nature of prospective information
The financial information presented consists of forecasts that have been prepared on the basis of best estimates
and assumptions on future events that UPL expects to take place.

Statement of compliance with International Financial Reporting Standard
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with New Zealand generally accepted accounting
practice. They comply with New Zealand equivalents to International Financial Reporting Standards (NZ IFRS)
and other applicable financial reporting standards, as appropriate for public benefit entities.

Reporting entity
UPL is a company registered under the Companies Act 1993 and a Council-Controlled Trading Organisation as
defined by Section 6 of the Local Government Act 2002. Hutt City Council is the only shareholder. The company
was incorporated in New Zealand in 13 December 1996 as De Luien Developments Limited, changed its name
to Centre City Plaza Limited on 27 June 1997, changed its name to Hutt Holdings Limited on 20 January 2003
and finally changed its name to Urban Plus Limited on 25 May 2007.
The financial statements have been prepared in accordance with the requirements of the Companies Act 1993,
the Financial Reporting Act 1993 and the Local Government Act 2002.
For purposes of financial reporting, UPL is a public benefit entity.

Reporting period
The reporting period covers the 12 months from 1 July 2022 to 30 June 2023. Comparative projected figures
for the year ended 30 June 2024 and 30 June 2025 are provided.

Specific accounting policies
The accounting policies set out below have been applied consistently to all periods presented in these financial
statements.
The measurement basis applied is historical cost.
The accrual basis of accounting has been used unless otherwise stated. These financial statements are
presented in New Zealand dollars rounded to the nearest thousand, unless otherwise stated.

Judgements and estimations
Preparing financial statements in conformity with NZ IFRS requires judgements, estimates and assumptions that
affect the application of policies and reported amounts of assets, liabilities, income and expenses. Where
material, information on the major assumptions is provided in the relevant accounting policy or will be provided
in the relevant note to the financial statements.
The estimates and underlying assumptions are reviewed on an ongoing basis. Revisions to accounting estimates
are recognised in the period in which the estimate is revised if the revision affects only that period or in the
period of the revision and future periods if the revision affects both current and future periods.
Judgements that have a significant effect on the financial statements and estimates with a significant risk of
material adjustment in the next year are discussed in the relevant notes.
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Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents includes cash on hand, deposits held at call with banks, other short term highly liquid
investments with original maturities of three months or less, and bank overdrafts.

Debtors and other receivables
Debtors and other receivables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method, less any provision for impairment.

Revenue
Revenue is measured at the fair value of consideration received.
Revenue from the rendering of services is recognised by reference to the stage of completion of the transaction
at balance date, based on the actual service provided as a percentage of the total services to be provided.
Sales of goods are recognised when a product is sold to the customer. The recorded revenue is the gross
amount of the sale, including credit card fees payable for the transaction. Such fees are included in other
expenses.
Property sales are recognised on settlement date, along with the related expenses. Interest income is
recognised using the effective interest method.

Property, plant and equipment
On transition to NZ IFRS assets were recorded at cost less accumulated depreciation and impairment losses.
Revaluation
Land and buildings are revalued with sufficient regularity to ensure that their carrying amount does not differ
materially from fair value and at least every three years. All other asset classes are carried at depreciated
historical cost. The carrying values of revalued assets are assessed annually to ensure that they do not differ
materially from the assets’ fair values. If there is a material difference, then the off-cycle asset classes are
revalued.
Revaluations of property, plant, and equipment are accounted for on a class-of-asset basis. The net revaluation
results are credited or debited to other comprehensive income and are accumulated to an asset revaluation
reserve in equity for that class of asset. Where this would result in a debit balance in the asset revaluation
reserve, this balance is not recognised in other comprehensive income but is recognised in the surplus or deficit.
Any subsequent increase on revaluation that reverses a previous decrease in value recognised in the surplus or
deficit will be recognised first in the surplus or deficit up to the amount previously expensed, and then
recognised in other comprehensive income.
Additions
Expenditure of a capital nature of $500 or more has been capitalised. Expenditure of less than $500 has been
charged to operating expenditure. The cost of an item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an
asset if, and only if, it is probable that future economic benefits or service potential associated with the item
will flow to UPL and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.
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Disposals
Gains and losses on disposals are determined by comparing the proceeds with the carrying amount of the asset.
Gains and losses on disposals are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
Subsequent costs
Costs incurred subsequent to initial acquisition are capitalised only when it is probable that future economic
benefits or service potential associated with the item will flow to UPL and the cost of the item can be measured
reliably.
Depreciation
Depreciation is provided on a straight line basis on all property, plant and equipment at rates that will write off
the cost (valuation) of the assets to their estimated residual values over their useful lives. The straight line
depreciation rates are as follows:
Estimated economic lives

Years

Rate

Buildings

2 - 69

1.45% - 50.00%

Plant and equipment

8 - 13

7.69% - 12.00%

Vehicles

7

12.76%

The residual value and useful life of an asset is reviewed and adjusted if applicable at each financial year end.

Intangible assets
Software acquisition and development
Acquired computer software licenses are capitalised on the basis of the costs incurred to acquire and bring to
use the specific software. Costs associated with maintaining computer software are recognised as an expense
when incurred. Costs that are directly associated with the development of software for internal use by UPL, are
recognised as an intangible asset.
Amortisation
The carrying value of an intangible asset with a finite life is amortised on a straight-line basis over its useful life.
Amortisation begins when the asset is available for use and ceases at the date that the asset is derecognised.
The amortisation charge for each period is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
The useful lives and associated amortisation rates of major classes of intangible assets have been estimated as
follows:
Estimated economic lives

Years

Rate

Computer software

2.8

36%

Impairment of non-financial assets
Assets with a finite useful life are reviewed for impairment whenever events or changes in circumstances
indicate that the carrying amount may not be recoverable. If an asset’s carrying amount exceeds its recoverable
amount, the asset is impaired and the carrying amount is written down to the recoverable amount. The total
impairment loss is recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
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Goods and services tax
All items in the financial statements are stated exclusive of GST, except for receivables and payables. Where
GST is not recoverable as input tax then it is recognised as part of the related asset or expense.
The net amount of GST recoverable from, or payable to, the Inland Revenue Department (IRD) is included as
part of receivables or payables in the Statement of Financial Position.
Commitments and contingencies are disclosed exclusive of GST.

Employee entitlements
Short-term entitlements
Employee benefits that UPL expects to be settled within 12 months of balance date are measured at nominal
values based on accrued entitlements at current rates of pay. These include salaries and wages accrued up to
balance date, annual leave earned to, but not yet taken at balance date, retiring and long service leave
entitlements expected to be settled within 12 months, and sick leave.
UPL recognises a liability for sick leave to the extent that absences in the coming year are expected to be greater
than the sick leave entitlements earned in the coming year. The amount is calculated based on the unused sick
leave entitlement that can be carried forward at balance date, to the extent that UPL anticipates it will be used
by staff to cover those future absences.
UPL recognises a liability and an expense for bonuses where contractually obliged or where there is a past
practice that has created a constructive obligation.

Borrowings
Borrowings are initially recognised at their fair value. After initial recognition, all borrowings are measured at
amortised cost using the effective interest method.

Borrowing costs
Borrowing costs are recognised as an expense in the period in which they are incurred.

Creditors and other payables
Creditors and other payables are initially measured at fair value and subsequently measured at amortised cost
using the effective interest method.

Income tax
Income tax for the period is calculated by reference to the amount of income taxes payable or recoverable in
respect of the taxable profit or tax loss for the period. It is calculated using tax rates and tax laws that have
been enacted or substantively enacted by the reporting date. Current tax for current and prior periods is
recognised as a liability (or asset) to the extent that it is unpaid (or refundable).

Property intended for sale

Property previously held but now being sold as it is no longer required is classified as a property held for sale.
This classification is used where the carrying amount of the property will be recovered through sale, the
property is available for immediate sale in its present condition and sale is highly probable.
Property held for sale is recorded at the lower of the carrying amount and fair value less costs to sell. From the
time a property is classified as held for sale, depreciation is no longer charged on the improvements.
Where property is held for sale or for development for sale, in the ordinary course of business, it is classified as
inventory. Such property is recorded at the lower of cost and net realisable value (selling price less costs to
complete and sale costs). Any write-downs to net realisable value are expensed in the net surplus/(deficit) for
the year.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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Leased assets
Operating Leases
Leases where the lessor effectively retains substantially all the risks and rewards of ownership of the leased
items are classified as operating leases. Payments made under these leases are expensed in the Statement of
Comprehensive Income on a straight-line basis over the term of the lease. Lease incentives received are
recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income as an integral part of the total lease payment.
Finance Leases
The Company has not entered into any material finance leases.

Financial instruments
The Company is party to financial instrument arrangements as part of its normal operation. Revenue and
expenses in relation to all financial instruments are recognised in the Statement of Comprehensive Income.
All financial instruments are recognised in the Statement of Financial Position on the basis of the Company’s
accounting policies. All financial instruments disclosed on the Statement of Financial Position are recorded at
fair value other than those specifically identified in the Notes to the financial statements.

Urban Plus Group 2022-2025 Statement of Intent
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
24 January 2022

File: (22/74)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/22

Kaupapa Here Tapanga (Naming Policy)
Purpose of Report
1.

This report recommends that Council considers the adoption of the Kaupapa
Here Tapanga – Naming Policy 2022-2027 (the proposed Policy).

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
(1) adopts the proposed Kaupapa Here Tapanga - Naming Policy 2022-2027 (the
proposed Policy) attached as Appendix 1 to the report;
(2) agrees to amend the community boards’ delegations to reflect that the
naming of new roads and alterations to street names will be in accordance
with the proposed Policy;
(3) approves the current Kaupapa Here Tapanga Register (the Register) for
public notification attached as Appendix 2 to the report;
(4) notes that Mana Whenua are working with Councils regionally to develop a
register of names and identify the areas in the region where they should be
used;
(5) notes that these names, once agreed, will be added to the Register and
publicly notified with all other approved names;
(6) notes that the Register is a “living document” and that as names are
approved, they will be added to the Register;
(7) notes that the new names will be publicly notified annually;
(8) notes that areas experiencing particularly intensive development will be
given specific opportunities to provide suggested names, which once
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approved, will be added to the Register;
(9) notes that developers will be advised of both the proposed Policy and
process through the usual networks and asked to provide any names that
they would like considered for inclusion in the Register; and
(10) notes that a specific web page will be set up to enable community members
to propose names.
For the reasons that the proposed Policy actively reflects Council’s relationship
with Mana Whenua and the cultural significance of place to all our communities.
It prioritises the use of Te Reo Māori names and ensures that the process of
determining appropriate names begins with the views of Mana Whenua,
interested parties, and communities.
Background
1.

Sections 319(1) (j), 319A and 319B of the Local Government 1974 Amendment
Act 2002 apply to the naming of roads. Decisions on the naming or renaming
of open spaces must comply with the decision-making obligations set out in
Part 6 of the Local Government Act 2002. Open spaces classified under the
Reserves Act 1977 must be named or renamed by resolution of Council and
in accordance with the Reserves Act 1977.

2.

Within the legislative frameworks Council has a wide scope in approaching
the naming of roads and spaces in the city.

3.

The proposed Policy covers the naming of all areas owned or managed by
Hutt City Council and describes Council’s approach in all cases where
official naming or renaming of an area is proposed.

Discussion - Review
4.

The review has:
a)

explored practice from recently adopted naming policies of other local
authorities, particularly those in the Wellington region.

b)

engaged with Mana Whenua, on the proposed policy at hui in July,
August, and September 2021. These discussions included identifying
mechanisms within the policy for engagement on naming/renaming
which have been included in the proposed operational process.

Policy
5.

The proposed Policy acknowledges the 2003 Waitangi Tribunal
determination that ahi kā rights within Te Upoko o Te Ika rohe sit with Te
Āti Awa, Ngāti Tama, Ngāti Mutunga, Taranaki, Ngāti Ruanui, and Ngāti
Toa.

6. The proposed Policy actively reflects Council’s relationship with Mana
Whenua and the cultural significance of place to all our communities. It
prioritises the use of Te Reo Māori names and ensures that the process of
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determining appropriate names begins with the views of Mana Whenua,
interested parties, and communities. The focus of the proposed Policy is
ensuring that names reflect the city’s unique identity, culture, and
environment, and help tell stories about its history, geography, and heritage.
7. The proposed Policy addresses the need to ensure that names are
appropriate, and provide ease of identification for Council, the public and
key services (such as emergency, postal, and courier services) and the need
for a consistent and transparent best practice approach for accurate and
efficient administration and communication.
Operational Process
8.

An operational process has been drafted for administering the proposed
Policy. It supports decision makers and ensures that the importance of
Council’s relationship and Takai Here with Mana Whenua and the use of Te
Reo names is prioritised.

9.

It also ensures that names are appropriate, and provide ease of identification
for Council, public and key services (such as emergency, postal, and courier
services) and that names reflect the city’s unique identity, culture, and
environment.

10. The priority order and criteria for the naming or renaming is shown in Table
1 below. Any proposed name must meet one or more of the criteria
indicated. Dual names (Te Reo/English) are supported.
Table 1: Criteria
Priority
First

Criteria
•

An appropriate Te Reo Māori name

Second

•

Where an appropriate name is already in common use.

•

Telling a story about the history of the feature, by acknowledging people and
ensuring that women and under-represented groups are acknowledged. Te
Reo names are encouraged where appropriate.

•

Where a specific theme is associated with a location and is appropriate for new
names.

•

Reflects the local landscape, topographical features, or flora/fauna. The
preference is for appropriate Te Reo names to used.

•

Aligns with adjacent street/suburb/open space names, eg naming a new
reserve the same as a nearby road.

Third

Kaupapa Here Tapanga Register
11. Only names on the Kaupapa Here Tapanga Register will be used (attached
as Appendix 2 to the report). If agreed by Council, the current Register will
be publicly notified. This public notification can be used as an opportunity
to ask for new name proposals. These names will be considered and, if
approved, added to the Register. New names will be publicly notified
annually
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12. Mana Whenua are working with Councils regionally to develop an agreed
register of names and identify the areas in the region where these names
should be used. Once agreed, the names for Te Awakairangi ki Tai Lower
Hutt will be added to the Register and publicly notified with all other
approved names.
13. The Register is a ‘living document’ and as names are approved, they will be
added to the register. Areas experiencing particularly intensive development
will be given specific opportunities each year to provide suggested names,
which once approved, will be added to the Register.
14. Developers will be advised of both the approved Kaupapa Here Tapanga Naming Policy and process through our usual networks and asked to
provide any names that they would like considered for inclusion in the
Register.
15. A specific web page (similar approach as Notable Trees) will be set up to
enable community members to propose names online. Each time new names
are publicly notified the web page will be publicised and names requested.
Replacing colonial street names
16. Officers are not proposing to do this in the short term. Once the proposed
Policy and name register has been approved and the process has settled in,
the implementation criteria will be reviewed to assess the options for
replacing street names with the names of Māori leaders on a case-by-case
basis. Any proposed change will require engagement.
Correcting the spelling of street names
17. Officers are not proposing to correct the spelling of existing street names in
the short term. Once the new Policy and name register has been approved
and the process has settled in, the implementation criteria will be reviewed to
assess the options for correcting the spelling of incorrectly spelt street names.
Any proposed change will require engagement.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
18. Climate change impacts are not relevant to this matter.
Consultation
19. Mana Whenua were fully engaged in the development of the proposed
Policy and will continue to play a key role in the implementation of Kaupapa
Here Tapanga.
20. Following Council’s adoption of the proposed Policy, officers will engage
with key stakeholders and community groups on the new Policy and process
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Legal Considerations
21. The most relevant legislation includes the Local Government Act 2002, Local
Government (Rating) Act 2002, the Reserves Act 1977 and the Rating
Valuations Act 1998.
Financial Considerations
22. Costs associated with the implementation of the proposed Policy will be met
from the Transport Business Unit’s existing budgets.
Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1⇩

Appendix 1: Kaupapa Here Tapanga Naming Policy

68
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Appendix 2: Kaupapa Here Tapanga Register (Reserved Street
Name List) 2021

80
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Kaupapa Here Tapanga
Naming Policy
2021 - 2031
Draft – 20 January 2022
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Contents

1. Introduction
2. Mana Whenua partnership
3. Purpose
4. Scope
5. Process
6. Revising existing names
7. Definitions
8. Mandatory Criteria
9. Process overview diagram

Review
The Naming Policy will be reviewed three years after introduction
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1. Introduction
Making sure that we have appropriate names for features such as roads, parks and buildings is vital
to protect and enhance the character and heritage of Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt and illustrate
its unique identity.
Names help us identify precisely where places are located, which is vital for emergency and other
services. They connect us to the land and local environment, and reflect and acknowledge the
culture and history associated with local areas of the city.
This policy was developed in partnership with Mana Whenua and replaces the 2018 – 2023 policy
agreed by Council in March 2018.

2. Mana Whenua partnership
Hutt City Council recognises the critical value that a strong partnership with Mana Whenua brings to
building a city where everyone thrives and together we are creating a framework for effective
participation and shared decision-making. Working with Taranaki Whānui ki Te Upoko o Te Ika a Māui
(Port Nicholson Block Settlement) Trust, Te Rūnanga o Toa Rangatira, Wellington Tenths Trust,
Palmerston North Māori Reserve Trust, and Te Rūnanganui o Te Āti Awa ki Te Upoko o Te Ika a Māui,
we will meaningfully embrace and incorporate Te Ao Māori (the Māori worldview) in our policies and
practices, be aware and responsive to Māori needs and aspirations, and fulfil our obligations under the
principles of Te Tiriti.
The names of roads, open spaces, and locally significant sites and areas in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower
Hutt are important to Māori and a key matter on which Council and Mana Whenua will work together.

3. Purpose
This policy sets out a clear process for deciding the official names of roads, open spaces, Council
facilities (including Council buildings and parts of buildings/facilities, and rooms in Council buildings),
suburbs, localities and sub-divisions/developments in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt. The policy:
•

reflects the importance of Council’s relationship and Takai Here with Mana Whenua;

•

prioritises the use of Te Reo Māori names;

•

ensures that the process of determining appropriate names takes account of the views of
Mana Whenua, interested parties, and communities;

•

ensures that names are appropriate, and provide ease of identification for the Council,
public, and key services (such as emergency, postal, and courier services);

•

ensures that names reflect the city’s unique identity, culture and environment, and help tell
stories about its history, geography, and heritage; and

•

applies a consistent and transparent best practice approach, for accurate and efficient
administration and communication.
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4. Scope
The policy applies to the naming and renaming of roads, open spaces, Council facilities (including
buildings and parts of buildings/facilities, and rooms in Council buildings), suburbs, localities, and
subdivisions/developments in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower Hutt. It also applies to places that need a
name identified within an official address. This includes private rights of ways, state highways,
service lanes, pedestrian access-ways, wharves, and courtyards.
Hutt City Council does not have the authority to name certain types of places or features in the city.
In particular, the New Zealand Geographic Board Ngā Pou Taunaha o Aotearoa (NZGB) is responsible
for the official naming and renaming of settlements, such as suburbs and localities and geographic
features. Council may make proposals to the NZGB to name or rename places or features, and in
these situations will use the process and criteria in this policy as well as taking account of NZGB
naming policies, principles, and guidelines.
Council does not have formal decision-making authority for the naming of buildings except for
Council facilities, some tracks (those outside of the Council’s control, such as those under the
jurisdiction of the Department of Conservation, or where local communities are best-placed to
determine appropriate names), or subdivisions.
In terms of rooms in Council buildings officers will work with Mana Whenua to determine when
names are needed and will recommend names in-line with the criteria in this policy.

5. Process
The view of Mana Whenua underpins the process for naming areas in Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai Lower
Hutt.
a. Mana Whenua engagement
When deciding the official names of roads, open spaces, Council facilities (including Council buildings
and parts of buildings/facilities), suburbs, localities and sub-divisions/developments, Council will first
engage with Mana Whenua to discuss the significance of the area and appropriate naming options.
(See process overview at the end of this policy)
There are several mechanisms through which Mana Whenua and Council will consider naming or
renaming areas. A register of suitable names that can be used will be developed with Mana Whenua.
i.

All developments that Council is aware of will be provided to the Port Nicholson Block
Settlement Trust Naming Committee which will then provide names and descriptions for
the places / roads.

ii.

The mechanism through which Ngāti Toa and Council will work to name areas will be
developed by them.

In situations where community organisations or others identify the opportunity or need to name
roads, open spaces, Council facilities or other places and features, Council officers will use the above
channels to engage with Mana Whenua on the proposals.
b. Naming proposal

DOC/21/98663
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Council officers will assess proposed names using the criteria in Table 1 and make recommendations
to Council’s Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee. Community Boards will use the process and
criteria to assess proposals to name or rename roads, local parks, reserves, or sports grounds in the
community board area. Proposals will also need to be in-line with the guidelines in table 2.
A proposal to name or re-name an area must be supported by an assessment of the extent to which
proposed names meet the policy criteria, including considering the relative importance of different
criteria in situations where more than one name is proposed, and/or where there are conflicting
views about the appropriateness of a proposal.
Council’s intention is to increase the proportion of Te Reo names over time. Where there are two or
more potential names that are broadly level when assessed against the criteria, preference will be
given to Te Reo names. Where Te Reo Māori street names are adopted these must have the
appropriate Te Reo Māori road type. Names in Te Reo will use macrons rather than double vowels.
The priority order and criteria for the naming or renaming of roads, rights of way, Council facility,
open space, or suburb or locality is shown in Table 1. Any proposed name must meet one or more of
the criteria. Dual names (Te Reo/English) are supported. In situations where dual names are used,
the Te Reo Māori name will appear first on the sign.
Table 1: Criteria

Priority
First
Second

Third

Criteria
• An appropriate Te Reo Māori name
•

Where an appropriate name is already in common use.

•

Telling a story about the history of the feature, by acknowledging people and
ensuring that women and under-represented groups are acknowledged. Te
Reo names are encouraged where appropriate.

•

Where a specific theme is associated with a location and is considered to be
appropriate for new names.

•

Reflects the local landscape, topographical features, or flora/fauna. The
preference is for appropriate Te Reo names to used

•

Aligns with adjacent street/suburb/open space names, e.g. naming a new
reserve the same as a nearby road.

In terms of Tupuna or ancestral names, these must be supported by Mana Whenua and or the direct
descendants of the ancestor. If there is disagreement between the whānau or Mana Whenua on the
use of an ancestral name, then the name will not be used.
Names will generally be applied to entire properties or entire Certificates of Title.
The assessment of names should also follow the Land Information New Zealand guidance and the
Rural and Urban Addressing Standard in relation to not duplicating existing names in Te Awa Kairangi
ki Tai Lower Hutt or the wider region, and being easily understood, pronounced, and spelt. 1 It is
https://www.linz.govt.nz/system/files_force/media/doc/guidelines_for_addressing_infill_developments_2019_0.pdf?download=1 AS/NZS 4819:2011 https://www.linz.govt.nz/regulatory/propertyaddressing/addressing-standards-and-guidelines
1
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accepted that names become familiar and easy to use within a community over time, despite
appearing to be complex initially.
c. Engagement
Developing the proposals to Council may require targeted engagement with some or all of the
following:
•

Local community groups

•

Local historians

•

Community Boards

•

Greater Wellington Regional Council and other neighbouring councils in the region, to check
whether proposed names are used or proposed elsewhere in the region

•

Members of the public directly affected e.g. by road naming or re-naming, including where
appropriate, affected property owners, businesses, and tenants

•

If a proposed name relates to a specific person, that person or the family of that person (if
deceased) should be consulted where practical.

6. Revising existing names
The process in this policy applies in situations where it is appropriate to consider revising an existing
name. This could be as a result of engagement with Mana Whenua about renaming, including
proposing dual names, of roads, open spaces, or Council facilities. 2
Renaming existing public and private roads
Changing a road name can be disruptive for residents and businesses, and may create confusion for
emergency and other services. However there will be circumstances when changing a road name will
be considered, including where:
•

Mana Whenua propose that a name should be changed and there is a compelling rationale to
support the adoption of a Te Reo name

•

the existing name is duplicated elsewhere

•

there has been a change in layout

•

the Council is requested to do so by emergency services

•

the name has been incorrectly spelled

•

two or more roads follow each other and it is not clear where the road changes its name

•

the road is commonly known by a different name

•

there are issues of cultural sensitivity

•

there is demonstrated community desire

•

where there is significant public benefit in making the change e.g. especially for emergency
services

Council will not necessarily rename an existing road even where one or more of the above reasons
apply.
2

NZGB guidelines for new/alternative names
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Renaming of open spaces/“gifted” names
The Council will not generally consider renaming open spaces, with the exception of introducing dual
names following engagement with Mana Whenua. In these situations, gifted Te Reo names reflecting
the history and/or characteristics of the feature/open space will be welcome, following appropriate
engagement with interested parties such as local residents or the family of the person honoured by
the existing name.
In some situations, the Council will need to seek approval from a national authority before
confirming a change of name e.g., Parliament for name changes to sites that have their own Act of
Parliament.

7. Definitions
For the purposes of this policy, a “road” has the meaning in section 315 of the Local Government Act
1974, which includes access ways and service lanes and any square or place generally intended for
the use of the public. The processes for naming of roads should be undertaken whenever:
•

a new subdivision is proposed that creates new roads or access-ways

•

a road is created by a process such as a gazette notice

•

a request is received to name a new or currently unnamed road

•

multiple addresses are needed off an unnamed access-way.

For the purposes of this policy, ‘open spaces’ are all parks and reserves administered by Hutt City
Council. The Council may obtain open space in the following ways:
•

Purchase by the Council;

•

Transfer from another use, for example from landfill to recreation use;

•

Vesting in the Council by another agency; or

•

Gifting to Council, in which case the name of the donor may be recognised.

Land is also often vested in the Council as reserve as part of subdivisions and reserves agreements.
The naming of features within Council open spaces, such as Council facilities, items of remembrance,
and pathways and trails, will be subject to considerations relevant to those particular features
including the potential granting of naming rights or sponsorship arrangements. Where a particular
feature is on reserve land, naming should also be consistent with the Reserves Act.

8. Mandatory Criteria
The mandatory criteria relating to subdivisions, private roads, rights of ways and lanes must be
applied.
Mandatory criteria for consideration:
•

The name of a living person cannot be used except in exceptional circumstances

•

The proposed name must be supported with sufficient and correct information including an
explanation and context of the name e.g., the origins of and link with the area

•

The name must not be likely to give offence or be inappropriate in use

•

The name is not a duplicate or similar in spelling or sound to an existing named area in the city

•

All names must comply with the rules around the naming of subdivisions, private roads, rights
of ways, lanes where these are applicable
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Subdivisions, private roads, rights of ways, lanes
•

Names must be in proportion to the length of the road

•

Names must not contain:
o abbreviations, initials, or acronyms except “St” that can be used for “Saint”

o the word “The” as the sole name element

o a preposition
o a full stop

o hyphens except where this is appropriate for the language being used e.g. Wai-whetū
Contain only characters from the standard alphabet and macrons

o Arabic or Roman numbers - numbers should be written in full

o qualifying terminology, a cardinal indicator, or a similar prefix unless the road name is
derived from a name which includes it

• Names will generally be applied to entire properties, or entire Certificates of Title, for the sake of
clarity.
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Table 2
Road types
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Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai is the Te Reo Māori name for Lower Hutt
Te Awa Kairangi
The tale of Māui and his fish and subsequent the arrival of Te Kāhui Mounga (the mountain clan) to
the summit of Pukeatua, heralds the appearance of two of the Wellington harbour’s most famous
inhabitants. Once a lake, known as Te Wai Maanga, the reformation of these waters and aspects of
the surrounding landscape is attributed to the story of Ngake and Whātaitai. Most notably for the Hutt
Valley, the force released from the tail of the guardian, Ngake, as it propelled itself from the northern
shores to forge a pathway through the southern edge of the lake, created what we now know to be Te
Awa Kairangi, the Hutt River.
Te Awa Kairangi is the oldest name for the Hutt River, attributed to first Polynesian explorer to come
to this area, Kupe, and it is indicative of the importance of this waterway to Māori. This name is said
to be transference of a geographic name in Hawaiki. The term ‘kairangi’ is used to describe anything
that is held in high esteem and, as such, Te Awa Kairangi was a significant freshwater fishery for all
Māori of this region, abundant with species such as pātiki (flounder), kanae (mullet), piharau (lamprey),
kōkopu (giant and banded bully fish), īnanga (whitebait), ngaore (smelt), and long-finned tuna (eel)
being abundant.
According to Land Information New Zealand, Te Awa Kairangi / Hutt River has been the official name
for the entire stretch of the river (exclusive of the Western Hutt River and the Eastern Hutt River)
flowing from the Hutt Forks to Wellington Harbour since 2011.
Te Awa Kairangi ki Tai and Te Awa Kairangi ki Uta
Just as Lower Hutt is linked with Upper Hutt through the connection of their names to Sir William Hutt,
chairman of the New Zealand Company which led much of the British settlement from 1839, these two
regions are also linked by our river, Te Awa Kairangi. Te Awa Kairangi this fits our narrative the best, as
DOC/21/98663
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one that is teeming with life and possibility, as well as acknowledging our surroundings and the
beautiful vista upon which the cities are set. The river unites us.
In order to distinguish these two regions from each other in Māori, we add the location word ‘Tai’ or
‘Uta’, preceded by the particle ‘ki’. ‘Tai’, by definition, locates anything that is near the coast or sea.
‘Uta’, locates anything that is inland, from a coastal perspective, or at the interior of a country or island.
The addition of these locational particles to Te Awa Kairangi, to specifically locate an area within a
broader geographical region, is a commonly accepted practice in Te Ao Māori and conforms to Māori
grammatical conventions.
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Process overview diagram
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RESERVED STREET NAME LIST: 2021

Name
Te Umumamaku

Suburb
Waiwhetu

Robinson

Hutt City

Grieg

Wainuiomata

Summary of Submitted Background Info
Name of an old cultivation clearing within close vicinity of
Waiwhetu. LINZ OK 27-4-18
Joseph Robinson (1814 –1879) was originally from Kent. He
and his brother James came to New Zealand at the beginning
of the 1830s. They are supposed to have arrived in Te
Whanganui a Tara or Port Nicholson sometime in 1831, via
Sydney. Some have even dated it earlier at 1822-1823.
Joseph established himself as a boat builder close to the
mouth of the Hutt River, not far away from Hokoikoi Pa on the
western side of the river. LINZ OK 5-3-20
In memory of Thomas Grieg Henry. Shifted to their home in
Norfolk St in 1962 back when Wainuiomata was called Nappy
Valley. Chairman of Pencarrow Home and School Assn.,
involved in projects with Riddiford Lions Club, Meals on
Wheels etc. Received civic award for his volunteer work.

Additional Info
DOC/18/64421

DOC/11/18810

DOC/17/6017

(making contact with the family for consent would require

Waterford

Wainuiomata

Pedersen

Wainuiomata

Ibbotson

Wainuiomata

Ambleside

Wainuiomata

Hononga

Wainuiomata

Pukeariki

Wainuiomata

Francis Clive
Robertson

Wainuiomata

additional research and investigation) LINZ OK 5-3-20
As Parkway is through a swamp, the existing Parkway
reservoir is a feature, and fed by a water main through the
subdivision. LINZ OK 5-3-20 CANNOT BE ROAD TYPE OF
DRIVE
Former owner of section 5, Parkway. Further investigation
required. LINZ OK 5-3-20
After Reverend Charles Ibbotson who was the original owner
of Section 5 of Belmont Survey District approximately where
80 Parkway is located today. (Historical figure (circa 1800’s)
therefore making contact with the family would require
additional research and investigation) LINZ OK 31-1-20
This was a house owned by the Heathcote family, located at
about 122 Upper Fitzherbert Road. It means summer pasture.
The house was in existence from the 1880s to the late 1950s.
It was owned by George and Mary Heathcote. George was a
barber, had a shop in Lower Hutt. The house was sold in 1957,
burnt down soon after. LINZ OK 20-10-20
(Union, connection, relationship, bond) originally suggested for
the link road between The Strand and Queen Street in
Wainuiomata with a double meaning as it is Maori for linking
(the two roads) as well as connecting the community.
LINZ OK 22-1-21
Te Ara ki Pukeariki/ Pukeariki Lane (The lane leading TO
Pukeariki). Pukeariki is another high point/hill that stands
alongside Pukeatua Hill aka the Wainuiomata Hill. It is part of
the pae maunga/ranges that surround Wellington/Hutt Valley
and includes Orongorongo, Remutaka, Korokoro etc.
LINZ OK 22-1-21
Started wok for HCC in 1964 until his retirement 37 years later,
Many of the facilities enjoyed by people in Wainuiomata today
have a large part of him in their development. (See email for a
list of contributions) LINZ OK 27-5-2021

DOC/16/88412
Additional name
from the
parkway Rise
DOC/16/88412
Additional name
from the
parkway Rise

DOC/20/1235

DOC/20/99782

DOC/21/8369

DOC/21/8369

DOC/21/62395
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Wainuiomata

Served as a HCC councillor, first chairperson of WCB, served
Wainui District Council, Wallington Regional Council among
many others institutions. Served the Wainuiomata community
for over 40years , In 2002 he received the Member of New
Zealand Order of Merit for services to the community. LINZ OK
28-1-2020

DOC/21/90900
DOC/21/90897

Naenae

Te Ngaengae is the original name of the Naenae area which
used be a swamp. Our school moteatea talks of the historical
landmarks pertaining to Te Ngaengae, which was gifted to our
school kapa haka group in 2018, by one of our local elders
Kura Moeahu. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Naenae

In memory of Tuahine Renata, a Maori teacher who for many
years spent her career at Naenae Primary School and
dedicated her life to the revival of te reo me ona tikanga in the
community through the Maori immersion class Kohanga Te
Rā. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Te Hōpua

Naenae

Te Hopua in english means the pool. Our immersion class
Kohanga Te Rā can be likened to a Maori language pool for
students wanting to be immersed in te reo me ona tikanga. We
see Kohanga Te Ra as the central learning hub of our Maori
community of Naenae. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Te Mako

Naenae

This was the name of a Pa in Naenae. LINZ OK 3-7-19

DIV/19/2760

Hēmi Tōpine Te
Mamaku

Belmont

The chief who led the attack on Boulcott Farm in 1846. He
constructed a ridgetop pā site on the Pareraho trail in what is
now Speedy's Reserve (between Hill Road and Kelson). He
adopted the name Hemi Topine (James Stovin) later after
conversion to Christianity.LINZ OK 7-6-19

DOC/19/75663

Te Mamaku

Boulcott

Background as above. He was known as Te Mamaku at the
time of the attack. LINZ OK 8-5-20

DOC/20/36382

Ngāti Hāua-terangi

Belmont

The iwi of chief Te Mamaku and the warriors LINZ OK 27-5-19

DOC/19/75663

Belmont

Early hapū of Ngāti Ira who were some of the earliest to live in
this part of Heretaunga (the Hutt Valley) LINZ OK 22-5-19
See
http://www.wcl.govt.nz/maori/wellington/ngawaahipipitea.html
See para 5 of Appendix 2 of this report:
http://iportal.huttcity.govt.nz/Record/ReadOnly?Tab=3&Uri=40
04447

DOC/19/75663

Belmont

"Caverhill owned block 9, one of the original blocks carved up
by the NZ Company. Block 9 covers most of Hill Rd and the Pa
site and a lot of Speedy's reserve. He was in the volunteers
back in the 1800's like a lot who settled these hills. So I'd like
to nominate him too. Caverhill Way maybe?" LINZ OK 5-3-20

DOC/19/75663

Petone

In memory of Roy Hewson who served a fifteen-year stint as
the Principal of Petone Central School, elected to Petone
Borough Council and established the Petone Junior Borough
Council. In addition to these, his tenure at the Council,
including as Deputy Mayor of Petone, he was also involved in
founding the Jackson Street Programme and the Walk of
Champions.
LINZ OK 18-2-20

DOC/20/15661

Reg Moore

Te Ngaengae

Renata

Rākaiwhakairi
Ngāti
Kahukuraāwhitia

Caverhill

Roy Hewson
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In recognition of Edmund (Ed) Coombes Perry who served
Hutt City Council for 25 years. He became Deputy Town Clerk
in 1957 and Town Clerk in 1962 until his retirement in 1977.
(Reserved for UPL developments) LINZ OK 2-4-20

Ed Perry

After Willem van Baarle who migrated to New Zealand in the
1950’s. van Baarle is Dutch and represents a significant group
of immigrants who settled in Lower Hutt and it is a reminder of
the influence and origins of the immigrants who are part of
Lower Hutt’s history. (Reserved for Public Roads) LINZ OK 66-19
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
bird names LINZ OK 18-2-20
Plant name LINZ OK 18-2-20

Van Baarle

Kākā
Chaffinch
Rosella
Tulip
Kōtukutuku
Kānuka
Puawānanga

Fairfield

Wai Mārama
Tahana Rerengaio
Te Waari
Rerengaio

Taitā

Patrick Harnett

Taitā

Native plants particularly relating to the Eastern Hills
(Reserved for Kāinga Ora developments ) LINZ OK 26-6-20
Translates to Clear Water Lane – suitable in the vicinity of a
water body LINZ OK 16-11-20
After Te Waari Tahana Rerengaio Angiotū of Ngāti Tama and
Te Āti Awa, who was awarded lot 14a of Hutt District section
58 by Hēmi Pārai. LINZ OK 10-03-21
Patrick Harnett, a former policeman and insurance salesman,
converted the home to a hotel in November 1895 and was its
first proprietor until bankrupted in February 1896, believed to
be the result of over extending himself financially carrying out
further development of Taare Waitara's 1881 house to form the
Taita Hotel. LINZ OK 19-02-21

DOC/20/29675

DOC/19/101630

DOC/20/68717
DOC/20/118001
DOC/21/40376
DOC/21/40377

DOC/21/40360

Although there is an emphasis on the names proposed by the developer (as long as they meet
LINZ requirements) the final decision is up to the Committee on the final name.
Names with an important contribution to the City and Events are favourable.
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
01 February 2022

File: (22/17)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/24

Review of Financial Delegation Policy and
Procurement Policy
Purpose of Report
1.

The Financial Delegation Policy has been reviewed. The Committee is
requested to endorse and recommend that the updated policy be approved
by Council.

2.

The financial thresholds in the Procurement Policy have been reviewed. The
Committee is requested to endorse and recommend that the updated policy
be approved by Council.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
(1) receives and notes the report;
(2) approves the updated Financial Delegation Policy attached as Appendix 1 to
the report; and
(3) approves the updated Procurement Policy attached as Appendix 2 to the
report.

Section A – Financial Delegation Policy
Background to the Financial Delegation Policy
3. As part of the external audit findings in 2015/16, Audit New Zealand had
raised a recommendation for the Council to “prepare and implement an
overarching Financial Delegation Policy.”
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4. A new Financial Delegation Policy (FDP) for the Hutt City Council Group
was presented for review to the Finance and Performance Committee 4
September 2019 (refer FPC2019/4/179). This policy was subsequently
approved by Council.
5. The FDP was developed in line with policies that exist in other local
authorities. It was written as a high-level overarching policy which provides
principles and general rules around financial delegations.
6. At the time of implementation of this policy, it was expected that the FDP
would enable better clarity of financial delegations and the related budget
management responsibilities for officers, whilst also enabling improved
transparency and a ‘no surprises’ approach for Council in relation to potential
future budget overspend issues.
7. The key aspects of the FDP are summarised below and are extracted from the
September 2019 Committee report:
(a) Council has delegated to the Chief Executive (CE) the authority to implement the
Annual Plan/Long Term Plan.
(b) The CE in turn delegates with financial limits to specific officers. The general
rule and expectation is that officers “live within the budget”.
(c) The CE has some flexibility to approve budget variances as long as the overall
Annual Plan budget for the year (or approved revisions of this budget by
Council) is not exceeded.
(d) Where there is a cost over-run anticipated in a particular area there is an attempt
to find offsetting savings.
(e) The policy proposes the CE has authority to approve operational and capital
variances in an activity area by an amount no greater than five per cent of budget
as long as the overall Council approved budget for the year is not exceeded.

(f) Where no commensurate savings can be found, overspends are required to be
reported to Council for consideration and approval.
(g) Quarterly financial performance reporting will provide information to the
Finance and Performance Committee about the year-end outlook. Where there are
potential budget overspend issues identified, these will be reported to the
Committee with proposed recommendations to resolve these.
Update since the implementation of the new Financial Delegation Policy
8. The Financial Delegation Policy (FDP) is part of the broader financial controls
framework in place to ensure that Council manages its finances in a prudent
and sustainable manner.
9. Following approval of the FDP in September 2019, there was a review of the
officer delegations to align these with the new policy. These changes were
successfully completed.
10. The policy has been referenced on many occasions since it was implemented
and has certainly helped in achieving better clarity around expenditure
approval requirements for officers. It has also ensured that there has been
increased transparency and ‘no surprises’ approach for Council about budget
and project cost pressures. Some recent relevant examples are the reporting
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on budget issues to Council on 16 December 2021 for the Eastern Bay Shared
Path Project and the Reserves Management Contract.
11. In 2021 a new electronic purchase order system was implemented to further
enhance the financial controls. This system replaced the outdated manual
purchase order system which required hard copy manual purchase orders to
be used. The new system records electronically the officer who has raised a
purchase order as well the officer that approves it. The system limits these
approvals to the financial delegation of an officer. Comprehensive training
and support was provided to officers as part of the implementation. This has
further improved the financial management practices.
Review undertaken of the Financial Delegation Policy (FDP)
12. The FDP has been reviewed and Table 1 provides a summary of the changes
which are proposed. The full detailed policy is available as Appendix 1 to the
report.
13. The key change proposed is a new delegation enabling the Chief Executive
the authority to bring forward capital expenditure budgets from the next two
years of the LTP/Annual Plan where the current year budget is expected to
be underspent. There are two drivers for this change proposed in the FDP.
-

The Chief Executive’s Performance Framework set by Council for 2021/22
includes a performance measure in the context of capital investment
delivery performance as follows “Review Financial Delegations Policy to
change the policy to a three-year timeframe to enable more flexibility with the
timing of the delivery.”

-

Council resolution 14 May 2021 as part of the process to finalise the LongTerm Plan 2021-2031 (refer LTP2021/2/125):
Notes the delivery risks of the capital investment programme and directs officers
to review the policy settings of the Financial Delegation Policy and the
Procurement Policy and report to the Policy, Finance and Strategy Committee
with advice on changes that could be actioned to achieve improved capital
delivery outcomes.
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Table 1: Summary of proposed updates to the Financial Delegation Policy
Description of update
to policy

Existing FDP

Updated FDP

1.

To reflect the updated
Committee structure

Finance and
Performance
Committee

Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee.

2.

To reflect the updated
organisation structure
role titles and
terminology

General
Managers and
Divisions.

Directors and Business Units.

Chief Financial
Officer

Group Chief Financial Officer

3.

Review period

Two-yearly

Three-yearly, or earlier if considered
necessary

4.

Approver of changes
to the policy

Chief
Executive

Council

5.

Bringing forward of
CAPEX budgets

No specific
content.
Requires a
Council
decision.

New section 4.4 added. This
provides delegation to the Chief
Executive to manage risks of projects
experiencing delays and bring
forward and accelerate the delivery
of projects that were planned in the
next two years of the LTP/Annual
Plan. This is restricted to
circumstances where the overall
budget for the current year is
expected to be underspent.

6.

Minor editorial
changes and
corrections

Significance
Policy

Significance and Engagement Policy
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14. Some further policy improvements were considered as part of this review.
However, after a comparison of our councils, including Wellington City
Council and Porirua City Council, there are no further changes proposed.

Section B – Procurement Policy
Background to the Procurement Policy
15. The Procurement Policy ensures that Council is operating fairly and openly,
while resources are being used efficiently to achieve Council’s goals.
Procurement financial thresholds provide a tool for determining which
procurement method is to be used to procure the resources or services
needed to achieve required outcomes (for example a closed tender versus an
open tender). The current Procurement Policy has been in place since 2016.
16. In line with the Council resolution 14 May 2021 detailed in paragraph 13, the
Procurement Policy was reported to the Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee 13 July 2021 (refer PFSC2021/3/151). The report proposed an
uplift to the financial thresholds.
17. The LTP adopted 30 June 2021 has a significant step up in capital investment
to $1.5 billion. This programme carries a level of uncertainty and risks to
achievability. Delays to the programme may result in Council not meeting
planned levels of services or result in greater costs in the long term. There are
also additional uncertainties and risks in the COVID-19 environment, with
delays and challenges in procuring and sourcing some materials and services.
18. The proposed increases in the financial thresholds presented in July 2021
were aimed at increasing purchasing agility within the context of the
increased works programme and were based on the following key reasons:
-

The current procurement thresholds have been in place since 2016 and
had not been inflation adjusted. This means more stringent procurement
processes and potentially inefficiencies.

-

Evolving market conditions, noting in particular difficulty in securing
resources and services in the tight market. An open competitive tendering
process can result in a more prolonged and inefficient process in these
market conditions. This is particularly relevant in the construction sector
where Council has good knowledge of the companies offering the
services and the pool of bidders is small.

-

The procurement financial thresholds work in tandem with the Delegated
Financial Authority limits set through the Financial Delegation Policy.
Together they form a key component of the financial controls framework.
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19. In considering the proposed changes to the financial thresholds Council
resolved as follows: “asks officers to review the Procurement Policy alongside the
Financial Delegations Policy to consider changes in a holistic way”(10 August 2021
Reference 21/981).
20. This review has subsequently been undertaken. There are some changes
proposed to the policy which are summarised in Table 2. The full detailed
policy is available as Appendix 2 to the report. A more conservative approach
to the financial thresholds is proposed here.
Table 2: Summary of proposed updates to the Procurement Policy
Description of update
to policy

Existing policy

Updated policy

1.

Policy owner

Group Chief Financial
Officer

Amended to extend
owner to include Head of
Procurement alongside
Group Chief Financial
Officer

2.

Approver of changes
to the policy

Corporate Leadership
Team

Council

3.

Financial thresholds
for Council Group
excluding Urban Plus
Limited
Total Value of Contract
(Goods and Services)

Total Value of Contract
(Goods and Services)

Procurement Activity
Direct purchase
Closed tender

$0 - $20,000

$0 - $25,000

$20,001 - $99,999

$25,001 - $99,999

21. There are no proposed changes to requirements to conduct open tenders for
contracts for goods and services in excess of $100,000 or $500,000 for
construction related contracts. In providing this advice, officers have
considered consistency with other councils and guidance from the Ministry of
Business, Innovation and Employment.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
22. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
Legal Considerations
23. There are no legal considerations arising from this report.
Financial Considerations
24. The financial considerations are detailed in this report in the relevant areas.
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FINANCIAL DELEGATION POLICY

Business UnitDivision

Finance

Date created

August 2019

Initial pPublication date

18 September 2019

Review period

Every three years (or earlier if considered necessary)Two yearly

Most recent review

February 2022

Owner

Group Chief Financial Officer

Approved by

Councilhief Executive

Document Identifier

FIN-POL-TBA

Version

Author

Date

V 1.0

Jenny Livschitz, Group Chief
Financial Officer

8 August 2019

V2.0

Jenny Livschitz, Group Chief
Financial Officer

February 2022

Description

Periodical review
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1.

INTRODUCTION
The authority to enter financial transactions and commitments is an important part in how Hutt City
Council delivers its Financial Strategy and maintains prudent financial management practices.

1.1

PURPOSE
The elected Mayor and Councillors are the governing body of Hutt City Council. It delegates much of
its responsibilities to the Chief Executive and Committees. In turn, the Chief Executive is authorised to,
and does, delegate responsibilities to oOfficers.
This policy sets out these delegations in relation to financial matters and provides the basis for, and
the limits on, the exercise of all Financial Delegated Authority (“FDA”).
There are other non-financial types of delegations which can be referenced in Council’s ‘Delegations
Register’ (for example those statutory delegations required by the Resource Management or Buildings
Acts that empower or authorise the Council to carry our certain activities under those Acts).

1.2

SCOPE
This policy applies to the Council Group (Group) being the Hutt City Council (Council) together with its
Council Controlled Organisations (CCOs). This includes all elected members, employees/officers (fulltime, part-time, fixed term, casual and volunteers) of the Council Group.
For CCOs, all references in this policy to the LTLong Term Plan or /Annual Plan should be replaced
with “Statement of Intent” and all references to the Council governing body should be replaced by
“CCO Board”.
This policy should be read in conjunction with the Procurement Policy which has a primary purpose to
ensure all procurement occurs within the parameters of public sector policy, rules and guidelines.

2.

POLICY CONTENTS AND GUIDELINES

2.1

DEFINITIVE SOURCE
This policy is the definitive source of all approved Financial Delegated Authority. Where there is any
conflict between this Policy and any other Group policy, procedure, guidelines or document, this Policy
will take priority unless determined otherwise by the Chief Executive.

3.

PRINCIPLES

3.1

The financial delegations authorise an Officer to approve financial transactions for specified budgets
up to a dollar amount. The financial delegations are based on the following principles:
a) Must comply with all legal requirements.
b) They should reflect the separate roles of governance and management. The role of the Council
and Committees is to concentrate on setting the outcomes, approving the overall allocation of
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resources, and monitoring performance to ensure targets are met. Officers focus on the means to
achieve the defined outcomes, implement the policy and carry out the day-to-day operations.
c) Should give effect to the Long Term Plan (LTP)/Annual Plan.
d) To promote efficiency and effectiveness.
e) Must provide for clear accountability and lines of responsibility.
f) Officers held accountable for the manner in which they discharge their responsibilities.

4.

FINANCIAL DELEGATIONS

4.1

GUIDE TO DELEGATIONS

4.2

Type of transaction

Delegation required

Delegations from the Council to the Chief Executive

The Council has delegated to the Chief Executive the
authority to implement the Annual Plan/LTP.

Sale and purchase of land and buildings including that
acquired by gift or vesting.

Explicit Council approval required.

Operating and capital expenditure

Delegated to specific positions and cost centres with
financial limits.

Overspending of budgets

Generally not permitted. The Chief Executive has
authority to approve overruns as long as the overall
Annual Plan numbers are not exceeded.

Significant transactions

Council has a Ssignificance and Engagement Ppolicy
which sets out the criteria for deciding if a transaction
or event is significant. Decisions on a significant
transaction are required to comply with this policy.

Setting rates

Approved by the Council.

Rates postponement, remission and penalties

Delegated to the Chief Executive or other oOfficers as
specified in the policies approved by Council

Treasury transactions

Covered by the Treasury Risk Management Policy.

Council may choose to delegate approvals to a subcommittee of Council.

GENERAL RULES TO FINANCIAL DELEGATIONS
a) All financial delegation limits are subject to a maximum of what is approved in the current
LTP/Annual Plan or any approved revisions of the budgets in the LTP/Annual Plan which are
approved by Council.
b) The financial delegation limits for expenditure relate to the total procurement or purchase price for
goods and services. Officers are not permitted to deliberately split purchases in order to reduce
the level of delegated authority necessary to approve the expenditure.
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c) Where a decision may be politically sensitive, there may be personal benefit or a conflict of
interest, the one-up rule applies (i.e. the decision must be transferred up to the reporting line
manager).
d) Apart from the Chief Executive and Group Chief Financial Officer the financial delegations to
oOfficers are specific to the cost centres or project budgets relevant to their role.
e) The Chief Executive has the authority to sub-delegate within the limits of their own delegation.
Similarly an officer may sub-delegate within the limits of their own delegation.
f) An oOfficer’s delegation lapses when that oOfficer leaves the organisation at which they obtained
such delegated authority or changes position within that organisation. An oOfficer’s delegated
authority may be revoked by written notice.
g) The authority is limited to commit expenditure within the budgeted amount. It does not permit
expenditure if there is no budget available. If the budget is unlikely to be met or cannot be met
then the cost centre overall budget must be managed to absorb the impact.
h) All expenditure must be approved by an oOfficer with financial delegated authority to incur the
expenditure prior to the purchase being committed.
i) Delegations for revenue contracts must be applied at the same monetary level as for expenditure
contracts.
j) Financial delegated authority amounts are GST exclusive.
k) Directors General Manager and Business Unit ManagersDivisional Managers are responsible for
ensuring appropriate financial delegations are recorded at all times.
l) Any amendments to financial delegations must be promptly advised in writing to both the oOfficer
and the Finance Business UnitDivision.
m) Records must be generated, filed and retained to maintain an appropriate audit trail. The Finance
Business UnitDivision is responsible for retaining records provided.
n) Failure to carry out duties within financial delegation authority may be regarded as misconduct
and/or delegations may be revoked.
Refer to Appendix 1 - Delegations schedule, which includes further detailed information on financial
delegations including sub-delegations.

4.3

OVERSPENDING BUDGETS

4.3.1

LTP/ANNUAL PLAN
a) Council approval is required to exceed the total LTP / Annual Plan budget level. The Council must
be informed as soon as it is known that this is likely to occur. The Council can approve revisions to
the budgets in the LTP/Annual Plan.
b) Where overspending could have a significant effect on Council and/or services provided to the
public, further public consultation may have to take place on the available options. Council has
adopted a Ssignificance and Engagement Ppolicy and if the criteria of this policy are triggered,
then further public consultation must take place.

4.3.2

SEEKING APPROVAL FOR OVERSPEND
a) Authority is delegated to commit expenditure within the budgeted amount. I It does not generally
permit expenditure if no budget is available. T The rule is ‘live within the budget’.
b) For a cost centre over-run, the manager must find savings within the cost centres they are
responsible for. This applies to the total budget for a cost centre or the individual programme or
project budgets. Operational expenditure (OPEX) cannot be transferred to capital expenditure
(CAPEX), and vice versa. The manager must also identify any impact at a project level.
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c) As soon as a manager becomes aware that a cost centre or project budget may be overspent
(after assessing for offsetting savings) they must escalate to their DirectorGeneral Manager for
resolution.
d) The Chief Executive has the authority to approve OPEX and CAPEX variances in an activity area
by an amount no greater than 5% as long as the overall Annual Plan budget for the year (or
approved revisions of this budget by Council) is not exceeded. The Chief Executive may choose to
delegate approval of budget overspend variances at an activity level to DirectorGenerals
Managers and/or the Finance and Treasury Committee (a committee of officers).
e) Overspends without offsetting savings which exceed the Annual Plan budget for the year (or
approved revisions of this budget by Council) are required to be reported to the Policy, Finance
and Strategy Performance Committee (a sub-committee of Council). This Committee will consider
the options available to remedy the issue and make a recommendation to Council.
e)
4.4

BRINGING FORWARD OF CAPEX BUDGETS
a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

At times CAPEX projects are delayed for a range of reasons, for example due to consenting
issues, resourcing constraints or delays with finalising and agreeing the design. Where the
overall CAPEX budget for the year is expected to be underspent, the Chief Executive has
authority to bring forward and accelerate the delivery of CAPEX projects that were planned in
the next two years of the LTP/Annual Plan.
The intent here is for the Chief Executive to enable overall progress in the delivery of projects,
even if some are experiencing delays. This would be achieved by enabling faster progress of
some projects where other projects are progressing more slowly and/or experiencing
underspends for that financial year. From a funding perspective, there is effectively a swapping
out of projects without having any overall net financial impact.
Ahead of any decisions to bring forward CAPEX projects by the Chief Executive, the Mayor and
Chairperson of the relevant Subcommittee, would agree an approach to prioritising which
projects are brought forward.
Changes to the timing of CAPEX projects under this delegation must be notified to the Policy,
Finance and Strategy Committee as part of the quarterly financial performance reporting
process.
The Chief Executive may choose to delegate the approval of this bringing forward of CAPEX
projects in this context to Directors.

5.

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

5.1

DELEGATING MANAGERS
Delegating managers are responsible for implementing and operating this Policy within their team.
They are accountable for;
a)
b)
c)
d)

Oversight of this Policy within their team;
Ensuring that any Financial Delegated Authorities within their team reflect the requirements of
the roles and responsibilities within the team;
Ensuring that any sub-delegations are in writing; and
Ensuring that officers in their team (including acting roles) are aware of and provide written
acknowledgement of their understanding and acceptance of the obligations.
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5.2

FINANCIAL DELEGATED AUTHORITY HOLDERS

5.2.1

Financial Delegated Authority (FDA) holders are accountable for ensuring that they:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Are aware of their current FDA;
Comply with this Policy in exercising FDA;
Do not misrepresent their authority to third parties;
Ensure that transactions are authorised accurately and appropriately and that sufficient details
and supporting information is available if required for compliance monitoring purposes; and
Apply the one-up rule for a decision which may be politically sensitive, there may be personal
benefit or a conflict of interest.

5.2.2

Delegated Authority holders who act outside their authority may be subject to disciplinary action.

5.3

GROUP CHIEF FINANCIAL OFFICER (CFO)
The Group Chief Financial Officer is responsible for:
a)
b)
c)
d)

6.

EXCEPTIONS
a)

b)

7.

Maintaining and overseeing this Policy and the financial delegations process;
Ensuring that all original delegations are held in safe custody;
Managing the review process of this Policy; and
Ensuring that appropriate controls are in effect to monitor compliance and for reporting material
breaches of this policy to the Chief Executive.

In exceptional circumstances (such as a major incident or civil emergency) the Chief Executive
(or other most senior managers available if the Chief Executive is not available) may suspend
normal lines of authority and make executive decisions as the situation requires, until such time
as Council resolves otherwise. Where practicable, the exercise of any power under this clause
which is ordinarily reserved for the Council should be made in consultation with the Mayor (or
other most senior member of Council available if the Mayor is not available).
The Chief Executive will have authority to approve unbudgeted expenditure where the incurring
of the expenditure relates to purchases required for health and safety or other essential
legislative compliance reasons.

REFERENCES AND ASSOCIATED DOCUMENTS
•

Code of Conduct

•

Conflict of Interest policy

•

Sensitive Expenditure Policy

•

Procurement Policy

•

Procurement Guide

•

Treasury Risk Management Policy

•

Delegations Register (Non-financial delegations, e.g. statutory delegations required by the
Resource Management and Building Acts)

•

Financial Delegations Register

•

Policy Guide to Managing Misconduct.
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APPENDIX 1 – DELEGATONS SCHEDULE
The delegations schedule provides further information about the financial delegations and in particular
the sub-delegation by oOfficers. Levels of delegations are provided for as a broad framework for the
implementation of the policy.
LEVEL

POSITION WITHIN THE COUNCIL

8

Chief Executive1

7

Directors Strategic Leadership Team members responsible for iInfrastructure activities
Group Chief Financial Officer

6

Other Other Directors responsible for non-infrastructure activitiesStrategic Leadership Team
members

Business Unit Divisional Managers responsible for iInfrastructure activities
5 or less

Other Business Unit Divisional Managers responsible for non-infrastructure activities
Business unit managers, managers or team leaders, other Council officers

All figures noted in this delegation schedule are per transaction/commitment or if there is a contract,
the total contract costs. All figures are GST exclusive.
Level 8

Level 7

Level 6

Level 5

Level 4

Level 3

Level 2 Level 1

OPERATING EXPENDITURE (OPEX) AND REVENUE
Non-restricted OPEX

Unlimited1

$2
Million2

$500k2

$250k

$150k

$50k

$10k

$1k

Revenue, excluding rates

Unlimited1

$2
Million2

$500k2

$250k

$150k

$50k

$10k

$1k

Rates payments for
Greater Wellington
Regional Council

Unlimited

$10
Million3

-

-

-

-

-

-

GST/IRD payroll related
payments

Unlimited

$10
Million3

-

-

-

-

-

-

Legal advice per legal
issue

Unlimited

$250k

$150k

-

-

-

-

-

Unlimited1

$2
Million2

$500k2

$250k

$150k

$50k

$10k

$1k

Restricted items:

CAPITAL (CAPEX)
Non-restricted capex
Restricted items:
Sale or purchase of land
and buildings including
gifts and vesting with no
Council approval

Full Council approval required
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Sale or purchase of land
and buildings including
gifts and vesting with
explicit Council approval

Unlimited $2 Million

Sale of surplus assets

Unlimited

$500k

-

-

-

-

-

-

$250k

-

-

-

-

-

NOTES FOR DELEGATIONS SCHEDULE
1.

The Chief Executive’s authority is limited by the budgets approved in the Long Term Plan (LTP) /
Annual Plan, or any revisions of the budgets in the LTP/Annual Plan which are approved by
Council.

2.

Excluding treasury transactions which are covered in the Council’s Treasury Risk Management
Policy.

3.

Group Chief Financial Officer only.
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PROCUREMENT POLICY
TO BE USED BY ALL EMPLOYEES, CONTRACTORS AND
CONSULTANTS WHEN PROCURING GOODS AND
SERVICES

Business UnitDivision

Finance

Date created

October 2016May 2020

Publication date

May 2020

Review period

Every tThree years (or earlier if considered necessary)

Most recent review

February 2022

Owners

Group Chief Financial Officer
Head of Procurement

Approved by

Councilorporate Leadership Team

Version

Author

Date

Description

V 1.0

Bradley Cato

01/10/2016

Approved by SLT

V 2.0

Paula Alkema

19/03/2020

Reviewed.

Rev 2.3

Allen Yip

May 2020

Approved by CLT

V 3.0

Jenny Livschitz

February 2022

Review of financial thresholds
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1. INTRODUCTION
Procurement plays an important role in how Hutt City Council (the Council) together with its CouncilControlled Organisation’s (CCOs) delivers its priorities and works to build a resilient and connected
city where all our people thrivestrategies and our work towards making the city. a great place to live,
work and play. Together Council and its CCOs form the Council Group. The Council Group is a major
buyer of goods, works and services. The way we plan, source and manage our expenditure and spend
public money has an impact in the local economy and can affect the Council Group’s performance and
reputation.

2. PURPOSE
The purpose of this policy is to ensure that all Council Group procurement occurs within the
parameters of public sector policy, rules and guidelines and gives effect to the Council
Group’s Organisational Procurement Strategy. It outlines Council’s approach to planning,
sourcing and managing our procurement.
This policy set out Council’s expectation for how all Council Group procurement activities will be
planned and managed.

3. COMPLIANCE WITH THE PROCUREMENT POLICY
This Procurement Policy and the Procurement Guide reflect current Government requirements and
international procurement best practice. Inherent in the procurement process are options which allow
tailoring to suit individual requirements.
All Council Group employees and, contractors must comply with this policy and the associated
Procurement Guide whenever a procurement exercise is undertaken unless there is compelling
justification to depart from the procurement process and the reasons are recorded and approved by a
person with the appropriate financial delegation to grant an exemption.
This Group policy and the guidelines apply to all CCOs wholly owned by Council.

4. SCOPE
This procurement policy covers all procurement processes entered into by employees, including
permanent staff members (full-time and part-time), temporary staff, seconded staff, consultants,
contractors and any entity acting as a procurement agent for the Council Group.
This policy does not apply to:
▪

sub-contracting or sourcing activities undertaken by Council suppliers, unless specifically
required under contract

▪

entering into employment contracts1

▪

property transactions, including the lease, sale or purchase of land or buildings.

All procurement processes relating to transport infrastructure works which claim financial assistance
from the Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency (Transport Agency) must comply with the Procurement

1

Assistance should be sought from Human Resources with regards to employment contracts.
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Manual for activities funded through the National Land Transport

Programme 2.

5. PROCUREMENT OBJECTIVES
This procurement policy informs Council employees and contractors of the appropriate
requirement when undertaking procurement for the Council, with particular consideration to:
▪

Contributing to the achievement of Council’s strategic objectives as expressed in the
Organisational Procurement Strategy

▪

Demonstrate best value for money spent

▪

Demonstrate transparency and accountability in our decision making

▪

Promote consistency of approach to deliver efficient and continuous improvement

▪

Deliver broader outcomes

▪

Develop strategic partnerships with our supply chain.

This policy is not a “how-to” procurement guide. In order to make it easy for Council to comply with
this policy and achieve its business outcomes, support and guidance is available through Council’s
Procurement Guide and supporting templates.

6. PRINCIPLES OF PROCUREMENT
The following specific principles apply to all Council Group procurement activities. Each principle is
supported by one or more statements that reflect the requirements of Council’s procurement guide
and the expectations of Council’s Leadership Team.
BEST VALUE FOR MONEY
All of our procurement decisions must be justifiable on the basis of best value.
▪

Before initiating any sourcing process, the criteria by which best value will be determined must
be documented, approved and communicated to potential suppliers.

▪

Procurement planning and decision making must consider potential social, environmental,
sustainability, cultural and economic benefits and impacts

▪

Procurement planning should consider the management of risk associated with any new or
modified buildings or structures, equipment, material, services or work processes introduced
into the workplace and provide evidence that health and safety issues have been incorporated
into purchasing decisions where applicable.

▪

Procurement decision making should be objective and evidence based wherever possible.
More subjective decisions of best value must apply professional and informed judgement, with
a record rationale.

TRANSPARENCY AND ACCOUNTABILITY
Our procurement practices must be able to withstand public scrutiny at all times.
▪

2

All procurement decisions and resulting contracts are the responsibility of the individual named
positions in the delegations matrix

Enabled thought the joint Hutt City and Upper Hutt City Council Procurement Strategy
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▪

Procurement processes and decisions must be clearly recorded so they can be reviewed or
audited.

▪

All procurement activities and supplier relationships must be managed with the highest levels of
integrity, in accordance with Council’s Code of Conduct

▪

The Conflict of Interest policy applies to all procurement activities and decisions. Formal
conflict of interest declaration must be completed by all employees and suppliers directly
involved in a procurement activity.

CONSISTENCY OF APPROACH
All procurement activities and decisions must comply with Council’s policies, procurement
procedures and delegation schedules.
▪

Compliance with procurement procedures and the financial delegation matrix is mandatory.

▪

All procurement processes should use Council’s endorsed templates and processes.

BROADER OUTCOMES
Council will look to create opportunities and benefits for the City and wider Region by
investing in economic, environmental, sustainable and social and cultural outcomes.
▪

Broader outcomes must be considered when planning all procurement activities.

▪

Support suppliers that provide cost-effective, environmentally responsible products and
services.

SUPPLY CHAIN
Develop strategic partnerships with our supply chain
▪

Create opportunities for early and proactive engagement with our supply chain to help inform
procurement planning

▪

Develop a pipeline of procurement opportunities to encourage confidence from the supply chain
that translates into multiple viable responses to tenders

▪

All open tenders will be publicly advertised using the local paper and, on the Governments
Electronic Tendering Service (GETS)3 website and/or Tenderlink4

▪

Give sufficient response times for suppliers to respond to our requests

PRINCIPLES OF GOVERNMENT PROCUREMENT
Council will apply the Principles of Government Procurement when procuring goods, works
and services, when planning, sourcing and managing our procurement.
▪

Plan and manage for great results

▪

Be fair to all suppliers

▪

Get the right supplier

▪

Get the best deal for everyone

▪

Play by the rules

3

GETS is a free online service designed to promote open, fair competition in the New Zealand Government market and meet
international trade agreement commitments to provide information about New Zealand Government business opportunities.
4 Tenderlink is a commercial e-tendering network used by the public and private sectors.
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7. FINANCIAL THRESHOLDS
The Council Group is required to conduct an open tender for contracts for goods and services with a
value in excess of $100,000 NZD or $500,000 NZD for construction related contracts. These
thresholds relate to the total anticipated value of the contract for the full term of the contract (i.e. the
aggregated total cost of the contract) e.g. a two-year requirement/relationship with an annual value of
$30,000 would equal a total contract value of $60,000. Contract values must not be structured or
divided at any stage to fall under the thresholds to avoid tendering.
COUNCIL GROUP (EXCL UPL)5
Procurement Activity

Total Value of Contract
(Goods and Services)

Total Value of Contract
(Construction)

$0 - $250,000000

$0 - $50,000

$250,001 - $99,999

$50,001 - $499,000

>$100,000

>$500,000

Total Value of Contract
(Goods and Services)

Total Value of Contract
(Construction)

$0 - $50,000

$0 - $50,000

$50,001 - $200,000

$0 - $200,000

$200,001 - $499,999

$200,001 - $499,999

>$500,000

>$500,000

Direct purchase
Closed

tender6

Open and competitive tender
URBAN PLUS LIMITED7
Procurement Activity
Selective purchase
Competitive
Closed

quotation8

tender8

Open tender

Before goods are purchased or services are engaged, a purchase order (for direct purchase only) or a
written contract must exist.
The financial delegations outlined in the Financial Delegations PolicyMatrix [INSERT LINK] must be
adhered to when conducting any procurement process. All requests to procure goods and services
must be authorised by a person holding the appropriate financial delegation for the total life of the
contract.

8. ALL OF GOVERNMENT/SYNDICATED/PANEL CONTRACTS
The Council will utilise the All-of- Government Panels, Syndicated Contracts and Council’s own panel
contracts if there are contracts in place that can meet their needs unless there is a good reason not to.

9. RELATED POLICIES, MANUALS AND GUIDANCE
The following documents should be read in conjunction with this Policy:
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
5
6

Organisational Procurement Strategy
Procurement Guide
Financial Delegations Policy
Code of Conduct
Conflicts Of Interest
Receiving of Gifts Policy

Financial thresholds must be followed unless there is an approved exemption
Quotes to be sought from at least three different vendors / suppliers
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▪
▪
▪
▪

Waka Kotahi NZ Transport Agency’s Procurement Manual
Hutt City Council and Upper Hutt City Council Joint Procurement Strategy
Government Procurement Rules
Health and Safety Manual [INSERT LINK]

10. RELEVANT REFERENCES
Additional reference material can be found through the following websites:
▪
▪
▪
▪

Office of the Auditor General’s Procurement Guide for public entities [2008]
Ministry of Business, Innovation and Employment’s Government Rules of Sourcing [2019]
State Services Commission’s Conflicts of Interest Model Standards
State Services Commission’s Code of Conduct for the State Services
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
13 February 2022

File: (22/352)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/41

Resource Management (Enabling Housing
Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act
2021 and its to implications for the District
Plan review
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of the report is for the Committee to consider recommendations
from the District Plan Review Subcommittee.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
(1)

notes and receives the officer’s report attached as Appendix 1 to the report;

(2)

proceeds with the District Plan review through Option 2: An
Intensification Planning Instrument plan change followed by full new
District Plan.

For the reasons that Option 2 is more straight forward than the other options and
as a result, it would be easier for potential submitters and plan users to follow the
District Plan Review and be involved. Option 2 is the most cost-effective option
and is the most practical option given the resource available now. Option 2 also
has the lowest legal risk. It will result in the delay of some parts of the review,
which could in turn delay some of the improvements that were anticipated
through the District Plan review. This delay is likely to be approximately 12-18
months.
Background
2.

The District Plan Review Subcommittee reports to the Policy, Finance and
Strategy Committee.
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3.

The purpose of the District Plan Review Subcommittee is to make
recommendations to the Policy, Finance and Strategy Committee, for
recommendation to Council on the matters to be addressed in the full review
of the District Plan and development of a Proposed District Plan.

4.

The District Plan Review Subcommittee considered the item ‘Resource
Management (enabling housing supply and other matters) Amendment Act
2021 and its implications for the District Plan review’ at its meeting held on
10 February 2022.

5.

Further background information is contained in Appendix 1 to the report.

Discussion
6. Since 2019, Council has been undertaking a full review of the City of Lower
Hutt District Plan (the District Plan Review).
7.

The current work programme for the District Plan review involves:
•

Preparation of a draft District Plan for engagement with the community
in March/April 2022;

•

Preparation of a proposed District Plan, to be notified for formal
submissions by August 2022, following the standard RMA Schedule 1
process, which includes hearings and Council notifying decisions on
submissions by August 2024; and

•

From August 2024, resolving any appeals lodged with the Environment
Court.

8.

However, in December 2021, the government passed the Resource
Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act 2021
(the Housing Supply Act) which seeks to accelerate the supply of housing in
urban areas where demand for housing is high, including the Wellington
urban area, by amending the RMA and National Policy Statement on Urban
Development 2020 (NPS-UD).

9.

As a result of these amendments, territorial authorities are now required to:
•

Prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument (IPI)– a specific district
plan change to enable greater building heights and density, primarily in
residential and commercial areas. This plan change must be notified by
20 August 2022; and

•

Process the IPI through an Intensification Streamlined Planning Process
- a new plan change process that is more streamlined and condensed
than the standard plan change process.

10. Given the new IPI requirements, officers have identified the following
options for the District Plan Review:
•

Option 1: An IPI plan change and a full new District Plan in parallel
processes;
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•

Option 2: An IPI plan change followed by full new District Plan;

•

Option 3: Notification of a plan change on qualifying matters (including
natural hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to Māori),
followed by an IPI plan change, followed by a plan change on the
remaining parts of the District Plan; or

•

Option 4: An IPI plan change and a plan change on qualifying matters
(including natural hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to
Māori) in parallel processes, followed by a plan change on the remaining
parts of the District Plan.

•

Full details of these options and the evaluations are given in the report
attached as Appendix 5 and 6 (additional information for the Committee
to consider).

11. The four options were evaluated based on criteria outlined in the report
attached as Appendix 6 (additional information for the Committee to
consider).
12. Based on this evaluation Option 2 is recommended.
a.

All four options have a similar level of efficiency and effectiveness.
However, Option 2 would have more achievable timelines for the
District Plan review.

b.

While all the options are more complex than the current work
programme (a single proposed District Plan notified by August 2022,
going through a single plan process), Option 2 is more straight forward
than the other options and as a result, it would be easier for potential
submitters and plan users to follow the District Plan Review and be
involved in.

c.

There are disadvantages associated with Option 2, particularly around
Council’s capacity to undertake the work. However, this is an issue with
all four options (with Option 2 the most achievable from a capacity
perspective) and is a result of the overall magnitude of the District Plan
Review.

d.

Option 2 would result in a delay in some parts of the review, which in
turn would delay some of the improvements that could be made to the
District Plan through the review. This delay is likely to be in the order of
12 to 18 months.

Options
13. Officers have identified options for the District Plan review attached as
Appendix 6 to the report (additional information for the Committee to
consider).
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
14. Climate change impact and considerations are outlined in Appendix 1
attached to the report.
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Engagement
15. Engagement is outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Legal Considerations
16. Legal considerations are outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Financial Considerations
17. Financial considerations are outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Since this report was written we have calculated some high level costings for
the 4 different options.
18. Summary of total costs for each option (with large rounding)
Current Budget

$12m

Option 1 Total Cost

$16m

Option 2 Total Cost

$13m

Options 3 and 4 Total Cost $15m
19. These costs are based on experience with other plan processes and consider
work to date and known issues, there are several unknowns which can have
a significant impact on costs. For example, these unknowns include filling
current vacancies, risk of staff leaving and using consultant support, the
number and nature of submissions received, and issues raised, and number
and nature of appeals received.
20. The main influences and risks for the costs detailed above are:
a.

Option 1: Shorter timeframe means additional resourcing is required
to run two parallel processes. Additional consultants would need to
be engaged to assist in preparation. There is uncertainty whether
there is capacity in the consultant market to assist at short notice. The
increased risk of legal challenges by special interest groups could
increase costs.

b.

Option 2: The slightly longer timeframe means a total overall increase
from the current budget. The main increase is from needing to run
two hearings and submission periods for the two different processes.
This is potentially offset by the inability to appeal the IPI decision to
the environment court which would normally be a significant cost.

c.

Options 3 and 4: Longer timeframe and increased risk of legal
challenges

21. This additional budget would be calculated and approval sought for the
2024/25 Long Term Plan.
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Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to:
a.

Inform the Subcommittee on Council’s new requirements under the
Resource Management Act (RMA) to:
i.

Prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument; and

ii.

Process the Intensification Planning Instrument through an
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process.

b.

Inform the Subcommittee on the implications of the Intensification
Planning Instrument and Intensification Streamlined Planning Process
for the District Plan Review.

c.

Seek direction from the Subcommittee on how to proceed with the
District Plan Review in light of the new requirements.

Recommendations
That the Subcommittee:
(i) receives the information contained in the report; and
(ii) proceeds with the District Plan Review through Option 2: An Intensification
Planning Instrument plan change followed by full new District Plan.
Background
2.

Since 2019, Council has been undertaking a full review of the City of Lower
Hutt District Plan (the District Plan Review).

3.

The current work programme for the District Plan review involves:
•

Preparation of a draft District Plan for engagement with the
community in March/April 2022;

•

Preparation of a proposed District Plan, to be notified for formal
submissions by August 2022, following the standard RMA Schedule 1
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process, which includes hearings and Council notifying decisions on
submissions by August 2024; and
•

From August 2024, resolving any appeals lodged with the
Environment Court.

4.

Over the last two years, a significant amount of work has been undertaken in
reviewing the current District Plan. This work has included technical
assessments and research on a range of topics (for example - heritage,
natural hazards and noise), engagement with the community and
stakeholders, and monitoring the efficiency and effectiveness of the current
District Plan. Preparation of new District Plan chapters has also progressed
as part of the new draft District Plan.

5.

However, in December 2021, the government passed the Resource
Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act 2021
(the Housing Supply Act) which seeks to accelerate the supply of housing in
urban areas where demand for housing is high, including the Wellington
urban area, by amending the RMA and National Policy Statement on Urban
Development 2020 (NPS-UD).

6.

As a result of these amendments, territorial authorities are now required to:
•

Prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument (IPI)– a specific district
plan change to enable greater building heights and density, primarily
in residential and commercial areas. This plan change must be
notified by 20 August 2022; and

•

Process the Intensification Planning Instrument through an
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process - a new plan change
process that is more streamlined and condensed than the standard
plan change process.

7.

Note: The exact timing is not specified in the Housing Supply Act. Under this Act,
the Minister for the Environment has the power to specify the timing, and the
government has indicated that it will set timeframes so that councils can complete
the plan change process by mid-2023.

8.

These new requirements have significant implications for the District Plan
review. The following sections summarise the requirements of the IPI and
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process. In addition, options for how
the District Plan Review are identified and evaluated.

Requirements of the IPI and Intensification Streamlined Planning Process
9.

As a result of the Housing Supply Act, territorial authorities are required to
prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument (an IPI). An IPI is a change to
a district plan for the specific purpose of:
•

Incorporating specific Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS)
in the district plan; and
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Giving effect to Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the National Policy Statement on
Urban Development (NPS-UD).

10. The MDRS is a set of mandatory minimum permitted activity standards that
must be applied to residential zones, with complimentary objectives and
policies. The MDRS are included in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
However, territorial authorities can modify the MDRS requirements to be
more enabling of development by either omitting a standard or including
more lenient rules that regulate the same effect as a standard.
11. However, there are exceptions where qualifying matters apply – see
discussion below.
12. Policy 3 of the NPS-UD relates to enabling a minimum level of building
heights and density of urban form in specific areas. Policy 4 relates to when
these building heights and densities of urban form can be modified. These
policies are included in Appendix 2 attached to the report. While IPIs also
need to give effect to Policy 5 of the NPS-UD, it only applies to tier 2 and 3
local authorities (Hutt City Council is a tier 1 local authority), so is not
covered in this report.
13. The requirements of an Intensification Planning Instrument are summarised
in Table 1.
Table 1. Requirements of an Intensification Planning Instrument.
Mandatory requirements
All residential zones, except for large lot
Incorporate the Medium Density
residential zones
Residential Standards.
City centre zones
Enable building heights and density of
urban form to realise as much
development capacity as possible.
Metropolitan centre zones
Enable building heights and density of
urban form to reflect demand for housing
and business use in those locations, and in
all cases building heights of at least 6
storeys.
Walkable catchments of:
Enable building heights of least 6 storeys.
• Existing and planned rapid transit
stops,
• The edge of city centre zones, and
• The edge of metropolitan centre zones.
In and adjacent to:
Enable building heights and density of
urban form commensurate with the level
• Neighbourhood centre zones,
of commercial activity and community
• Local centre zones, and
services.
• Town centre zones.
Optional provisions
• Provisions relating to financial contributions.
• Provisions to enable papakāinga housing.
• Related provisions, including objectives, policies, rules, standards, and zones, that
support or are consequential on the MDRS or Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.
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14. Territorial authorities are only able to make these building height and
density requirements less enabling of development to the extent necessary to
accommodate qualifying matters specified in the RMA, which includes
protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes, protection of
historic heritage and management of significant risks from natural hazards.
The list of qualifying matters is included in Appendix 3 attached to the
report.
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process
15. Territorial authorities are required to process IPIs through a new
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process.
16. This process is a more streamlined, condensed version of the standard
(RMA, Schedule 1) plan change process. The Intensification Streamlined
Planning Process involves the typical public notification, submission/further
submission phases and a hearing. The key differences between the
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process and the standard Schedule 1
plan change process include:
a.

Council must appoint an Independent Hearings Panel to hold hearings
on the plan change. The Minister for the Environment may direct the
number of panel members Council must appoint, and the level of
experience and qualifications panel members must have.

b.

The Independent Hearings Panel, following the hearing, will make
recommendations on the plan change to Council. Council can choose
to accept all recommendations, and if this is the case, the plan change
will become operative.

c.

If Council chooses to reject in part or in full the recommendations of
the Independent Hearings panel, then the plan change must be
referred to the Minister for the Environment, with reasons that the
recommendation was rejected. The Minister must:

d.

i.

Decide to accept or reject any or all recommendations referred to
them;

ii.

For any recommendation that they reject, decide whether to adopt
an alternative recommendation that was referred to them; and

iii.

Notify Council of their decisions, with reasons for making them.

While submissions are allowed, there is no right of appeal of any
decision or action of the Minister or Council (although the right to
judicial review is preserved).

17. While the Housing Supply Act does not specify a timeframe, the Minister for
the Environment has the power to specify the timing. Based on indications
from the government to date, this process is expected to be completed within
approximately 12 months of notification of the IPI.
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Implications for the District Plan Review
18. The narrow range of matters that can be included in the IPI is problematic
for Hutt City Council. Prior to these new requirements, Council was working
on a full review of the District Plan that would have implemented the NPSUD alongside a range of other matters, such as responding to the risks from
natural hazards, historic heritage, and many other district-wide matters.
19. The purpose of the District Plan review was to ensure the District Plan
reflects the community’s current aspirations and views, implement the full
range of national and regional policy direction and requirements (including
the National Planning Standards), and implement Council’s strategic
priorities. However, because of the new requirements, Council is now
required to restructure the work programme for the District Plan Review to
run at least two separate planning processes. Specifically:
a.

Intensification Streamlined Planning Process for an IPI, to incorporate
the MDRS and give effect to the intensification policies of the NPS-UD;
and

b.

A separate plan change or full District Plan process to address parts of
the District Plan that cannot be addressed through the IPI, including
zones and district-wide chapters (such as natural hazards, historic
heritage, tangata whenua).

Options
20. Given the new IPI requirements, officers have identified the following
options for the District Plan Review:
•

Option 1: An IPI plan change and a full new District Plan in parallel
processes;

•

Option 2: An IPI plan change followed by full new District Plan;

•

Option 3: Notification of a plan change on qualifying matters
(including natural hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to
Māori), followed by an IPI plan change, followed by a plan change on
the remaining parts of the District Plan; or

•

Option 4: An IPI plan change and a plan change on qualifying matters
(including natural hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to
Māori) in parallel processes, followed by a plan change on the
remaining parts of the District Plan.

21. These four options are illustrated in Appendix 4 attached to the report and
are described further below.
Option 1: An IPI plan change and a full new District Plan in parallel processes
22. This option would involve preparing an IPI as well as continuing with the
full District Plan review. Council would prepare a proposed District Plan
that would include all chapters of the District Plan excluding the provisions
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of the IPI. Both the intensification planning instrument and proposed District
Plan would be notified in August 2022.
Option 2: An IPI plan change followed by full new District Plan
23. This option would involve preparing an IPI that would be notified by
August 2022, with decisions made by August 2023. At the same time, work
would continue on the full District Plan review, with a full proposed District
Plan to be notified following the decisions on the IPI (after August 2023).
Option 3: Notification of a plan change on qualifying matters (including natural
hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to Māori), followed by an IPI plan change,
followed by a plan change on the remaining parts of the District Plan
24. This option would involve preparation of a plan change on qualifying
matters which relate to the IPI. These matters would include natural hazards,
historic heritage and sites of significance to Māori. This plan change would
be notified in advance of the IPI. The IPI and qualifying matters plan change
would be prepared simultaneously to ensure they were integrated. The
remaining chapters of the District Plan continue to be reviewed with an
additional plan change for these remaining chapters to be notified on the
completion of the earlier processes (after August 2023 at the earliest).
Option 4: An IPI plan change and a plan change on qualifying matters (including
natural hazards, historic heritage, sites of significance to Māori), in parallel processes,
followed by a plan change on the remaining parts of the District Plan
25. This option would involve preparation of a qualifying matters plan change
and an IPI simultaneously to ensure that they are integrated. They two plan
changes would be notified at the same time but would follow two separate
processes. The remaining chapters of the District Plan not covered in these
plan changes would continue to be reviewed, with an additional plan change
for these remaining chapters to be notified on the completion of the earlier
processes (after August 2023 at the earliest).
Option Assessment
26. To inform assessment of the merits of these options, officers have developed
the following criteria:
•

Efficiency and effectiveness – will the option enable compliance with
the Housing Supply Act, RMA and National Planning Standards to be
achieved in an efficient and effective manner?

•

Capacity and capability – does Council have sufficient financial and
staff capacity and capability to effectively execute the option?

•

Certainty – does the option provide the community and plan users
with sufficient certainty?

•

Utility – will the option improve the overall usability of the plan to
users?
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•

Integration – does the option encourage a timely, coherent approach
to implementing the Housing Supply Act, undertaking the District
Plan review, and aligning the National Planning Standards?

•

Co-ordinated - does the option provide an opportunity to implement
and align the District Plan with Council priorities and strategies (such
as the Spatial Plan, climate change initiatives and Integrated
Transport Strategy), national and regional policy direction, and
community aspirations and views?

27. Appendix 5 attached to the report includes an assessment of the relative
advantages, disadvantages and risks of the four identified options, based on
these criteria.
Recommended option – Option 2
28. Option 2 is recommended.
29. All four options have a similar level of efficiency and effectiveness.
However, Option 2 would have more achievable timelines for the District
Plan review.
30. While all the options are more complex than the current work programme (a
single proposed District Plan notified by August 2022, going through a
single plan process), Option 2 is more straight forward than the other
options and as a result, it would be easier for potential submitters and plan
users to follow the District Plan Review and be involved in.
31. There are disadvantages associated with Option 2, particularly around
Council’s capacity to undertake the work. However, this is an issue with all
four options (with Option 2 the most achievable from a capacity perspective)
and is a result of the overall magnitude of the District Plan Review.
32. Option 2 would result in a delay in some parts of the review, which in turn
would delay some of the improvements that could be made to the District
Plan through the review. This delay is likely to be in the order of 12 to 18
months.
Next Steps
33. If the recommended option is supported by the Subcommittee, the next steps
for the District Plan review will be:
•

Updating people who have expressed an interest in the District Plan
Review on the changes (by the end February 2022);

•

Mana whenua, community and stakeholder engagement on the IPI,
including the identified options (from February to April 2022);

•

Reporting back to the Subcommittee on the outcomes of the
engagement, and seeking further direction from the Subcommittee on
what to include in the IPI (by the end of May 2022); and

•

Preparation of the IPI for public notification (by 20 August 2022).
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34. In addition, work would continue on the other parts of the District Plan
review, in preparation for the new District Plan in 2023/2024.
Engagement
35. Regardless of how the District Plan review progresses, it is expected that
there would need to be engagement with iwi, the community and other
stakeholders for each part of the review.
36. If the recommended option is supported by the Subcommittee, engagement
on the IPI would be undertaken over the next few months. This engagement
would focus on:
•

Communicating the mandatory requirements of the IPI;

•

Outlining where there are options of what Council can include in its
IPI; and

•

Receiving input from iwi, the community and other stakeholders on
these options.

37. Ongoing engagement would occur on the wider District Plan Review,
effectively addressing the parts of the review that are outside the scope of
the IPI. The purpose of this engagement would be similar to the engagement
on the IPI. This engagement will make use of the draft District Plan chapters
that have already been prepared as part of the District Plan Review.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
38. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
39. As discussed above, intensification enabled through an IPI can be restricted
to address qualifying matters specified in the RMA and NPS-UD.
Management of significant risks from natural hazards is one of the
qualifying matters.
40. Climate change will increase the magnitude and/or likelihood of flooding,
coastal inundation and tsunami hazard events. As a result, the impacts of
climate change should be taken into account when considering how the IPI
should address natural hazard risk.
41. Other aspects of how the District Plan can address climate change would
need to be addressed through the later plan change. While this would result
in a delay to the District Plan addressing some aspects of climate change, it
would enable Council to take into account some legislative and strategic
direction that are currently being developed, including central governments
Emissions Reduction Plan (expected to be published by 31 May 2022) and the
Climate Adaptation Act (being developed by central government as part of
their Resource Management Reform program).
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Legal Considerations
42. The key legal consideration for the District Plan Review is the necessity for
Council to meet the requirements of the RMA, as amended by the Housing
Supply Act. Key requirements of the RMA are:
•

Territorial authorities must review all sections of their district plans;

•

Any proposed changes to a district plan resulting from a review, and
any parts of the plan that a council proposes to retain unchanged,
must be publicly notified and processed through the plan making
processes set out in the RMA;

•

Tier 1 territorial authorities must notify an IPI by 20 August 2022, and
the IPI must be processed through an Intensification Streamlined
Planning Process; and

•

District plans must give effect to:
o

Any national policy statement;

o

Any New Zealand coastal policy statement;

o

Any national planning standards; and

o

Any regional policy statement.

Financial Considerations
Financial implications for District Plan review budget
43. As the amended work programme would extend the overall length of the
District Plan review, and involve a second formal plan change process, it is
likely that amending the District Plan review work programme would
increase the overall financial costs of the District Plan review.
44. The additional cost would mostly be associated with:
•

Additional community and stakeholder engagement;

•

Preparation of evaluation reports; and

•

Formal submission and hearing processes.

45. However, the new requirements for an IPI may result in some cost savings as
the IPI cannot be appealed to the Environment Court.
46. The current District Plan review budget for the 2021/22 financial year is
likely to be sufficient to prepare the IPI and continue with the District Plan
review. However, depending on the number and nature of submissions,
including matters raised in submissions on the IPI, additional budget may be
required for the 2022/23 financial year. With the extended District Plan
review work programme, additional budget may be required for the 2024/25
and 2025/26 financial years to complete the District Plan review. This
additional budget would be calculated for the 2024/25 Long Term Plan.
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Financial implications for iwi, the community and other stakeholders
47. There may also be increase financial costs for iwi, the community and other
stakeholders if they choose to be involved in more than one plan change
process. Additional costs would be a result of being involved in additional
engagement, submitting on an additional plan change and presenting at an
additional hearing.
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Resource Management Act 1991
Schedule 3A
MDRS to be incorporated by specified territorial
authorities
Part 1
General
1

Interpretation

(1)

In this schedule, unless the context otherwise requires,—
construction includes construction and conversion, and additions and alterations to an
existing building
density standard means a standard setting out requirements relating to building height,
height in relation to boundary, building setbacks, building coverage, outdoor living space,
outlook space, windows to streets, or landscaped area for the construction of a building
subdivision means the subdivision of land, as defined in section 218(1).

(2)

Terms used in this schedule that are defined in section 77F have the same meaning in this
schedule as they do in that section.

(3)

Terms used in this schedule that are defined in the national planning standards have the same
meaning in this schedule as they do in those standards.

2

Permitted activities

(1)

It is a permitted activity to construct or use a building if it complies with the density standards
in the district plan (once incorporated as required by section 77G).

(2)

There must be no other density standards included in a district plan additional to those set out
in Part 2 of this schedule relating to a permitted activity for a residential unit or building.

3

Subdivision as controlled activity
Subdivision requirements must (subject to section 106) provide for as a controlled activity the
subdivision of land for the purpose of the construction and use of residential units in
accordance with clauses 2 and 4.

4

Restricted discretionary activities
A relevant residential zone must provide for as a restricted discretionary activity the
construction and use of 1 or more residential units on a site if they do not comply with the
building density standards in the district plan (once incorporated as required by section 77G).
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5

Certain notification requirements precluded

(1)

Public notification of an application for resource consent is precluded if the application is for
the construction and use of 1, 2, or 3 residential units that do not comply with 1 or more of the
density standards (except for the standard in clause 10) in the district plan (once incorporated
as required by section 77G).

(2)

Public and limited notification of an application for resource consent is precluded if the
application is for the construction and use of 4 or more residential units that comply with the
density standards (except for the standard in clause 10) in the district plan (once incorporated
as required by section 77G).

(3)

Public and limited notification of an application for a subdivision resource consent is
precluded if the subdivision is associated with an application for the construction and use of
residential units described in subclause (1) or (2).

6

Objectives and policies

(1)

A territorial authority must include the following objectives in its district plan:
Objective 1
(a)

a well-functioning urban environment that enables all people and communities to
provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing, and for their health and
safety, now and into the future:
Objective 2

(b)

(2)

a relevant residential zone provides for a variety of housing types and sizes that
respond to—
(i)

housing needs and demand; and

(ii)

the neighbourhood’s planned urban built character, including 3-storey
buildings.

A territorial authority must include the following policies in its district plan:
Policy 1
(a)

enable a variety of housing typologies with a mix of densities within the zone,
including 3-storey attached and detached dwellings, and low-rise apartments:
Policy 2

(b)

apply the MDRS across all relevant residential zones in the district plan except in
circumstances where a qualifying matter is relevant (including matters of significance
such as historic heritage and the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions
with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga):
Policy 3
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(c)

encourage development to achieve attractive and safe streets and public open spaces,
including by providing for passive surveillance:
Policy 4

(d)

enable housing to be designed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents:
Policy 5

(e)

provide for developments not meeting permitted activity status, while encouraging
high-quality developments.
Subdivision requirements

7

General subdivision requirements
Any subdivision provisions (including rules and standards) must be consistent with the level
of development permitted under the other clauses of this schedule, and provide for
subdivision applications as a controlled activity.

8

Further rules about subdivision requirements
Without limiting clause 7, there must be no minimum lot size, shape size, or other size-related
subdivision requirements for the following:
(a)

(b)

9

any allotment with an existing residential unit, if—
(i)

either the subdivision does not increase the degree of any non-compliance
with the density standards in the district plan (once incorporated as required
by section 77G) or land use consent has been granted; and

(ii)

no vacant allotments are created:

any allotment with no existing residential unit, where a subdivision application is
accompanied by a land use application that will be determined concurrently if the
applicant for the resource consent can demonstrate that—
(i)

it is practicable to construct on every allotment within the proposed
subdivision, as a permitted activity, a residential unit; and

(ii)

each residential unit complies with the density standards in the district plan
(once incorporated as required by section 77G); and

(iii)

no vacant allotments are created.

Rules about common walls
For the purposes of clause 8(a)(i), if a subdivision is proposed between residential units that
share a common wall, the requirements as to height in relation to boundary in the district plan
(once incorporated as required in section 77G) do not apply along the length of the common
wall.
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the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10 February 2022)

Part 2
Density standards
10

Number of residential units per site
There must be no more than 3 residential units per site.

11

Building height
Buildings must not exceed 11 metres in height, except that 50% of a building’s roof in
elevation, measured vertically from the junction between wall and roof, may exceed this
height by 1 metre, where the entire roof slopes 15° or more, as shown on the following
diagram:

12

Height in relation to boundary

(1)

Buildings must not project beyond a 60° recession plane measured from a point 4 metres
vertically above ground level along all boundaries, as shown on the following diagram.
Where the boundary forms part of a legal right of way, entrance strip, access site, or
pedestrian access way, the height in relation to boundary applies from the farthest boundary
of that legal right of way, entrance strip, access site, or pedestrian access way.
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(2)

Appendix 2: Medium Density Residential Standards (Appendix 1 to the report to
the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10 February 2022)

This standard does not apply to—
(a)

a boundary with a road:

(b)

existing or proposed internal boundaries within a site:

(c)

site boundaries where there is an existing common wall between 2 buildings on
adjacent sites or where a common wall is proposed.

13

Setbacks

(1)

Buildings must be set back from the relevant boundary by the minimum depth listed in the
yards table below:
Yard
Front
Side
Rear

Minimum depth
1.5 metres
1 metre
1 metre (excluded on corner sites)

(2)

This standard does not apply to site boundaries where there is an existing common wall
between 2 buildings on adjacent sites or where a common wall is proposed.

14

Building coverage
The maximum building coverage must not exceed 50% of the net site area.

15

Outdoor living space (per unit)

(1)

A residential unit at ground floor level must have an outdoor living space that is at least
20 square metres and that comprises ground floor, balcony, patio, or roof terrace space that,—
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Appendix 2: Medium Density Residential Standards (Appendix 1 to the report to
the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10 February 2022)

(a)

where located at ground level, has no dimension less than 3 metres; and

(b)

where provided in the form of a balcony, patio, or roof terrace, is at least 8 square
metres and has a minimum dimension of 1.8 metres; and

(c)

is accessible from the residential unit; and

(d)

may be—

(e)
(2)

(i)

grouped cumulatively by area in 1 communally accessible location; or

(ii)

located directly adjacent to the unit; and

is free of buildings, parking spaces, and servicing and manoeuvring areas.

A residential unit located above ground floor level must have an outdoor living space in the
form of a balcony, patio, or roof terrace that—
(a)

is at least 8 square metres and has a minimum dimension of 1.8 metres; and

(b)

is accessible from the residential unit; and

(c)

may be—
(i)

grouped cumulatively by area in 1 communally accessible location, in which
case it may be located at ground level; or

(ii)

located directly adjacent to the unit.

16

Outlook space (per unit)

(1)

An outlook space must be provided for each residential unit as specified in this clause.

(2)

An outlook space must be provided from habitable room windows as shown in the diagram
below:
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Appendix 2: Medium Density Residential Standards (Appendix 1 to the report to
the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10 February 2022)

The minimum dimensions for a required outlook space are as follows:
(a)

a principal living room must have an outlook space with a minimum dimension of
4 metres in depth and 4 metres in width; and

(b)

all other habitable rooms must have an outlook space with a minimum dimension of
1 metre in depth and 1 metre in width.

(4)

The width of the outlook space is measured from the centre point of the largest window on the
building face to which it applies.

(5)

Outlook spaces may be over driveways and footpaths within the site or over a public street or
other public open space.

(6)

Outlook spaces may overlap where they are on the same wall plane in the case of a multistorey building.

(7)

Outlook spaces may be under or over a balcony.

(8)

Outlook spaces required from different rooms within the same building may overlap.

(9)

Outlook spaces must—

17

(a)

be clear and unobstructed by buildings; and

(b)

not extend over an outlook space or outdoor living space required by another
dwelling.

Windows to street
Any residential unit facing the street must have a minimum of 20% of the street-facing façade
in glazing. This can be in the form of windows or doors.
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the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10 February 2022)

18

Landscaped area

(1)

A residential unit at ground floor level must have a landscaped area of a minimum of 20% of
a developed site with grass or plants, and can include the canopy of trees regardless of the
ground treatment below them.

(2)

The landscaped area may be located on any part of the development site, and does not need to
be associated with each residential unit.
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Appendix 3: Policy 3 and 4 of the National Policy Statement on Urban
Development 2020 (Appendix 2 to the report to the District Plan Subcommittee
meeting 10 February 2022)

National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020
Policies 3 and 4
Policy 3:

In relation to tier 1 urban environments, regional policy statements and district
plans enable:
a) in city centre zones, building heights and density of urban form to realise as
much development capacity as possible, to maximise benefits of
intensification; and
b) in metropolitan centre zones, building heights and density of urban form to
reflect demand for housing and business use in those locations, and in all
cases building heights of at least 6 storeys; and
c) building heights of least 6 storeys within at least a walkable catchment of the
following:
(i)

existing and planned rapid transit stops

(ii)

the edge of city centre zones

(iii)

the edge of metropolitan centre zones; and

d) in all other locations in the tier 1 urban environment, building heights and
density of urban form commensurate with the greater of:

Policy 4:

(i)

the level of accessibility by existing or planned active or public
transport to a range of commercial activities and community
services; or

(ii)

relative demand for housing and business use in that location.

Regional policy statements and district plans applying to tier 1 urban
environments modify the relevant building height or density requirements under
Policy 3 only to the extent necessary (as specified in subpart 6) to accommodate
a qualifying matter in that area.
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Appendix 4: Qualifying Matters from Section 771 of the Resource Management Act
1991 (Appendix 3 to the report to the District Plan Subcommittee meeting 10
February 2022)

Qualifying Matters
Under the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA), territorial authorities are required to prepare an
Intensification Planning Instrument (IPI). An IPI is a change to a district plan for the specific purpose
of:
•

Incorporating the Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) specified in the RMA in
their district plan, and

•

Giving effect to Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development
(NPS-UD), which relate to enabling intensification.

However, a territorial authority is able to make the MDRS and the relevant building height or density
requirements under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD less enabling of development to the extent necessary to
accommodate one or more of the qualifying matters identified in Section 77I of the RMA. A similar
list of qualifying matters is included in Section 3.32 of the NPS-UD.
These qualifying matters are summarised in the following table.
Table 1. Qualifying matters under Section 77I of the Resource Management Act.
Section Qualifying matter
S77I(a)

Matter of national importance that decision makers are required to recognise and provide
for under section 6. This includes:
(a)

The preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment (including
the coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and the
protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development,

(b)

The protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development,

(c)

The protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna,

(d)

The maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal
marine area, lakes, and rivers,

(e)

The relationship of Maori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga,

(f)

The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development,

(g)

The protection of protected customary rights, and

(h)

The management of significant risks from natural hazards.

S77I(b)

A matter required in order to give effect to a national policy statement (other than the
NPS-UD) or the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010.

S77I(c)

A matter required to give effect to Te Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o Waikato—the Vision and
Strategy for the Waikato River.

S77I(d)

A matter required to give effect to the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000 or the Waitakere
Ranges Heritage Area Act 2008.

S77I(e)

A matter required for the purpose of ensuring the safe or efficient operation of nationally
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February 2022)
significant infrastructure.

S77I(f)

Open space provided for public use, but only in relation to land that is open space.

S77I(g)

The need to give effect to a designation or heritage order, but only in relation to land that
is subject to the designation or heritage order.

S77I(h)

A matter necessary to implement, or to ensure consistency with, iwi participation
legislation.

S77I(i)

The requirement in the NPS-UD to provide sufficient business land suitable for low density
uses to meet expected demand.

S77I(j)

Any other matter that makes higher density, as provided for by the MDRS or policy 3,
inappropriate in an area, but only if section 77L is satisfied.*

* Section 77L of the RMA states:
A matter is not a qualifying matter under section 77I(j) in relation to an area unless the evaluation
report referred to in section 32 also—
(a) identifies the specific characteristic that makes the level of development provided by the
MDRS (as specified in Schedule 3A or as provided for by policy 3) inappropriate in the area;
and
(b) justifies why that characteristic makes that level of development inappropriate in light of
the national significance of urban development and the objectives of the NPS-UD; and
(c) includes a site-specific analysis that—
(i)

identifies the site to which the matter relates; and

(ii) evaluates the specific characteristic on a site-specific basis to determine the
geographic area where intensification needs to be compatible with the specific
matter; and
(iii) evaluates an appropriate range of options to achieve the greatest heights and
densities permitted by the MDRS (as specified in Schedule 3A) or as provided for by
policy 3 while managing the specific characteristics.
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Option 1:
IPI plan change
and a full new
District Plan in
parallel processes

Option 2:
IPI plan change
followed by a full
new District Plan

Option 3:
Notification of a
plan change on
qualifying matters,
followed by an IPI
plan change,
followed by a plan
change on the
remaining parts of
the District Plan

Option 4:
IPI plan change
and a plan change
on qualifying
matters in parallel
processes,
followed by a plan
change on the
remaining parts of
the District Plan
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Risks

Option 1: An IPI plan change
and a full new District Plan in
parallel processes

•

•

Likely to be extremely resource
intensive and challenging to
implement.

•

•

Unlikely to be achievable unless
Council either has, or contracts in,
the requisite capacity and capability
to undertake the required work.

•

May be insufficient time for Council to
effectively engage with the
community on a Draft Plan to meet
the August 2022 notification date.
Less engagement results in a lower
quality notified plan change/Proposed
District Plan, increased
submissions/appeals and associated
time and costs.

Ability of Council to
realistically achieve both an
intensification planning
instrument and new
Proposed District Plan within
the timeframe, coupled with
the current under-capacity
District Plan team and
demands on Council
staff/contractors.

•

Uncertainty and confusion for
the community and
submitters regarding where
and how submission points
have been addressed on the
intensification planning
instrument and Proposed
District Plan, resulting in
reduced confidence in the
accuracy and reliability of the
District Plans and processes,
and potential exposure to
subsequent legal challenge.

Moderate efficiency as it enables all
chapters of the new District Plan to be
prepared in a comprehensive and
integrated manner. However, because of
the matters to be included in the
intensification planning instrument (such
as residential provisions and definitions)
that will impact on the new District Plan,
integrating of these matters will be
challenging. Likely to be higher costs
post ISPP to reconcile and integrate
provisions.

•

Moderately effective as it enables
Council priorities, national and regional
policies, and National Planning
Standards to be promptly addressed and
integrated into the Proposed Plan.

•

Provides certainty and confidence to the
community previously advised timelines
on the District Plan Review are followed.
Also, Proposed District Plan is adopted
within the current local government
election triennium.
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•

Two plan processes on separate
timelines, with the intensification plan
change being decided on much
earlier than the full Proposed District
Plan. With the two plans in parallel,
the Proposed District Plan would
need to be varied to incorporate the
outcome of the intensification plan
change, once the intensification plan
change becomes operative. This
would be inefficient for Council, and
would waste the time of submitters,
who may be required to submit twice
on the Proposed District Plan and
future plan variation.

•

Running parallel plans and processes
under distinct statutory processes will
be confusing for the public and
submitters, who may not be able to
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Risks

distinguish which plan document or
process they are submitting on.

Option 2: An IPI plan change
followed by full new District Plan

•

•
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High-level of effectiveness as it enables
Council priorities, national and regional
policy direction, and compliance with the
Planning Standards to be realised
through the new Proposed District Plan
in a comprehensive and integrated
manner.
Provides some certainty and confidence
to the community that the previously
advised timelines and process on the
District Plan Review are followed.

Running concurrent plans and
processes is likely to put further
pressure on iwi capacity, and could
reduce their ability to be meaningfully
engaged in both plans and
processes.

•

Likely to be extremely resource
intensive and challenging to
implement.

•

Unlikely to be achievable unless
Council either has, or contracts in,
the requisite capacity and capability
to undertake the required work.

•

Longer timeframe for the Proposed
District Plan means some priority
matters are not addressed in a timely
manner. For example, protecting
sites of significance to Māori.

•

•

Ability of Council to
realistically achieve an
intensification planning
instrument followed by new
Proposed District Plan within
the timeframes, coupled with
the current under-capacity
District Plan team and
demands on Council
staff/contractors.

•

Uncertainty and confusion for
the community and
submitters regarding two
processes, resulting in
reduced confidence in the
accuracy and reliability of the
District Plans and processes,
and potential exposure to
subsequent legal challenge.

•

Potential for poorer ‘on-theground’ outcomes in the
interim prior to the new
District Plan being notified
and made operative.

Two separate plan change/Proposed
Plan processes can impose
additional time and costs on the
community and submitters.
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•

Moderate efficiency as it enables
Council priorities, national and regional
policy direction, and compliance with the
Planning Standards to be realised
through the new Proposed District Plan
in a timely and integrated manner.
Matters arising from the intensification
planning instrument process can be
integrated into the new Proposed District
Plan, avoiding potential Plan variations.
However, as the district-wide matters
such as natural hazards and historic
heritage are not addressed in the
intensification planning instrument, it
may involve re-litigation of issues
through the Proposed Plan process, or
poor ‘on-the-ground’ outcomes in the
interim.

•
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Advantages

Risks

•

Two plan processes on separate
timelines, with the intensification plan
change being decided on separately
from the qualifying matters plan
change. With the two plan changes
in parallel, it is likely a variation
would be required to incorporate the
outcome of the intensification plan
change, once the intensification plan
change becomes operative. This
would be inefficient for Council, and
would waste the time of submitters,
who may be required to submit twice
on the planning intensification
instrument and future plan variation.

•

Reputational risks associated
with changing from the
current District Plan Review
process and timeline. Some
stakeholders and community
members are expecting
changes to be made to
District Plan to address
issues of concern to them
(e.g. ineffectiveness of
current District Plan). Some
of these matters would not be
addressed until the end of
the review process.

•

•

Less integrated and comprehensive
District Plan with multiple plan
changes.

Protracted appeals to
qualifying matters plan
change may impede the

However, the longer timeframe for the
Proposed District Plan means it is not
adopted in the current local government
election triennium.

Option 3: Notification of a plan
change on qualifying matters,
followed by an IPI plan change,
followed by a plan change on
the remaining parts of the
District Plan
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•

More achievable timelines in terms of
notifying the intensification planning
instrument in August 2022 and Full
Proposed Plan later in 2023 following
completion of the intensification plan
change.

•

Two separate plan processes would be
more understandable for the community,
and avoid confusion with two parallel
processes. However, potential issues
with submitters on engaging with the
relevant plan process (i.e. their
submission relates to the earlier or later
plan process).

•

Moderate efficiency as it enables
Council priorities, national and regional
policy direction, and compliance with the
Planning Standards to be progressively
released through the series of plan
changes. However, with multiple plan
changes over a longer period of time,
some inefficiencies with potential
duplication of processes and provisions.

•

High-level of effectiveness as it enables
Council priorities, national and regional
policy direction, and compliance with the
Planning Standards to be realised
through the series of plan changes.
Though slightly less effective than
Options 1 and 2 as not undertaken in a
comprehensive and integrated manner.
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Disadvantages

•

•

Delay in aligning the District Plan
with the format/structure
requirements of the National
Planning Standards.

•

Longer timeframe for the entire
District Plan Review means some
priority matters are not addressed in
a timely manner. For example,
amending the rules for temporary
events and other implementation
issues.

•

Multiple separate plan
change/Proposed Plan processes
can impose additional time and costs
on the community and submitters.

•

Same or very similar to Option 3,
apart from:

•

Same or very similar to
Option 3, apart from:

•

Running parallel plans and processes
under distinct statutory processes will
be confusing for the public and
submitters, who may not be able to
distinguish which plan document or
process they are submitting on.

•

•

Running concurrent plans and
processes is likely to put further
pressure on iwi capacity, and could
reduce their ability to be
meaningfully engaged in both plans
and processes.

Uncertainty and confusion for
the community and
submitters regarding where
and how submission points
have been addressed on the
intensification planning
instrument and Proposed
District Plan Changes,
resulting in reduced
confidence in the accuracy
and reliability of the District
Plans and processes, and
potential exposure to
subsequent legal challenge.

Plan Change on qualifying matters
addresses chapters which are long
overdue for review, and provides
process for the community to engage on
substantive matters with qualifying
matters not covered by the
intensification planning instrument.

•

Provides more efficient intensification
planning instrument process as does not
need to fully address qualifying matters.

•

Achievable timelines in terms of notifying
a Proposed Plan Change on qualifying
matters in mid-2022 and intensification
planning instrument in August 2022 and
subsequent plan changes at a later date.

•

Same or very similar to Option 3.

Risks
review of other District Plan
chapters.
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Option 4: An IPI plan change
and a plan change on qualifying
matters in parallel processes,
followed by a plan change on
the remaining parts of the
District Plan

Advantages
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
13 February 2022

File: (22/353)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/42

Intensification Planning Instrument - Initial
Option Identification and Analysis
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of the report is for the Committee to consider recommendations
from the District Plan Review Subcommittee.

Recommendations
That the District Plan Review Subcommittee recommends that the Committee
recommends that Council:
(1)

notes and receives the officer’s report considered by the District Plan
Review Subcommittee at its meeting held on 10 February 2022 attached as
Appendix 1 to the report; and

(2)

requests officers to prepare a draft Intensification Planning Instrument for
consideration at the District Plan Review Subcommittee meeting through
the following approach:
Commercial zones:
(a) in the city centre, no specific building height and density limits in the
Core and Riverfront (Core) Precincts and increased height limits in
other precincts to six storeys (Option CZ1.1); and
(b) in suburban centres, provide for varying heights based on commercial
and community services and access to public and active transport,
which would be above six storeys in some areas, and below six storeys
in others (Option CZ2.2);
Residential zones:
(a) a 1200m walkable catchment for the city centre and Petone
metropolitan centre, and a 800m walkable catchment for train stations
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on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines (Option RZ1.2);
(b) in walkable catchments of the city centre, Petone metropolitan centre
and train stations on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines:
1)

permit buildings of up to three storeys, subject to standards of the
Medium Density Residential Standard; and

2)

require resource consent for buildings of four or more storeys,
with provisions supporting buildings up to six storeys (Option
RZ2.2);

(c) align building heights for residential areas adjacent to Neighbourhood,
Local and Town centre zones with the building height and density
provisions of other residential areas with similar levels of access to
commercial activities and community services (Option RZ3.2); and
(d) modify the Medium Density Residential Standards to align them with
the existing District Plan standards for the Medium Density
Residential Activity Area but asks officers to provide more information
on Options RZ4.2 and RZ4.3;
Qualifying matters:
(a) modify the Medium Density Residential Standards and building
height and density requirements under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD to
accommodate the following:
1)

the protection of historic heritage from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development;

2)

the management of significant risks from natural hazards; and

3)

open space provided for public use, but only in relation to land
that is open space.

Officers have identified a range of reasonably practicable options that are
available to Council for these aspects of the Intensification Planning Instrument
and have assessed the identified options. The assessment of identified options is
included in Appendix 4 attached to the report. Officers’ recommendations have
been informed by:
•

•

Previous work on the District Plan Review, including:
o

The initial identification of resource management issues;

o

Discussions with mana whenua, members of the community and other
stakeholders;

o

Technical assessments; and

o

Previous direction from Council and the District Plan Review
Subcommittee;

Requirements of other national policy statements and the Regional Policy
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Statement for the Wellington Region; and
•

Existing Council strategies and policies, including the Wellington Regional
Growth Framework.

Background
2.

The District Plan Review Subcommittee reports to the Policy, Finance and
Strategy Committee.

3.

The purpose of the District Plan Review Subcommittee is to make
recommendations to the Policy, Finance and Strategy Committee, for
recommendation to Council on the matters to be addressed in the full review
of the District Plan and development of a Proposed District Plan.

4.

The District Plan Review Subcommittee considered the item ‘Intensification
Planning Instrument – Initial Option Identification and Analysis’ at its
meeting held on 10 February 2022.

5.

Further background information is contained in Appendix 1 to the report.

6.

This report should be read in conjunction with the Resource Management
(enabling housing supply and other matters) Amendment Act 2021 and its
implications for the District Plan Review Report being considered by
members.

Discussion
7. Council is required to prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument – a
specific district plan change to enable greater building heights and density of
urban form, primarily in residential areas.
8.

Process the Intensification Planning Instrument through an Intensification
Streamlined Planning Process - a new district plan change process that is
more streamlined and condensed than the standard plan change process.

9.

The Intensification Planning Instrument is a change to a district plan that
must:
•

Incorporate specific Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) as
set out in the Housing Supply Act; and

•

Give effect to Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.

10. In addition, the Intensification Planning Instrument may amend or include:
•

Provisions relating to financial contributions,

•

Provisions to enable papakāinga housing; and

•

Related provisions (including objectives, policies, rules, standards and
zones) that support or are consequential to the MDRS or Policies 3, 4 and
5 of the NPS-UD.

Note: As Policy 5 of the NPS-UD relates solely to tier 2 and 3 territorial authorities,
it is not relevant to Hutt City Council (as a tier 1 territorial authority), and is
therefore not discussed in this report.
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11. The Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) are a specific set of
permitted activity standards for residential zones, with complimentary
objectives and policies. The MDRS are set out in the Housing Supply Act and
are included in Appendix 2.
12. Territorial authorities are required to incorporate the MDRS in their district
plans for all relevant residential zones, with the following exceptions:
•

The standards can be modified to enable a greater level of
development, either by omitting a standard or including a more lenient
standard; and

•

The standards can be made less enabling of development to the extent
necessary to accommodate a qualifying matter (discussed below).

13. As a result, Council’s Intensification Planning instrument will need to
incorporate the MDRS to the majority of residential zones, an exception may
be appropriate where a qualifying matter applies, such as areas with
significant heritage values.
14. Key aspects to highlight from the comparison in Appendix 3:
Options
15. Officers have identified the following areas where there are options for the
Intensification Planning Instrument:
•

Building heights and density in:
o

The City centre zone; and

o

Suburban centres.

•

Location and extent of walkable catchment areas;

•

How to enable buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment
areas;

•

Building heights and density in areas adjacent to suburban centres;

•

Whether to modify Medium Density Residential Standards to be more
enabling of development; and

• Qualifying matters to address.
Note: Council will also need to consider its options for building heights and density
in the Metropolitan centre zone, provisions for papakāinga housing, provisions for
financial contributions and provisions that support or are consequential on the
MDRS or Policies 3 and 4 of the NPS-UD. Options on these matters will be
presented to the Subcommittee at a future Subcommittee meeting.
16. Officers have identified a range of reasonably practicable options that are
available to Council for these aspects of the Intensification Planning
Instrument and have assessed the identified options. The assessment of
identified options is included in Appendix 4 attached to the report.
17. The identification and assessment of these options has been informed by:
•

Previous work on the District Plan Review, including:
o

The initial identification of resource management issues;
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o

Discussions with mana whenua, members of the community and
other stakeholders;

o

Technical assessments; and

o

Previous direction from Council and the District Plan Review
Subcommittee;

•

Requirements of other national policy statements and the Regional
Policy Statement for the Wellington Region; and

•

Existing Council strategies and policies, including the Wellington
Regional Growth Framework.

18. Officers have identified options for the District Plan review attached as
Appendix 4 to the report.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
19. Climate change impact and considerations are outlined in Appendix 1
attached to the report.
Engagement
20. Engagement is outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Legal Considerations
21. Legal considerations are outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
Financial Considerations
22. Financial considerations are outlined in Appendix 1 attached to the report.
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Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to present options to the Subcommittee for the
Intensification Planning Instrument (District Plan change) and to obtain
direction from the Subcommittee on these options.

Recommendations
That the Subcommittee:
(1) receives the information contained in the report, including the identification
and evaluation of options for the Intensification Planning Instrument;
(2) requests officers to prepare a draft Intensification Planning Instrument for
consideration at the District Plan Review Subcommittee meeting on 17
March 2022, through the following approach:
Commercial zones
(a)

In the city centre, no specific building height and density limits in the
Core and Riverfront (Core) Precincts and increased height limits in
other precincts to six storeys (Option CZ1.1); and

(b)

In suburban centres, provide for varying heights based on
commercial and community services and access to public and active
transport, which would be above six storeys in some areas, and below
six storeys in others (Option CZ2.2);

Residential zones
(a)

A 1200m walkable catchment for the city centre and Petone
metropolitan centre, and a 800m walkable catchment for train stations
on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines (Option RZ1.2);

(b)

In walkable catchments of the city centre, Petone metropolitan centre
and train stations on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines:
1)

Permit buildings of up to three storeys, subject to standards of
the Medium Density Residential Standard; and

2)

Require resource consent for buildings of four or more storeys,
with provisions supporting buildings up to six storeys (Option
RZ2.2);

(c)

Align building heights for residential areas adjacent to
Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones with the building
height and density provisions of other residential areas with similar
levels of access to commercial activities and community services
(Option RZ3.2); and

(d)

Modify the Medium Density Residential Standards to align them
with the existing District Plan standards for the Medium Density
Residential Activity Area, including the omission of standards on
Landscaped areas, Outlook space and Window requirements for
street facing facades (Option RZ4.2);

Qualifying matters
(a)

Modify the Medium Density Residential Standards and building
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height and density requirements under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD to
accommodate the following:
1)

The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and development;

2)

The management of significant risks from natural hazards; and

3)

Open space provided for public use, but only in relation to land
that is open space.

Background
2.

In December 2021, Parliament passed the Resource Management (Enabling
Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act 2021 (the Housing Supply
Act).

3.

This Act seeks to accelerate the supply of housing in urban areas where
demand for housing is high, which includes the Lower Hutt urban area, by
amending the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and National Policy
Statement on Urban Development 2020 (NPS-UD).

4.

As a result of these amendments, territorial authorities are required to:

5.

•

Prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument – a specific district
plan change to enable greater building heights and density of urban
form, primarily in residential areas.

•

Process the Intensification Planning Instrument through an
Intensification Streamlined Planning Process - a new district plan
change process that is more streamlined and condensed than the
standard plan change process.

Through this report, officers are seeking direction from the Subcommittee on
the approach to take in a draft Intensification Planning Instrument, to assist
with community and stakeholder engagement.

Discussion
Intensification Planning Instrument requirements
6.

7.

The Intensification Planning Instrument is a change to a district plan that
must:
•

Incorporate specific Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS)
as set out in the Housing Supply Act; and

•

Give effect to Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.

In addition, the Intensification Planning Instrument may amend or include:
•

Provisions relating to financial contributions,

•

Provisions to enable papakāinga housing; and

•

Related provisions (including objectives, policies, rules, standards and
zones) that support or are consequential to the MDRS or Policies 3, 4
and 5 of the NPS-UD.
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Note: As Policy 5 of the NPS-UD relates solely to tier 2 and 3 territorial authorities,
it is not relevant to Hutt City Council (as a tier 1 territorial authority), and is
therefore not discussed in this report.
8.

The following sections of this report discuss these requirements, along with
their relevance for Lower Hutt and the City of Lower Hutt District Plan. The
purpose of these discussions is to provide the necessary background
information to inform decisions on the options for the Intensification
Planning Instrument.

Medium Density Residential Standards requirements
9.

The Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) are a specific set of
permitted activity standards for residential zones, with complimentary
objectives and policies. The MDRS are set out in the Housing Supply Act.

10. The MDRS are included in Appendix 1 attached to the report. They include
permitted activity standards (referred to as density standards) on:
•

The number of residential units per site;

•

Height in relation to boundary;

•

Setbacks;

•

Building coverage;

•

Outdoor living space per unit;

•

Outlook space per unit;

•

Windows to street; and

•

Landscaped area.

11. The MDRS also include:
•

Objectives and policies that set the context for development in the
relevant residential zones and would be assessed during resource
consent processes; and

•

Subdivision requirements that support development that would meet
the density standards.

12. Territorial authorities are required to incorporate the MDRS in their district
plans for all relevant residential zones, with the following exceptions:
•

The standards can be modified to enable a greater level of
development, either by omitting a standard or including a more
lenient standard; and

•

The standards can be made less enabling of development to the extent
necessary to accommodate a qualifying matter (discussed below).

13. Relevant residential zones are defined to include all residential zones
excluding large lot residential zones, as described by the National Planning
Standards.
Note: There are also exceptions for offshore islands, settlement zones and areas with
a population less than 5,000, but these exceptions do not apply to Lower Hutt.
14. The City of Lower Hutt District Plan does not yet implement the National
Planning Standards. As a result, it does not use the residential zones
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described in the National Planning Standards. In these circumstances,
territorial authorities are required to apply the standards to the nearest
equivalent zone.
15. Table 1 identifies the equivalent zones of the City of Lower Hutt District Plan
for the residential zones of the National Planning Standards.
Table 1. Equivalent zones of the City of Lower Hutt District Plan for the
residential zones of the National Planning Standards.
National Planning Standards zones

Equivalent City of Lower
Hutt District Plan zones

General residential zone

General Residential
Activity Area

Areas used predominantly for residential activities with a
mix of building types, and other compatible activities.
High density residential zone

Historic Residential
Activity Area
No equialent zone

Areas used predominantly for residential activities with high
concentration and bulk of buildings, such as apartments, and
other compatible activities.
Medium density residential zone
Areas used predominantly for residential activities with
moderate concentration and bulk of buildings, such as
detached, semi-detached and terraced housing, low-rise
apartments, and other compatible activities.
Low density residential zone
Areas used predominantly for residential activities and
buildings consistent with a suburban scale and subdivision
pattern, such as one to two storey houses with yards and
landscaping, and other compatible activities.
Large lot residential zone
Areas used predominantly for residential activities and
buildings such as detached houses on lots larger than those of
the Low density residential and General residential zones,
and where there are particular landscape characteristics,
physical limitations or other constraints to more intensive
development.

Medium Density
Residential Activity Area

Special Residential
Activity Area

Landscape Protection
Residential Activity Area
Hill Residential Activity
Area

Note to Table. Based on the Resource Management Act definition of equivalent zone, each
zone of the National Planning Standards can only have one equivalent zone. As a result, the
Hill Residential Activity Area and Historic Residential Activity Area are not an equivalent
zone for any zones in the National Planning Standards.

16. As a result, Council’s Intensification Planning instrument will need to
incorporate the MDRS for the following zones:
•
•
•

General Residential Activity Area;
Medium Density Residential Activity Area; and
Special Residential Activity Areas,

but will not be able to apply them to the following zones:
•

Landscape Protection Residential Activity Area;

•

Hill Residential Activity Area; and

•

Rural Residential Activity Area.
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17. As noted above and discussed further below, as the MDRS applies to the
majority of residential zones, an exception may be appropriate where a
qualifying matter applies, such as areas with significant heritage values.
18. In addition, the provisions of the General Residential Activity Area apply to
some parts of the Community Iwi Activity Area. As a result, there would be
an indirect effect of these parts of the Community Iwi Activity Area.
19. Introducing the MDRS will significantly impact the level of built
development that is permitted in some residential areas of Lower Hutt.
20. Appendix 2 attached to the report includes a table that compares the current
permitted activity standards of the General Residential, Historic Residential,
Medium Density Residential Activity Area and Special Residential Activity
Areas, compared against the MDRS.
21. Key aspects to highlight from the comparison in Appendix 2:
•

Incorporating the MDRS in the District Plan will result in a significant
change for the Special Residential and General Residential Activity
Areas, particularly regarding the permitted number of dwellings per
site, maximum building height (effectively increasing from two to
three storeys), recession planes and site coverage.

•

The change will be less significant for the Medium Density Residential
Activity Area, as the zone already permits three storey developments,
and with a higher site coverage. However, the more permissive
recession plane standard will enable taller buildings nearer property
boundaries.

•

The current dwellings per site and site coverage standards for the
Medium Density Residential Activity Area are more enabling than the
MDRS.

•

The MDRS include standards on minimum landscaped areas,
minimum outlook space and minimum window requirements for
street facing facades.

•

The MDRS do not include standards on minimum permeable surface
area, maximum building length and rainwater retention tanks.

•

For the Historic Residential Activity Area, the standards of the MDRS
are more enabling of development than the standards of the current
District Plan. However, development may need to be constrained to
manage effects on heritage values within this area (the protection of
historic heritage is a qualifying matter, discussed further below).

Requirements of Policy 3 of the NPS-UD, regarding intensification
22. Policy 3 of the NPS-UD sets requirements for building heights and density in
specific locations. These requirements are summarised in Table 2.
Table 2. Policy 3 of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development.
City centre zones

Enable building heights and density of
urban form to realise as much
development capacity as possible.
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Metropolitan centre zones

Enable building heights and density of
urban form to reflect demand for housing
and business use in those locations, and in
all cases building heights of at least 6
storeys.

Walkable catchments of:

Enable building heights of at least 6
storeys (including in non-residential
zones).

• Existing and planned rapid transit
stops,
• The edge of city centre zones, and
• The edge of metropolitan centre zones.
In and adjacent to:
• Neighbourhood centre zones,
• Local centre zones, and
• Town centre zones.

Enable building heights and density of
urban form commensurate with the level
of commercial activity and community
services.

23. These are not new requirements, and Council was already required to give
effect to the policies of the NPS-UD. However, the requirements for areas in
and adjacent to neighbourhood centre zones, local centre zones and town
centre zones were added as part of the recent amendments to the RMA.
24. To give effect to Policy 3 of the NPS-UD, Council will need to determine the
locations of:
•

Commercial centre zones,

•

Existing and planned rapid transit stops; and

•

Walkable catchments.

These locations are discussed below
Commercial centre zones
25. As discussed above regarding MDRS, Policy 3 refers to zones described in
the National Planning Standards, and as the City of Lower Hutt District Plan
does not yet implement the National Planning Standards, Council will need
to use the equivalent zones of the District Plan when applying the
requirements of Policy 3.
26. Table 3 identifies the zones of the City of Lower Hutt District Plan that are
the equivalent zones for the zones referred to in Policy 3 of the NPS-UD.
Table 3. Equivalent zones of the City of Lower Hutt District Plan for commercial
zones of from Policy 3 of the National Planning Standards and National Policy
Statement on Urban Development.
National Planning Standards zones

Equivalent District Plan
zones and precincts

City centre zone

Central Commercial
Activity Area – Core
Precinct and Riverfront
(Core) Precinct

Areas used predominantly for a broad range of commercial,
community, recreational and residential activities. The zone
is the main centre for the district or region.
Metropolitan centre zone
Areas used predominantly for a broad range of commercial,
community, recreational and residential activities. The zone
is a focal point for sub-regional urban catchments.

Petone Commercial
Activity Area
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Neighbourhood centre zone
Areas used predominantly for small-scale commercial and
community activities that service the needs of the immediate
residential neighbourhood.
Local centre zone
Areas used predominantly for a range of commercial and
community activities that service the needs of the residential
catchment.
Mixed use zone
Areas used predominantly for a compatible mixture of
residential, commercial, light industrial, recreational and/or
community activities.

10 February 2022
Suburban Mixed Use
Activity Area (in some
places)
Suburban Commercial
Activity Area (in some
places),
Special Commercial
Activity Area
Central Commercial
Activity Area –
Commercial Precinct,
Riverfront (Commercial)
Precinct and Residential
Transition Precinct

Existing and planned rapid transit stops
27. Under the NPS-UD, a rapid transit stop is defined as a place where people can
enter or exit a rapid transit service, whether existing or planned. A rapid transit
service is defined as any existing or planned frequent, quick, reliable and highcapacity public transport service that operates on a permanent route (road or rail)
that is largely separated from other traffic.
28. Council will need to determine which of its transit services meet the
definition of a rapid transit service, then use these locations as the starting
point for determining the associated walkable catchment areas. The city’s
transit services are:
•

Rail services on the Hutt Valley line;

•

Rail services on the Melling line;

•

Bus services; and

•

Ferry services.

29. The Wellington Regional Land Transport Plan 2021 identifies both the Hutt
Valley Line and Melling Line as part of the ‘rapid transit network’. The Hutt
Valley Line has frequent, quick, reliable and high-capacity services. While
the Melling Line currently has quick, reliable and high-capacity services,
there is a question of whether it would meet the NPS-UD definition of a
rapid transit service given there is only one train per hour during much of
the day, with no evening or weekend services.
30. The city’s bus services do not meet the definition of a rapid transit service as
the bus service is not separated from other traffic.
31. The city’s ferry services do not meet the definition of a rapid transit service
as there are few services during most of the day.
Walkable catchments
32. Walkable catchment is not defined in the NPS-UD, RMA or any other relevant
piece of legislation or planning document.
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33. The key issue when considering the size of a walkable catchment is the
distance that people will walk to the destination for the catchment. National
guidance is a walkable catchment is around 800m, which is approximately a
10-minute walk for most people.
Note: Officers acknowledge that not only do walking speeds differ from person to
person, but also that there are people in the community where walking is not an
option. While this may not influence the size of walkable catchments for the purposes
of giving effect to the NPS-UD, it is an important consideration for planning of
Lower Hutt’s urban environment.
34. The walkability of a neighbourhood is influenced by a range of factors,
including:
a. Gradient;
b. Pedestrian safety;
c. Physical barriers; and
d. Whether there are pedestrian crossings for busy roads.
35. A case could be made that the walkable catchment for a rapid transit stop
should be smaller than the walkable catchment of a commercial centre, as the
walk to a rapid transit stop is likely to be one leg of a longer journey, where a
commercial centre is more likely to be a destination. However, most rapid
transit stops for Lower Hutt are also part of a wider commercial and
community centre, so may themselves be the destination.
36. An added consideration for Lower Hutt is the direction of the Wellington
Regional Growth Framework to increase housing supply and improve housing
affordability and choice in walkable neighbourhoods. While the Wellington
Regional Growth Framework does not define walkable neighbourhood, it
gives the following description:
What is …. a walkable neighbourhood?
This is also sometimes referred to as a 10-20-minute village or neighbourhood.
The concept is about “living locally” – where people can access most of their daily
needs within a walkable distance from their home.
Walkable distances can also be accessed by other transport modes such as safe
cycling routes and local public transport options.
Not every walkable neighbourhood in the region will be the same or have all the
same services but they will be high quality environments.
Examples of services people might be able to access within a walkable
neighbourhood are – your local primary school, a local park, some health services,
some community facilities and retail that is more than a dairy.
Enabling building heights of at least six storeys
37. A key aspect of Policy 3 of the NPS-UD is the need to enable building
heights of at least six storeys in the walkable catchment areas.
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38. While most of these areas will be in residential zones, this requirement also
applies to non-residential zones, including some areas in the General
Business Activity Area and the Community Health Activity Area. It will also
need to apply to privately owned land in open space zones where that land
is not open to the public.
39. This policy direction does not necessarily mean that buildings of six storeys
or more need to be permitted, and resource consent may be required for
buildings of this scale. However, if resource consent is required, the District
Plan cannot include objectives, policies and rules that prevent buildings of
six storeys from being able to obtain resource consent.
40. In order to enable building heights of at least six storeys, the District Plan
may need to include:
•

Objectives and policies that make it clear that buildings of six storeys
or more are appropriate (although the objectives and policies may
clarify in what circumstances the taller buildings are appropriate,

•

Provisions that specify urban design outcomes for high density
developments, and

•

Provisions that preclude notification of resource consent applications.

Qualifying matters
41. Territorial authorities are able to make the MDRS and the relevant building
height and density requirements under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD less enabling
of development to accommodate a specific qualifying matter, but only to the
extent necessary to accommodate that matter.
42. The qualifying matters (as listed in Policy 4 of the NPS-UD and s77I of the
RMA) are listed in Table 4.
Table 4. Qualifying matters from Policy 4 of the National Policy Statement on Urban
Development and Section 77I of the Resource Management Act.
The following matters of national importance that decision makers are required to
recognise and provide for under section 6 of the RMA:
a.

The preservation of the natural character of the coastal environment (including
the coastal marine area), wetlands, and lakes and rivers and their margins, and
the protection of them from inappropriate subdivision, use, and development.
b. The protection of outstanding natural features and landscapes from
inappropriate subdivision, use, and development.
c. The protection of areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna.
d. The maintenance and enhancement of public access to and along the coastal
marine area, lakes, and rivers.
e. The relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions with their ancestral
lands, water, sites, waahi tapu, and other taonga.
f. The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development.
g. The protection of protected customary rights.
h. The management of significant risks from natural hazards.
A matter required in order to give effect to a national policy statement (other than the
NPS-UD) or the New Zealand Coastal Policy Statement 2010.
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A matter required to give effect to Te Ture Whaimana o Te Awa o Waikato—the Vision
and Strategy for the Waikato River.
A matter required to give effect to the Hauraki Gulf Marine Park Act 2000 or the
Waitakere Ranges Heritage Area Act 2008.
A matter required for the purpose of ensuring the safe or efficient operation of nationally
significant infrastructure.
Open space provided for public use, but only in relation to land that is open space.
The need to give effect to a designation or heritage order, but only in relation to land that
is subject to the designation or heritage order.
A matter necessary to implement, or to ensure consistency with, iwi participation
legislation.
The requirement in the NPS-UD to provide sufficient business land suitable for low
density uses to meet expected demand.
Any other matter that makes higher density, as provided for by the MDRS or Policy 3 of
the NPS-UD, inappropriate in an area, but only if supported by an evaluation report.
The evaluation report must:
•
•

•

Identifies the specific characteristic that makes the level of development provided
by the MDRS or Policy 3 of the NPS-UD inappropriate in the area,
Justifies why that characteristic makes that level of development inappropriate in
light of the national significance of urban development and the objectives of the
NPS-UD,
Includes a site-specific analysis that:
o Identifies the site to which the matter relates; and
o Evaluates the specific characteristic on a site-specific basis to determine the
geographic area where intensification needs to be compatible with the specific
matter; and
o Evaluates an appropriate range of options to achieve the greatest heights and
densities permitted by the MDRS or as provided for by Policy 3 of the NPSUD while managing the specific characteristics.

43. As part of the development of the Intensification Planning Instrument,
Council will need to determine:
•

Which of these qualifying matters exist in the areas of Lower Hutt that
are subject to the Intensification Planning Instrument;

•

Whether building heights and densities should be restricted to
accommodate the qualifying matter; and

•

How to restrict building heights and densities to the extent necessary
to accommodate the qualifying matter.

44. As this has been a requirement of the NPS-UD since it took effect in 2020,
Council has been working on identifying and evaluating qualifying matters
as part of the full review of the District Plan.
Other requirements
45. In addition to the mandatory requirements discussed above, an
Intensification Planning Instrument may also amend or include:
•

Provisions relating to financial contributions;

•

Provisions to enable papakāinga housing; or
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Related provisions that support or are consequential on the MDRS or
Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.

Provisions relating to financial contributions
46. Under the RMA, territorial authorities can include conditions on resource
consents that require consent holders to make a financial contribution to the
territorial authority. The contribution is typically required to address an
impact of the consented development.
47. The territorial authority is only able to require a financial contribution if it is
for a purpose specified in a district plan. The level of the contribution also
needs to be determined in the manner described in the plan.
48. Currently, Council requires financial contributions as a condition of most
subdivision consents. The financial contributions primarily relate to
provision of reserves, but can also be associated with provision of
infrastructures.
49. However, the recent amendments to the RMA have enabled territorial
authorities to also require financial contributions for permitted activities.
50. Dwayne Fletcher of Vale Consulting, who has previously advised Council on
development contributions, has been engaged to prepare advice to Council
on how to address financial contributions in the Intensification Planning
Instrument and wider review of the District Plan.
51. Further advice and recommendations on financial contributions in the
Intensification Planning Instrument will be presented to the Subcommittee at
a future Subcommittee meeting.
Provisions to enable papakāinga
52. Papakāinga are housing and community developments on mana whenua
land that reflect their cultural customs and values. In addition to housing
and residential activities, papakāinga can include a range of other
complementary activities, including social, cultural, economic and recreation
activities.
53. Papakāinga is one of the topics of discussion in ongoing meetings between
officers and mana whenua for the District Plan review. These discussions
will inform officers recommendations on how papakāinga should be
provided for through the District Plan, including which provisions should be
included in the Intensification Planning Instrument.
54. Further advice and recommendations on how papakāinga should be
provided for in the Intensification Planning Instrument will be presented to
the Subcommittee at a future Subcommittee meeting.
Related provisions that support or are consequential on the MDRS or Policies 3 and 4 of
the NPS-UD
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55. An Intensification Planning Instrument can include related provisions
including objectives, policies, rules, standards, and zones, that support or are
consequential on the MDRS or Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.
56. While the term related provisions is not defined, the RMA clarifies that related
provisions includes provisions that relate to any of the following, without
limitation:
•

District-wide matters;

•

Earthworks;

•

Fencing;

•

Infrastructure;

•

Qualifying matters;

•

Storm water management (including permeability and hydraulic
neutrality); and

•

Subdivision of land.

57. This is a rather all-encompassing list of matters, particularly given the
inclusion of district-wide matters and qualifying matters.
58. To include a related provision in the Intensification Planning Instrument, the
provision will either need to support or be consequential on the MDRS or
Policies 3 and 4 of the NPS-UD. This determination will need to be made on
a case-by-case basis, depending on the specifics of the potential provision.
59. While the RMA does not specify how to determine whether provisions
support or are consequential on the MDRS or NPS-UD policies, key
considerations may include:
•

Whether the provision addresses an effect that would be brought
about or exacerbated by the development enabled;

•

The extent to which existing plan provisions address the effect;

•

Whether the provision solely addresses the new development enabled
by the Intensification Planning Instrument or whether it is attempting
to address a wider issue in the District Plan; and

•

Whether the provision would be better addressed through a separate
plan change process as part of the full District Plan review.

60. Further advice and recommendations on related provisions to include in the
in the Intensification Planning Instrument will be presented to the
Subcommittee at a future Subcommittee meeting.
When provisions of an Intensification Planning Instrument take legal effect
61. Section 86BA of the RMA specifies when provisions of an Intensification
Planning Instrument take legal effect.
62. In general, rules that incorporate the MDRS have immediate legal effect on
notification.
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63. However, exceptions may apply where the Intensification Planning
Instrument either omits a MDRS or modifies the standard to be more
enabling of development.
64. Further advice on when provisions in the Intensification Planning
Instrument take legal effect will be presented to the Subcommittee at a future
Subcommittee meeting, along with a draft of the Intensification Planning
Instrument.
Summary of Intensification Planning Instrument requirements
65. Table 6 is a summary of the requirements of the Intensification Planning
Instrument.
Table 6. Requirements of an Intensification Planning Instrument.
Mandatory requirements
All residential zones, except for large lot
residential zones

Incorporate the MDRS.

City centre zones

Enable building heights and density of
urban form to realise as much
development capacity as possible.

Metropolitan centre zones

Enable building heights and density of
urban form to reflect demand for housing
and business use in those locations, and in
all cases building heights of at least 6
storeys.

Walkable catchments of:

Enable building heights of at least 6
storeys (including in non-residential
zones).

• Existing and planned rapid transit
stops,
• The edge of city centre zones, and
• The edge of metropolitan centre zones.
In and adjacent to:
• Neighbourhood centre zones,
• Local centre zones, and
• Town centre zones.

Enable building heights and density of
urban form commensurate with the level
of commercial activity and community
services.

Optional provisions
• Provisions relating to financial contributions.
• Provisions to enable papakāinga housing.
• Related provisions, including objectives, policies, rules, standards, and zones, that
support or are consequential on the MDRS or Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.
Circumstances where requirements can be modified
• MDRS requirements can be modified to be more enabling of development by either
omitting a standard or including more lenient rules that regulate the same effect as a
standard.
• Territorial authorities may make building height and density requirements less
enabling of development to the extent necessary to accommodate qualifying matters
specified in the RMA.

Options
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66. Officers have identified the following areas where there are options for the
Intensification Planning Instrument:
•

Building heights and density in:
o

The City centre zone; and

o

Suburban centres.

•

Location and extent of walkable catchment areas;

•

How to enable buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment
areas;

•

Building heights and density in areas adjacent to suburban centres;

•

Whether to modify Medium Density Residential Standards to be more
enabling of development; and

• Qualifying matters to address.
Note: Council will also need to consider its options for building heights and density
in the Metropolitan centre zone, provisions for papakāinga housing, provisions for
financial contributions and provisions that support or are consequential on the
MDRS or Policies 3 and 4 of the NPS-UD. Options on these matters will be
presented to the Subcommittee at a future Subcommittee meeting.
67. Officers have identified a range of reasonably practicable options that are
available to Council for these aspects of the Intensification Planning
Instrument and have assessed the identified options. The assessment of
identified options is included in Appendix 3 attached to the report.
68. The identification and assessment of these options has been informed by:
•

Previous work on the District Plan Review, including:
o

The initial identification of resource management issues;

o

Discussions with mana whenua, members of the community
and other stakeholders;

o

Technical assessments; and

o

Previous direction from Council and the District Plan Review
Subcommittee;

•

Requirements of other national policy statements and the Regional
Policy Statement for the Wellington Region; and

•

Existing Council strategies and policies, including the Wellington
Regional Growth Framework.

Summary of recommended options
69. The recommended options, as identified in Appendix 3 of this report, are
summarised in Table 7.
Table 7. Recommended options for the Intensification Planning Instrument.
Recommended options for Commercial zones
Building heights and density in the City centre zone
Option CZ1.1 - Provide for no specific building height and density limits in the Core and
Riverfront (Core) Precincts and increase height limits in the other precincts to six storeys.
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Building heights and densities could be indirectly restricted (e.g. protections for heritage
buildings, sunlight access to key public spaces like Andrews Ave).
Building heights and density in Suburban centres
Option CZ2.2 - Provide for heights varying based on commercial and community
services and access to public and active transport, which would be above six storeys in
some (e.g., the largest centres around key train stations), and below six storeys in others
(e.g. small, isolated blocks of shops in distant suburbs with smaller catchments and less
public transport access).
Recommended options for Residential zones
Location and extent of walkable catchment areas
Option RZ1.2:
1200m walkable catchment for:
• The city centre,
• The Petone metropolitan centre, and
800m walkable catchment for:
• Train stations on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines.
Enabling buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment areas
Option RZ2.2
• Permit buildings of up to three storeys, subject to standards of the MDRS.
• Resource consent required for buildings of four or more storeys, with provisions
supporting the buildings up to six storeys.
Building heights and density in areas adjacent to suburban centres
Option RZ3.2 - Align building heights for residential areas adjacent to Neighbourhood,
Local and Town centre zones with the building height and density provisions of other
residential areas with similar levels of access to commercial activities and community
services.
Modifying Medium Density Residential Standards to be more enabling of development
Option RZ4.2 - Modify the Medium Density Residential Standards to align them with the
existing District Plan standards for the Medium Density Residential Activity Area,
including the omission of standards on Landscaped areas, Outlook space and Window
requirements for street facing facades.
Recommended options for Qualifying matters
Modify the Medium Density Residential Standards and building height and density
requirements under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD to accommodate the following:
• The protection of historic heritage from inappropriate subdivision, use, and
development.
• The management of significant risks from natural hazards
• Open space provided for public use, but only in relation to land that is open space.

Next Steps
70. Through February and March 2022, officers will prepare a draft
Intensification Planning Instrument, based on the direction received from the
Subcommittee. This draft Intensification Planning Instrument will be
presented to the Subcommittee in March 2022.
71. Subject to the consideration of the draft Intensification Planning Instrument
by the Subcommittee, community and stakeholder engagement on the draft
Intensification Planning Instrument would be undertaken in April. Feedback
from this engagement would be reported to the Subcommittee in May 2022.
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72. The Intensification Planning Instrument would then be revised, with the
final Intensification Planning Instrument to be reported to the Subcommittee
in July for public notification prior to the legislative deadline of 20 August
2022.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
73. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
74. Intensification enabled through an IPI can be restricted to address qualifying
matters specified in the RMA and NPS-UD. Management of significant risks
from natural hazards is one of the qualifying matters.
75. Climate change will increase the magnitude and likelihood of flooding and
coastal inundation, and the magnitude of tsunami. As a result, the impacts of
climate change should be taken into account when considering how the IPI
should address natural hazard risk.
76. Other aspects of how the District Plan can address climate change would
need to be addressed through the later plan change. While this would result
in a delay to the District Plan addressing some aspects of climate change, it
would enable Council to take into account some legislative and strategic
direction that are currently being developed, including central governments
Emissions Reduction Plan (expected to be published by 31 May 2022) and the
Climate Adaptation Act (being developed by central government as part of
their Resource Management Reform program).
Engagement
77. Officers intend to engage with the community and other stakeholders on the
IPI in the coming months (in addition to ongoing discussions with mana
whenua on the overall District Plan Review). This engagement will involve:
•

Communicating the IPI requirements to the community and
stakeholders,

•

Highlighting which requirements are mandatory (or bottom-lines)
and where Council has options, and

•

Receiving input from the community and stakeholders on these
options.

78. This engagement will ensure that Council’s decisions on what is included in
the IPI are not only informed by the legislative requirements and technical
assessments, but also on the views of the community and stakeholders.
79. Officer’s will present further information on this engagement, including the
engagement material, at an upcoming Subcommittee meeting (currently
planned for mid-March).
Legal Considerations
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80. The key legal consideration for the District Plan review is the necessity for
Council to meet the requirements of the RMA to prepare an Intensification
Planning Instrument, including the requirement to notify an Intensification
Planning Instrument by 20 August 2022, and to ensure that the District Plan
gives effect to national policy statements, the New Zealand coastal policy
statement, National Planning Standards and Regional Policy Statement for
the Wellington Region.
Financial Considerations
81. The current District Plan review budget for the 2021/22 financial year is
likely to be sufficient to prepare the IPI and continue with the District Plan
Review. However, depending on the number and nature of submissions,
including matters raised in submissions on the IPI, additional budget may be
required for the 2022/23 financial year.
Appendices
No.

Title

1

Medium Density Residential Standards

2

Comparison of Medium Density Residential Standards and
permitted activity standards of the current District Plan

3

Initial identification and evaluation of options for the
Intensification Planning Instrument
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Resource Management Act 1991
Schedule 3A
MDRS to be incorporated by specified territorial
authorities
Part 1
General
1

Interpretation

(1)

In this schedule, unless the context otherwise requires,—
construction includes construction and conversion, and additions and alterations to an
existing building
density standard means a standard setting out requirements relating to building height,
height in relation to boundary, building setbacks, building coverage, outdoor living space,
outlook space, windows to streets, or landscaped area for the construction of a building
subdivision means the subdivision of land, as defined in section 218(1).

(2)

Terms used in this schedule that are defined in section 77F have the same meaning in this
schedule as they do in that section.

(3)

Terms used in this schedule that are defined in the national planning standards have the same
meaning in this schedule as they do in those standards.

2

Permitted activities

(1)

It is a permitted activity to construct or use a building if it complies with the density standards
in the district plan (once incorporated as required by section 77G).

(2)

There must be no other density standards included in a district plan additional to those set out
in Part 2 of this schedule relating to a permitted activity for a residential unit or building.

3

Subdivision as controlled activity
Subdivision requirements must (subject to section 106) provide for as a controlled activity the
subdivision of land for the purpose of the construction and use of residential units in
accordance with clauses 2 and 4.

4

Restricted discretionary activities
A relevant residential zone must provide for as a restricted discretionary activity the
construction and use of 1 or more residential units on a site if they do not comply with the
building density standards in the district plan (once incorporated as required by section 77G).
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5

Certain notification requirements precluded

(1)

Public notification of an application for resource consent is precluded if the application is for
the construction and use of 1, 2, or 3 residential units that do not comply with 1 or more of the
density standards (except for the standard in clause 10) in the district plan (once incorporated
as required by section 77G).

(2)

Public and limited notification of an application for resource consent is precluded if the
application is for the construction and use of 4 or more residential units that comply with the
density standards (except for the standard in clause 10) in the district plan (once incorporated
as required by section 77G).

(3)

Public and limited notification of an application for a subdivision resource consent is
precluded if the subdivision is associated with an application for the construction and use of
residential units described in subclause (1) or (2).

6

Objectives and policies

(1)

A territorial authority must include the following objectives in its district plan:
Objective 1
(a)

a well-functioning urban environment that enables all people and communities to
provide for their social, economic, and cultural wellbeing, and for their health and
safety, now and into the future:
Objective 2

(b)

(2)

a relevant residential zone provides for a variety of housing types and sizes that
respond to—
(i)

housing needs and demand; and

(ii)

the neighbourhood’s planned urban built character, including 3-storey
buildings.

A territorial authority must include the following policies in its district plan:
Policy 1
(a)

enable a variety of housing typologies with a mix of densities within the zone,
including 3-storey attached and detached dwellings, and low-rise apartments:
Policy 2

(b)

apply the MDRS across all relevant residential zones in the district plan except in
circumstances where a qualifying matter is relevant (including matters of significance
such as historic heritage and the relationship of Māori and their culture and traditions
with their ancestral lands, water, sites, wāhi tapu, and other taonga):
Policy 3
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(c)

encourage development to achieve attractive and safe streets and public open spaces,
including by providing for passive surveillance:
Policy 4

(d)

enable housing to be designed to meet the day-to-day needs of residents:
Policy 5

(e)

provide for developments not meeting permitted activity status, while encouraging
high-quality developments.
Subdivision requirements

7

General subdivision requirements
Any subdivision provisions (including rules and standards) must be consistent with the level
of development permitted under the other clauses of this schedule, and provide for
subdivision applications as a controlled activity.

8

Further rules about subdivision requirements
Without limiting clause 7, there must be no minimum lot size, shape size, or other size-related
subdivision requirements for the following:
(a)

(b)

9

any allotment with an existing residential unit, if—
(i)

either the subdivision does not increase the degree of any non-compliance
with the density standards in the district plan (once incorporated as required
by section 77G) or land use consent has been granted; and

(ii)

no vacant allotments are created:

any allotment with no existing residential unit, where a subdivision application is
accompanied by a land use application that will be determined concurrently if the
applicant for the resource consent can demonstrate that—
(i)

it is practicable to construct on every allotment within the proposed
subdivision, as a permitted activity, a residential unit; and

(ii)

each residential unit complies with the density standards in the district plan
(once incorporated as required by section 77G); and

(iii)

no vacant allotments are created.

Rules about common walls
For the purposes of clause 8(a)(i), if a subdivision is proposed between residential units that
share a common wall, the requirements as to height in relation to boundary in the district plan
(once incorporated as required in section 77G) do not apply along the length of the common
wall.
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Part 2
Density standards
10

Number of residential units per site
There must be no more than 3 residential units per site.

11

Building height
Buildings must not exceed 11 metres in height, except that 50% of a building’s roof in
elevation, measured vertically from the junction between wall and roof, may exceed this
height by 1 metre, where the entire roof slopes 15° or more, as shown on the following
diagram:

12

Height in relation to boundary

(1)

Buildings must not project beyond a 60° recession plane measured from a point 4 metres
vertically above ground level along all boundaries, as shown on the following diagram.
Where the boundary forms part of a legal right of way, entrance strip, access site, or
pedestrian access way, the height in relation to boundary applies from the farthest boundary
of that legal right of way, entrance strip, access site, or pedestrian access way.
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This standard does not apply to—
(a)

a boundary with a road:

(b)

existing or proposed internal boundaries within a site:

(c)

site boundaries where there is an existing common wall between 2 buildings on
adjacent sites or where a common wall is proposed.

13

Setbacks

(1)

Buildings must be set back from the relevant boundary by the minimum depth listed in the
yards table below:
Yard
Front
Side
Rear

Minimum depth
1.5 metres
1 metre
1 metre (excluded on corner sites)

(2)

This standard does not apply to site boundaries where there is an existing common wall
between 2 buildings on adjacent sites or where a common wall is proposed.

14

Building coverage
The maximum building coverage must not exceed 50% of the net site area.

15

Outdoor living space (per unit)

(1)

A residential unit at ground floor level must have an outdoor living space that is at least
20 square metres and that comprises ground floor, balcony, patio, or roof terrace space that,—
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(a)

where located at ground level, has no dimension less than 3 metres; and

(b)

where provided in the form of a balcony, patio, or roof terrace, is at least 8 square
metres and has a minimum dimension of 1.8 metres; and

(c)

is accessible from the residential unit; and

(d)

may be—

(e)
(2)

(i)

grouped cumulatively by area in 1 communally accessible location; or

(ii)

located directly adjacent to the unit; and

is free of buildings, parking spaces, and servicing and manoeuvring areas.

A residential unit located above ground floor level must have an outdoor living space in the
form of a balcony, patio, or roof terrace that—
(a)

is at least 8 square metres and has a minimum dimension of 1.8 metres; and

(b)

is accessible from the residential unit; and

(c)

may be—
(i)

grouped cumulatively by area in 1 communally accessible location, in which
case it may be located at ground level; or

(ii)

located directly adjacent to the unit.

16

Outlook space (per unit)

(1)

An outlook space must be provided for each residential unit as specified in this clause.

(2)

An outlook space must be provided from habitable room windows as shown in the diagram
below:
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The minimum dimensions for a required outlook space are as follows:
(a)

a principal living room must have an outlook space with a minimum dimension of
4 metres in depth and 4 metres in width; and

(b)

all other habitable rooms must have an outlook space with a minimum dimension of
1 metre in depth and 1 metre in width.

(4)

The width of the outlook space is measured from the centre point of the largest window on the
building face to which it applies.

(5)

Outlook spaces may be over driveways and footpaths within the site or over a public street or
other public open space.

(6)

Outlook spaces may overlap where they are on the same wall plane in the case of a multistorey building.

(7)

Outlook spaces may be under or over a balcony.

(8)

Outlook spaces required from different rooms within the same building may overlap.

(9)

Outlook spaces must—

17

(a)

be clear and unobstructed by buildings; and

(b)

not extend over an outlook space or outdoor living space required by another
dwelling.

Windows to street
Any residential unit facing the street must have a minimum of 20% of the street-facing façade
in glazing. This can be in the form of windows or doors.
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18

Landscaped area

(1)

A residential unit at ground floor level must have a landscaped area of a minimum of 20% of
a developed site with grass or plants, and can include the canopy of trees regardless of the
ground treatment below them.

(2)

The landscaped area may be located on any part of the development site, and does not need to
be associated with each residential unit.
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Standards

Medium Density Residential
Activity Area

General Residential Activity
Area

Special Residential Activity
Area

Historic Residential Activity Area

Dwellings per site

3

No limit

2

Building height

11m + roof height allowance of
up to 1m

10m + roof height allowance of
up to 1m

8m
Max overall height (for sloped
sections): 13m

1
(per net site area)
8m
Max overall height (for sloped
sections): 13m

1
(per net site area)
The existing height of the
principal building on site

Recession plane/Height in
relation to boundary
Setbacks

4m + 60˚

3.5m + 45˚

2.5m + 45˚

2.5m + 45˚

2.75m + 37˚

Front: 1.5m
Side & Rear: 1m

Front: 2m
Side & Rear: 1m

Front: 3m
Side & Rear: 1m

Front: 3m
Side & Rear: 1m

Patrick St, The Esplanade,
Adelaide St, Jackson St:
Front: 6m
South: 1m
North: 2m
Rear: 3m

Site coverage/Building
coverage

50%

60%

40%

30%

Riddlers Cres:
Front: 3m
Side: 1.5m
Rear: 3m
35%

Permeable surface

-

30%

30%

30%

-

Building length

-

-

-

20m + 20˚

15m

Outdoor living space

Ground floor:
20m2 + 3m dimension

Ground floor:
20m2 + 3m dimension

Ground Floor:
50m2 + 4m dimension

-

-

Upper floor:
8m2 + 1.8m dimension
Principal living room:
4m x 4m
All other habitable rooms:
1m x 1m

Upper floor:
10m2 + 2m dimension
-

Upper floor:
10m2 + 2m dimension
-

-

-

Windows to Street

Street facing façade:
20 % glazed (minimum)

-

-

-

-

Landscaped area

20%

-

-

-

-

Outlook space
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Comparison of Medium Density Residential Standards and permitted activity standards of the current District Plan

In December 2021, Parliament passed the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act 2021 (the
Housing Supply Act).
This Act seeks to accelerate the supply of housing in urban areas where demand for housing is high, which includes the Lower Hutt urban area,
by amending the Resource Management Act 1991 (RMA) and National Policy Statement on Urban Development 2020 (NPS-UD).
As a result of these amendments, territorial authorities are required to:
•
•

Prepare an Intensification Planning Instrument (IPI) – a specific district plan change to enable greater building heights and density of
urban form, primarily in residential areas.
Process the IPI through an Intensification Streamlined Planning Process - a new district plan change process that is more streamlined and
condensed than the standard plan change process.

The IPI is a change to a district plan that must:
•
•

Incorporate specific Medium Density Residential Standards (MDRS) as set out in the Housing Supply Act, and
Give effect to Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD.

This report identifies options for how Hutt City Council’s IPI can meet these requirements and assesses these options.
Note: The IPI may amend or include provisions relating to financial contributions and papakāinga, as well as related provisions that support or
are consequential to the MDRS or Policies 3, 4 and 5 of the NPS-UD. These optional provisions are not addressed in this report and will be
covered in a further report.
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Introduction
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Initial identification and evaluation of options for the Intensification
Planning Instrument

Attachment 4

The following sections outline options for:
•
•

Building heights and density in the city centre
Building heights and density in suburban centres

There are no options yet for building heights and density in the Petone metropolitan centre as further work is necessary before there is
adequate information for Council to make a decision on that issue.
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Options for commercial zones

Attachment 4

In the City Centre zone, Council needs to provide for “building heights and density of urban form to realise as much development capacity as
possible, to maximise benefits of intensification” (Policy 3(a) NPS-UD). This policy direction effectively requires no direct limits on height and
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CZ1: Building heights and density in City Centre zone

It remains open to the Council to provide for greater heights than 6 storeys. However, existing design guidance for the central area, and
objectives and policies would not be adequate to provide for this. As officers are currently working on comprehensively refreshing the central
area design guide as part of the full plan review and spatial plan work, this would entail substantial duplication of work which the Council is not
resourced to undertake. It also risks potential public confusion with provisions for the city centre changing twice.
It is worth noting that demand for taller buildings in the city centre has not been significant in recent years. In the last ten years, the tallest
building constructed in the city centre was 6 storeys, despite the operative district plan already providing for taller buildings than that. In
addition, it is understood the ground (geotechnical) conditions in the city centre create some challenges for constructing taller buildings.
Accordingly, the decision around height limits for inclusion in the IPI will probably have little or no short term impact.

Attachment 4

The other precincts of the Central Commercial Activity Area in the Operative District Plan would equate to other commercial zones. These
other precincts would need to provide for building heights of at least 6 storeys, as they are within a walkable catchment of the city centre
(Policy 3(c) NPS-UD). In addition, the residential areas that the Residential Transition Precinct is transitioning to, will themselves need to
provide for building heights of at least 6 storeys, and so the provisions of the Residential Transition Precinct will need to be reformed to reflect
that.
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density, although height and density may be indirectly limited in practice by provisions that control a different issue. Officers’ view is that the
“City Centre Zone” of the National Planning Standards equates to the Core and Riverfront (Core) Precincts of the Central Commercial Activity
Area in the Operative District Plan.

Attachment 4

Options

Benefits

RECOMMENDED

•

Option CZ1.1 – Provide for no specific
building height and density limits in the
Core and Riverfront (Core) Precincts and
increase height limits in the other
precincts to six storeys. Building heights
and densities could be indirectly
restricted (e.g. protections for heritage
buildings, sunlight access to key public
spaces like Andrews Ave).

•

•

•
•

Costs

Provides significant opportunities for
•
intensification in all areas of the city
centre, with the greatest development
potential (height) in the areas with the
highest levels of accessibility and public •
amenities to support this development
Relies on existing District Plan provisions
to manage other impacts of
development (e.g. quality of
development, relationship of buildings
to streets and open spaces, adjoining
residential areas, etc)
Avoids need for substantial change to
central area design guide, which will
need to be refreshed in the full district
plan review in any case
Aligns better with existing policy
direction in District Plan and City Centre
Transformation Plan
Leaves options open for the full district
plan review

Reduces the potential benefits of
intensification in the central area by limiting
height to 6 storeys in commercial and
residential transition areas
May need to be revisited in full district plan
review
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CZ1: Building heights and density in City Centre zone

Maximises benefits of intensification
•
Relies on existing District Plan provisions
to manage other impacts of
development (e.g. quality of
•
development, relationship of buildings
to streets and open spaces, adjoining
residential areas, etc)
•

•

Potential impacts of development if existing
District Plan provisions do not effectively
manage other impacts of development.
Would require substantial changes to the
design guide to provide guidance for tall
buildings in areas that have not traditionally
allowed it
Less consistent with City Centre
Transformation Plan which seeks to
establish a hierarchy and variable scale of
development in the city centre between the
core (central area) and areas on the
periphery of the city centre
Potentially limits options for further
consideration as part of the full district plan
review

Attachment 4

•
•
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Option CZ1.2 – Provide for no specific
heights in all precincts of the Central
Commercial Activity Area. Building
heights and densities could be indirectly
restricted (e.g. protections for heritage
buildings, sunlight access to key public
spaces like Andrews Ave).

Attachment 4

Neighbourhood, Local, and Town Centre zones correspond to the Suburban Mixed Use, Suburban Commercial, and Special Commercial activity
areas in the current plan. This is not one-to-one, rather, the areas as a whole correspond to the same group, not necessarily lining up as the
same zones. These areas are similar enough that for the purpose of this discussion, these zones will be grouped together.
In these areas, Council must provide for building heights and density of urban form “commensurate with the level of commercial activity and
commercial services” (Policy 3(d)). Where the centre is also within a walkable catchment of the city centre, metropolitan centre, or a rapid
transit stop, building heights must be at least 6 storeys (Policy 3(c)). However:
•
•

Council has the option to provide for higher heights than required in some areas, to encourage development in those areas.
Council has the option to provide for higher heights then required in areas even where not required by the NPS-UD, to retain the
simplicity of the plan or provide additional development capacity.

For reference, the existing Suburban Mixed Use Activity Area generally allows for buildings of 4 storeys. It would be contrary to the general
intent of the ISPP to try to use the IPP to reduce building heights below that already provided for.
Key considerations:
•

•
•

There is currently very little demand for additional suburban commercial space, and if demand increases, commercial tenants are likely
to prefer using vacant buildings at ground level or first floor level rather than significant upward expansion. Providing for taller
buildings may be taken up but is likely to be of most demand in providing for more housing capacity in centres. Accordingly, it would be
appropriate to provide for higher heights chiefly in places where it would be desirable to provide for the most residential
intensification.
Most commercial centres are well-located for growth, but some are more remote and have little or no existing commercial and
community services.
Given construction costs and demand, there may be few or no proposals for buildings above 4 storeys in most commercial areas,
regardless of what the District Plan provides for.

Note that this issue is closely connected with the options for enabling building heights and density in residential areas adjacent to
Neighbourhood centre zones, Local centre zones and Town centre zones (RZ3). The recommended options for these choices have been aligned
to take a consistent approach to height and density for the centres themselves and the residential areas immediately around the centres.
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CZ2: Building heights and density in suburban centres

Attachment 4

Options

Benefits

Costs

Option CZ2.1 – Provide for consistent 6
storey heights in all centres

•
•

•

Simpler plan for plan users.
Avoids what is likely to be a muchdebated-over question of classifying
different suburban centres

•
•

RECOMMENDED

•

Option CZ2.2 – Provide for heights
varying based on commercial and
community services and access to public •
and active transport, which would be
above 6 storeys in some (e.g., the largest
centres around key train stations), and
below 6 storeys in others (e.g. small,
isolated blocks of shops in distant
suburbs with smaller catchments and
less public transport access)

Meets existing goal of Regional Growth
Framework (etc.) to concentrate
residential growth in key nodes
Maximises benefits of intensification

•

Reduces the potential benefits of
intensification in the best-located centres
Does not reflect the different scale of
commercial and community facilities
currently provided for in centres.
Provides for out-of-scale buildings in areas
likely to be surrounded by low-rise
residential, even where not required by NPSUD
More complex plan for plan users, by having
different heights in different parts of the
same zone. This would be exacerbated if the
three different suburban zones (Suburban
Mixed Use, Suburban Commercial, Special
Commercial) are all retained.
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CZ2: Evaluation of options on building heights in suburban centres

Simpler process of classifying different
suburban centres

•
•
•

Reduces the potential benefits of
intensification in the best-located centres
Does not reflect the different scale of
commercial and community facilities
currently provided for in centres.
More complex plan for plan users, by having
different heights in different parts of the
same zone. This would be exacerbated if the
three different suburban zones (Suburban
Mixed Use, Suburban Commercial, Special
Commercial) are all retained.

Attachment 4

•
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Option CZ2.3 – Provide for 6 storey
heights where required by walkable
catchments, and in other key centres,
and retain 4 storey heights elsewhere.

Attachment 4

The following sections outline options for:
•
•
•
•

Locations of walkable catchment areas.
Enabling buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment areas.
Modifying Medium Density Residential Standards to be more enabling of development.
Enabling building heights and density in areas adjacent to Neighbourhood centre zones, Local centre zones and Town centre zones.

RZ1: Locations and extent of walkable catchment areas
The IPI needs to give effect to Policy 3 of the NPS-UD. This includes enabling building heights of at least six-storeys in walkable catchments of
existing and planned rapid transit stops, the edge of city centre zones, and the edge of metropolitan centre zones.
The NPS-UD defines a rapid transit stop as a place where people can enter or exit a rapid transit service, whether existing or planned. A rapid
transit service is defined as any existing or planned frequent, quick, reliable and high-capacity public transport service that operates on a
permanent route (road or rail) that is largely separated from other traffic.
The term “walkable catchment” is not defined in the NPS-UD. However, guidance provided by the Ministry for the Environment suggests that
an 800m walking distance (or an approximate 10-minute walk) is an appropriate measure of a walkable catchment.
To give effect to Policy 3 of the NPS-UD, Council will need to determine the location and extent of the walkable catchments. The options for
the locations of walkable catchments are identified in the following table, with an assessment of these options.

RZ1: Options assessment for the location of walkable catchments
Options

Assessment

Option RZ1.1

The key considerations in determining the location of walkable catchments are:

800m walkable catchment for:
•
•

The city centre,
The Petone metropolitan
centre, and

•
•
•
•

The locations of existing and planned rapid transit stops,
The locations of city centre and metropolitan centre zones,
The size of a walkable catchment, and
Whether there are any environmental features or barriers to pedestrians that warrant a
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Options for residential zones

reduced walkable catchment.
Locations of existing and planned rapid transit stops

Option RZ1.2

The rapid transit stops for Lower Hutt are the train stations on the Hutt Valley Line and Melling Line.

1200m walkable catchment for:

Ferry terminals are not rapid transit stops as the services for these stops are have a relatively low
frequency, particularly in evenings and on weekends.

•
•

The city centre,
The Petone metropolitan
centre, and

800m walkable catchment for:
•

Train stations on the Hutt
Valley and Melling Lines.

Option RZ1.3
800m walkable catchment for:
•
•

The city centre,
The Petone metropolitan
centre, and

400m walkable catchment for:
•

Train stations on the Hutt
Valley and Melling Lines.

Attachment 4

Train stations on the Hutt
Valley and Melling Lines.

Stops of the public bus service are not rapid transit stops as the public bus service does not operate on
a route that is separated from other traffic.
There are no planned rapid transit stops (although plans for the RiverLink Project include the
relocation of the Melling Station).
Locations of city centre and metropolitan centre zones
As the District Plan does not yet implement the National Planning Standards, it does not include city
centre and metropolitan zones. As a result, walkable catchments must be applied to the District Plan’s
equivalents of the city centre and metropolitan centre zones. These are:
•
•

For the city centre zone - Central Commercial Activity Area - Core Precinct and Riverfront
(Core) Precinct.
For the metropolitan centre zone - Petone Commercial Activity Area.

Size of a walkable catchment
800m is often used as the distance of a walkable catchment. For most people this is a walk of
approximately 10 minutes (although it is acknowledged that some people in the community walk
more slowly and walking is not an option for some).
An added consideration is whether the walkable catchment for a rapid transit stop and commercial
centre are the same size.
•

A walk to a train station will typically be one leg of a longer journey that also includes a train
ride and an additional walk to a destination (or possibly a transfer to and additional transit
service). This may warrant a smaller walkable catchment.
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•

Attachment 4

A commercial centre is more likely to be the destination. This may warrant a larger walkable
catchment.

However, in Lower Hutt many train stations are part of a wider suburban commercial/community
centre.
Environmental features or barriers to pedestrians
The size of a walkable catchment may be impacted by environmental features or barriers to
pedestrians. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

A lack of connectivity in the pedestrian network,
Sloping topography,
Unsafe pedestrian environments, and
Busy roads without pedestrian crossings.

There may be areas where there is a lack of connectivity in Lower Hutt’s pedestrian network. This will
need to be taken into account when mapping walkable catchments.
Sloping topography is not an issue for areas on the Hutt Valley Floor but may be a consideration if
walkable catchments extend into the Western Hills.
While there may be some areas with unsafe pedestrian environments or busy roads without
pedestrian crossings, these issues can be resolved by Council as the road controlling authority.
Recommendation: Option RZ1.2 (1200m walkable catchment for the city centre and Petone
metropolitan centre, and 800m walkable catchment for train stations on the Hutt Valley and Melling
Lines)
Option RZ1.2 is recommended for the following reasons:
•
•
•

800m (or a 10-minute walk) is reasonable for people using the services on the Hutt Valley and
Melling Lines.
The train stations on the Hutt Valley and Melling Lines are typically part of a larger suburban
commercial/community centre that provides services and amenities for the surrounding area.
Commercial centres such as the Lower Hutt city centre and Petone commercial centre warrant
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•
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RZ2: Enabling buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment areas
The IPI needs to give effect to Policy 3 of the NPS-UD. This includes enabling building heights of at least six-storeys in walkable catchments of
existing and planned rapid transit stops, the edge of city centre zones, and the edge of metropolitan centre zones.
While enabling building heights of at least six-storeys does not necessarily mean that the buildings will need to be permitted, where resource
consent is required, the provisions of the District Plan need to ensure that resource consent can be obtained for buildings of at least sixstoreys.
The following table identifies options for how the District Plan could enable buildings of at least six storeys, and includes an assessment of the
options.

RZ2: Options assessment for enabling buildings of at least six storeys in walkable catchment areas
Options

Assessment

Option RZ2.1

The key considerations in determining how to enable buildings of at least six storeys are:

•
•

Permit buildings of up to six
storeys, subject to standards of
the MDRS.
Resource consent required for
buildings of more than six
storeys.

Option RZ2.2
•
•

Permit buildings of up to three
storeys, subject to standards of
the MDRS.
Resource consent required for

•
•
•
•
•

Most of the Hutt Valley floor will be within a walkable catchment area.
While enabling, buildings of at least six storeys does not necessarily mean permitting them,
where resource consent is required, the District Plan needs to include provisions that ensure
that resource consent can be obtained.
The District Plan needs to incorporate the Medium Density Residential Standards, which would
permit three-storey buildings.
Council may choose to be more lenient than the Medium Density Residential Standards.
Under Policy 6(b) of the NPS-UD, when making planning decisions that affect the urban
environment Council needs to have particular regard to fact that the planned urban built form
in the District Plan may involve significant changes to an area, and those changes:
o May detract from amenity values appreciated by some people but improve amenity
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larger walkable catchments as they are more likely to be the destination, where a walk to or
from a train station is more likely to be a leg in a longer journey.

•
•

Buildings of up to three storeys
are permitted, subject to
standards of the MDRS.
Resource consent required for
buildings of four or more
storeys, with provisions
supporting buildings of up to six
storeys in most areas, but
greater than six storeys in
specifically identified areas.

Alternative options
Each of these options could be refined
for the IPI could be refined to:
•
•

•

Set the height of permitted
buildings above three storeys,
Set the height where District
Plan provisions would support
the development above six
storeys,
Exclude buildings in walkable
catchments developments from
one or more of the Medium

Recommendation: Option RZ2.2 (Buildings of up to three storeys are permitted, subject to standards
of the MDRS; Resource consent required for buildings of four or more storeys, with District Plan
provisions supporting buildings up to six storeys)
All three options are valid options, given they all would incorporate the MDRS and would ensure
buildings of at least six storeys are enabled. The difference between the three options is ultimately
where the balance is struck between being enabling development to occur while enabling the effects
of development to be assessed and managed through a resource consent process.
However, Option RZ2.2 is recommended as developments with buildings of four storeys would be a
significant increase in the level of development in most (if not all) of the residential areas of Lower
Hutt. This scale of development could have impacts on the surrounding area, and the appropriate
measures to manage these impacts would be most appropriately assessed on a case-by-case basis,
considering the specific details of the site and surrounding area.

Attachment 4

Option RZ2.3

values appreciated by other people, communities, and future generations, including by
providing increased and varied housing densities and types; and
o Are not, of themselves, an adverse effect
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buildings of four or more
storeys, with provisions
supporting the buildings up to
six storeys.

Attachment 4

RZ3: Enabling building heights and density in areas adjacent to Neighbourhood centre zones, Local centre zones and
Town centre zones
The IPI is required to give effect to Policy 3 of the NPS-UD. For areas in and adjacent to Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones, Policy 3
requires district plans to enable building heights and density commensurate with the level of commercial activity and community services. The
Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones are likely to apply to most of Lower Hutt’s suburban centres.
The following table identifies options for building heights and density in the residential areas adjacent to Neighbourhood centre zones, Local
centre zones and Town centre zones.

RZ3: Options for enabling building heights and density in areas adjacent to Neighbourhood centre zones, Local centre
zones and Town centre zones
Options

Assessment

Option RZ3.1 – Apply the MDRS
building height and density standards
to residential areas adjacent to
Neighbourhood, Local and Town
centre zones.

The key considerations in determining the appropriate building heights and density in residential areas
adjacent to Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones are:
•

District plans are required to enable building heights and density commensurate with the level of
commercial activity and community services.
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Density Residential Standards.

•

•

The size and range of facilities of Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones vary significantly.
As a result, the level of commercial activity and community services also varies.
While many of Lower Hutt’s suburban centres are within walkable catchments of rapid transit
stops, some of the larger suburban centres with relatively high levels of commercial activities and
community facilities are not within the walkable catchment areas. This includes the suburban
centres of Eastbourne, Stokes Valley and Wainuiomata.
As part of the District Plan Review, Council officers have been preparing a GIS analysis of the level
of access to commercial activities and community services by active and public transport. This GIS
analysis would enable Council to identify areas with similar levels of access to commercial
activities and community services, and align the building heights and density provisions in areas
with a similar level of access.

Note that this issue is closely connected with the options in commercial zones for building heights and
density in the Neighbourhood, Local and Town centre zones themselves (CZ2). The recommended
options for these choices have been aligned to take a consistent approach to height and density for
the centres themselves and the residential areas immediately around the centres.
Recommendation: Option RZ3.2 (Align building heights and density provisions for residential areas
adjacent to Neighbourhood, local and Town centre zones with the building height and density
provisions of other residential areas with similar levels of access to commercial activities and
community services)
Option RZ3.2 is the recommended option as it will ensure Council meets the requirements of Policy 3
of the NPS-UD, and would encourage residential development in areas where there are commercial
activities and community services to support the growing community.
Option RZ3.1 is not recommended as it would result in areas with similar levels of access to
commercial activities and community facilities having differing levels of development enabled.

RZ4: Modifying Medium Density Residential Standards to be more enabling of development

Attachment 4

•
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Option RZ3.2 – Align building heights
for residential areas adjacent to
Neighbourhood, Local and Town
centre zones with the building height
and density provisions of other
residential areas with similar levels of
access to commercial activities and
community services.
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RZ4: Options assessment for modifying Medium Density Residential Standards to be more enabling of development.
Options

Assessment

Option RZ4.1 – Incorporate the
Medium Density Residential
Standards with no modification

The key considerations in determining whether Council modifies the Medium Density Residential
Standards to be more enabling of development are:

Option RZ4.2 – Align the Medium
Density Residential Standards with
the existing District Plan standards for
the Medium Density Residential
Activity Area, including the omission
of standards on:
•
•
•

Landscaped areas,
Outlook space, and
Window requirements for
street facing facades.

Option RZ4.3 – Align the Medium
Density Residential Standards with
the existing District Plan standards for
the Medium Density Residential
Activity Area, but include the
standards on:
•
•

Landscaped areas,
Outlook space, and

•
•
•
•

The requirement to incorporate the Medium Density Residential Standards applies to the
General Residential, Historic Residential, Medium Density Residential and Special Residential
Activity Areas of the current District Plans.
The current dwellings per site and site coverage standards for the Medium Density Residential
Activity Area are more enabling than the Medium Density Residential Standards.
The Medium Density Residential Standards include standards on minimum landscaped areas,
minimum outlook space and minimum window requirements for street facing facades. The
current District Plan does not include these standards for residential zones.
The difference between the three options is ultimately a difference where the balance is struck
between being enabling development to occur while enabling certain effects of development
to be assessed and managed through a resource consent process.

Recommendation: Option RZ4.2 (Align the Medium Density Residential Standards with the existing
District Plan standards for the Medium Density Residential Activity Area, including the omission of
standards on Landscaped areas, Outlook space and Window requirements for street facing facades)
All three options are valid options, given they all would incorporate the Medium Density Residential
Standards.
Option RZ4.2 is more enabling of development by continuing with the more enabling standards of the
current District Plan while still aligning with the Medium Density Residential Standards.
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Under Section 77G of the Housing Supply Act, Council is required to incorporate the Medium Density Residential Standards via the IPI. Under
Section 77H of the Housing Supply Act, Council is able to modify the standards to be more enabling of development by either omitting 1 or
more of the MDRS standards or including rules that regulate the same effect as the MDRS standards but are more lenient. Options on more
enabling standards are identified and assessed below.

Alternative options
Each option could be modified to
specify Medium Density Residential
Standards to modify, omit or include.
In addition, a different option could
be adopted for the walkable
catchment areas than what is
adopted for the remainder of the
residential zones.

This option strikes an appropriate balance between enabling development and managing effects as
the key standards that manage the impact of new built development (building height, height in
relation to boundary and setback standards) would not be modified, while the more permissive units
per site and maximum coverage standards would continue to enable development similar to what is
currently enabled by the District Plan for the Medium Density Residential Activity Area.

Attachment 4

Window requirements for
street facing facades.
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•
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Territorial authorities can make the Medium Density Residential Standards and building height and density requirements under Policy NPS-UD
less enabling of development to accommodate a qualifying matter specified in s77I of the Resource Management Act and Policy 4 of the NPSUD.
This table includes an assessment for each qualifying matter on whether the matter should be a qualifying matter for the IPI, with a
recommendation.

QM: Options assessment of the relevant qualifying matters for the Intensification Planning Instrument
Qualifying matter

Recommendation Reasons

The preservation of the natural
character of the coastal
environment (including the
coastal marine area), wetlands,
and lakes and rivers and their
margins, and the protection of
them from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and
development.

Do not include

•
•
•
•
•

The coastal environment and areas surrounding wetlands, lakes and rivers
are often heavily modified environments. This is particularly the case for the
coastal environment.
Coastal and river margins are often in public ownership and managed by
either Hutt City Council or Greater Wellington Regional Council.
The disturbance of wetlands and coastal and river margins is managed by
the Greater Wellington Regional Council through rules in the Natural
Resources Plan.
The District Plan includes rules that manage vegetation clearance in
residential zones.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall approach
to preserving natural character will be addressed as part of the full review.

The protection of outstanding
natural features and landscapes
from inappropriate subdivision,
use, and development.

Do not include

•

Council identified potential outstanding natural features and landscapes in
2017/2018 as part of an Ecology and Landscape Project. None of the
identified areas were in areas subject to the IPI.

The protection of areas of

Do not include

•

Council identified potential Significant Natural Areas in 2017/2018 as part of
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Options for qualifying matters

•
•

The maintenance and
enhancement of public access to
and along the coastal marine
area, lakes, and rivers.

Do not include

•
•
•

•

The relationship of Māori and
their culture and traditions with
their ancestral lands, water,
sites, waahi tapu, and other
taonga.

To be determined

•

•
•

Additional development enabled by the IPI is unlikely to impact public
access to and along the coastal marine area, lakes and rivers.
While the IPI would enable a greater level of development on some sites
adjoining the coastal
The District Plan includes provisions that ensure that the provision of
esplanade reserves and strips is considered during resource consent
processes for subdivision of properties adjoining the coastal marine area,
lakes and rivers. These provisions would be unchanged by the IPI.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall approach
to maintaining and enhancing public access will be addressed as part of the
full review.
Further discussions between Council and mana whenua are required to
determine how the IPI should address the relationship of Māori and their
culture and traditions with their ancestral lands, water, sites, waahi tapu,
and other taonga.
The current District Plan includes provisions that manage impacts of
development on identified Significant Cultural Resources.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall approach

Attachment 4

•

an Ecology and Landscape Project. Only a small area of the potential
Significant Natural Areas was within an area that would be subject to the IPI.
The District Plan includes rules that manage vegetation removal in the
General Residential and Special Residential Activity Areas, which would be
unchanged by the IPI.
Council has directed officers to defer work on the Significant Natural Areas
part of the District Plan until the new National Policy Statement on
Indigenous Biodiversity is released by central government.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall approach
to protecting areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant
habitats of indigenous fauna will be addressed as part of the full review.
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significant indigenous vegetation
and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna.

Include

•
•
•

•

The IPI would enable development in areas with significant historic heritage
values.
While the current District Plan manages impacts of development on some
heritage areas, there is the potential for the development enabled by the IPI
to not be sufficiently managed by the provisions of the current District Plan.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall District
Plan approach to managing impacts of development on historic heritage will
be addressed as part of the full review. However, given the potential
increase development enabled by the IPI, it is appropriate to modify building
heights and density to manage impacts on historic heritage.
Options on how IPI provisions should address effects of development on
historic heritage will be further evaluated as the IPI is developed.

The protection of protected
customary rights.

Do not include

•

There are no protected customary rights in areas subject to the IPI.

The management of significant
risks from natural hazards.

Include

•

The IPI would enable development in areas with significant risks from
natural hazards.
While the current District Plan manages risks associated with a Fault
Rupture hazard, Flood hazard from the Hutt River and Slope instability
hazard, there are other hazards that are not currently addressed by the
District Plan, including tsunami hazard and Flood hazard associated with
other waterbodies. In addition, there are some areas that may be
susceptible to Fault Rupture and Flood hazard that are not covered by the
District Plan.
Council is working on a full review of the District Plan. The overall District
Plan approach to managing natural hazard risk will be addressed as part of
the full review. However, given the potential increase in natural hazard risk
associated with the increase in development that would be enabled by the

•

•

Attachment 4

The protection of historic
heritage from inappropriate
subdivision, use, and
development.
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to maintaining and enhancing public access will be addressed as part of the
full review.

Do not include

No matters to give effect to national policy statements or the New Zealand Coastal
Policy Statement have been identified that need to be addressed in the IPI.

A matter required for the
purpose of ensuring the safe or
efficient operation of nationally
significant infrastructure.

Do not include

While there is no definition of nationally significant infrastructure, the following
infrastructure in Lower Hutt has been identified as being nationally significant:
•
•

State Highways 2 and 58 – part of the national state highway network, and
Transmission lines that form part of the National Grid.

A case could also be made for the Wairarapa Railway Line, which provides a rail
service to the Hutt Valley and Wairarapa. However, while this infrastructure
has local and regional significance, officers do not consider it to have national
significance.
State Highways 2 and 58
•

Building heights and density enabled by the IPI is unlikely to have an impact
on State Highways 2 and 58, other than the potential increase in vehicles
using the highways from an increase in population.

National Grid
•

While development near the National Grid can adversely affect the grid
through reverse sensitivity effects, the current District Plan includes
provision controlling development near the National Grid which are
sufficient to manage these reverse sensitivity effects.

Attachment 4

A matter required in order to
give effect to a national policy
statement (other than the NPSUD) or the New Zealand Coastal
Policy Statement 2010.
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•

IPI, it is appropriate to modify building heights and density to manage
natural hazard risk.
Options on how IPI provisions should address natural hazard risk will be
further evaluated as the IPI is developed.

•

•
•

Under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD, the IPI would need to enable building heights
of at least six storeys within walkable catchments of rapid transit stops and
city centre and metropolitan centre zones. This includes open space
provided for public use, such as public parks and reserves.
These parks and reserves are typically managed by Hutt City Council, and
there is little risk of high levels of built development in these areas.
However, building heights and density can be modified in these areas.
However, this qualifying matter would not apply to privately owned land
that is currently open space but is not provided for public use.

The need to give effect to a
Do not include
designation or heritage order,
but only in relation to land that is
subject to the designation or
heritage order.

•
•

There are no heritage orders in Lower Hutt.
No designations warrant additional restrictions on building heights and
density.

A matter necessary to
implement, or to ensure
consistency with, iwi
participation legislation.

Do not include

•

There are no issues with iwi participation legislation that warrant additional
restrictions on building heights and density. Discussions between Council
and mana whenua are ongoing as part of the District Plan Review, and these
discussions will inform the IPI and any other plan changes resulting from the
Review.

The requirement in the NPS-UD
Do not include
to provide sufficient business
land suitable for low density uses
to meet expected demand.

•

In addition to providing for development in city centre and metropolitan
centre zones, under Policy 3 of the NPS-UD the IPI would also need to
enable building heights of at least six storeys within walkable catchments of
rapid transit stops and city centre and metropolitan centre zones. This
includes some business and commercial land. However, no areas have been
identified where it is necessary to retain lower building heights and densities
to provide for low density business uses. In addition, the largest area of lowdensity business in Lower Hutt is in the Seaview-Gracefield business area,
which is outside the walkable catchment areas and commercial areas where

Attachment 4

Include
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Open space provided for public
use, but only in relation to land
that is open space.

To be determined

Attachment 4

Any other matter that makes
higher density, as provided for
by the MDRS or policy 3,
inappropriate in an area, but
only if section 77L is satisfied.

The RMA and NPS-UD enable Council’s to include any other matter as a qualifying
matter where an evaluation report:
•

Identifies the specific characteristic that makes the level of development
provided by the MDRS or Policy 3 of the NPS-UD inappropriate in the area,
• Justifies why that characteristic makes that level of development
inappropriate in light of the national significance of urban development and
the objectives of the NPS-UD,
• Includes a site-specific analysis that:
o Identifies the site to which the matter relates; and
o Evaluates the specific characteristic on a site-specific basis to determine
the geographic area where intensification needs to be compatible with
the specific matter; and
o Evaluates an appropriate range of options to achieve the greatest
heights and densities permitted by the MDRS or as provided for by Policy
3 of the NPS-UD while managing the specific characteristics.
Residential character may be able to meet these criteria.
As part of the full District Plan Review, Council commissioned a Lower Hutt
Residential Character Assessment. This assessment describes the character of
residential areas throughout Lower Hutt, and assessed a range of character
elements, including natural, cultural and built character.
In addition to assessing residential character for all residential areas of Lower Hutt,
the assessment identified the following distinct character areas:
•
•
•

Beach and Bay Street, Petone,
Tui, Kiwi and Moa Streets, Te Mome Road, Beaumont Ave, Alicetown, and
Massey Avenue, Ludlam Crescent, Manuka Ave, Puriri Street, Woburn.

These areas were identified as exhibiting a distinct character due to the
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Policy 3 and 4 of the NPS-UD apply.

Attachment 4

Council may wish to have the residential character of these three areas evaluated
further, to assess:
•

•
•

Whether the residential character of the areas make the level of
development provided by the MDRS or Policy 3 of the NPS-UD inappropriate
in these areas,
Why the residential character makes that level of development
inappropriate in light of the national significance of urban development and
the objectives of the NPS-UD,
The appropriate range of options to achieve the greatest heights and
densities permitted by the MDRS or as provided for by Policy 3 of the NPSUD while managing the specific characteristics.
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consistency of building style and age, street pattern and width, and in some cases,
the added presence of street trees.
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31 January 2022

File: (22/171)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/23

2022 Triennial Local Government Elections
Purpose of Report
1.

The purpose of this report is to provide an update on planning for the 2022
triennial local elections and to seek Council approval for the ordering of
candidate names on the voting paper and to conduct the election for the Hutt
Mana Charitable Trust in conjunction with the Council elections.

Recommendations
That the Committee recommends that Council:
(1) notes that in accordance with regulation 31 of the Local Electoral Regulations
2001, Council has the ability to determine the method used to order the
names on the voting paper for the 2022 triennial local elections, using
alphabetical, random or pseudo-random order;
(2) agrees to use the random order method of arranging candidates’ names on
the voting paper for the 2022 triennial local elections for Lower Hutt City
and its community boards; and
(3) agrees that the election for the Hutt Mana Charitable Trust be conducted in
conjunction with the 2022 triennial local elections for Lower Hutt City.
Background
2.

Planning for the 2022 triennial local elections is well underway with
agreements in place for election services from NZ Post for the printing and
distribution of voting papers and electionz.com for the processing of voting
papers and provision of results and statistics.

3.

Election Day is Saturday 8 October 2022 with the voting period commencing
on Friday 16 September 2022. As with all other Councils, the elections will be
conducted by postal voting.

4.

Candidate nominations for the various elections, mayor and council, the
community boards and the regional council, open on Friday 15 July 2022 and
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close at 12.00 noon on Friday 12 August 2022. Other key dates are shown in
the following table.

Date

Activity

20 June 2022

Electoral Commission enrolment campaign commences

15 July 2022

Candidate nominations open and roll open for public
inspection

12 August 2022

Candidate nominations close (12 noon) and roll closes

17 August 2022

Public notice of candidates’ names

16-21 September
2022

Voting documents delivered

16 September to
8 October 2022

Special voting period, progressive roll scrutiny and early
processing of returned voting papers

8 October 2022

Election day – voting closes midday

8 October 2022

Preliminary results (early afternoon)

13 October 2022

Declaration of results

7 December 2022

Return of electoral expenses completed (55 days
following declaration)

5.

With changes to the governance of the public health sector, the combined
voting paper will no longer include District Health Board elections. This will
have an impact on overall cost with one less organisation (Hutt Valley
District Health Board) sharing the election fixed costs (eg postage, staffing).

6.

As resolved by Council at its meeting of 15 September 2020, a poll will be
held, in conjunction with these elections, on the electoral system to be used
for the 2025 and 2028 triennial local elections. The two electoral systems able
to be used are First Past the Post (FPP) and Single Transferable Voting (STV).

7.

The poll question will be incorporated into the combined voting paper so
that only one voting document is required to be handled by electors.
Information on the two systems will accompany the voting paper.

8.

As in previous elections voting papers will be processed progressively with
preliminary results available shortly after the close of polling.

9.

Provisions for special voting will be available at three locations in the City as
per the 2016 and 2019 elections, (Wainuiomata Library, Walter Nash Centre
and Main Administration Building). A further option is being worked
through regionally to make available the special voting booth provided by
Wellington City Council at a central downtown location to Lower Hutt and
other electors from the region, who work in Wellington, to either drop off
voting papers at the Wellington booth or make a special vote. This was first
arranged in 2019.
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10. Electoral officials from throughout the country met online over four days in
February, to help prepare and plan for the elections. Regional meetings of
electoral officials have commenced and will continue to be held over the next
few months to ensure there is good co-ordination and support.
11. Officers are currently considering ways to better engage with electors to
encourage participation in these elections. A regional campaign is being
planned (spearheaded by Wellington City Council), to which we will be
contributing. On the national scale, Local Government New Zealand and
Taituarā are jointly running a VOTE 2022 campaign.
Order of Candidates’ Names
12. Council can determine the method used to order candidates’ surnames on
the voting paper. There are three options. These are to order surnames
(family names) in;
a.

alphabetical order; or

b.

random order, where each single voting paper has the names of the
candidates randomly ordered; or

c.

pseudo-random where the names of candidates are randomly selected
once for all the voting papers.

13. The cost of and time required to process voting papers will not be affected by
whichever option is used. If no decision is made, alphabetical order is the
default order of candidate surnames that must be used.
14. Council has resolved to use the random ordering of surnames for the past
three triennial elections, as has Greater Wellington Regional Council.
Hutt Mana Charitable Trust Election
15. The election of trustees for the Hutt Mana Charitable Trust has been
conducted in conjunction with the past five triennial local elections for
Lower Hutt.
16. As the Trust is not specified as an organisation under section 7 of the Local
Electoral Act 2001 to which the Act applies, (which would otherwise
automatically require the Electoral Officer to conduct the election in
conjunction with the local authority elections), authority for the Electoral
Officer to conduct this election needs to be made by resolution of Council.
17. Section 8 of the Local Electoral Act 2001 gives Council that authority to direct
the electoral officer to conduct this election.
18. As well as being a pragmatic solution in having all elections on the one
combined voting paper, there is a financial benefit to Council in doing so, as
fixed costs such as postage and staffing are spread across the organisations
for which the elections are being held.
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COVID-19 Protection Framework and Local Elections
19. There are issues and risks that will need to be considered and managed to
ensure the elections can be run in a way that meets the principle that all
eligible voters have a reasonable and equal opportunity to vote, nominate
and accept nomination. (Section 4 (1)(b), Local Electoral Act 2001).
20. Currently people without a COVID-19 Vaccination Certificate (CVC pass)
would not be able to access Hutt City Council premises, such as the Main
Administration Building, to lodge nominations or cast special votes.
21. Taituarā is working with the Department of Internal Affairs and the Ministry
of Health to consider these issues and help develop guidance for Councils. I
will report on this further once the guidance is available.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
22. There are no climate change considerations required for this matter.
Consultation
23. Consultation is not required.
Legal Considerations
24. The Local Electoral Act 2001 and Local Electoral Regulations 2001 govern the
conduct of local elections and polls.
Financial Considerations
25. The total cost of holding the triennial elections including the poll on the
electoral system is estimated to be $495,000 of which approximately $155,000
will be recovered from Greater Wellington Regional Council and Hutt Mana
Charitable Trust.
Appendices
There are no appendices for this report.

Author: Bruce John Hodgins
Electoral Officer

Approved By: Jo Miller
Chief Executive
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File: (22/183)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/27

Seaview Marina Limited Six Month Report to
31 December 2021
Purpose of Report
1.

To provide the Committee with an update on the Six Month Report for
Seaview Marina Limited (SML) for the six months ended 31 December 2021.

Recommendations
That the Committee receives the half year report from Seaview Marina Limited
attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
2.

The Local Government Act requires Council Controlled Organisations to
deliver to shareholders a half year report on the organisation’s operations
within two months of the end of the first half of the financial year. The report
should include information required to be reported as outlined in the
organisation’s 2021/24 Statement of Intent.

Discussion
3. The Chairperson and Chief Executive of Seaview Marina Limited (SML) will
be in attendance to present their report and answer any questions.
4.

The report to the shareholder for the six months ended 30 December 2021 is
attached as Appendix 1 to this report. The report details the results and
achievements for the year.

5.

Overall, for the six months ended 31 December 2021, SML achieved a
surplus after finance and depreciation charges of $173k, $15k higher than
planned.
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Options
6. It is a statutory requirement to present the half year report. There are no
other options.
Consultation
7. There is no requirement for consultation.
Legal Considerations
8. There are no legal issues to be considered.
Financial Considerations
9. The six month report includes financial results and associated commentary,
including progress against its performance measures to date. There are no
financial issues to be considered.
Appendices
No.

Title

1⇩

Appendix 1: Seaview Marina Limited Six Month Report to 31
December 2021

Page
204

Author: Sharon Page
Senior Management Accountant

Reviewed By: Ben Wu
Financial Accounting Manager

Approved By: Jenny Livschitz
Group Chief Financial Officer
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SEAVIEW MARINA: SIX MONTH REPORT
For the Period to 31 December 2022
1. Overview

The first six months of 2021/22 has seen growth in Seaview Marina Ltd (SML) business activity, both
revenue and expenses. Net surplus before interest and depreciation is 1% below budget. However net
Surplus after interest and depreciation is 9% above budget, due to interest rates being more favourable.
The six months has seen a constant demand for berths, trailer parks and hardstand services. Demand for
berths is accommodated by 45 new berths commissioned in July 2021 as part of the ‘2nd Stage’ of the recent
in-water development. On 31st December 2021 there were only 43 berths available in the marina, with
occupancy sitting at 89% occupancy. There is no longer a waitlist for marina berths. Income from boat
storage is tracking $4k above budget. As of 31 December, the waiting list for trailer boat parking spaces
totaled 30.
The hardstand warrants special mention as it has significantly outperformed budget expectations. At the
end of the first six months, it was 25% ahead of budget. Similar performance from the hardstand was
observed in the first 6 months of last year also. The service reputation and facilities have made our
hardstand the preferred marine service facility for boat owners and contractors.
With SML’s other revenue centres, diesel demand has seen performance 13% better than budgeted for the
six months; ramp use is tracking 20% better than budget and the Wellington Marine Centre is fully tenanted
and tracking 14% ahead of budget. Live-aboard revenue only saw a slight dip of 2k beneath budget due to
less licensees choosing to live in the marina.
YTD income is 3% higher than budget and 13% better than last year.
Personnel expenses are 14% higher due to increased remuneration levels late last financial year (to adjust
to market rates), and the former CEO’s final payout. For the first 6 months, necessary maintenance to
critical machinery and assets sees maintenance expenses 13k over budget and necessary
environmental/hygiene expenses related to COVID-19 sees environmental expenses 10k over budget.
Overall, total expenses remain under control being only 5% over YTD budget.
No health and safety incidents occurred over the six months because of the board and marina management
focus on maintaining a safe site. SML continues to make it our top priority to provide required resources
to achieve our health and safety objectives.
Marine construction is seeing the same labour shortages and price increases as with other construction
sectors. The labour pool in in this specialised field is small. Marine construction firms are contracted

1|Page
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months and sometimes years in advance. Any further construction of in water berths would not begin until
the start of the 2023 calendar year at earliest.
SML is refreshing its asset management plan. A renowned marina engineer has been engaged for 3 days
from mid-January to provide a refurbishment plan for all the floating structures within the marina. His
report will provide more robust cost information that will ensure the marina remains fit for purpose. This
information will be used to inform the marina’s future planning.
2. Financial Results

Detailed financial statements can be found in Appendix 1.
Overall result
SML achieved a surplus after finance and depreciation charges of $173k for the six months to 31 December
2021, $15k higher than planned.

Revenue
Expenses
Net Surplus / (Deficit) before Finance and Depn Charges

Actual
1,437,748
992,300
445,448

Year to Date
Budget
Variance
1,396,799
40,949
945,099
(47,201)
451,700
(6,252)

% Var
2.9%
-4.8%
-1.4%

Full Year
Budget
2,845,375
1,842,326
1,003,049

Finance expenses
Depreciation

25,641
247,270

45,542
248,216

19,901
946

43.7%
0.4%

92,702
501,374

Net Surplus / (Deficit) after Finance and Depn Charges

172,536

157,942

14,594

9.2%

408,973

Operating revenue
For the six months ended 31 December 2021, YTD revenue at $1.438m is $41k above budget.

Revenue
Hardstand revenue
Tenancy revenue
Gross diesel sales
Other revenue
Boat storage revenue
Ramp revenue
Finance revenue
Gain on sale of assets
Live aboard revenue
Electricity recharges
Total revenue

Actual
156,425
168,211
69,828
10,806
969,594
15,824
6
47,052
1,437,748

Year to Date
Budget
Variance
124,998
31,427
148,062
20,149
61,721
8,107
6,000
4,806
965,730
3,864
13,200
2,624
6
49,110
(2,058)
27,978
(27,978)
1,396,799
40,949

% Var
25.1%
13.6%
13.1%
80.1%
0.4%
19.9%

-4.2%
-100.0%
2.9%

Full Year
Budget
249,994
296,124
104,612
12,000
1,993,465
35,000
98,220
55,960
2,845,375

With the exception of electricity recharges and revenue from liveaboards, all other revenue accounts are
either tracking to or above budget YTD.
No revenue is expected from electricity recharging for the year due to an agreement reached with Energy
Management Professionals to credit Seaview with revenue only once the revenue collected on behalf of
Seaview licensees exceeds $2.5k a month. In addition, no administration fees will be payable by Seaview
2|Page
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until the $2.5k threshold is met. Note, the charging of licensees for their electricity usage has driven down
Seaview’s power costs since the charging regime was introduced.
The lower than planned live-aboard revenue is due to fewer live-aboards than budgeted.
Activity at the hardstand continues to perform strongly with revenue tracking $23k ahead of budget YTD.

Operating expenses
YTD expenses are above budget by $47k.

Expenses

Actual

Insurance
Breakwater rental
Other expenses
Environmental services
Maintenance
Personnel expenses
Total expenses

Year to Date
Budget

100,281
50,000
397,654
80,628
45,641
318,096
992,300

100,284
50,000
411,707
71,022
32,442
279,644
945,099

Variance
3
0
14,053
(9,606)
(13,199)
(38,452)
(47,201)

% Var
0.0%
0.0%
3.4%
-13.5%
-40.7%
-13.8%
-5.0%

Full Year
Budget
200,568
99,996
782,742
142,044
64,884
552,092
1,842,326

Material unfavourable YTD variances comprise the following:
•

Personnel expenses, $38k above YTD budget. This is a permanent difference resulting from a
review of all salaries late last financial year to ensure they reflected market rates, and the
decision taken to discontinue performance payments in the current year. As a consequence,
the changes made to remuneration levels are higher than originally budgeted. In addition, no
allowance was made in the current budget for the former CEO’s final pay-out upon retirement,
due to the retirement date being pushed out from March 2021 to July 2021.

•

Maintenance, $13k above budget YTD, is due to repair work undertaken on the travel lift in
August, and the purchase of a new diesel card reader (both unplanned expenses); and,

•

Environmental expenses, $10k above budget YTD, largely due to additional cleaning as a result
of covid.

Finance and depreciation charges

Finance & Depreciation Charges
Finance charges
Depreciation charges
Total finance & depreciation charges

Actual
25,641
247,270
272,911

Year to Date
Budget
Variance
45,542
19,901
248,216
946
293,758
20,847

% Var
43.7%
0.4%
7.1%

Full Year
Budget
92,702
501,374
594,076

Finance charges relating to the $2.7M loan are tracking below budget YTD due to a more favourable
interest rate than was originally budgeted.
3|Page
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Depreciation charges YTD are in line with budget.
Capital expenses
Current Year
2021/22 Financial Year - $000's
Miscellaneous
Pier H and I development (Final Stage)
Tarsealing
Totals

YTD Act YTD Bud
104
62
4
60
66
164

FY Bud
Var
250
42
(4)
750
60
90
98
1,090

CF from
Prior Yr
2
1,320
1,322

Prior Yr
Bud
80
1,000
90
1,170

Life to Capitalised Work In
Date
Assets Progress
13
-51
64
1,324
-1324
1,388
(1,375)
13

YTD capital spend is $66k. Assets capitalized in the first six months amounted to $1.375M, comprising
mainly the second stage of the Pier H and I development (costing $1.324M). The development was planned
to be completed in 2019/20, but due to delays was not commissioned until late July 2021.
Capital spend will be below budget at year-end by at least $750k due to the final stage of the in-water
development being postponed in the current financial year. An engineers’ report has been commissioned
to provide an assessment of the condition of the marina infrastructure and enable the development of an
asset management plan. The engineer will be on-site for three days from Monday 10 January 2022. The
information from the report will be incorporated into Seaview’s short to medium term planning and
reflected in its final Statement of Intent for the period 2022/23 to 2024/25 due with Council by 30 June
2022.
Cash position
Available cash on 31 December 2021 is $74k. Offsetting this is $111k owed to HCC being the December
current account charges. This account has been progressively re-paid from a high of $458k in August 2021
– reflecting mainly the completion of the second stage of the Pier H and I development and some other
large payments at the start of the year. From February 2022 the account will be settled in full on the 1st
day of the next month.

Financial Performance Measures
The table below provides an indication of the status to date against the financial measures outlined in the
2021/22 Statement of Intent:
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Deliver annual budgeted revenues for each of the four business entities:

Boat storage
Hardstand
Marine Centre
Launching ramp
Total revenue
Control operational expenses

Operational expenses within budget (1)
Achieve prescribed return on equity

Return on equity (2)
Manage capital expenditure

Complete within budget and on time (3)

Target
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%

YTD Actual
100.4%
125.1%
113.6%
119.9%
102.8%

Status
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved

YTD
Target/Budget
945,099

YTD Actual
992,304

Status
Not achieved

YTD
Target/Budget
1.6%

YTD Actual
1.8%

Status
Achieved

YTD
Target/Budget
589,998

YTD Actual
66,000

Status
Achieved

(1) Operational expenses are defined as all expenses controllable by Seaview Management. Excludes
depreciation and finance charges
(2) Return on equity is defined as net Surplus / (Deficit) divided by the opening balance of equity at the
start of the year
(2) Excludes carry forward of expenses on projects from prior years, and expenditure incurred in
current year on projects specifically budgeted for last financial year, but were delayed due to
reasons outside managements control.
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Appendix 1: Detailed Financial Statements
STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSE FOR THE MONTH ENDED 31 December 2021
Current Month
Actual Budget Variance
Revenue
Gross diesel sales
Tenancy revenue
Electricity recharges
Finance revenue
Ramp revenue
Boat storage revenue
Hardstand revenue
Live aboard revenue
Other revenue
Gain on sale of assets

17,665
29,437
1
3,761
167,119
28,197
6,650
1,832
-

13,600
24,677
4,663
3,200
167,290
20,833
8,185
1,000
-

4,065
4,760
(4,663)
1
561
(171)
7,364
(1,535)
832
-

Total revenue

254,662

243,448

11,214

51,532
9,947
16,714
24,759
8,333
55,968

46,574
5,407
16,714
11,421
8,333
67,427

167,253

Net surplus / (deficit) before finance & depreciation

Year to date
Budget Variance
Actual

Full Year
Budget

69,828
168,211
6
15,824
969,594
156,425
47,052
10,806
-

61,721
148,062
27,978
13,200
965,730
124,998
49,110
6,000
-

1,437,748

1,396,799

(4,958)
(4,540)
0
(13,338)
(0)
11,459

318,096
45,641
100,281
80,628
50,000
397,654

279,644
32,442
100,284
71,022
49,998
411,709

(38,452)
(13,199)
3
(9,606)
(2)
14,055

155,876

(11,377)

992,300

945,099

(47,201) 1,842,326

87,410

87,572

(162)

445,448

451,700

(6,252) 1,003,049

Finance expenses
Depreciation

4,040
41,810

7,924
42,007

3,884
197

25,641
247,270

45,542
248,216

19,901
946

92,702
501,374

Total finance and depreciation

45,850

49,931

4,081

272,911

293,758

20,847

594,076

Net surplus / (deficit) after finance & depreciation

41,560

37,641

3,919

172,536

157,942

14,594

408,973

Expenses
Personnel expenses
Maintenance
Insurance
Environmental services
Breakwater rental
Other expenses
Total expenses

8,107
104,612
20,149
296,124
(27,978)
55,960
6
2,624
35,000
3,864 1,993,465
31,427
249,994
(2,058)
98,220
4,806
12,000
40,949

2,845,375

552,092
64,884
200,568
142,044
99,996
782,742
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 December 2021
Actual as at: Budget as at:

Actual as at:

31 Dec 2021 30 June 2022 30 June 2021

ASSETS
CURRENT ASSETS
Cash and cash equivalents
Debtors and other receivables
Inventory
Prepayments
Total current assets

74,398
152,333
13,188
103,258
343,177

21,062
64,387
13,025
98,474

26,112
34,143
19,431
6,768
86,454

NON CURRENT ASSETS
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Assets under construction
Total non current assets

12,938,025
8,013
13,219
12,959,257

13,657,135
1,076
13,658,211

11,809,234
9,464
1,322,449
13,141,147

Total assets

13,302,434

13,756,685

13,227,601

CURRENT LIABILITIES
Payables and deferred revenue
Employee entitlements
Borrowings
Advances from related parties
Total current liabilities

261,223
80,547
111,139
452,909

60,783
66,811
515,783
643,377

130,357
63,361
356,891
550,609

NON CURRENT LIABILITIES
Deferred Tax Liability
Borrowings
Total non current liabilities

2,700,000
2,700,000

2,700,000
2,700,000

342,353
2,700,000
3,042,353

Total liabilities

3,152,909

3,343,377

3,592,962

10,149,525

10,413,307

9,634,640

(13,885,219)
2,752,842
21,281,903
10,149,526

(13,621,438)
2,752,842
21,281,903
10,413,307

(14,400,106)
2,752,842
21,281,903
9,634,639

LIABILITIES

Net assets (assets minus liabilities)
EQUITY
Accumulated funds
Revaluation reserve
Share capital
Total equity
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE MONTH ENDED 31 December 2021
Budget

Actual

31 Dec 2021 30 June 2022

30 June 2021

Actual

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Receipts from rentals
Interest received
Receipts from user charges and other income
Cash was applied to:
Payments to employees
Payments to suppliers
Interest paid

Net cash flows from operating activities

1,176,041
6
320,923
1,496,970

2,287,656
555,788
2,843,444

2,443,261
25
276,753
2,720,039

(321,861)
(790,049)
(25,641)
(1,137,551)

(540,160)
(1,290,236)
(92,702)
(1,923,098)

(520,355)
(1,208,115)
(85,325)
(1,813,795)

359,419

920,346

906,244

-

-

-

CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Sale of assets held for sale
Cash was applied to:
Purchase of property, plant and equipment
Purchase of assets under construction

Net cash flows from investing activities

(52,161)
(13,219)
(65,380)

(1,090,000)
(1,090,000)

(1,308,861)
(612,266)
(1,921,127)

(65,380)

(1,090,000)

(1,921,127)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Proceeds from borrowings - Hutt City Council

110,713
110,713

314,929
314,929

(245,752)
(245,752)

-

-

(245,752)

110,713

314,929

Net increase / (decrease) in cash, and cash equivalents

48,287

(58,941)

(699,954)

Cash, cash equivalents and bank overdrafts at beginning of the year

26,112

80,000

726,066

Cash, and cash equivalents at the period/year

74,399

21,059

26,112

Cash was applied to:
Repayment of borrowings - Hutt City Council

Net cash flows from financing activities

-
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
02 February 2022

File: (22/221)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/26

Urban Plus Group Six Month Report to 31
December 2021
Purpose of Report
1.

To provide the Committee with an update from Urban Plus Limited Group
(UPL), for the six month period to 31 December 2021.

Recommendations
That the Committee receives the half year report from Urban Plus Limited Group
attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Background
2.

The Local Government Act requires Council Controlled Organisations to
deliver to shareholders a half yearly report on the organisation’s operations
within two months of the end of the first half of each financial year. The
report should include information required to be reported as outlined in the
organisation’s 2021/22 - 2023/24 Statement of Intent.

Discussion
3. The Chair and Chief Executive of UPL will be in attendance to present their
report and answer any questions.
4.

UPL Group achieved a Surplus before Tax of $4.864M compared to a
budgeted Deficit before Tax of $0.991M resulting in a favourable variance of
$5.855M. The favourable variance relates to a delay in settlements at the
Central Park and The Lane developments. Twenty five properties had been
budgeted to settle by 30 June 2021, however were delayed into the current
2021/22 financial year.

5.

Residential housing achieved a deficit for the first six months to
31 December 2021 of $0.079M compared to a budgeted deficit of $0.133M
resulting in a favourable variance of $0.054M. Revenues are above budget
due unbudgeted rental revenue from the purchase of 16A Colson Street.
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Expenses are below budget due to maintenance spend tracking behind
budget YTD with some offsetting overspends in rates and operating
contracts.
6.

Property Development achieved a surplus for the six months ended
31 December 2021 of $4.942M compared to a budgeted deficit of $0.858M
resulting in an unfavourable variance of $5.800M. The large variance has
been caused by 25 property settlements that were budgeted in 20/21 falling
into the 21/22 financial year.

7.

A Net Surplus before Tax of $9.440M is forecast for the full year, against the
budgeted deficit of $0.002M.

8.

In December, UPL received Council’s 2021 letter of expectation which sought
from UPL to:
a. Provide for wider housing need
b. Build more housing partnerships,
c. Build pathways to housing permanency,
d. Implement HomeStar 6 Rating & Environmental Standards
e. Achieve wider housing outcomes,
f.

Deliver on Plan Change 43 (where Plan Change 43 applies to a
development site).

g. Promote Māori outcomes
h. Support Central Government initiatives
i.
9.

Provision of accommodation for the low-income elderly

These priorities have been expressed and provided for in the 2022-2025 UPL
Statement of Intent.

10. There are no significant events subsequent to the reporting period requiring
additional disclosure.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
11. The Implementation of HomeStar 6 Rating and new environmental
standards for new housing developments will support Council in its
objective to address impacts of climate change.
Consultation
12. There is no requirement for consultation.
Legal Considerations
13. The Local Government Act requires Council, as a shareholder in UPL, to
publish this report on its public website within one month of receiving it and
to maintain the report on that site for a period of no less than seven years.
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Financial Considerations
14. There are no additional financial considerations to be noted.
Appendices
No.

Title

1⇩

Appendix 1: UPL Group Half Year Report to December 2021
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Author: Simon George
Senior Accountant

Author: Daniel Moriarty
Chief Executive, Urban Plus

Reviewed By: Ben Wu
Financial Accounting Manager

Approved By: Jenny Livschitz
Group Chief Financial Officer
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Report to Shareholder
For the six month period ended 31 December 2021

Above Image: UPLLP’s “Block I - Central Park on Copeland” development in Epuni

Urban Plus Limited (UPL) is owned by Hutt City Council (HCC) and operates as a Council Controlled
Organisation (CCO) under the Local Government Act 2002. The Urban Plus Group comprises UPL
(the Parent entity), UPL Developments Limited (UPLDL) and UPL Limited Partnership (UPLLP).
Page 1 of 14
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HOW WE PERFORMED
STRATEGIC PLAN AND PROGRESS
Our services continue to include the provision of accommodation aimed at the ‘low-income elderly’ of
Lower Hutt, property management, contract management, and the development of land – to either
grow our own residential portfolio or commercial undertakings to generate profit back to the company.
Our strategy has been to meet the minimum KPI’s (as stated in the Statement of Intent) and to meet
the revised, and significantly wider expectations mandated by the Shareholder. These expectations
meant a recalibration of focus from commercial ‘for-market’, affordable housing development projects
towards providing housing outcomes for Community Housing Providers (CHPs).
Previously, UPL focussed on delivering social housing to the low-income elderly and releasing
affordable housing into the local market for sale. These new, wider expectations and deliverables set
by the Shareholder entail that UPL cannot act as developer and continue to hold (newly developed)
property long term. Cyclical project programming is fundamental to successfully delivering the
company’s objectives. Future projects’ success and deliverables are reliant on a continued cycle of
development and release (and repeat).
The Shareholder’s expectations were set out as follows:
1. Provide for Wider Housing Need
UPL is to provide for need across the housing continuum. UPL will develop a framework to enable the
development of a range of housing outcomes. The primary focus of this priority is to bring more homes
into the supply chain.
Status: UPL has progressed work on identifying the “missing middle” in the housing continuum. It has
also entered into partnerships with Kahungunu Whanau Services (KWS) and Dwell respectively to
provide a variety of housing typologies to suit their housing needs. UPL is also involved in wider
discussions with Kainga Ora, Community Housing Aotearoa, and other councils active in the housing
space.
2. Build More Housing Partnerships
In order to deliver homes across the housing continuum, UPL is to develop relationships with key
organisations such as Community Housing Providers (CHPs), mana whenua, non-governmental
organisations, developers, as well as Crown agencies with responsibilities for delivering housing.
Partnering with key organisations where they cannot achieve these outcomes on their own.
Status: UPL now counts KWS / Te Ati Awa and Dwell Housing Trust as partners on projects, as well
as progressing discussions with Habitat For Humanity and other CHPs for prospective opportunities.
3. Build Pathways to Permanency
UPL to deliver opportunities for individuals, families / whanau, and assisting them to transition into
housing permanency. Partnering with entities that provide initiatives such as shared equity, long term
rentals, rent to buy and reduced deposit schemes.
Status: UPL’s current partners offer initiatives such as shared equity, long term rental and rent to buy
options for its cohorts.
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4. Implement Homestar 6 Rating & Environmental Standards
UPL is to incorporate design and environmental considerations into future projects and align these
with the HomeStar rating assessment to achieve no less than 6 stars in future housing development
projects.
Status: UPL has already achieved Homestar 6 design certification for one of its projects and is seeking
certification for all currently planned projects. Every current project’s scope and specification includes
Homestar 6 requirements.
5. Achieve Wider Outcomes
UPL to create and support local employment and training and to work with a tertiary education
provider(s) to support capacity uplift in the building, construction and built environment sectors, and
partner with the construction industry to offer employment and career development.
Status: UPL has successfully created a link with local training providers who have sourced students to
be employed by our contractors / sub-contractors on our construction sites as apprentices.
6. Deliver On Plan Change 43
UPL is mandated to seek housing opportunities around suburban shopping centres and transport hubs
afforded by Plan Change 43 and to be an exemplar of the well-designed developments Council
envisaged in the Medium Density Design Guide that accompanied the plan change.
Status: UPL has submitted competitive tender offers for property within PC43 nodes, only to be
unsuccessful in the highly competitive and heated market. The company continues to source
opportunities and is looking at higher density options in the appropriate areas in the future.
The Shareholder also expected UPL to align with the following aspirations:
7. Promote Maori Outcomes
UPL to fully participate alongside Council in any formal relationship agreements with mana whenua as
they relate to improving housing outcomes.
Status: UPL is working with iwi (Te Ati Awa) on several opportunities currently; providing specialist
property advice, feasibilities, and scheme plan options for housing outcomes on Maori land.
8. Support Central Government Initiatives
When sought by the Shareholder, UPL will support Central Government initiatives where it is
financially, socially and environmentally prudent, and is to the overall betterment to Lower Hutt City
Status: UPL has supported the Shareholder in recent funding applications to Central Government and
is working with Kainga Ora on a potential housing project on the valley floor.
Additionally, to the above, UPL also maintains its focus on its own residential portfolio:
9. Provision of Accommodation for the Low-Income elderly
UPL is charged with the ongoing provision of housing to the low-income elderly of Lower Hutt.

Status: UPL has commenced its Healthy Homes assessment, and upon its conclusion will commence
a roll-out programme of upgrades to improve the overall standard of its rental portfolio and to meet
Healthy Homes Standards accordingly.
Page 4 of 14
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CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
For the six months to 31 December 2021, UPL Group achieved a Surplus before Tax of $4.864M
compared to a budgeted Deficit of $0.991M resulting in a favourable variance of $5.855M. The
favourable variance relates to a delay in settlements at the Central Park and The Lane, Waterloo
developments where 25 properties budgeted to settle before 30 June fell into the 2021-2022 financial
year. All properties have now settled for both projects.
Revenue is tracking above budget, primarily due to the 25 delayed development property settlements.
Rental revenues YTD are also above budget due the additional 11 units at 16A Colson Street being
added to the portfolio.
Expenditure, excluding Depreciation and Finance is above budget YTD by $10.518M primarily due to
the 25 delayed development property settlements. Repairs and maintenance are tracking below
budget YTD by $90k but are expected to be in line with budget for the full year. People costs are
above budget by $85k predominantly due to unbudgeted recruitment costs of $32k and an increase in
leave liability of $27k.
Borrowing (from HCC), remains at $13.0m. Available cash at 31 December 2021 was $11.266M.
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PROPERTY MANAGMENT
As at 31 December 2021, UPL owned and managed 200 residential units and a further 13 units
managed on behalf of HCC. Occupancy levels have been between to 97-99% over the period. UPL
continues to have minimal vacancies, with the waiting list and enquiries increasing daily. Our Housing
Manager continues to receive increasing volumes of applications from the general public – not just the
elderly. Alarmingly, many applicants are either living in cars / vans or being housed in motels by MSD.
The ‘weighted-average-age’ of the residential portfolio is 35.79 years – a slight increase from 34.91
last year. This is considered an ‘aged’ portfolio and parts of the portfolio are showing this in terms of
their basic design (namely the ability to refurbish to the elevated Healthy Homes standards), site
placement and maintenance demand.
Maintenance
Maintenance across the portfolio has continued to be aimed at the ‘lowest-long-run-cost’ aligned with
the Long-Term Maintenance Plan. Asset Management Plans have been revised to spread
maintenance expenditure more evenly across the portfolio over each financial year. Urban Plus has
worked closely with EnergySmart to undertake and complete individual Healthy Homes Assessments
within the portfolio. There is now a confirmed programme in place to roll-out the upgrades as
required, and is planned to be completed over the next few years. Almost 20% of the required works
have been completed as at 31 December 2021.
New Developments for the Residential Rental Portfolio
No new units have been completed in this six month period; however it is the investigation and
planning processes for scaled developments during this time which will span over several years that
will provide the company with larger, more cost effective portfolio growth in the long term. Resource
Consent was submitted to Hutt City Council applying for twenty three additional units at UPL’s 17
Britannia Street property. This includes infilling the rear of the site with five accessible, Homestar 6 /
LifeMark design units aimed to accommodate wheelchair users.
Property Acquisitions for UPL Portfolio
UPL acquired an existing rental property consisting of eleven bedsit units in Avalon. This is a strategic
acquisition with a long term view to amalgamate UPL’s adjacent rental properties into a masterplan for
redevelopment. In the short to medium term, this property will be rented as per normal UPL
operations.
UPL Christmas Gift to Tenant
UPL provides a Christmas gift every year to tenants. This year it was a $20 grocery voucher to assist
with the festive season. The vouchers were well received and a great success.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Indicator

Target

Performance to 31
December 2021

Capital expenditure within budget

Capital: $424,153

Operational expenditure within budget

Operating:
$730,880
2.25%

Capital: $3,571,819
Not achieved – Due to
unbudgeted purchase of
16A Colson Street
Operating: $716,433
Achieved
Reported annually within
Annual Report
(Pro-rated for 6 months:
2.66% Achieved)
Reported annually within
Annual Report

Net Surplus before Depreciation and tax and after
Finance Expenses as a Proportion of the Net Book
Value of Residential Land and Buildings at the Start
of the Year – Greater than 2.25%
Tenant satisfaction with the provision of the
company’s rental housing greater than or equal to
90%
Percentage of total housing units occupied by lowincome elderly greater than or equal to 85%
Rentals charged shall be no more than 80% of
‘market’ rent
Increasing the portfolio size to 220 units by
December 2023
All rental housing units in the portfolio to have a
HomeFit certificate by 30 June 2024
Any rental housing units purchased and not already
utilising electricity or renewable sources of energy
for space heating, water heating, and cooking
facilities, shall be converted to utilise only electricity
or renewable sources of energy within five years of
acquisition
New rental housing units constructed by UPL to
utilise only electricity or renewable sources of
energy for space heating, water heating and
cooking facilities

90%

85%
80%
220 units by 2023
100% by 30 June
2024
100% within five
years

100%

Reported annually within
Annual Report
Reported annually within
Annual Report
Increased to 200 during
period
In progress
All purchases since 30
June already utilise
renewable energy
sources

No units completed
during period
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Residential housing achieved a deficit for the first six months to 31 December 2021 of $79k compared
to a budgeted deficit of $133k resulting in a favourable variance of $54k. Revenues are ahead of
budget due unbudgeted rental revenue since the purchase of 16A Colson Street. Expenses are below
budget due to maintenance spend tracking behind budget YTD with some offsetting overspends in
rates and operating contracts.
Year to Date
Actual

Revenue
Rental revenue
Other management fees
Finance revenue
Commercial development sales
Gain on sale of property, plant and equipment
Other revenue
Total revenue

Budget

1,269,115
597
1,269,712

1,184,266
1,184,266

Expenses
Personnel expenses
Rates
Repairs & maintenance
Insurance
Specialist services
Operating contracts
HCC support costs
Other operating expenses
Asset write-offs
Agents fees & marketing
Cost of commercial development sales
Total expenses

108,826
284,165
112,515
96,346
2,877
53,287
14,170
44,247
716,433

Operating surplus/(deficit)

Full Year
Variance

Budget

84,849
597
85,446

2,357,551
2,357,551

95,496
247,747
202,503
99,821
500
37,368
14,170
33,275
730,880

(13,330)
(36,418)
89,988
3,475
(2,377)
(15,919)
(1)
(10,972)
14,448

195,515
247,747
405,005
199,642
1,001
74,736
28,339
66,550
1,218,535

553,280

453,386

99,894

1,139,016

Depreciation
Finance expenses

485,403
146,582

451,817
134,698

(33,586)
(11,884)

901,065
267,200

Net surplus/(deficit) before tax

(78,706)

(133,130)

54,424

(29,249)
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PROPERTY DEVELOPMENT
The focus this period has been on completing the Central Park on Copeland (Epuni) and The Lane in
Waterloo development projects, progressing the new development projects and aligning operations to
address the new latest SOI priorities. There was notable strain within the construction industry in
terms of worker resourcing and attrition, as well as supply of materials and products. We perceive this
as a nationwide issue that will only become more strained in future years due to several factors
including the Covid-19 pandemic.

CURRENT PROJECTS
Urban Plus has three major developments currently under construction during this period. These
projects are:
Central Park on Copeland - Commercial Development
The Central Park development is now complete. All thirty-four townhouses were marketed ‘off-theplans’ and the project was ‘Sold Out’ before construction commenced. UPL released ten townhouses
at affordable levels to help provide first time buyers into home ownership. The final three (of thirtyfour) settlements were completed in November 2021.
The Lane, Waterloo – Commercial Development
The Lane, Waterloo development is now complete. All twenty-seven townhouses were marketed ‘offthe-plans’ and the project was ‘Sold Out’ before construction commenced. Twenty-two (of twenty
seven) settlements were completed between July and November 2021.
Molesworth Street Reserve – Social Housing
Urban Plus is pleased to be working with Kahungunu Whanau Services and Te Atiawa on this
Community Housing development project in Taita. The residential subdivision features 19 fee simple
sections with a range of one-bedroom homes and two-bedroom townhouses. The project has now
entered the construction phase and is expected to be completed by the end of the 2021/22 financial
year.
55 Britannia Street – Social Housing
UPL is aligning with another community housing provider, Dwell Housing Trust, for the 55 Britannia
Street development project. The property is a 1,447m2 site which will provide fourteen homes (over
four blocks) and enables a mix of ownership models such as long-term rental (held by Dwell) and
progressive home ownership for families. The project is in its early stages with resource consent
having just been submitted.
Brook Street, Waterloo – Commercial Development
UPL successfully acquired three adjacent properties in Brook Street, Waterloo. Amalgamating these
sites will provide over 2,000m2 of developable land. The intent is to undertake a medium density
residential development on the land in the upcoming one to two years and release housing to first
home buyers and owner occupiers. The project is in its early stages with resource consent having just
been submitted.
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KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
Indicator

Target

Performance to 31
December 2021

Capital expenditure within budget

Capital: $19,789,950

Operational expenditure within budget

Operating: $743,616

From 1 July 2019, any new developments
not already resource consented as at 30
June 2019, shall only utilise electricity or
renewable sources of energy for space
heating, water heating and cooking facilities
From 1 July 2021, all new housing units
(standalone house or townhouse) shall
achieve a certified HomeStar design rating of
at least six stars
A pre-tax return of not less than 20% on
Development Costs including Contingency
on each commercial development project
(except where the Board and Shareholder
agree otherwise to achieve specified
objectives)
A pre-tax return of not less than 15% on
Development Costs including Contingency
on housing released to market as
‘Affordable’ (except where the Board and
Shareholder agree otherwise to achieve
specified objectives)
Value of divestment to Community Housing
Providers (or socially-likeminded
organisations) set at each project’s
Development Cost (includes contingency
and GST) plus a margin of no less than 10%
(except where the Board and Shareholder
agree otherwise to achieve specified
objectives)
Long term public rental accommodation pretax returns at no less than (or equal to) 3.5%
after depreciation

100%

Capital: $12,400,440
Achieved
Operating: $11,276,025
Not achieved due to
settlements delayed into
the 2021/22 financial year
Reported annually within
Annual Report

100%

Reported annually within
Annual Report

20%

Reported annually within
Annual Report

15%

Reported annually within
Annual Report

10%

Reported annually within
Annual Report

3.5%

Reported annually within
Annual Report
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FINANCIAL PERFORMANCE
Property Development achieved a surplus for the six months ended 31 December 2021 of $4.942M
compared to a budgeted deficit of $0.858M resulting in a favourable variance of $5.800M. The large
variance has been caused by 25 property settlements that were budgeted in 20/21 falling into the
21/22 financial year.

Year to Date
Actual

Revenue
Rental revenue
Other management fees
Finance revenue
Commercial development sales
Gain on sale of property, plant and equipment
Other revenue
Total revenue

13,927
16,241,304
16,255,231

Expenses
Personnel expenses
Rates
Repairs & maintenance
Insurance
Specialist services
Operating contracts
HCC support costs
Other operating expenses
Asset write-offs
Agents fees & marketing
Cost of commercial development sales
Total expenses

453,511
10,174
82,763
56,681
132,457
140,000
10,400,440
11,276,025
4,979,206

Operating surplus/(deficit)
Depreciation
Finance expenses
Net surplus/(deficit) before tax

2,487
34,279
4,942,440

Budget

-

Full Year
Variance

Budget

13,927
16,241,304
16,255,231

9,304,348
9,304,348

381,986
52,000
552
56,678
128,270
124,130
743,616

(71,525)
(10,174)
(30,764)
552
(3)
(4,187)
(15,870)
(10,400,440)
(10,532,410)

782,058
108,249
1,104
113,357
289,040
147,130
7,565,735
9,006,673

(743,616)

5,722,821

405
113,734
(857,754)

(2,082)
79,454
5,800,194

297,674
804
269,830
27,040
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(58,371)

Surplus/(Deficit) after tax

(58,371)

Net surplus/(deficit) before tax
-

82,232
30,471

Depreciation
Finance expenses

Income tax expense/(benefit)

54,333

94,414
19,613
18,051
(26,910)
21,405
11,809
26,943
165,325

Expenses
Personnel expenses
Rates
Repairs & maintenance
Insurance
Specialist services
Operating contracts
HCC support costs
Other operating expenses
Asset write-offs
Agents fees & marketing
Cost of commercial development sales
Total expenses

Operating surplus/(deficit)

219,117
540
219,657

Revenue
Rental revenue
Other management fees
Finance revenue
Commercial development sales
Gain on sale of property, plant and equipment
Other revenue
Total revenue

Actual

(105,560)

-

(105,560)

76,478
43,045

13,963

82,501
33,750
16,637
8,750
6,320
11,808
26,924
186,691

200,654
200,654

Budget

Current Month

47,189

-

47,189

(5,755)
12,574

40,370

(11,913)
14,137
(1,414)
35,660
(15,085)
(1)
(19)
21,366

18,463
540
19,004

Variance

4,863,734

-

4,863,734

487,890
180,862

5,532,485

562,337
284,165
112,515
106,520
85,640
53,287
70,851
176,703
140,000
10,400,440
11,992,458

1,269,115
14,524
16,241,304
17,524,944

Actual
Variance

5,854,618

-

5,854,618

(35,667)
67,570

5,822,715

(84,855)
(36,418)
89,988
(6,699)
(33,140)
(15,367)
(3)
(15,158)
(15,870)
(10,400,440)
(10,517,962)

84,849
14,524
16,241,304
16,340,678
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(990,884)

-

(990,884)

452,222
248,432

(290,230)

477,482
247,747
202,503
99,821
52,500
37,920
70,848
161,545
124,130
1,474,496

1,184,266
1,184,266

Budget

Year to Date

9,440,266

3,671,214

13,111,480

901,869
537,030

14,550,378

977,573
284,165
405,005
199,642
109,250
75,840
141,696
355,590
147,130
10,670,933
13,366,824

2,357,551
14,000
25,545,652
27,917,202

Forecast

(2,209)

-

(2,209)

901,869
537,030

1,436,690

977,573
247,747
405,005
199,642
109,250
75,840
141,696
355,590
147,130
7,565,735
10,225,208

2,357,551
9,304,348
11,661,898

Budget

Full Year
Variance

9,442,473

(3,671,214)

13,113,688

-

13,113,688

(36,418)
(3,105,198)
(3,141,616)

14,000
16,241,304
16,255,304

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE REVENUE AND EXPENSES FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2021

CONSOLIDATED FINANCIAL STATEMENTS
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STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION AS AT 31 DECEMBER 2021
Actual
30-Dec-21

Budget
30-Jun-22

Actual
30-Jun-21

Current assets
Cash and cash equivalents
Debtors & other receivables
Prepayments
Inventories
Loans to subsidiaries
Related Party Receivables
Total current assets

11,266,259
12,202
107,725
5,089,510
16,475,696

115,970
8,885
36,930,794
37,055,649

2,104,377
10,512
85,000
12,768,839
14,968,728

Non current assets
Property, plant and equipment
Intangible assets
Assets under construction
Assets available for sale
Total non current assets

41,149,213
1,136
9,516,620
50,666,969

39,614,342
1,496
2,450,732
42,066,570

41,626,986
1,541
3,456,779
1,821,783
46,907,089

Total assets

67,142,665

79,122,219

61,875,817

Current liabilities
Creditors and other payables
Employee entitlements
Borrowings
Other liabilities
Tax payable
Total current liabilities

348,719
59,629
600,177
565,004
1,573,528

3,124,188
24,101
64,096
3,212,385

526,100
24,101
47,971
565,004
1,163,176

Non current liabilities
Employee entitlements
Borrowings
Deferred tax liability
Total non current liabilities

38,626
13,000,000
2,887,518
15,926,144

38,626
24,550,000
2,717,030
27,305,656

46,742
13,000,000
2,887,518
15,934,260

Total liabilities

17,499,672

30,518,041

17,097,436

Net Assets

49,642,993

48,604,178

44,778,381

Equity
Accumulated funds
Share capital
Revaluation reserve
Total equity

9,013,944
15,300,000
25,329,049
49,642,993

16,464,224
15,300,000
16,839,954
48,604,178

4,149,332
15,300,000
25,329,049
44,778,381
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STATEMENT OF CASH FLOWS FOR THE PERIOD ENDED 31 DECEMBER 2021
Actual
30-Dec-21

CASH FLOWS FROM OPERATING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Receipts from rent and leases
Receipt for management fee
Receipts from other revenue
Interest received
Receipts from sales of commercial developments
Cash was applied to:
Payments to employees
Payments to suppliers
Interest paid
Tax payable
Costs of commercial developments

Net cash flows from operating activities
CASH FLOWS FROM INVESTING ACTIVITIES
Cash was provided from:
Sale of property, plant and equipment
Proceeds from loan to related parties
Cash was applied to:
Purchase and construction of property, plant and equipment
Loan to related parties

Net cash flows from investing activities

Budget
30-Jun-22

Actual
30-Jun-21

1,269,115
14,524
16,241,304
17,524,944

2,694,559
336,431
9,304,348
12,335,338

2,357,903
16,912
19,154,348
21,529,163

(534,925)
(1,230,600)
(180,862)
(2,721,111)
(4,667,498)

(977,573)
(1,565,583)
(537,030)
(707,071)
(36,206,530)
(39,993,787)

(785,151)
(1,462,590)
(519,376)
(14,070,171)
(16,837,288)

12,857,446

(27,658,449)

4,691,875

-

620,901
620,901

-

(4,247,770)
(4,247,770)

(1,412,437)
(1,412,437)

(2,225,504)
(2,225,504)

(4,247,770)

(791,536)

(2,225,504)

CASH FLOWS FROM FINANCING ACTIVITIES

Cash was provided from:
Advance from Hutt City Council
Proceeds from borrowings
Cash was applied to:
Repayment of borrowings
Repayment of advance from Hutt City Council

Net cash flows from financing activities
Net increase/(decrease) in cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the year
CASH AND CASH EQUIVALENTS AT THE END OF THE YEAR

552,206
552,206
552,206
9,161,882
2,104,377
11,266,259

17,600,000
17,600,000
(6,050,000)
(6,050,000)

(1,756,711)
(1,756,711)
-

11,550,000

(1,756,711)

(16,899,985)
17,015,955
115,970

709,660
1,394,717
2,104,377
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
25 January 2022

File: (22/78)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/25

Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce Six
Monthly Report to 31 December 2021
Purpose of Report
1.

The report summarises the Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce (HVCC)
performance against agreed performance measures for the six months to 31
December 2021.

2.

The report has been prepared on the basis of information provided by HVCC
and officer input.

3.

Representatives of HVCC will be in attendance to speak to their report.

Recommendation
That the Committee notes and receives the report.
For the reason the Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce is required to regularly
report to the Committee on performance against agreed performance measures.
Background
4.

Council contracts HVCC and allocates funding for specific direct services to
complement and support Council’s work programmes and strategies.

5.

In Financial Year (FY) 2021/2022 funding for services is $125,000 in total and
is allocated in the 2021/31 Long Term Plan for economic development
activities.

6.

A strong constructive relationship with HVCC has beneficial outcomes for
both working with businesses and encouraging business activity in Lower
Hutt.
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Discussion
7. HVCC reporting for the six months to 31 December 2021 is attached as
Appendix 1 to the report.
8.

9.

Highlights for the period include:
•

The appointment of a new Chief Executive, Patrick McKibben on the
resignation of Helen Down.

•

A coordinated response to the business community during COVID-19
lockdown in August 2021, including Hutt City and Upper Hutt City
Councils and other business agencies in both Lower and Upper Hutt
cities.

•

Continuation of the work under contracts with Government agencies
regarding the Review of Vocational Education (RoVE), including
another successful tender for events to encourage young people into
trades from Ministry of Education.

•

Continued activities to assist local businesses adapt to a COVID-19
environment including livestreams and information on changes to the
Covid-19 Protection Framework.

•

Along with the DHB and Council it encouraged the business sector to
take up vaccination opportunities in the city.

•

Provided a range of Council teams with opportunities to engage with
the business community e.g. Climate change

Council agreed to contract HVCC for specific direct services in FY2021/22 in
support of Council’s work programmes and strategies. A Contract Services
Delivery Schedule forms the basis of the contracted services and is the basis
for the attached progress report to this Committee.

10. Despite this being a period of change for the Chamber there has been a
notable increase in the level of activity between the Chamber and Council.
Consultation
11. HVCC has submitted its report for the six months to 31 December 2021 for
the Committee’s consideration and it is attached as Appendix 1 to the report.
Representatives of HVCC will be in attendance to speak to their report.
12. It should be noted that the contract requirements were met in addition to the
business response to COVID-19 that the Chamber led during this period.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
13. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
14. There are no climate change considerations.
Legal Considerations
15. There are no legal considerations.
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Financial Considerations
16. HVCC is contracted to provide services to Council until 30 June 2024 with
the Contract Services Delivery Schedule reviewed and agreed every 12
months.
17. The contract has a value of $125,000 per annum.
Appendices
No.

Title

1⇩

Appendix 1: Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce Report to 31
December 2021
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Author: Gary Craig
Head of Business and Economy

Approved By: Kara Puketapu-Dentice
Director Economy and Development
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6 MONTH REPORT
Co n tra ct Se rvice s De live ry Sch e d u le
Hutt City Council City Development Committee
For the Period 1 July 2021 to 31 December 2021
Issued January 2022

Presented by:

Patrick McKibbin
Chief Executive
Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce
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COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

Business Connectedness

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Events, online, services
bringing businesses together
to support recovery
Introductions and support to
set up local relationships
Leverage community
passion, the willingness to
help each other and
commitment with local
business community

DELIVERED
• Supported the business community to be connected and informed
through face-to-face events, livestream events and regular
communication. This included:
o Published 30 versions the Hutt Valley Business Weekly including
Covid-19 updates – 127,000 emails sent to over 4,200 people
per week
o Regular social media engagement with business support, latest
COVID-19 information, advice, links, connections, programme
overviews etc
o Ongoing Livestream events with experts in specific areas. This
included events about Riverlink, Immigration, Government
Business Support, Employment Matters, Contractual
Obligations, Business Operations at L3, Importance of Vaccines
to staff, Logistics and the Pandemic, and COVID-19 protection
Framework
• New Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce CEO visited over 100 senior
business leaders between October – December 2021
• Wellington Region Business Awards / Hall of Fame Awards were
cancelled because of COVID-19.
Council Officer Commentary
•

•
•

2

Whilst planned larger events were cancelled due to Covid-19 the new
CEO, Patrick McKibbin hit the ground running with over 100 business
leaders visited in first 3 months in the role.

Six Mo n th Re p o rt fo r the Pe rio d 1 Ju ly to 31 De ce m be r 2020
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COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

Covid-19 Business Support Liaison
Helping existing businesses adapt their operation in a
Covid world

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Lead Hutt Valley COVID-19
Business Support Group,
connecting local businesses
to government support
programmes
Helping existing businesses
adapt their operation in a
Covid world including
Workshops, Livestreams,
Webinars, Events,
Showcases and Face to face
events

3

DELIVERED
• Continued participation in the ongoing support for businesses and
participation in the Hutt Valley COVID-19 Business Support Group
• All Hutt Valley Business Weekly updates included relevant and up to
date information for businesses on the COVID-19 situation. This included
information about, Alert Levels, Protection Framework, Vaccination
Programme, and Accessing the Government Financial Support, i.e.,
Wage Subsidy and Resurgence Support
• Updating the dedicated Hutt Valley COVID-19 Business Support
Facebook page on a regular basis with current and useful information
o This Group remains in place, ready to adapt to any change in
COVID-19 Protection Framework levels and status as required.
There is ongoing preparation for potential lockdowns and
changes
• Support for the Hutt Valley DHB, alongside the Hutt City Council, to
support the vaccination campaign
• Survey to businesses regarding vaccinations including how businesses
were feeling about further vaccinations, employment and vaccination
status for staff, and what information and support businesses needed
regarding vaccinations. This survey enabled further information to be
supplied to businesses including:
o Weekly updates on vaccination levels in the Hutt Valley
o Information about the vaccination centers and mobile options for
their business
o Information for staff about vaccinations
• Livestream events specifically focused on business support and
enablement in a COVID-19 world included Government Business
Support, Employment Matters for Vaccinations, Contractual Obligations
for Vaccinations, Business operations at L3, Importance of Vaccines to
staff, Logistics and the Pandemic, and Covid-19 Protection Framework
• Secured a new partnership with Synthesis Marketing resulting in up to 12
free to attend digital workshops to be delivered per year

Six Mo n th Re p o rt fo r the Pe rio d 1 Ju ly to 31 De ce m be r 2020
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•

Assisted in promotion and facilitation of government initiative Digital
Boost to our local businesses.

Council Officer Commentary

•

•

•

•

4

The COVID-19 Business Response Team led by the Chamber (through
its interim CEO) and partnering with HCC; UHCC and business
organisations in both Lower and Upper Hutt responded during the Level
4 lockdown during August 2021 to meet business needs. This included
livestream events covering topics of importance to businesses.
Since then, the Chamber has continued to post updates to the dedicated
websites on changes in Alert levels, the vaccination rollout, change to
the traffic light system and implementation of traffic light levels and what
these mean for businesses.
The Chamber supported the Hutt Valley DHB in the rollout of the vaccine
across the Hutt valley and encouraged businesses to get employees
vaccinated.
The basis of the Team remains available to respond should it be
required.

Six Mo n th Re p o rt fo r the Pe rio d 1 Ju ly to 31 De ce m be r 2020
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COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

Business Confidence and Covid Specific survey
research

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Survey of over 5,000
business contacts – Quarterly
survey
DELIVERED
• Completed two Business Confidence Survey’s during the period.
Additional survey not completed due to COVID-19 and lockdown in
August 2021. Two surveys completed as follows:
o July 2021
o November / December 2021
• Survey to businesses in October 2021 regarding vaccinations including
how businesses were feeling about further vaccinations, employment
and vaccination status for staff, and what information and support
businesses needed regarding vaccinations. This survey enabled further
information to be supplied to businesses including:
o Weekly updates on vaccination levels in the Hutt Valley
o Information about the local vaccination centers and mobile
options for their business
o Useful Information for staff about vaccinations.
Council Officer Commentary

•

•

5

Regular business surveys have been conducted providing valuable
insights to the issues impacting businesses during the course of the
pandemic and informing responses by the Chamber.
A separate specific survey re vaccinations helped inform Chamber
information to the business community on the vaccine rollout.

Six Mo n th Re p o rt fo r the Pe rio d 1 Ju ly to 31 De ce m be r 2020
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COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

Business Retention and Attraction of New Business

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Promote and support
initiatives to enable business
startup, attraction and
retention
DELIVERED
• Regular engagement with organisations across the region that can
influence business consideration of the Hutt Valley as a great place for
business to operate. These include WellingtonNZ, Regional Skills
Leadership Group, New Zealand Food and Grocery Council, NZ Tech
etc
• Supporting organisations to have the talent they need to run their
business effectively in the Hutt Valley through two employment
programmes. This includes working with training organisations who can
provide support and influence employee growth, e.g., Te Pūkenga – New
Zealand Institute of Skills and Technology, Weltec / Whitireia, Workforce
Development Councils
• Regular contributor to NZ Manufacturer Magazine highlighting local Hutt
Valley based manufacturing sector, capability, and skills, e.g.
https://nzmanufacturer.co.nz/2021/11/hutt-valley-manufacturer-steppingup-to-fill-skill-shortages/
• Meeting with the McDiarmid Institute and the New Zealand Product
Accelerator to support the connection between these start up research
and science businesses as they grow and look for partnerships and
business locations.
Council Officer Commentary

•

•

6

Regular referral of businesses looking to locate and/or grow their
existing businesses in Lower Hutt and find staff between the
Chamber and Council.
Significant effort has been made in helping businesses find the talent
they require, including working with relevant organisations to better
connect the players in this space.
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Advocacy, connection and engagement with central
government agencies re local economic development

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Engaging with central
government and
WellingtonNZ on a case-bycase basis to advocate for
and support local business
and related issues
DELIVERED
• Regular meetings and engagement with the Regional Skills Leadership
Group. This includes engagement with the Hutt Valley based members
of this group including Chris Molenaar, CEO Petone Engineering and
Colleen Upton, General Manager Hutt Gas and Plumbing
• Advocacy with the Minister of Education and Ministry of Education for the
Open Polytechnic to support their online platform sales development
• Regular meeting with local MP’s Ginny Andersen and Chris Bishop
• Engagement with multiple government agencies including Ministry of
Social Development, Ministry of Education, Tertiary Education
Commission, Ministry of Business Innovation and Employment,
Connected.govt.nz, Te Puni Kōkiri and Ministry for Ethnic Communities.
• Development of relationship with the Ministry of Social Development to
establish a Jobs and Skills Hub to support the upcoming RiverLink
project and other infrastructure work across the Hutt Valley
• Hon Chris Hipkins, Minister of Education, opened the Employment Expo
2021 which included schools, students and employers from across the
Hutt Valley
• Ongoing engagement and support from WellingtonNZ and participation
in the December 21 Wellington Regional Economic Development forum
held in Lower Hutt.
• Ongoing support of the Governments Covid-19 support packages
(Resurgence payments and Wage Subsidy) and Vaccination
programme. This included a livestream with local MP, Ginny Andersen,
to discuss and answer questions for business on the Covid Protection
Framework
• Delivered two Political series events with Grant Robertson & Chris
Bishop who filled in for the Leader of the Opposition (day of change).
• Assisted in promotion and facilitation of government initiative Digital
Boost to our local businesses
• Introduction of Ginny Anderson to Wellington Electric Boat Company to
facilitate visit from PM.
7
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Council Officer Commentary

•

•

8

The Chamber has developed key relationships across the political
spectrum and utilizes these for the benefit of the Lower Hutt business
community and for advocating for key projects in the city.
Central Govt politicians are regular attendees at Chamber events.
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International Business

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Supporting Visa’s,
Connection with Government
Agencies, and opportunity for
the business community to
engage with the changing
global arrangements and
export environment

DELIVERED
• Livestream event focused on international shipping and supply chain.
Experts 360 Logistics based in Petone delivered the livestream event in
early December 2021 with a focus on “an overview of the impact of
COVID-19 on the shipping industries”
• Livestream event on the immigration visa changes announced by the
Government in October 2021. The event was run by Woburn
International, expert immigration consultants with a focus on
“Immigration Update and what it means for people working in business in
the Hutt Valley”
• Connecting Petone based logistics company, 360 Logistics, with
businesses across the Hutt Valley to provide expert support and
guidance
• Included international supply chains and raw material supply as
questions in the Business Confidence Survey for the first time in
November / December 2021
• Communicated information on survey data to the Minister of Trade (Hon
Damien O'Connor) seeking his engagement with the Hutt Valley
manufacturing and export community.
Council Officer Commentary

•

9

A change of direction with focus on assisting local businesses with
dealing with international impacts of the Covid-19 pandemic – employees
in NZ with visa issues and businesses with international supply chain
issues
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Facilitate engagement between the business community
and the council

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Events, programmes,
communications, speaking,
facilities
DELIVERED:
• Supported the council to have business attendees at a Climate Change
Workshop in July 21
• Quarterly meetings with Mayor Barry and senior members of the HCC
team
• Organised for business attendees at various online Climate Action
workshops (run by Creative HQ) in October 21
• Supported the HCC Economic Development team with a direct
communication to a range of infrastructure, building and construction
organisations to ask them to attend the HCC organised infrastructure
forum.
• Mayor Barry and the HCC Economic Development team attended the
Employment Expo 2021 in November 2021
• Promoting businesses across the Hutt Valley via B2B channel (LinkedIn).
Posts to promote a small group of Hutt Valley based businesses and
their work generated around 50,000 views
• Events to promote connection between businesses in the Hutt Valley
included Women in Business lunches and BNZ Technology series
events
• Facilitated engagement between Economic Development team and the
Ministry of Social Development Director of Jobs and Skills Hub to
discuss options for a Riverlink Jobs and skills Hub
• Engaged with the Council Economic Development team in some joint
visits to local businesses
• Developing ongoing relationship with the wider RiverLink team including
partner Waka Kotahi and how the Education to Employment work and
student engagement could be considered in the project planning
Council Officer Commentary

•

10

Growing cross Council use of the Chamber to connect with the business
community. The Climate Change workshops illustrate this.
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•

COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

Increasing connectedness between the Chamber and Council each
utilizing the others connections and networks.

Digital marketing and promotions / campaigns to
business community

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Promoting Council
programmes
DELIVERED:
• Supported the council to have business attendees at a Climate Change
Workshop in July 21
• Organised for business attendees at various online Climate Action
workshops (run by Creative HQ) in October 21
• Social media promotion of some businesses in the Hutt Valley that the
Chamber has engaged with. Generated 50,000 views on LinkedIn
• Completed 30 versions of the Hutt Valley Business Weekly E-mail
Newsletter – Over 127,000 emails sent over the 6 months and on
average over 4,200 emails per week
• Completed 12 webinars to the business community including Riverlink,
Covid-19 (Employment / Vaccinations, Covid-19 Protection Framework
and Logistics) and supporting businesses
• Supported the HCC Economic Development team with a direct
communication to a range of infrastructure, building and construction
organisations to ask them to attend the HCC organised infrastructure
forum.

Council Officer Commentary

•

11

A number of opportunities taken to enable Council officers to connect
with relevant businesses and to receive business opinions.
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COUNCIL
OBJECTIVE:

The Māori Economy

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Seek to engage alongside the
local Mana Whenua
DELIVERED:
• Supporting Māori (and Pacific) rangatahi across the Hutt Valley to be
able to Discover, Explore and Connect to their possible future
employment through the Education to Employment services connecting
schools with employers
• Supporting older Māori (25-35 years old) to connect to employment
through the Lost Generation employment work for the Ministry of Social
Development
• Connecting to Amotai to engage and support their work around Māori
business
• Connection provided to Council to Amotai Māori Business network for
invite to the HCC organised Infrastructure Forum.
Council Officer Commentary

•
•

12

An area where we are looking to work more closely to improve
connections with Maori businesses and enterprises.
Currently emphasis on education to employment initiatives.
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Manufacturing and Technology Sector Lead Support

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Work with the Hutt City
Council team to scope
Programme to support
Manufacturing and
Technology Sector

DELIVERED:
• BNZ Technology Series incorporating manufacturing and technology
businesses from across the Hutt Valley
• Regular contributor to NZ Manufacturer Magazine highlighting local Hutt
Valley based manufacturing sector, capability, and skills, e.g.
https://nzmanufacturer.co.nz/2021/11/hutt-valley-manufacturer-steppingup-to-fill-skill-shortages/
• Completed 17 visits and interviews with Manufacturing and Technology
sector organisations to understand what they want from an ongoing
engagement programme
• Completed a report for HCC providing a detailed review of interviews and
some recommendations for next steps.
Council Officer Commentary

•

13

Emphasis in this area stepped up following arrival of new CEO and an
ongoing engagement programme informed by visits noted above to be
implemented in this 2nd 6 month of contract.
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Meeting with Mayors and council officers on matters
affecting Hutt Valley Business Community

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Providing business
perspective on issues
relevant to council
DELIVERED:
• Mayor Barry and attended the Employment Expo in October 21
• Mayor Barry spoke to business audience at the Gibson Sheat Lawyers
Political series event
• New CEO of the Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce met with Senior
Council employees, including CEO for HCC introduction and induction
• Ongoing engagements with the Economic Development team and new
relationships with Transport team
• Engaged with Councilor Hislop to discuss the work of the Chamber
• Developing ongoing relationship with the RiverLink team including
Project Director and key people from the wider project team.
Council Officer Commentary

•
•

14

Regular scheduled meetings with the Mayor and senior staff are
undertaken.
Growing number of Council teams are working with the Chamber to
improve connection with the business community.
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Youth – support for youth with education to employment
pathways

SERVICE
DESCRIPTION
AND KPIs
Education to Employment
Programme: Work broker –
school to work
DELIVERED:
• Education to Employment Expo with secondary schools and Ministry of
Social Development Jobseekers in Oct 21
• Engagement with Youth Inspire, providing them with employment
opportunities for their young people
• As part of our Education to Employment programme with MSD we made
the following placements:
o 1 work experience
o 23 employment positions
o 17 career transition plans written for students
o 3 apprenticeships
• Supporting Ministry of Social Development Jobseekers through the Lost
Generation contract to support 25-35 years old into employment
• Successful in winning an RFP from the Ministry of Education to run a
Hutt City Careers and Pathway event in June 2022. The event is booked
for 29th June 2022 and will involve students, schools and employers in
the planning and execution of the event.

Council Officer Commentary

•

•

15

This area of focus goes from strength to strength and given the new
CEO’s previous role at Ministry of Education, the expectation is for
further growth and expansion of these and future programs focused on
getting our young people into skilled jobs in our business community.
The event scheduled at the Events Centre for June 2022 will focus on
infrastructure employment opportunities and build on the successful
event held at Weltec/Whitireia in Petone engaging the businesses in this
sector.
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
25 January 2022

File: (22/79)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/28

Seaview Business Association 12 Monthly
Report to 31 December 2021
Purpose of Report
1.

This report summarises the Seaview Business Association (SBA)
performance for the 12 months to 31 December 2021.

2.

The report has been prepared on the basis of information provided by SBA
and officer input.

3.

Representatives of the SBA will be in attendance to speak to their report.

Recommendation
That the Committee receives and notes the information.
For the reason that the Seaview Business Association is required to report back
on progress against agreed outcomes over the prior 12-month period.
Background
4.

Council has contracted the Seaview Business Association (SBA) to undertake
specific actions outlined in the Vision Seaview/Gracefield 2030
Implementation Strategy and Work Plan.

5.

The SBA operates as an Incorporated Society using allocated funding in
Council’s Long Term Plan/Annual Plan to implement the work plan.

6.

This is the tenth year of activity undertaken by the SBA.

Discussion
7. The SBA report for the 12 months to 31 December 2021 is attached as
Appendix 1 to the report.
8.

Highlights and updates for the period to 31 December 2021 include:
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417 businesses are now members of the SBA.
• Events such as, The State of Play Ahead – presentation from
Catherine Beard, Executive Director, Export NZ and Manufacturing
NZ.
Arriba PR has contributed to writing newsletter articles, increasing
reader numbers and article quality.

•

Major review of the Seaview CCTV camera system has been
completed with opportunities identified to improve its performance
and increase area safety.

•

InTune to commence work on CCTV network upgrades.

Officer Commentary
9. The SBA continues to be represented by an active, interested group of
business people in the area. The board has had a stable core of members and
has attracted new members.
10. The Board continues to focus on issues which are relevant and important for
the area and its members. Security and illegal racing have been key issues for
SBA members. In response the current CCTV network has been redesigned
with upgrade work set to commence in early 2022.
11. With business membership now at 417, a comprehensive database is
maintained and used to disseminate information, a valuable communication
tool for the SBA and Council.
12. COVID-19 restrictions have impacted the SBA’s ability to hold events in
2021. Despite this, governance meetings continued through the use of virtual
tools.
13. The SBA has improved their newsletter quality through contracting a PR
specialist. A noticeable increase in subscriptions has occurred over the past 6
months in response.
14. Mike Henderson of Efficient Movers was elected for a second term as
Chairperson with Carl Longstaff of Metal Art elected as Treasurer.
Climate Change Impact and Considerations
15. There are no climate change considerations.
Consultation
16. SBA has submitted its report for the year ended 31 December 2021 attached
as Appendix 1 to the report for the Committee’s consideration.
Representatives of SBA will be present to speak to their report.
Legal Considerations
17. There are no legal considerations.
Financial Considerations
18. The SBA is funded $44,000 this financial year. It is intended that this regular
allocation is also provided next financial year. Funding comes from the Long
Term Plan/Annual Plan for economic development activities in the city.
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No.
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1⇩

Appendix 1: Seaview Business Association Report to 31 December
2021
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SEAVIEW BUSINESS ASSOCIATION 12 MONTH REPORT TO 31 December 2021

Objective 1: Develop and maintain a database of businesses in Seaview/Gracefield
•
•

Database updating and maintenance for issue of newsletters and information
Arrange a minimum of 5 networking events

Objective 2: Lift the Profile of the Seaview/Gracefield industrial and commercial area
•
•

Maintain website to profile the area and attract businesses
Produce a regular newsletter and post stories relating to the business community in the area

Objective 3: Maintain and Strengthen governance and operational capability
•
•
•
•

Continue to employ a part-time co-ordinator
Maintain and where possible broaden the representation in the membership base and grow the
Governance Group
Make relevant submissions to Councils and Government on matters affecting the
Seaview/Gracefield business community e.g. Transport links, climate change, flood protection
Work with the Seaview/Gracefield business community on specific initiatives e.g. Emergency
response and security in the area

OBJECTIVE 1: DEVELOP & MAINTAIN A DATABASE OF BUSINESSES IN SEAVIEW/GRACEFIELD
Database Maintenance
With 417 businesses now members of the Seaview Business Association, the business database is
regularly updated and used to distribute information from SBA, Hutt City Council and the Chamber
of Commerce.
Networking Events – minimum of 5 networking events
•
•
•
•
•

March 2021 – The State of Play Ahead – presentation from Catherine Beard, Executive
Director, Export NZ and Manufacturing NZ – 43 members in attendance
April 2021 – Site tour through the Police Dive Squad premises – 19 members attended this
tour
August 2021 – Annual General Meeting and networking event – due to the impact of Covid19 the networking event was cancelled with the AGM moved to an on-line meeting
No events were held from mid August through October as we were unable to host anything
due to the Covid-19 pandemic.
December 2021 - Xmas networking event – due to restrictions on gathering numbers due to
Covid-19, a small lunchtime event was held at the Lowry Bay Yacht Club.
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OBJECTIVE 2: LIFT THE PROFILE OF THE SEAVIEW/GRACEFIELD AREA
Website
The website has been maintained and updated on a regular basis with the platform providing a userfriendly service to enable businesses to better represent themselves in the directory, and as previously
advised it also has the function to allow people to subscribe to our newsletter and articles with a
noticeable increase in subscription requests over the past 6 months. Articles about businesses and
issues relevant to the area are loaded onto the Seaview Business Association website and on the
Facebook page where appropriate.
Newsletters
Five newsletters have been distributed to members over the past 12 months, with the content
including a combination of stories, news and information relating to the business community. Rebecca
Reed of Arriba PR had researched and written articles for the newsletters which has significantly
increased the numbers of readers and the quality of the articles.
Longer Term Priorities
SBA will continue to engage a PR company where appropriate to ensure maximum media exposure
for upcoming projects.
Upgrade of SBA Camera Security system in the area to assist Police and Council Officers in reducing
ongoing illegal racing activities with the provision of evidence able to identify vehicles and offenders.
Increased use of website and social media to increase the profile of Seaview/Gracefield and Seaview
Business Association.
OBJECTIVE 3: MAINTAIN AND STRENGTHEN GOVERNANCE/OPERATIONAL CAPABILITY
Continue to employ a part-time Co-ordinator
Jenny Houdalakis continues in the role of Co-ordinator working 15 hours a week. At this stage, the
hours are sufficient for the workload.
Maintain and where possible broaden the representation in the membership base and grow the
Governance Group
Mike Henderson of Efficient Movers was elected for a second term as Chairperson for the
Association with Carl Longstaff of Metal Art elected as Treasurer. Core committee members over
the past 12 months included Tom Hudig – JJL, Des Fell – Waste Management, Byron Cummins Howard Material Handling, David Black – RaceTech, Ross O’Loughlin – Waste Management, Kevin
Manane – PE logistics, Martin Smart – Voideck, Lynn Wallace – Hutt Valley Gymnastics, Tina Olsen Kokiri Marae, Dianna and Richard Dalzell – DESL.
We will continue to promote the ability to join the governance group with a focus on the time
commitment required being minimal, and the fact that any business or entity is welcome to join, and
to address as much as possible adding more people to the core group to be truly representative of
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those in the area regardless of whether they are in business or part of the wider community.
Make relevant submissions to Councils and Government on matters affecting the
Seaview/Gracefield business community

With the announcement in September that the Riverlink project was going ahead, the Seaview
Business Association submitted a submission with the help of Rebecca Reed of Aribba. The SBA
believe that this work will significantly improve flood protection for the Hutt Valley, boost the
region’s local economy, increase employment opportunities during construction, and improve
multimodal transportation from SH2 to Central Hutt.
Work with the Seaview/Gracefield business community on specific initiatives
One of the major issues the Association has faced over the last 12 months is the ongoing illegal
racing activity. We have been working with the local Police to keep members across security in the
area and regularly provide camera footage as requested. We have also given the green light to our
Security Camera company, InTune Technologies, to update cameras in the area with the Hikvision
licence reading plate cameras.
Longer Term Priorities
Completion of the expansion of CCTV network – ensuring that all entrances and exits to the area are
covered and the technology is up to date.
SBA area aware of the labour shortages in the Seaview/Gracefield area and during 2022 will work on
projects with the Chamber of Commerce, Ministry of Social Development and local high schools.
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File: (22/18)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/29

Council performance overview for the half
year ended 31 December 2021
Purpose of Report
1.

The report provides an overview of the Hutt City Council performance
results for the period 1 July 2021 to 31 December 2021.

Recommendation
That the Committee notes and receives the report.
Background
2.

The performance results presented in this report are for Hutt City Council,
the parent entity, and not the consolidated group. These are unaudited
results for the half year ended 31 December 2021. An external audit by Audit
New Zealand will be completed at the end of the financial year.

Discussion
Quarterly highlights and achievements
3.

Appendix 1 attached to the report provides details on the highlights
and achievements over the quarter. Highlights and achievements are
outlined below.

4.

The organisational redesign was completed this quarter, with the new
structure for Neighbourhoods and Communities commencing in November
2021. This phase focused on alignment to the strategic direction set by
Council in its Long-Term Plan, in particular the priority of connected
communities.
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5.

The Future for Local Government Review interim report Ārewa ake te
Kaupapa - Raising the Platform was released in October and a presentation was
provided on this at the Councillors’ hui in November. We are awaiting
confirmation from the review panel on the next phase of engagement as they
develop the draft report and recommendations.

6.

Highlights of the quarter included becoming a Living Wage Accredited
employer, the introduction of new wellbeing benefits for staff and our He
Tangata Awards which were moved online in December as we planned for
COVID-19.

7.

The kerbside rubbish and recycling service that started in July 2021 moved
into business as usual. Work on a post-implementation appraisal
commenced with reporting due to the Long Term Plan/Annual Plan
Subcommittee in February 2022 and the Climate Change and Sustainability
Committee.

8.

In December 2021 Council submitted to Kāinga Ora a request for proposal
from the Valley Floor Infrastructure Acceleration Fund (IAF). The
infrastructure we are seeking IAF funding for is intended to deliver
stormwater alleviation and a wastewater bypass for up to 1,750 new homes
associated with the RiverLink project.

9.

Council purchased the historic Naenae Post Office building in December
2021 for community purposes. The purchase of the Post Office building is a
step forward in the revitalisation of Naenae and further demonstrates our
commitment to the community as expressed in the Voice of the Naenae
Community report.

10. Council has aligned its operations to the government’s new COVID-19
Protection Framework ‘traffic light system’ that replaced the Alert Levels
and brought in vaccine pass mandates.
11. The 2020/2021 Annual Report was signed off by Council and auditors before
the statutory deadline.
12. Our consenting and regulatory teams continue to be very busy as
development activity across our city remains high. The value of multi-unit
developments (i.e., 3 or more on one site) continues to increase. There have
been delays in processing due to the significantly increased workload. This
reflects not only the increased number of the consents but also the
complexity of the applications that are being received.
13. Preparatory work for water reform has continued through the quarter.
Planning is underway for community engagement once legislation is
introduced to Parliament. An exposure draft of the water reform legislation
was released in late December 2021.
14. In December 2021 the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and
Other Matters) Amendment Act was passed into legislation. This requires an
intensification planning instrument (IPI) to be notified by 20 August 2022,
using the intensification streamlined planning process (ISPP).
15. The Barber Grove to Seaview WWTP Wastewater Trunk Main project ($26M)
works commenced following a sod turning ceremony on 10 February 2022.
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People and capability
16. Attached as Appendix 2 to the report are the quarterly results for health,
safety and wellbeing.
Performance measure results
17. Attached as Appendix 3 to the report are the second quarter key
performance indicator (KPI) results and the broader outcome trend
information. Below is a summary.
18. Of the KPI measures that have a current target and are measured quarterly:
44% were on target or above target and 56% were below target. The
measures relating to visitor numbers at our hubs and facilities did not make
target as visitor numbers continue to be affected by COVID-19 restrictions.
Several Wellington Water measures also failed to make target and there have
been a higher-than-expected number of serious accidents on our roads. Some
building consent applications, code of compliance certificates and
compliance schedules have not been processed within the statutory deadline
due to resourcing issues.
19. The overdue measures include: the waste tonnage measures – the December
data has not been provided to Council yet; swimming pool visitor numbers
where the data has been provided but new targets are yet to be set with the
new Pools Manager so appear as overdue.
20. Residents are surveyed twice yearly. The sample size and questions have
been reviewed and incorporated feedback from internal staff, a small group
of external residents and the external provider, Public Voice and interim
results are attached in Appendix 3 to the report. Final results will be
available on 18 February 2022.
Background – Annual Plans versus Revised Budget
21. The Long Term Plan 2021-2031 was approved on 30 June 2021. The budgets
included in the plan for 2021/22 were based on the latest financial
information and estimates available at the time of the preparation of the
plan.
22. Through the review of the year-end financial results for 2020/21 there were a
few budget matters identified which had flow-on impacts for 2021/22. For
example, the estimated timing of project expenditure budgeted in 2021/22
changed for a range of reasons and the value of expenditure actually
incurred in 2020/21 was different to that forecasted previously. From a
project/budget manager perspective the budget in 2021/22 was requested to
be updated to include carryovers to reflect the timing difference to improve
clarity of the correct budget for the project/budget manager.
23. A revised budget for 2021/22 has been created to reflect the budget updates
required to improve the accuracy of budgets and the associated reporting of
variances. Similar to 2020/21, the focus of performance monitoring is on
financial results compared to the revised budget, as this is the most
meaningful from a performance perspective.
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24. Table 1 that follows provides a summary view of the budget changes made
to date, and includes decisions by the Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee in September 2021 (refer PFS2021/4/197, report entitled ‘Budget
Update 2021/22’) and by the Long Term Plan/Annual Plan Subcommittee
on 16 December 2021 (refer LTPAP2021/5/290, report entitled ‘Draft Annual
Plan 2022-2023 – Financial Aspects’).
Table 1: Changes captured by the revised budget
$Million
Annual Plan 2021/22
Operating and capital project budgets and
subsidies carried forward from 2020/21
Budget rephasing between years as approved
in the LTP/AP Subcommittee meeting on 16
December 2021
Reclassifying capital budget to operating to
reflect the use of Software as a Service in
Information Systems programme delivery
Revised Budget 2021/22

Net surplus
2021/22

Capital investment
2021/22

0.8
Surplus

103.5

(2.2)

5.6

3.3

(7.1)

(0.3)

(0.3)

1.6
Surplus

101.7

Financial Performance Results
25. This section provides an overview of the financial performance results for
the six-month period ended 31 December 2021. Attached as Appendix 4 to
the report is further detailed information.
26. The financial performance results provide an indication on how Council
performed against the revised budget, and the associated financial risks.
27. The year-to-date (YTD) net operating financial result is $8.6M (15.5%)
favourable to budget. The full year (FY) forecast is $2.1M (9%) favourable to
budget mainly due to higher forecast operating revenue of $3.5M and rates
of $0.7M, partially offset by higher forecast expenditure of $2.1M.
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Table 2: Operating Results
YTD
Revised Variance
Budget

$Millions

YTD
Actual

Operating
revenue

35.6

32.2

Operating
expenditure

102.1

106.1

Net operating
deficit before
rates income

(66.5)

(73.9)

Rates income

130.7

129.5

Net operating
surplus/
(deficit)

64.2

55.6

Capital
contributions

7.1

7.1

Net surplus/
(deficit) before
adjustments

71.3

Other nonoperating
adjustments
Net surplus/
(deficit)

3.4

FY
Forecast

FY
Revised
Budget

Variance
3.5

FY
Annual
Plan

64.8

61.3

216.2

214.1

(151.4)

(152.8)

130.2

129.5

(21.2)

(23.3)

-

22.4

23.6

(1.2)

22.1

62.7

8.6

1.2

0.3

0.9

0.5

9.0

0.5

8.5

9.2

1.3

7.9

0.3

80.3

63.2

17.1

10.4

1.6

8.8

0.8

10.6%
4.0
3.8%
7.4
10%
1.2
0.9%
8.6
15.5%

5.7%
(2.1)
(1%)
1.4
0.9%
0.7
0.5%
2.1
9%

61.4

212.5

(151.1)

129.5

(21.6)

28. Operating revenue: The operating revenue for the year is forecast to be
$3.5M favourable (5.7%) to the budget of $61.3M. This is largely due to
higher landfill revenue of $1.4M, Three Waters Stimulus Funding carried
over from last year’s underspend $2.3M and higher revenue in Regulatory
Services $0.3M, offset by a loss of revenue due to closures and restrictions
because of COVID-19 impacting community spaces $0.8M.
29. Operating expenditure: The operating expenditure for the year is forecast to
be $2.1M (1%) unfavourable to the budget of $214.1M. This is largely due to
work related to the Three Waters Stimulus Funding $2.3M, Solid Waste
increased operating and ETS costs of $1.8M, increased interest expense $1M,
increased maintenance costs in Transport $0.3M, and higher resourcing costs
in Regulatory Services $0.5M (which are recoverable), offset by an
underspend related to the Development Stimulus Package $3.8M (expected
to be carried over to next financial year).
30. The year-do-date operating expenditure is currently $4M favourable to
budget. This is largely due to COVID-19 restrictions resulting in delays in
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end forecasts are based on the expectation that much of the delayed works
will be completed by the end of the financial year as programmes progress.
However, it should be noted that the year-end forecasts were set prior to the
Red Traffic Light setting that we are currently in, and therefore may change
as impacts become known.
31. Rates income: The rates income for the year of $130.2M is forecast to be
$0.7M higher than budgeted mainly due to additional growth in the rating
base, database maintenance updates and other minor variances.
32. Capital contributions: These are forecast to be $1.2M lower than budgeted
mainly due to capital subsidies related to delayed Transport projects that are
expected to be carried over $2.5M, offset by forecast increases in financial
contributions for Parks Reserves $1.2M.
33. Non-operating adjustments: Gains on the fair value of derivatives was $9M
on 31 December 2021. These are accounting (non-cash) adjustments related
to fair value of the treasury derivatives portfolio and reflects the financial
markets at the time.
Capital investment
Table 2: Capital expenditure results
$Millions

YTD
Actual

Replacements
Improvements
Growth

8.3
11.8
0.6

YTD
Revised
Budget
14.3
15.6
1.0

Total

20.7

30.9

Variance

FY
Forecast

Variance

37.9
44.8
4.1

FY
Revised
Budget
44.6
51.5
5.6

6.7
6.7
1.5

FY
Annual
Plan
52.1
48.1
3.3

6.0
3.8
0.4
10.2

86.8

101.7

14.9

103.5

34. Capital expenditure delivery to-date is $20.7M or 24% of the full programme
forecast for the year of $86.8M. The Three Waters are forecast to be $9.7M
(25%) underspent at year end mainly due to delays in project planning, the
effects of COVID-19 lockdown on project delivery and the capacity
constraints of contractors, with all delayed projects expected to be carried
over and completed within 2022/23 and 2023/24 by Wellington Water Ltd.
Project delivery performance
35. Appendix 5 provides a performance overview of key projects. This includes
a status update, top risks and issues, financial summary, next major
milestones and engagement activities planned.
36. The projects included are the District Plan, Eastern Bays Shared Path, Go
Digital, Naenae Pool and spatial plan, Riverlink, Kerbside collection and
Three waters investment.
37. There are a range of risks and issues being managed, with furthermore detail
reporting and briefings provided to relevant committees. Officers will attend
the meeting to provide further updates and respond to queries.
38. Table 3: project status summary
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Treasury Compliance
39. Council has been fully compliant with Financial Strategy borrowing limits.
Table 4: Financial Strategy limits
Measures
Net external debt/total
revenue
Net interest on external
debt/total revenue
Net interest to annual rates
income
Liquidity ratio

Policy

Actual
31 Dec 2021

Compliant

Maximum 250%

101.7%

Yes

Maximum 10%

2.1%

Yes

Maximum 20%

2.7%

Yes

Minimum 110%

125.3%

Yes

40. An average cost of funds of 2.82% over the period was achieved, which is
0.32% higher than budgeted, primarily due to market driven changes.
41. Interest costs are higher to date than budget by $0.56M, mainly due to
slightly higher debt levels than budgeted and increased cost of funds due to
market changes.
42. Interest earned on cash holdings is slightly ahead of budget by $60K,
primarily due to higher cash holdings and pre-funding activities for debt
maturing in 2022.
43. Appendix 6 to the report details further treasury information.
Options
44. Not applicable.
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Climate Change Impact and Considerations
45. The matters addressed in this report have been considered in accordance
with the process set out in Council’s Climate Change Considerations Guide.
There are no climate change impacts or considerations arising from this
report.
Consultation
46. There are no consultation requirements arising from this report.
Legal Considerations
47. There are no legal considerations arising from this report.
Financial Considerations
48. There are no financial considerations in addition to those already noted in
this report.
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Appendix 1: Quarterly performance 1 October 2021 to 31 December 2021

QUARTERLY PERFORMANCE REPORT
1 OCTOBER 2021 TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
Key Highlights and Achievements
The previous quarterly report was published on 2 December 2021 and, as such, included some
information covering this reporting period.

The organisational redesign was completed this quarter, with the new structure for Neighbourhoods and

Communities commencing in November 2021. This phase focused on alignment to the strategic direction

set by council in its Long-Term Plan, in particular the priority of connected communities.

This design work is only one part of the change, our digital team has been focused on delivering new

tools to support us in our day-to-day work with all staff now live on Te Pātaka and the digital fit-out of
Council Chambers completed.

The Future for Local Government Review interim report Ārewa ake te Kaupapa | Raising the platform was
released in October and a presentation was provided on this at the Councillor’s hui in November. At the
time of this report, we are awaiting confirmation from the Review Panel on the next phase of

engagement as they develop the draft report and recommendations. A face-to-face hui had been
planned, however, due to Covid the meeting will be held online around March.

Highlights of the quarter included becoming a Living Wage Accredited employer, the introduction of new
wellbeing benefits for staff and our He Tangata Awards which were moved online in December as we

planned for Covid-19. Staff tuned into the ceremony with their teams. These awards acknowledged and

celebrated everyone’s contributions during another challenging year and made particular mention of 9
individuals and 7 teams. The award categories are kanorau | diversity, auahatanga | innovation,

tiakitanga | environment, kia kaha | have courage, te hononga | be connected, manaakitanga | show you
care and the year-that-was-Covid award.

Like other employers we continued to face staffing challenges in a tight job market and this impacted
some of our service delivery. Some building consent applications, code of compliance certificates and
compliance schedules were not processed within the statutory deadline due to resourcing issues.

The kerbside rubbish and recycling service that started in July 2021 moved into business as usual. The
service was extended to organisations in other rating categories, and this was well-received. The new

service has delivered a benefit in the first six months of a 27% increase in recycling (by volume) compared
to the same timeframe in 2020 (July to December). We continue to monitor contamination rates of
kerbside recycling and this is reported to the Climate Change and Sustainability Committee. While

currently tracking higher than the target of 10% this is not unexpected as residents get used to the new

service. Education will continue to be a key focus this quarter to reduce the contamination rates. The
2022 collection calendar distributed to residents in early February will help with this.

Since the service started, 999 tons of green waste has been collected and diverted from the landfill and

sent to Composting NZ. The hazardous waste site at the Silverstream Transfer Station is now fully
operational. This will encourage better diversion from the landfill for hazardous materials like batteries
and whiteware etc. Work on a post-implementation appraisal of the kerbside service commenced with
reporting timetabled to the Corporate Leadership Team and the LTP/Annual Plan Subcommittee.
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In December 2021 council submitted to Kāinga Ora a request for proposal from the Valley Floor

Infrastructure Acceleration Fund (IAF). The project’s objectives are to enable development within the CBD
associated with RiverLink providing the opportunity for up to 1,750 new homes in that area. The
infrastructure we are seeking IAF funding for is intended to deliver stormwater alleviation and a
wastewater bypass.

Following the purchase of the historic Naenae Post Office building in December 2021 for community

purpose, work has begun with the Community Advisory Group (CAG) on a co-design basis using council’s
own Urban Design team to facilitate the process. We expect to complete concept designs in March 2022
and then to share these with the community for feedback. The purchase of the Post Office is a step

forward in the revitalisation of Naenae and further demonstrates our commitment to the community as
expressed in the Voice of the Naenae Community report.

Covid-19
From Friday 3 December council moved to the Covid-19 Protection Framework Traffic Light System. This
is the government’s new ‘traffic light’ system that has replaced the Alert Levels and introduced vaccine

pass mandates We worked quickly to prioritise those roles that were subject to Public Health Orders or

other government mandates (Vaccine Passes). We then undertook role health and safety risk assessments
across council, including seeking the views on these assessments from other health and safety

professionals, our colleagues at other councils and from our internal working group.

Vaccine Passes were introduced at community-facing facilities (neighbourhood hubs and libraries, pools,
gyms, museums, theatres, and pop-up spaces) at the start of December. The requirements for other

facilities were later set and communicated to stakeholders. This information was published on our
website on a dedicated Covid-19 page.

Consultation on an internal Management Framework for Covid-19 got underway in late December with
final decisions shared with staff on 19 January. As a result of the consultation a Covid-19 Management
Policy takes effect on 28 January.

With vaccination being a key component of our Policy, information is currently being finalised regarding
the vaccination status of our staff.

A raft of documentation such as guidance for staff, information about our approach, policies, risk

assessments, FAQs etc were produced to inform staff and support health and safety efforts. These were

published on Te Pātaka.

We actively support the vaccine roll-out and work with community groups on this and the welfare

response (current vaccination rates – was 97% first dose, 95% second as at 1 February 2022). We are now
focused on booster shots and promoting these to our staff (with a pop-up clinic on site in January) and

to our community, preparing for Omicron in our community and workforce, linking in with the MSD-led
welfare response and business continuity planning.

At the time of publishing New Zealand remains in the early stages of an Omicron outbreak and cases are
forecast to continue to grow. The country has been in the Red setting of the COVID-19 Protection

Framework for just over a week and the government is preparing to move to Phase 2 of the Omicron
Plan. This phase means that cases have spread in the community, so we need to minimise and slow

further spread and assist our vulnerable communities. Our staff are encouraged to work from home

where they can and if they come into the office they work in shifts. Health and safety measures including
vaccine passes are required for external meetings.
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We continue to work locally through initiatives like Te Awa Kairangi Kai Collective, regionally and
nationally through organisations like Taituarā to respond to Covid-19.

Non-financial KPIs
Forty four percent of our non-financial KPIs made target in the quarter to December 2021; fifty six

percent did not. The measures relating to visitor numbers at our hubs and facilities did not make target
as these continue to be affected by Covid restrictions. Several Wellington Water measures also failed to
make their targets and, there have been a higher-than-expected number of serious accidents on our

roads. As noted above there were also delays with consents. The overdue measures include: the waste

tonnage measure – the December data has not been provided to Council yet, and swimming pool visitor
numbers where the data has been provided but new targets are yet to be set now that the new Pools
Manager has been appointed.

Following feedback from across the organisation it was decided that our Resident’s survey would be

undertaken twice-yearly survey rather than quarterly. The questions were also reviewed and tested both

internally and externally by the external company operating the survey – Public Voice. The new resident

satisfaction survey was sent out by Public Voice to the Hutt City panel and the interim results are
included in Appendix 3 non-financial outcome and KPI report.

a)

Three Waters Reform
Reform update

Preparatory work for water reform has continued through the quarter. Planning is underway for

community engagement once legislation is introduced to Parliament. The engagement will inform a
submission by council as part of the select committee process. An exposure draft of the reform
legislation was released in late December 2021.

Further information on the application process for ‘better off’ funding is expected in February 2022. This

timeline may change. Advice on projects and initiatives to be applied for under this funding will be
prepared by officers once this information is released. Information requests and due diligence by
transition agencies are also expected to begin in early 2022.

b)

Community engagement - water reforms
To give effect to council’s recent decision regarding three waters engagement, we are planning to

engage with Lower Hutt residents and businesses on the government’s proposed reforms. Officers are
working with other councils in the region to align community engagement. This is being coordinated

across the region’s councils.

c)

Consents
Some building consent applications, code of compliance certificates and compliance schedules have not
been processed within the statutory deadline due to resourcing issues. Several non-compliances were
also reported relating to our Earthquake-prone buildings process.

As advised previously to the Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee on 21 September 2021, this is part
of an ongoing issue around the Building Team being under-resourced due to departures. We have been
recruiting for months. However, the market is tight and this continues to be a challenge. Resourcing in
the quality assurance area has now been alleviated by a new staff member starting in November 2021.
There has also been a shortage of technical auditors being available from around New Zealand due to

Covid. Resourcing continues to be an area of concern for us, and we are working closely with the Building
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Consent Authority Accreditation body (IANZ) to ensure we can meet their compliance requirements. A
routine reassessment is currently underway.
Resource Consents:
In 2021 we received a record number of resource consent applications with 650 submitted compared to

475 as at the same time last year. This is partially driven by the change to the Development Contributions

Policy, which took effect on 1 July 2021. Plan Change 43 is also driving higher density developments.
There have been delays in processing due to the significantly increased workload.

Despite using planning and engineering contractors to process resource consent applications alongside
our own staff, we are unable to keep up with processing the number of applications within statutory
timeframes. This reflects the increased number of the consents but also the complexity of the

applications that are being received. The significantly increased workload has resulted in delays with
processing, and this has been reported to the Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee.

The planning team has three vacancies, as does the engineering team. We currently have 40 unallocated
applications in the planning team and 60 unallocated applications in the engineering team. For the

quarter September to December 2021, we have issued 187 consents of which 60% have been issued

within the statutory timeframes.
To address these challenges:


We are actively recruiting qualified planners and engineers. However, recruiting experienced staff is

difficult due to a nationwide shortage of planners and engineers





Existing staff are working additional hours, where possible

There is weekly contact with planning consultancy companies to check for any additional capacity

We are piloting two resource consents procedures with the business process improvements team, to
ensure we have the most efficient process.

Building Consents:
In quarter 2 we issued 907 building consent applications, amendments and project information

memorandums (PIM) with a combined value of work of $311M. In comparison to the same period last
year when 1,003 applications were issued with a combined value of work of $264M.

Kāinga Ora became accredited last year giving them the ability to issue their own consents and this has
affected our building consent numbers. However, building consent applications have been replaced by
project information memorandums that must be issued by council before each building consent; 141

PIM’s have been issued in the current fiscal year, there were none in the previous year.

The high value of work in quarter 2 illustrates the increase in complexity of building consents, which

includes several applications for multi residential developments. In the current fiscal year to December,
520 individual household units were granted building consent at a combined value of work of $149M.
The competitive market and demand for skilled building offers continues to be a challenge, we are

currently recruiting for four vacancies in the building team. We are managing the high workload with
assistance from external consultants, whose availability is also being stretched and as a result our

statutory timeframes have suffered. We are continually liaising with stakeholders and communicating
messages about timeframes on our website.
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Land Information Memorandums:
LIMs are experiencing a particularly difficult period as have two vacancies in the team of three at a

particularly busy time of year for LIM applications. We have both the Team Lead and a new LIM Officer
starting during the week of 24 January. However, onboarding and some training is needed before the
team is up to full speed.

We currently have 120 LIM applications in the queue and are receiving up to 10 applications per day.

There seems to be a steady increase in the number of LIMs received per year. In 2020, 1095 LIMs were

received and in 2021, 1303 LIMs were received which amounts to an extra 0.2FTE of resource required.
We are currently looking to request additional permanent resource to cover this and have brought on
casual support to get us through the backlog.

d)

Local Economy
Economic activity in Lower Hutt City grew 3.1% per annum in the September 2021 year, compared with
3.7% per annum growth nationally. In the September 2021 quarter, activity in Lower Hutt was 2.4% per

annum lower than the same period in 2020, reflecting the impact of the August 2021 lockdown.

The economy has been supported by job growth, with employment of Lower Hutt residents growing
0.8% per annum in the September 2021 year. Electronic card transactions in the city grew 3.2% per

annum in the September 2021 year. Tourism spending is contributing to the local economy, growing 14%

in the September 2021 year to reach $120M, which marks a recovery to pre-Covid-19 levels.

House values rose 39% per annum in the September 2021 quarter. The population grew by a moderate

0.7% in the June 2021 year following several years of strong growth. Residential consents have

responded to population growth, increasing 108% in the September year. A total of 389 consents were
issued in the September 2021 quarter, three times higher than the 10-year average of 128.

In contrast, non-residential consents fell 17% per annum in the September 2021 year, after particularly

strong consent numbers in 2020. The $123M of non-residential consents issued in the September 2021
year was well above the 10-year average of $79M. Non-residential consents issued in the September
2021 year were primarily for education, hospitals, nursing homes and other health buildings.

The city’s unemployment rate fell to 3.7% in the September year, well below the national rate of 4.2%.

Jobseeker Support recipient numbers in Lower Hutt have fallen for three consecutive quarters and are
now below 4,700 for the first time since the March 2020 quarter.

1.

A fit for purpose organisation

1.1

Communications and engagement capability
Significant progress has been made over the quarter to strengthen Council’s communications and
engagement capability.

Of note has been the appointment of a permanent Engagement Lead, and filling vacancies within the

team. This function is now fully staffed, and the focus is now on improving the capability of those staff to

then drive effective engagement across the organisation. To support this, all engagement staff have

been enrolled to complete an IAP2 accreditation in effective engagement – which is an industry standard,
and a course which many effective engagement teams across the wider public sector commit to.
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Work is also underway between the Engagement Team and the new Connected Communities Team

(within the new Neighbourhoods and Communities Team) to establish an effective operating mode. This

will support the direct engagement with neighbourhoods and communities of interest.

The capability of the communications team has also been improved with the appointment of a

permanent in-house graphic designer, which will mean work previously completed by external companies
will be completed in house. We have also appointed dedicated advisors to support Council’s District Plan

process, and the significant transport and infrastructure programme (Eastern Bays Shared Path, RiverLink,
and Micromobility). This supports a more creative and agile communications capability.

1.2

Staff health, safety & wellbeing
The focus during quarter 2 has been a review of the current health and safety systems and workplan, so
the new Health, Safety & Wellbeing Manager can assess and determine the key priorities to continue

with enhancing our management system.

This has led to the Health & Safety Manual technical review being completed, with final internal review
and consultation to occur before implementation. This occurred alongside the development of the

induction package which will be shared with all leaders and available for all new starters. Next steps will

be reviewing any health and safety led procedures to ensure they are fit for purpose and align with the
wider health and safety management system.

During the quarter we hosted Dr Tom Mulholland who held a webinar on health and wellbeing focusing
on the benefits of the Covid-19 vaccine, and how to use the KYND-app to support and improve your
health.

Next quarter there will be a focus on reviewing and improving all processes.

1.3

Reporting to governance
There were 26 meetings held during the quarter. Agendas for Council, Committee, Subcommittee,

Community Board and Community Funding Panel meetings were made available to the public at least
four days prior to the meeting 100% of the time. This reflects how the Democratic Services is working
proactively with business units to ensure reports are published in advance of the legislative deadline.

For this quarter, the number of Council, Committee, Subcommittee, Community Board and Community
Funding Panel resolutions made at public excluded meetings was four.
This quarter there were nine open briefings and one closed briefing.

1.4

Election Planning
Pre-election planning is underway. A separate report on election planning has been prepared for this

Committee. A table of contents has been developed for the pre-election report with a project team in
place. The pre-election report is published towards the end of quarter 4.

1.5

LGOIMA information
Hutt City Council received 55 official information requests during the quarter. This is a 15% decrease on
the same quarter last year, when we received 65 requests. Of the 55 requests received, 20% had been

made by recurring requesters, often asking for similar information to a previous request made the same

quarter. Where we proactively release information on our website have started including the name of the

requestor and an estimate of the time taken to complete the request.
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1.6

Strategic Change Programme
1.6.1 Strategic Change Oversight Group
The inaugural meeting of the Strategic Change Oversight Group was held in this quarter. The second

meeting of the group is being planned for February and in the meantime Te Pātaka has been removed

from the framework to be replaced by Go Digital as the overarching programme, noting Te Pātaka
project is now complete.

1.6.2 The Go Digital Programme
The Go Digital Programme continues to progress the first set of foundation projects. Several of these
projects were delivered in November/December 2021 and are now in the close out phase and will be

completed this quarter. These include Te Pātaka, ComplyWith (legal compliance reporting for council and
our council-controlled organisations), implementing a Business Process Optimisation framework within
council, upgrade of council’s telephony system and the new website.

Establishment of the next set of foundation projects continues. Work has started on the implementation

of a Human Resources Information System (HRIS) and business cases are in development for the
upgrade/refresh of the Finance System and digitisation of the Building Consent process.

The Go Digital Programme will start to scope tranche two: customer service focused projects in early
2022 with the first set of projects due to start in July 2022.

1.6.3 Te Pātaka Digital Workplace – work anywhere, anytime, any device, to access, collaborate and

share information including implementing the latest Microsoft Office applications

Project delivery is now successfully complete with all council staff live in Te Pātaka. All legacy content has
been migrated. Hand over to business-as-usual activities are now underway, along with lessons learnt

workshops and benefits realisation assessment planning. Feedback is being gathered from all staff and

themes from this feedback will be fed into the lessons learnt. All continuing training and support for staff
will be coordinated through the Information Services group.
1.6.4 Website refresh
Council’s new external website was launched on 13 December 2021. The website has been redesigned to
make it easier for our communities to engage with us, find the information they need and important it’s

mobile friendly. More frequently requested subject matter is available from the home page, so there are
fewer levels of pages to click through and seldom used content has been removed.

Officers will continue to make improvements to our website – including making access to services, forms,
and customer care more seamless.

1.6.5 Business Process Optimisation (BPO)
The BPO project aims to provide staff with the capability to drive ongoing improvements to their

processes. Of the five original BPO pilots undertaken in the building and resource consenting areas of the
organisation, four have successfully completed whilst one is being redesigned and extended.

The benefits from the four completed pilots exceed the original benefit targets and have delivered

tangible benefits in the areas of improved customer experience, internal capacity savings, and cost

savings. For example, the inspections team has been able to save 23 minutes per day of potentially

productive time through BPO-led process improvements. This translates to approximately $139,000 of
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potentially productive time saved per annum across the team. Case studies are currently being written up

to communicate these benefits. Further BPO pilot work is underway in the Official Information Request, IT

Service Desk, Sub-divisions, Land Information Management and Building Compliance Schedule areas.

The BPO project is finalising its plans for transition from a project to business as usual within the Service
Delivery team. The future state operating model will see the Service Delivery team manage the BPO

process, toolsets and training within council.

The biggest uncertainty to realising the maximum benefits from the BPO work, is around failing to free

up the capacity of employees to get involved in continuous improvement work. Whilst investment in BPO
work will inevitably deliver significant benefits in terms of increased capacity across council, there is a

delayed payback period. Initially, BPO requires employees to be learning new skills and investing time
into scoping, delivering pilots and quantifying benefits. This uncertainty has, and continues to be, a

significant challenge and if not managed correctly has the potential to cast negative perceptions of BPO
amongst our employees.

As part of the transition plan, the project and service delivery teams are looking at options to manage

this and ensure council maximises its return on investment. Options could include providing time for BPO

work in the next business planning cycle, whilst carefully managing competing or conflicting
requirements on staff.

1.6.6 Right Foundations
We continue to work on several technical projects to ensure we have a stable, secure, and fit-for-purpose
technology platform.


Implementation of Microsoft 365 across council is now completed. This project was a critical

supporting component to the successful rollout of Te Pātaka.



Implementation of a Multi Factor Authentication system is now completed. This project was critical to
ensure our cyber security risks are mitigated and council’s security posture is improved.



In June 2021, our Contact Centre and IT Service Desk moved to a modern, cloud-based phone system.

This enabled one of the key outcomes of Go Digital, ‘work anywhere, anytime, anyplace’. During the

recent lockdowns, both teams were able to fully operate remotely. Phase two of this project, to enable

email processing for our Contact Centre through the new system, was planned for deployment in

December 2021. This is now February 2022, due to an unforeseen technical issue.



The Telephony upgrade project was deployed across council in December 2021. Deployment was
successful in delivering council a cloud-based telephony network, which will enable staff to make

internal and external calls, via Microsoft Teams remotely. The new network is more secure and fit for
purpose than the previous network, which will mean less time and troubleshooting from our IT
Operations team.

1.6.7 Holidays Act compliance
The Holidays Act Remediation Project (HARP) has made good progress since the last update to the
Committee. Under the guidance of the Project Steering Group, a business case was developed and
approved by the Chief Executive. This paved the way for key decisions to be made, including the

engagement of a Holidays Act remediation calculation specialist, recruitment of a payroll resource to

specifically focus on the remediation, development of a project framework (including a communication
plan to regularly update relevant stakeholders), and the sourcing of an employee portal to manage the

collection of former employee information.
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Remediation calculations started in November 2021 and will take several months to complete. The HARP

project team is committed to making remediation payments to all affected current and former employees
as quickly as possible. Project timings indicate that payments will be made in mid-2022.

In December 2021, a new HRIS and payroll system was selected as part of council’s Go Digital

programme. It will deliver a Holidays Act compliant system and processes. Council will look to implement
this in the latter half of 2022.

1.7

Te Tira Māori Work Plan
Te Tira Māori Work Plan and the proposed approach to effective Māori engagement was endorsed by
Council on 8 September 2021. The three key focus areas identified are:




Waka Houruatanga (Partnership)

Te Amorangi ki Mua (Te Ao Māori Capable Council – external)
Te Hāpai Ō ki Muri (Te Ao Māori Capable Council – internal)

The Pou Reo Me Hōna Tikanga (Māori Cultural Advisor) is primarily developing a Te Ao Māori Capability
programme for staff. A pilot of this programme will commence in February 2022 with two cohorts of up
to 25 people, two hours a week for eight weeks, with an additional 1.5 days for a noho marae, applying
all that was learned.

There will be an evaluation in quarter 4 to refine the pilot programme, ready for the official launch of the
Te Ao Māori Capability programme in quarter 1 of the 2022/23 financial year.

During this quarter several other key activities were undertaken. These included:







Facilitating the distribution of recycling facilities for our seven marae
Facilitating funding hui with marae requiring additional support

Ongoing Te Reo Capability development for Councillors and CLT members
Facilitation of exhibition blessing at The Dowse Art Museum

Facilitating the translations for the Hutt City Council website refresh

Facilitating the Quarter 2 staff induction whakatau

The Pou Mahere Rautaki (Māori Policy Advisor) commenced in August and has since been guiding policy
and strategy development in the following areas:



Kaupapa Here Tapanga (Naming Policy) – has been completed, pending final approval

Tākai Here – The relationship agreement with Hīkoikoi Management Limited (on behalf of the

Wellington Tenths Trust and the Palmerston North Māori Reserve Trust) was signed in quarter 2 and
the agreement with Te Rūnanganui o Te Āti Awa ki Te Upoko o Te Ika a Māui,

Te Tatau o Te Pō Marae and Waiwhetū Marae is due to be signed in quarter 3. The agreements with

Taranaki Whānui and Ngati Toa Rangatira are awaiting final sign-off. This piece requires an additional
relationship framework as well as an overarching document for working with Mana Whenua. This

document will also provide context for other future work on Te Reo Māori Policy, naming and other

related Policies. The work will commence in quarter 3 and will be completed mid quarter 4



Kaupapa Here Pungarehu Tūpāpaku (Ash Policy) – Rangahau for this policy commenced at the start
of quarter 2 is tracking on-time according to the Te Tira Māori Business Plan. This work will be
completed mid quarter 4



Kaupapa Here Mate Ohorere/Rāhui (Sudden Death Policy) - Rangahau for this policy commenced

during quarter 2 is tracking on-time according to the Te Tira Māori Business Plan. This work will be
completed mid quarter 4
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Kaupapa Here Whenua Māori (Māori Freehold Land Policy) – Initial scoping hui have taken place with

Te Tatau o Te Po and Waiwhetū Marae

The primary outcomes for these roles will be to lead the development of our people and the

organisation’s capacity to respond more effectively to Māori. In addition to these roles, recruitment has
been finalised for a Pou Whakamahere Kaupapa Here (Māori Policy Planner) to support the Planning

Team in developing and maintaining the District Plan and other planning and policy documents from a
Māori world-view. The new Pou Whakamahere Kaupapa Here will commence in this role in quarter 3.

1.8

Our People
A key focus for the team during this period has been on responding to COVID-19 including government
mandates which applied to some individual roles and facilities across Council. Following the education

mandate, consultation was undertaken with staff in our community facing facilities regarding the use of

my vaccine passes and in December, consultation commenced with all other staff on Council’s COVID risk
assessment and COVID-19 Management Policy.

In November we ran a Waiora Pulse Survey to support our work towards becoming a fit-for-purpose

organisation with the right capability and culture. We achieved a participation rate of 84% which was

similar to our first survey in June. On the overall measure of engagement (a measure of how positive staff

feel about their work) 71% provided either favourable or neutral feedback, with 40% providing favourable

feedback, which was a 4% increase on the June survey. The results from these surveys continue to inform
areas of priority in our work programme.

With the final phase of our organisational design programme concluding in September, this period was
about transitioning our Neighbourhoods & Communities Group to the new structure.

Throughout this period recruitment activity has continued to be high across all parts of the organisation,
with roles taking longer than usual to fill given the tight labour market. During this period there were
approximately offers of employment, including to several casual staff to work at our outdoor pools
during the summer period.

1.9

Council contracts - Living Wage
Council became Living Wage accredited in November 2021 which cemented our commitment to

continue to implement the Living Wage as the minimum rate for people working on council procured

contracts for services. We will continue to support and promote the Living Wage through procurement
documentation, and with local employers in Lower Hutt as and when contracts come up for tender.

Council has recently entered a new contract for service with Downer (for the maintenance of reserves)

and a supply of goods agreement with Hewsons Office Product Depot (for the supply of office products).
Both these employers pay staff the Living Wage as a minimum rate.

2.

Community and Organisational Leadership

2.1

Financial management – aligning resource with priority
The separate Financial Performance report provides further information about performance against
budgets. In summary, the year-end net operating result is forecast to be $2.1M (9%) favourable

compared to revised budget. Year to date capital spend is $21M. This is 24% of the forecast annual spend
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of $87M. The forecast annual capital spend shows a $15M underspend (mainly in the Three Waters and
Transport) against a revised budget of $102M

In 2021 council established the new role of Head of Procurement with the view to centralise the council’s
procurement function and create greater efficiencies around what and how we are procuring goods and
services. Taking a wider holistic view across council purchasing activities enables us to be more strategic
in our procuring and to focus on who our current suppliers are and how we can better utilise those
existing, and future, supplier relationships.

The financial delegation policy update is on track for delivery.

3.

Programme management and key delivery strategic relationships

3.1

Policy and Strategy function

partnering

Three policies continued to be finalised in this quarter– Encroachments, Naming and Water Supply Bylaw.
The Encroachments and Naming Policy will be considered by Council early in 2022.

A policy register has been developed and is currently being peer reviewed by senior officers. The register
will provide a clear repository of council’s current policy and ensure review dates and other key

information is readily accessible. The next step is for a register to be developed for each of strategies,
bylaws and plans.

Preparation for Rautaki Tāone City Strategy continues, with officers developing an initial project plan and

understanding data requirements to effectively brief and advise the incoming Hutt City Council following

the October 2022 local body elections.

The Strategy and Planning team is focusing on building internal capability via the Policy Project. The

Policy Project is led by the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet and State Services Commission
and is about building a high performing policy system that supports and enables good government

decision making. All policy advisers’ performance will be assessed using this framework. Training and

development of the planning and research and evaluation teams and the link to performance is recorded
in performance agreements.

The Research and Evaluation Strategy peer review at the business unit level is underway. This Strategy will
support council to achieve its key priorities through identifying targeted research and evaluation

opportunities to support practice improvements and enhance outcome achievement across council.
A new resident satisfaction survey, which includes a new method and questions, has been sent out to the
Hutt City panel and interim results are attached in Appendix 3 to the report. Final results will be available

on 18 February 2022. Future surveys align with quarterly performance reporting with the next survey
undertaken as at June 2022.

Key Council Plans
3.2

Assets review
Council officers have been working on the planning stage of the Assets Review. There is a need for a
cohesive and sustainable approach to future asset management strategy and planning. As well as
ensuring the review meets our community needs and council’s strategic priorities.
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3.3

Housing strategy and partnerships
The Mayor and Chief Executive attended the Wellington Region Leadership Committee in October. The
outcome of our request to the Infrastructure Acceleration Fund is expected in 2022.

We are continuing to progress our housing partnership with Kahungunu Whānau Services.
Capacity of our Urban Development team has been increased to develop and establish one Urban

Growth Plan, Te Mahere Tupu. The Urban Growth Plan will set out how we want urban growth and

development to occur throughout our entire city and cover elements such as structure and spatial

planning. There will be a focus in general areas between Waterloo, Hutt City Centre and up the valley

floor through to Taita.

This is a significant piece of work that will directly align with our City Strategy and District Plan and will

provide council with a clear pathway that enables us to give effect to the National Policy Statement for

Urban Development. This urban development plan will look at a myriad of issues and opportunities from

housing, greenspace and will integrate with investments in key council infrastructure (particularly
RiverLink and transport: Cross Valley Connections and Micromobility) and assets / facilities.

3.3

Integrated transport plan
The draft Integrated Transport Strategy was received by council officers from our external partner in
December 2021. This draft strategy was based on information gained from workshops with council

officers and key stakeholders at a series of workshops held during the quarter. The draft is currently been
thoroughly reviewed by officers and will go to the Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee in quarter
three. The draft strategy will then go out for public consultation, mid to late March 2022.

3.4

District Plan
We have successfully recruited a dedicated part time communications resource, an Intermediate Policy

Planner and Pou Whakamahere Kaupapa Here | Tikanga Māori Policy Planner. We are still recruiting for a
Policy Planning Manager. Unfortunately, we have had one resignation in the New Year.

At the end of last year, the Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters)

Amendment Act was passed into legislation. The Act is designed to improve housing supply by speeding
up implementation of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPS-UD). The Act requires
that an intensification planning instrument (IPI) is notified by the 20th of August 2022, using
the intensification streamlined planning process (ISPP).

To ensure compliance with this new legislation, we are proposing to delay the full District Plan Review

and focus on a Plan Change that covers Intensification & limited qualifying matters, this would involve:


Making necessary changes to the residential, commercial, and business chapters of the District Plan
to implement both the intensification required by the NPS-UD and the Medium Density Residential
(Amendment Act) – that is, 6 storey and 3 storey buildings amongst other things



For qualifying matters, modify the density and height requirements as well as make minor changes to
other chapters of the District Plan – that is for example, we wouldn’t be listing new heritage

areas/buildings or natural hazard areas but would need to identify these areas on maps to show
where future heritage or natural hazard areas would be


Notification prior to August 2022
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We plan to recommend this option to the District Plan Subcommittee meeting in February 2022.
An illustration of timeframes is provided below.

3.5

Urban Design and Placemaking
Urban design and placemaking work continues on key projects with a current focus on Wainuiomata and
Naenae (noted above), Petone and the City Centre. These projects are at various stages with work in

Petone centre on getting a clear sense of timing and phasing of interventions stimulated by the Petone

2040 Spatial Plan and developing a clear set of priorities. This work is at a beginning stage due to a

recent time of building capacity within the urban development team but next steps will involve engaging

with the Petone Community Board to get a clear direction on design/placemaking priorities. Work in the
city centre connects with the Riverlink project and current efforts are focused on how best to ensure the

ultimate design of the Riverlink project and surrounding city promotes a clear and positive sense of place
throughout the project.

Key Council Projects
3.6

Naenae Pool and Town Centre Redevelopment
The Pool project is on track to meet its outcomes and objectives and the cost of the project is contained
within the authorised budget of $68M. We are on schedule to make a major start to construction mid2022 as planned. There is widespread public support for the design plans and the team have made

recommendations as to whether any of the extra items desired by the community i.e. spa pool, 2nd
bulkhead and larger moveable floor can be afforded within the budget at this stage.

Demolition work will continue through February and March to break up the old pool tanks and other
below ground structures. Up to 80% of the material arising from the demolition is being recycled
including the concrete which will be crushed and re-used to fill in the basement tanks.

Local residents and the wider community have assisted with the recycling of materials through the public
open days that were arranged in November 2021. Pieces of pool memorabilia and salvageable material

from the former Olympic Pool were made available for the community to pick up. Other items have been
retained for re-use in the new Pool.
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3.7

RiverLink
The change in consenting pathway to direct referral to the Environment Court has caused a knock-on

effect to the procurement programme for the wider RiverLink project with a delay in construction start of
potentially one year. Project costs and expected revenue has been rephased to align with this revised

timeline. Net project costs are unaffected by the change.

3.8

Eastern Bays Shared Path
On 1 November 2021 council approved entering into an agreement with the Te Ara Tupua Alliance to

undertake design and construction for the first two bays in the project, Windy Point and Sunshine Bay.

The Alliance is on track to complete detailed design for enabling works to commence in March/April
2022 and construction of the sea walls in quarter 4. In December 2021 council noted the cost of
construction for the first two bays and approved the project to proceed.

3.9

Wainuiomata Town Centre Framework and Streetscape Plan
Mid July 2021 the Communities Committee reviewed the revised concept for this $8.555M project and

approved the project progress to detailed design and implementation.

The project team are currently in the process of finalising the project design, developing cost estimates.

Late January 2022 streetscape specialists John Fillmore Contracting Limited (JFC) was been appointed as
Lead Contractor to complete work on the Wainuiomata Town Centre.

3.10 Micromobility programme
Council officers are working on staging and prioritising the Micromobility programme to ensure that it

compliments other infrastructure projects. The programme has been split into packages and the planned
delivery programme will be presented to the Infrastructure and Regulatory Committee in quarter 3.

Strategic relationship partnering
3.11 Working with Callaghan Innovation
Hutt City Council and the Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce staff met in December 2021 with members
of the Callaghan Innovation Strategic Planning team. This begins what is intended to be a regular

dialogue to connect the Callaghan Innovation campus resources and capabilities with local businesses.

3.12 Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce
Council officers continue to work closely with the Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce on issues relevant

to business. Shortages of labour and material, and general uncertainty around the impact of government
policies continue to dominate business issues.

The Chamber issued the results of its latest business survey in December 2021. Businesses responding to
the survey have indicated a change in confidence outlook for New Zealand, the Wellington region and

their business compared to the previous survey. For the six month and 12-month outlook, businesses are
indicating:


A significant increase in the businesses expecting the New Zealand situation to be moderately worse
in six months (+21.95%)
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A significant decline in the businesses expecting the Wellington region to be moderately better in 12



A significant increase in businesses expecting their business situation to be moderately worse in six

months (-15.67%)

months (+12.31%) and 12months (+10.65%)

Covid-19 and labour shortages remain the two biggest impediments affecting confidence. For the first

time businesses have indicated that the current international trade environment and supply of raw

products are starting to affect their businesses. The impact of uncertainty around government policies
has remained high for the business community across the Hutt Valley.

Council and Chamber staff continue to work closely with government agencies and training organisations

on better understand and coordinate efforts to address skill shortages, which included a council-led local
infrastructure sector event at WelTec in late November 2021.

Further to this, a joint Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce, Hutt City Council and Upper Hutt City Council

bid for funding from the Ministry of Education has been successful to host a valley-wide job event before
June 2022 and a bid for funding from the Ministry of Social Development (MSD) has been made to
support getting MSD clients into work across the Hutt Valley.

Council as a trusted and respected partner
3.13 Project reporting to Council committees
Project structures are in place for all significant projects that covers governance, structure, methodology,
delegations and risk management. There is various visibility and reporting provided on a periodic basis.
Detailed reporting and briefings are provided to the relevant committees and the Audit and Risk
Subcommittee by the respective project manager/project sponsor/respective director.

The Policy Finance and Strategy Committee receive a performance overview of key projects each quarter.

This includes a status update, top risks and issues, financial summary, next major milestones and

engagement activities planned. The projects included are the District Plan, Eastern Bays Shared Path, Go
Digital, Naenae Pool and spatial plan, Riverlink, Kerbside collection and Three waters investment.

The Major Projects Board meet monthly to oversee the following projects: Eastern Bays Shared Path,

Riverlink, Naenae Projects and Go Digital (from December 2021). Members on the Major Project Board
include the Mayor, Deputy Mayor and Chairs of Council’s Committees.

3.15 Communities of Interest
The Neighbourhoods and Communities strategic approach and operating model allows for a deeper and
better co-ordinated approach to engaging and working with neighbourhoods and communities of

interest, particularly Pasifika and the disability sector. Work is underway to establish neighbourhood coordination roles and neighbourhood profiles to understand and build relationships, so the voice of

communities can guide decision-making and people will value their engagement with council and our

role as connectors in their community. Two Neighbourhood Co-ordinators have been appointed and we
are continuing to recruit for two more.
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4.

Partnerships/Relationships and Future Focus

4.1

Climate change/zero carbon
Work commenced on planning engagement with key contractors, to make clear council’s expectations

regarding carbon reduction objectives to be achieved in relation to services it procures. This includes the
measurement of emissions for all key contracts (to monitor progress as part of council’s future carbon
footprints and reporting) and working with contractors to identify savings opportunities and progress

their implementation. The move to electric trucks as part of council’s rubbish and recycling service

illustrates what is possible in terms of realising emission reductions.

An update on progress on the implementation of the various interim carbon reduction and climate

resilience plan initiatives is provided regularly as part of the climate change update report to the Climate
Change and Sustainability Committee.

Work to progress the removal of natural gas from our facilities continued during the quarter, and two

heating plant changes are scheduled to be completed during March 2022. Council’s EV share reached
33% at 31 December 2021, and two DC charging stations were completed at the Seaview Marina in

December 2021 – the remaining 18 stations across the city are to be completed during 2022.

Work on our city-wide climate action pathway continued, and a draft pathway document was completed
in December 2021. The document is to be finalised in early 2022, with a potential launch of the pathway
tentatively scheduled for the end of March 2022.

4.2

Build strong relationships with Mana Whenua
A new high-level relationship agreement, Tākai Here, was developed for consideration by Mana Whenua.
The purpose of the Tākai Here is to set out the relationship, the values, principles, roles and

responsibilities, protocols and terms to give effect to the partnership. It replaces previous memorandums

of understanding and service level agreements with Mana Whenua.

The relationship agreement with Hīkoikoi Management Limited (on behalf of the Wellington Tenths Trust
and the Palmerston North Māori Reserve Trust) was signed this quarter and the agreement with Te

Rūnanganui o Te Āti Awa ki Te Upoko o Te Ika a Māui, Te Tatau o Te Pō Marae and Waiwhetū Marae is
due to be signed in Quarter 3. The agreements with Taranaki Whānui and Ngati Toa Rangatira are

awaiting final sign-off.

Quarterly hui are held with Mana Whenua and attended by the Mayor or his nominee, the Chief Executive
and senior staff. These hui provide a useful forum for council and Mana Whenua.

4.3

Emergency Preparedness
We have been monitoring guidance and implementing the new Government Covid-19 Protection

framework / Traffic Light System. The Health and Safety team has worked with our community facilities to
ensure that health and safety measures align with this new system. The main change as we moved into
Orange, was the requirement for Vaccine Passes to enter a number of our facilities.

A major focus this quarter is on the development of a three-year strategy to improve emergency

management capability, particularly in people, platforms, plans, procedures, and partnerships. It is

particularly important to ensure a strong pipeline of trained emergency management staff to ensure a
large enough volunteer poor and to accommodate factors such as staff turnover. To support training
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efforts, we have implemented a requirement for new staff to complete the Foundation Training Module
1.

Other key focal points have been to support the Covid-19 pandemic responses and preparations to

transition to the Covid-19 Protection Framework; response to local severe weather events; and ensuring
that key internal and external partnerships are maintained and strengthened.

An upcoming focus will be on progressing initiatives to encourage and retain volunteers, discussions with
Wellington Region Emergency Management Office (WREMO) to increase training and input to the

Regulatory Framework Review programme. This programme, known as “Trifecta”, brings together three

projects with significant alignment. Namely the new Emergency Management Bill, review of the National
Civil Defence Emergency Management Plan and accompanying guide, and the National Disaster
Resilience Strategy Roadmap.

WREMO staff involvement in the establishment of a Wellington-region Covid-19 Coordination Centre has
resulted in delays around the refurbishment and expansion of Tsunami ‘Blue Lines’, reviews of standard

operating procedures and response plans. This work will commence later in 2022.

4.4

City Safety Plan
A new City Safety Manager commenced in late December 2021 who has a wealth of experience in

leadership and management across security, law enforcement and community development. The City

Safety Manager will progress the new approach to neighbourhood safety, which has an increased focus

on Neighbourhood Support.
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HEALTH, SAFETY & WELLBEING REPORT FOR THE
THREE MONTHS TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
Health and Safety Events

Injuries

Notifiable Events
0

Health & Safety Event Summary



There was a decrease in events reported for the quarter, with a spike in reporting experienced in the
October period. This was related to non-compliance with COVID-19 health and safety measures, in
particular mask wearing. The increase highlights the initial concerns and teething issues when re-opening
community facing facilities following lock down and the change in Alert level 2 restrictions. Further
information was provided to staff to assist with any non-compliance, and provide wellbeing support, in
particular to the War Memorial Library staff where there was one staff member actively reporting any noncompliance, including .



There has been an increase in reporting of events at Pool Facilities, with majority of them related to
customer events, and unsafe behaviour, such as flips into the pool. This algins with the outdoor pools
being open for summer, and the increase in attendance with hotter weather and Summer holidays.
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Wellbeing Update


To support staff to understand benefits of the COVID vaccine, HCC hosted Dr Tom Mulholland who
presented evidence based information on COVID in a staff streamed webinar.



As a follow up to the webinar, KYND are scheduled to run Health Checks for staff at the end of February.
This will allow staff members to utilise the KYND app to complete their check, and provide baseline data
to continue to monitor their health and wellbeing.



Wellbeing support continues to be made available to staff through the weekly wellbeing posts on Te
Pataka, and the monthly wellbeing emails. The analytics continue to show high readership, with an
average of 78% of staff opening the email. The average is slightly lower due to the final wellbeing email
of the year being sent on 21 December, where some staff may have already been on leave.

COVID-19
Last quarter saw significant work completed in preparation for the move from the Covid Alert Level system
(“elimination strategy”) to the new Covid-19 Protection Framework, also referred to as the traffic light system
(“living and working with Covid”). This included the following key work:


Approval of the COVID-19 Vaccination Strategy, which outlined the role of vaccinations in our health and
safety measures.



Development of the Hutt City Council Protection Framework, which outlines how each facility will work
under the traffic light system.



Around 53% of our staff were required to be vaccinated by 17 January 2022 as part of their role. This
requirement came into effect on 3 December 2021 and was related to those staff that work in
community-facing facilities and those that are covered by the Public Health Order.
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Vaccine Passes were implemented at our Community facing facilities from 3 December, with
confirmation of vaccine pass requirements for all other venues announced on 15 December 2022. These
requirements are documented in the HCC Protection Framework.



COVID-19 working group was established to provide feedback on the Vaccination Role Assessment to
provide recommendations on which role profiles may require vaccination.



Consultation n the proposed COVID-19 Management policy commenced on 10 December 2021. This
includes a recommendation for mandatory vaccination for the majority of the remainder of staff based on
the Vaccination Role Assessment. Announcement on decisions is scheduled to be released 19 January
2022.



Regular communication continues to be available to staff to keep them informed on HCC health and
safety protocols, which include our Golden Rules, FAQs, and information on any vaccination
requirements. All information is published and available on Te Pātaka.
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NON-FINANCIAL KEY PERFORMANCE INDICATORS
FOR THE PERIOD TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
SUMMARY

Non-financial KPIs


Of those measures that have a current target and are measured quarterly: 44% were on target or
above target and 56% were below target.



The measures relating to visitor numbers at our hubs and facilities did not make target as visitor
numbers continue to be affected by Covid restrictions. Several Wellington Water measures also
failed to make their targets and, there have been a higher-than-expected number of serious

accidents on our roads. Some building consent applications, code of compliance certificates and
compliance schedules have not been processed within the statutory deadline due to resourcing
issues.



The overdue measures include: the waste tonnage measure – the December data has not been

provided to Council yet, and swimming pool visitor numbers where the data has been provided
but new targets are yet to be set now that the new Pools Manager has been appointed.



No value refers to those measures that are only available annually and will be reported on at year
end.

Residents Survey Update
•

Following feedback from across the organisation it was decided that a twice-yearly survey with a
robust sized sample would be undertaken.

•

The questions were also reviewed following feedback and then tested with internal staff and a

small group of external residents. The feedback from this test was then incorporated into the final
version and this final version reviewed by the external provider (Public Voice) operating the
survey.
•

The new resident satisfaction survey has been sent out by Public Voice to the Hutt City panel and
interim results have been included in this report.

Summary of status of non-financial KPIs
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Interim Residents Survey Results
Feb 2022
Note
• Over 750 responses have been received. These findings are based on the total responses to date
but have not been weighted to be representative of the population by age, ward and gender.
• All target groups have met the minimum number of responses required except those aged under
30 and, residents living in the Northern and Wainuiomata wards. A targeted reminder will be sent
to all panel members in one or more of these groups along with a general reminder to all other
panel members who are yet to complete the survey.
• Only the results for the satisfaction with Council services and facilities questions have been
included as these are the measures from this survey that will be reported on in the Annual
Report.

Highlights
• Satisfaction with Council maintained facilities and spaces ranged from 72 percent to 83 percent.
Satisfaction with Fitness Suites was 63 percent however only 46 respondents have visited a
fitness suite more than once in the last 12 months and therefore answered the satisfaction
question. Dissatisfaction with all facilities and spaces was less than 10 percent.
• Around three quarters of residents were satisfied with Councils kerbside collection service for
general waste (red lid) and recycling (yellow lid and blue crate). Satisfaction with green waste
collection was 58 percent. Most of those who were dissatisfied with the green waste service cited
confusion over what day and week to put the bin out and the need for more frequent collection.
• Satisfaction with the condition of all our local roading infrastructure – roads, footpaths, cycleways
and shared paths – was below 50 percent.

Interim Unweighted Results
Trust Council to make the best
decision for the community
21%

Have confidence that Council can
deliver on its decisions
23%

Somewhat

65%

64%

Yes, definitely

14%

14%

Do you…
No, not at all
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Very satisfied

7%

The
accessibility
of
information
from or about
Council
9%

7%

8%

6%

Satisfied

39%

40%

30%

33%

22%

Neutral

37%

33%

33%

36%

42%

Dissatisfied

14%

16%

22%

18%

20%

Very dissatisfied

2%

3%

7%

6%

9%

Overall satisfaction

47%

49%

37%

41%

28%

Overall dissatisfaction

16%

19%

29%

23%

29%

The amount
of
information
that Council
provides

Council's
public
engagement
and
consultation

The ease with
which you can
have your say on
Council activities
and proposals

Very satisfied

41%

Community
Halls
12%

Satisfied

42%

53%

50%

41%

44%

Neutral

12%

32%

12%

28%

19%

Dissatisfied

4%

2%

4%

7%

1%

Very dissatisfied

2%

1%

1%

2%

0%

Overall satisfaction

82%

65%

83%

63%

79%

Overall dissatisfaction

6%

3%

5%

9%

2%

No. residents who visited more than
once a year in last 12 months

424

146

251

46

204

Parks &
Reserves

Playgrounds

Cemeteries

Very satisfied

23%

23%

33%

Grass
sports
grounds
17%

Astroturf
sports
grounds
22%

Satisfied

55%

49%

50%

58%

53%

Neutral

16%

19%

13%

20%

20%

Dissatisfied

4%

7%

2%

3%

2%

Very dissatisfied

3%

1%

2%

2%

3%

Overall satisfaction

78%

72%

83%

75%

75%

Overall dissatisfaction

6%

9%

4%

4%

6%

No. residents who visited more than
once a year in last 12 months

588

297

121

386

123

Libraries

Swimming
pools
33%

Fitness
Suites
22%

Follow up
feedback after
you interact
with Council
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Roads

Footpaths

7%

5%

On road
cycle ways
4%

Off road
cycle paths
16%

Shared
paths
8%

Pedestrian
Crossings
10%

Satisfied

36%

32%

15%

31%

34%

48%

Neutral

28%

26%

35%

37%

35%

27%

Dissatisfied

23%

28%

28%

8%

16%

11%

Very dissatisfied

6%

9%

18%

7%

6%

4%

Overall satisfaction

43%

37%

19%

47%

43%

58%

Overall dissatisfaction

29%

37%

46%

15%

23%

15%

Rubbish
collection

Recycling
collection

Glass
collection

Green waste
collection

Very satisfied

34%

34%

32%

27%

Satisfied

40%

41%

40%

31%

Neutral

13%

13%

15%

19%

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

8%
6%

7%
5%

6%
6%

13%
10%

Overall satisfaction

74%

74%

73%

58%

Overall dissatisfaction

13%

13%

12%

24%

Water
supply
reliability

Water
supply
quality

Wastewater
reliability

Stormwater
reliability

Very satisfied

36%

30%

31%

19%

Satisfied

48%

43%

49%

42%

Neutral

11%

15%

13%

23%

Dissatisfied
Very dissatisfied

4%
1%

8%
4%

5%
2%

13%
3%

Overall satisfaction

84%

73%

80%

61%

Overall dissatisfaction

5%

12%

7%

16%
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Our City
Outcome Dashboards
Quarter 2
2021-2022
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Economic Wellbeing Insights & Measures

Infometrics provisionally estimates that economic activity in Lower Hutt City grew by 3.1 percent per
annum in the September 2021 year compared with 3.7 percent nationally. In the September 2021
quarter, activity in Lower Hutt was 2.4 percent per annum lower than in 2020 reflecting the impact
of the August 2021 lockdown. The economy has been supported by job growth with employment of
Lower Hutt residents growing 0.8 percent in the September 2021 year. Electronic card transactions
in the city grew 3.2 percent in the September 2021 year. Tourism spending is also making a
contribution to the local economy, growing 14 percent in the September 2021 year to reach $120
million which marks a recovery to pre-Covid levels.
House values rose 39 percent per annum in the September 2021 quarter, the third consecutive
quarter that house inflation has been above 30 percent. The Lower Hutt population grew be a
moderate 0.7 percent in the June 2021 year. But this followed several years of strong growth, all of
which is feeding into house price growth. Residential consents in Lower Hutt have responded to
population growth, increasing 108 percent in the September year. A total of 389 consents were
issued in the September 2021 quarter, three tines higher than the ten-year average of 128.
In contrast, non-residential consents in Lower Hutt fell by 17 percent in the September 2021 year.
This fall is the result of particularly strong consent numbers in 2020. The $123 million of nonresidential consents issued in the September year was well above the ten-year average of $79
million. Non-residential consents issued in the September 2021 year were primarily for education,
hospitals, nursing homes and other health buildings.
The city’s unemployment fell to 3.7 percent in the September year, well below the national rate of
4.2 percent. Jobseeker support recipient numbers in Lower Hutt are also starting to fall. Growth of
7.6 percent in the September 2021 year masks the fact that quarter-to-quarter Jobseeker Support
recipient numbers have fallen for three consecutive quarters and are now below 4,700 for the first
time since the March 2020 quarter.
Source: Infometrics Quarterly Economic Monitor – December Quarter report released 17 Feb
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Environmental Wellbeing Insights & Measures
The ‘Clean Car Discount’ rebate that came into effect on 1 July 2021 appear to have had an impact
on the purchasing of eligible vehicles in Lower Hutt. The number of fully electric vehicles registered
to Lower Hutt owners more than doubled in each of the quarters from July 2021 when compared to
the previous two. The number of hybrid vehicles has also increased each quarter. Electric and hybrid
vehicles represented nearly a quarter of all newly registered vehicles in Lower Hutt.
https://www.nzta.govt.nz/vehicles/clean-car-programme/clean-car-discount

The “Our Air 2021” report issued in December 2021 by Stats NZ showed that nationally:
•

The residential sector (primarily burning wood for home heating) contributed 30 percent of
PM2.5 emissions and 41 percent of carbon monoxide emissions. Almost all particulate matter
emissions generated by the residential sector were PM2.5.
• Dust from unsealed roads was the dominant source of PM10 (28 percent).
• On-road vehicles were the dominant source of nitrogen oxides (39 percent), primarily diesel
vehicles.
• Burning coal was a large source of sulphur dioxide emissions (41 percent), primarily from
manufacturing and construction and electricity generation. Domestic shipping and
aluminium production were also significant sources of sulphur dioxide, at 16 percent and 13
percent respectively.
In Lower Hutt:
• Over 60% of residents drive a car, truck or van to work and nearly 50% drive or a passenger
in a vehicle when travelling to place of education.
• Nearly a quarter use a wood burner as a way to heat their home.
• 43.6% of Lower Hutt’s CBD area is used to store or move private vehicles.
https://environment.govt.nz/publications/our-air-2021/

How we heat our homes in Lower Hutt
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Cars registered in Lower Hutt by fuel type

Main mode of travel (%) to education by Lower Hutt residents

Main mode of travel (%) to work by Lower Hutt residents
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Social Wellbeing Insights & Measures
It is projected that the population of Lower Hutt will be around 158,000 in 2048; the current
population is 112,800.
The total number of households is projected to be 63,748; that is an increase of over 15,000 from
the number currently living in Lower Hutt.
The areas expected to see the biggest growth in terms of numbers of households are: Belmont Park,
Stokes Valley North, Glendale, Naenae North, Waiwhetu and Naenae Central.
Between 2018 and 2048 single person, couple only and multi-family households are expected to
increase as a proportion of total households. However, over half of our households (56%) will be one
and two parent families with children.
Lower Hutt’s population is expected to age with those aged over 70 making up about 14% of the
population by 2048. However, this is below the expected national and regional average. In 2018 is it
projected that the number of young people aged 0-14 years will be double the number of those
aged 75 and over.

Lower Hutt’s population by age group now and as projected in 2048
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The year end net operating result is forecast to be $2.1M (9%) favourable compared to revised budget.

This is largely due to:

• underspend related to the Development Stimulus Package $3.8M, of which $2.8M is proposed to be carried over to the 2022/23
and later financial years and $1M is no longer required and represents a saving;
• increased rates income $0.7M, mainly due to additional growth in the rating base, database maintenance and other minor
variances.
Offset by:
• increased clean-up and maintenance work resulting from storm damage in Transport $0.4M
• increased interest costs due to slightly higher borrowings and cost of funds $0.9M
• reduced consent revenue specifically budgeted through the Development Stimulus Package is $0.3M unfavourable with a
number of significant developments delayed; with other regulatory revenue being higher than budget due to increased consent
numbers but this is offset by increased operating costs to process these consents
• Covid-19: the key impact to date due to earlier lockdowns and operating under orange traffic light settings is a loss of revenue
$0.8M mainly due to closures and restrictions impacting community spaces, mainly pools, within the Connectivity, Creativity,
Learning & Recreation activity. Further impacts due to red traffic light setting are yet to be determined.

Capital investment performance results
Year to date capital spend is $21M. This is 24% of the forecast annual spend of $87M.
The forecast annual capital spend shows a $15M underspend (mainly in the Three Waters and Transport) against a revised budget
of $102M.
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Executive Summary

$Million

Operating Revenue
Operating Expenditure
Net Operating Before Rates Income
Rates Income

Net Operating

YTD
Budget

Variance

%

Year-End
Forecast

Annual
Revised
Budget

Variance

%

Annual
Plan
Budget

35.6
(102.1)
(66.5)
130.7

32.2
(106.1)
(73.9)
129.5

3.4
4.0
7.4
1.2

10.6%
3.8%
10.0%
0.9%

64.8
(216.2)
(151.4)
130.2

61.3
(214.1)
(152.8)
129.5

3.5
(2.1)
1.4
0.7

5.7%
-1.0%
0.9%
0.5%

61.4
(212.5)
(151.1)
129.5

64.2

55.6

8.6

15.5%

(21.2)

(23.3)

2.1

9.0%

(21.6)

7.1
71.3
9.0
80.3

7.1
62.7
0.5
63.2

8.6
8.5
17.1

22.4
1.2
9.2
10.4

23.6
0.3
1.3
1.6

(1.2)
0.9
7.9
8.8

22.1
0.5
0.3
0.8
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Capital Contributions
Net Surplus/(Deficit) Before Adjustments
Other Non Operating Adjustments
Net Surplus/(Deficit)

YTD
Actual
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(excludes rates income, internal rates, support costs, & capital contributions)
Net Operating Results By Directorate (Excludes Rates, Support Costs, & Capital Contributions)
$Million

YTD
Actual

YTD
Budget

Variance

%

Year-End
Forecast

Annual
Revised
Budget

Variance

%

Annual
Plan
Budget
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Economy & Development
City Development
Transport
Other Economy & Development
Economy & Development

(2.9)
(9.4)
(2.6)
(14.9)

(5.5)
(10.5)
(2.5)
(18.5)

2.6
1.1
(0.1)
3.6

47.3%
10.5%
-4.0%
19.5%

(7.4)
(22.0)
(5.1)
(34.5)

(11.0)
(21.6)
(4.8)
(37.4)

3.6
(0.4)
(0.3)
2.9

32.7%
-1.9%
-6.3%
7.8%

(10.0)
(21.6)
(5.1)
(36.7)

Environment & Sustainability
City Development
Sustainability & Resilience
Regulatory Services
Three Waters
Solid Waste
Other Environment & Sustainability
Environment & Sustainability

(0.7)
(0.6)
0.9
(22.6)
1.0
(0.6)
(22.6)

(1.1)
(0.4)
0.9
(22.2)
(0.5)
(0.7)
(24.0)

0.4
(0.2)
(0.4)
1.5
0.1
1.4

36.4%
-50.0%
100.0%
-1.8%
300.0%
14.3%
5.8%

(2.2)
(0.6)
0.4
(46.9)
(1.3)
(1.3)
(51.9)

(2.2)
(0.5)
0.7
(46.5)
(1.0)
(1.4)
(50.9)

(0.1)
(0.3)
(0.4)
(0.3)
0.1
(1.0)

-20.0%
-42.9%
-0.9%
-30.0%
7.1%
-2.0%

(2.2)
(0.5)
1.2
(46.4)
(1.0)
(1.4)
(50.3)

Neighbourhoods & Communities
Connectivity, Creativity, Learning & Rec.
Open Spaces, Parks & Reserves
Community Partnering & Support
Other Neighbourhoods & Communities
Neighbourhoods & Communities

(7.5)
(6.4)
(3.4)
(0.1)
(17.4)

(6.9)
(7.3)
(4.0)
(0.2)
(18.4)

(0.6)
0.9
0.6
0.1
1.0

-8.7%
12.3%
15.0%
50.0%
5.4%

(16.3)
(14.8)
(7.7)
(0.4)
(39.2)

(15.9)
(14.8)
(7.8)
(0.3)
(38.8)

(0.4)
0.1
(0.1)
(0.4)

Strategy & Engagement
Connectivity, Creativity, Learning & Rec.
City Governance
Other Strategy & Engagement
Strategy & Engagement

(0.1)
(1.0)
(3.1)
(4.2)

(0.3)
(1.2)
(3.4)
(4.9)

0.2
0.2
0.3
0.7

66.7%
16.7%
8.8%
14.3%

(0.6)
(2.3)
(6.8)
(9.7)

(0.6)
(2.3)
(6.8)
(9.7)

-

(4.3)
(3.1)
(7.4)
(66.5)

(5.1)
(3.0)
(8.1)
(73.9)

0.8
(0.1)
0.7
7.4

15.7%
-3.3%
8.6%
10.0%

(10.1)
(6.0)
(16.1)
(151.4)

(10.1)
(5.9)
(16.0)
(152.8)

(0.1)
(0.1)
1.4

CEO Office & Corporate Services
Information Management Group
Other CEO & Corporate Services
CEO Office & Corporate Services
TOTALS

-2.5%
1.3%
-33.3%
-1.0%

(16.0)
(15.4)
(7.5)
(0.3)
(39.2)
(0.6)
(2.4)
(6.5)
(9.5)

-1.7%
-0.6%
0.9%

(9.6)
(5.8)
(15.4)
(151.1)
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Net operating results by directorate

Significant forecast variance explanations:
Favourable
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• City Development (Economy & Development) is forecast to be $3.6M favourable to budget at year end, mainly due to an
underspend expected in the Development Stimulus Package funding $3.8M, of which $2.8M will be carried over to the 2022/23
and later financial years and $1M is no longer required and represents a saving, offset by contractor costs to cover vacant
roles in the Urban Development team.
Unfavourable
• Transport is forecast to be $0.4M unfavourable to budget at year end, mainly due to staff cost increases and extra costs related
to clean-up and maintenance work resulting from storm damage.
• Other Economy & Development is forecast to be $0.3M unfavourable to budget at year end, mainly due to a reduction in income
expected from rent and increased interest costs.
• Regulatory Services is forecast to be $0.3M unfavourable to budget at year end, mainly due to reduced revenue related to the
underspend on the Development Stimulus Package with a number of major developments being delayed. Other consents
revenue is favourable to budget but this is offset by higher costs, especially from contractors engaged to process the high
number of consent applications.
• The Three Waters are forecast to be $0.4M unfavourable to budget at year end, mainly due to an increase in interest costs
$0.4M, with an expected overspend on planned and reactive maintenance $2.3M offset by government stimulus funding.

• Solid Waste is forecast to be $0.3M unfavourable to budget at year end, mainly due to increased operational costs required to
process an increase in volume at Silverstream Landfill $0.6M plus maintenance work required for closed landfills $0.3M offset by
additional income $0.9M. There are also additional costs of $0.2M required to meet our carbon credit obligations.
• Connectivity, Creativity, Learning & Recreation (Neighbourhoods & Communities) is forecast to be $0.4M unfavourable to
budget at year end, mainly due to Covid-19 related closures and restrictions impacting community spaces, mainly pools $0.7M,
offset by cost savings in vacancies $0.3M.
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• Interest costs are forecast to be $0.9M unfavourable to budget mainly due to slightly higher borrowings and cost of funds. This
has been allocated across the organisation.
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Net operating result (before rates income):
Year end forecast compared to budget is favourable by $1.4M (0.9%)
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Capital results by directorate

Year end is forecast to be under budget by $14.8M (15%).
Year-to-date capital spend 24% of forecast annual spend of $87M.

Attachment 4

Capital project delivery
Year-to-date actual capital spend for the first half of the year is 24% of the full year forecast spend. Most capital projects are
expected to be on budget at year-end with current delays expected to be made up, except for projects noted below which are not
expected to completed at year end and make up the forecast underspend of $14.8M.
Underspend
•

The Three Waters are forecast to be $9.7M (25%) underspent at year end related to project delays for network renewals and
upgrades under Water Supply $8M and Stormwater $2M, mainly due to the impact of Covid-19 lockdown on project delivery
as a result of capacity constraints of contractors, although there is an expected capital overspend on network renewals in
Wastewater $1M. All delayed projects are expected to be carried over and completed within the next two years.

•

Transport is forecast to be $3.7M (19%) underspent at year-end mainly due to Micromobility and Wainuiomata Hill road
safety programs. These programs are delayed due to resourcing and overseas materials supply constraint related to Covid19 respectively and carryovers have already been identified, however these may need to be updated towards the end of the
financial year.

•

City Development is forecast to be $1.8M (12%) underspent at year end mainly due to Wise street extension works within the
Urban Growth Strategy improvement program being delayed due to discovery of a highly modified watercourse requiring
consent from GWRC $1.4M, this will be carried over to 2022/23. There is also a $0.5M underspend being forecast on
property purchases related to the Naenae Spatial Plan which is expected to be carried over to the next financial year.

Overspend
•

Information Management is forecast to be $0.8M (21%) overspent at year end mainly due to greater progress expected to be
made towards the Go Digital programme by the end of the financial year. This will not increase Hutt City Council’s overall
investment in the programme of work.
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PROJECT PERFORMANCE OVERVIEW FOR THE PERIOD TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
The following is a summary of several important projects that support our strategic priorities.
Project Progress Snapshot

Project progress status indicators are:

Generally on track

change from last project report

Level of uncertainty present that is being monitored
Major risks are present that require intervention

Project Financial Summary
Forecast
$M

Budget
$M

Variance

District Plan Review

12.70

12.70

0.00

0%

Eastern Bays Shared Path
Go Digital
Naenae Pool & Fitness
Centre
Naenae Town Centre
Development
Petone Wharf

TBC
14.92

30.00
14.92

TBC
0

TBC
0%

68.00

68.00

0.00

0%

9.00

9:00

0.00

0%

21.00

21.00

0.00

0%

RiverLink

93.00

93.00

0.00

0%

29.6

40.00

-10.40

-26%

Project

Wellington Water
Programme

%

Comment
Future costs will increase due to potential increase use of consultants
and the need to run a separate hearing for the intensification plan
change.
Updated cost estimates tabled to Council on 16 December 2021

QRA results for Naenae Pool $67.95M @ 90%

$1.9m surplus from 2020/21 removed changing NET budget from
$94.9m to $93.0m
Figures to 30 October 2021. $1.4M reduction in forecast spend since
August 2021. Correction to previous project budget, reported as $31M

Project Status Comments
Project

Status Summary

District Plan Review

The Resource Management (Enabling Housing Supply and Other Matters) Amendment Act was
passed into legislation in December 2021. The Act is designed to improve housing supply by
speeding up implementation of the National Policy Statement on Urban Development (NPSUD). The Act requires that an intensification planning instrument (IPI) is notified by the 20th of
August 2022, using the intensification streamlined planning process (ISPP).
To comply with this new legislation, we are proposing to delay the full District Plan Review and
focus on a Plan Change that covers Intensification and limited qualifying matters. Options and
recommendations will go to the District Plan Subcommittee 10th February 2022. A
communications and engagement plan will be prepared to support this.

The preparation of a new District
Plan, as required by legislation,
and aligned with Hāpori Ora Thriving Communities/City Plan
and City-Wide Spatial Plan
projects.
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Project

Status Summary

Eastern Bays Shared Path

The Eastern Bays Shared Path comprises six bays. The first two bays (Sunshine Bay and Windy
Point) are being delivered by Te Ara Tupua Alliance (The Alliance). The Alliance has reviewed
the design for the first two bays, incorporating the pre-cast gravity block seawall design and
addressing the fall-from-height safety requirements. The cost for the first two bays provided by
the Alliance is $16.8M.

To construct a walking and cycling
route, along Marine Drive
(between Point Howard and the
southern end of Days Bay to
Eastbourne) and replacement of
seawalls for improved protection
from storm-water events

Go Digital
To integrate digital technology
into all areas of the business
fundamentally changing how we
operate to deliver value to people
in our city

Naenae Pool & Fitness Suite
and
Town Centre development Whakatupu Ngaengae
To deliver a new aquatic and
fitness facility and agreed wider
projects that reflect the Voice of
the Community Report and
contribute to the rejuvenation of
Naenae’s town centre

The original budget of $30M will not be sufficient to deliver the six bays. Current funding will
provide for the construction of the first two bays, detailed design of the remaining four bays and
partial construction of a third bay. Any additional funding will be sought for the 2023/2024 and
2024/2025 years with completion in 2024/2025. Early discussions are ongoing with Crown
Infrastructure Partners and Waka Kōtahi to seek additional funding.
The Programme is scheduled to run from 2020-2024 with a budget of $14.92M (original budget
$16.3M). There are 32 projects in the Go Digital schedule, made up of 18 business projects and 14
technology foundation projects. Currently there are 12 live projects in the Programme. In 20212022, we completed the implementation of Te Pātaka (replacement of our document management
system and intranet), upgraded Hutt City Council’s website and the Council Chambers and
implemented phase one of the Website Refresh. ComplyWith, legal compliance system, has its
first survey distributed in November. In addition, we initiated the HRIS/Payroll, Business
Process Optimisation and Building and Resource Consent Improvement projects. Prioritisation of
the project schedule for the 2022-2023 financial year will be confirmed early in 2022.
In December 2021 the project team presented the business case for the inclusion of PassivHaus
design principles and as directed investigated potential external funding sources for the
additional capital investment of $5.1M ($3.3M capital cost and $1.8M associated programme
impact costs).
Subsequently Energy Efficiency and Conservation Authority has been unable to guarantee
funding for this investment, which would be conditional on their own Board approval in March
2022. Consequently, the PassivHaus option has not been pursued due to the potential delay and
the uncertainty around external funding.
The design team will resume design development activity based on this decision, with a view to
completion of the next phase by the end of March 2022. The starting point for the designers will
be the base-case scheme.
Overall, the project is still on track to meet its outcomes and objectives and the cost of the project
is contained within the authorised budget of $68M. We are on schedule to make a major start to
construction mid-2022 as planned. There is widespread public support for the design plans and
the team have made recommendations as to whether any of the extra items desired by the
community i.e., spa pool, 2nd bulkhead and larger moveable floor can be afforded within the
budget at this stage.

Petone Wharf
To refurbish the century-old wharf
and extend its life for at least a
further 50 years

RiverLink
The RiverLink project seeks to
achieve the integration of flood
protection, transport and urban
regeneration works between Ewen
Bridge and Kennedy Good Bridge.

This three-year project is at the detailed scope and design stage. The project has been delayed by
about a year to account for the expected time to produce a conservation plan and complete the
resource consent. As such, construction timing has been rescheduled and the budget re-phased
accordingly (no change in overall project costs). The resource consent process is expected to be
completed mid/late-2023 and construction over the following two years (2023 – 2025).
The main gates at the wharf entrance have been removed due to rot. Contractors are constructing
more robust safety gates to prevent unauthorised access to the wharf.
There are ongoing meetings with Heritage NZ (HNZ), noting that the Wharf has been nominated
for heritage status, which may take up to two years for the HNZ assessment process. Regardless
of this, HNZ will consider it as a significant structure during consenting. Risk consultants are
completing a conservation plan to advise on heritage values and contribute to design and the
value of retaining or demolishing the end of wharf. The plan will be shared with HNZ for
feedback prior to consenting.
Submissions on the consent closed on 22 September 2021. The team are working through matters
to be addressed. In October 2021 the regulators accepted a request to change the consenting
pathway to Direct Referral to Environment Court. This impacts the procurement programme
with a potential one-year delay to construction (previously scheduled to start in late 2022).
Cost estimates from Quantity Surveyor have been independently reviewed and there are no
major concerns from HCC’s perspective. GHD work will lead to a more robust cost estimate
ready to go through the procurement process.
Some uncertainty exists around the ability to keep procurement pathway on track to be on site for
summer 2022/2023 construction season and the adequacy of 3-waters infrastructure for
residential development in city centre. Council is awaiting the outcome for a request for proposal
from Kainga Ora’s Infrastructure Acceleration Fund application, seeking a total of $147M (of
$204M total infrastructure costs).
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Project

Status Summary

Wellington Water
Programme

Deliverability challenges related to the constrained market and the need to grow capability in
Wellington Water have been signalled to council and are proposed to be managed through a
growing delivery programme profile over years one to three of the LTP. This has resulted in a
reduction in capital investment in 2022/23, with a rephasing over the next two years.

For the renewal and capital works
programme for the Three Waters
network.

The total programme budget of $40M covering all capital works expenditure for Water,
Wastewater and Stormwater. This has a practically doable spend range $28M to $34M, due to
internal resource and current market conditions. The forecast spend is toward the lower end of
this range at $29.6M. The actual year to date spend to 31 December 2021 was $7.8M against a
year-to-date budget of $9.95M (79% of budget). The period in which COVID 19 restrictions
applied in August and early September has had an impact on the programme with all physical
works shut down for this period. Estimated delays to various projects are between 3-6 weeks.
The contract for the Barber Grove to Seaview WWTP Wastewater Trunk Main project was signed
and commenced mid-February 2022. The estimate increased $3.6M to $26M following the final
design completion and independent peer review, which will fall within the 2022/23 financial
year. This was reported to Council in December 2021.
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Next major milestones

Engagement activities

Next Major Milestones

District Plan Review

Make recommendations to the District
Plan Subcommittee around an adjusted
approach to District Plan review

February 2022

Eastern Bays Shared
Path

Complete design to Issue for Tender
drawings and plan to get to Issue for
Construction of first two (of six) bays

Jan/Feb 2022

Go Digital

Programme timeframes for financial
2022-2023 year to be clarified

March 2022

Projects underway and projects soon to
commence have various milestones.
Current projects are tracking to plan

Date

Various

Naenae Pool & Fitness
Suite and Town Centre
development Whakatupu Ngaengae

Complete demolition
Present next phase design to Major
Projects Board

March 2022

Petone Wharf

Developing the Conservation Plan

Dec 2021

Resource Consent submission
RiverLink

Consent secured (Court hearing in April)
Design/construction contract awarded

Wellington Water
Programme

Barber Grove to Seaview WWTP
Wastewater Trunk Main project
Taita, Epuni and Wainuiomata
wastewater catchment renewal

Description
District Plan
Review

Eastern Bays
Shared Path

February 2022

Apr-Aug 2022
Mid 2022
Late 2022
Mid-Feb 2022
Early 2022

Bell Road (Wastewater) construction

Jan/Feb 2022

Muritai Road-Rona Street-Marine
Parade Stormwater Improvement

March 2022

HCC Knights Rd Colin Grove
stormwater renewal construction

March 2022

Naenae Reservoir construction

March 2022

Date Scheduled

Meetings with key stakeholders (Greater
Wellington Regional Council, hazardous
facility operators, businesses, network
utility operators, transport businesses,
biodiversity/landowner group)

Ongoing since JuneJuly

Engagement with property owners on
sites, features, and buildings with
significant heritage values

Ongoing on a caseby-case basis with
individual owners.

Various engagement on the Land Use
Design Plan and Bay Specific Urban
Design Plan development.

Various, in the
month of
November 2021

On track to submit the LUDP as part
of the Management Plans.
Go Digital

Projects underway and projects soon to
commence have various staff engagement
and consultation opportunities.

Various

Petone Wharf

Consultation to take place during consent
(anticipated to be a notified application).

April 2022
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Projects Summary as of 31 December 2021
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Manageable workloads planned and celebrate milestones to avoid/minimise risk of staff leaving.
Team approach to policy development ensures gaps can be bridged if necessary.
Coordination with Communications and Engagement Team on engagement activities. Commissioning external
communications and engagement support specifically for District Plan Review.

Loss of internal staff or external advisors

Aligning or avoiding conflict with engagement on other Council
activities (e.g. LTP). Also, limited capacity of communications and
engagement team to support District Plan Review.

Design team identify long-lead items, review contractor’s programme
Most of the consultant team have been engaged and we will adopt an Early Contractor Involvement (ECI) model for the
Main Contract.
Challenge cost estimates, value engineer the designs
Front up to engagement issues

Availability of materials

Availability of contractors, suppliers and consultants for the project
as it moves into delivery phase of the project.

Decisions around demolition of wharf head

Partner organisations do not have adequate funding to deliver

Delay to approval of consents. This may compromise the ability to
deliver project in line with NZUP requirements, potentially
impacting the whole project

Petone Wharf

RiverLink

Deliverability of the programme due to available resources,
particularly in this first year of the three-year programme.

Early definition of programme including adequate contingencies

Adequate time for completion due to inadequate duration estimate,
COVID restrictions, local work stoppages, supply chain shortages

Naenae Pool &
Fitness Centre and
Town Centre
development Whakatupu
Ngaengae

Wellington Water
Programme

This will be resolved by establishing formal programme governance and employing a programme manager to oversee
project scoping to included BAU backfill. This approach will improve our ability to obtain project and backfill resource in a
timely manner, manage the Programme budget to include BAU costs, and provide better management and care of staff on
projects within the Programme.

Project load on business staff, especially IT. Business as usual
(BAU) staff have been used for project work instead of bringing on
additional resource to backfill BAU roles. Staff do not have capacity
to take on project workload as well as BAU but are dedicated and
try to do what is asked of them. This results in poor BAU
performance, incomplete project work and staff burn-out.

Go Digital

WWL is planning to deliver with a stepped uplift over the period.

A Conservation Plan is being prepared and options discussed with Heritage NZ.

As part of Phase 1 works, the Alliance has identified three key cost risk on the project – seawall/revetments (design and
constructability), traffic services (wheel stops), and traffic management, which results to a higher cost estimate above the
$30 million budget. Detailed design at 90% has only been done on 2 bays (Windy point and Sunshine bay) and further
work is required to have cost certainty.
The Alliance team is currently undertaking a review of the design and looking at value engineering opportunities to deliver
the project within an affordable threshold.

Construction budget and affordability. There is a threat that the
price to deliver the overall EBSP Project (6 bays) is above the
$30million budget

Appendix 5: Project performance review for the period to 31 December 2021

Eastern Bays Shared
Path

Risk drivers across the deliverability of all projects include the impacts of COVID-19 such as increased costs and delays due to due to border closures, supply chain disruptions and competition in the market for
internal operation resources and project and construction sector contractors.

1

Identifying key data inputs early

Early involvement in the review will be required. Bundling up packages for engagement also identified as helpful.
Maintain close links with Kaitātari Tumuaki Māori team. Kaitātari Tumuaki Māori team to establish process for partnering
with Iwi/hapū at the start of the project. Kaitātari Tumuaki Māori team to assist team with mana whenua partnership.

mitigation / comments

Difficulty to partner adequately with mana whenua

District Plan Review

Project performance overview to 31 December 2021

Time delay – absence of key data inputs

top risk

Projects

Top risks 1 and issues
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TREASURY REPORT FOR THE PERIOD TO 31 DECEMBER 2021
This treasury report provides a summary of how Hutt City Council is complying with
Treasury Risk Management Policy limits and the performance of treasury activities
against plans.
The focus of treasury management activity has been on:




managing interest rate risk and minimising funding costs,
monitoring cash flow and liquidity,
managing debt requirements and the maturity profile.

Key highlights to 31 December 2021 include:






An average cost of funds of 2.82% over the period was achieved, which is 0.32%
higher than budgeted, primarily due to market driven changes.
Interest costs are higher to date than budget by $0.56M, mainly due to slightly
higher debt levels than budgeted and increased cost of funds due to market
changes.
Interest earned on cash holdings is slightly ahead of budget by $60K, primarily
due to higher cash holdings and pre-funding activities for debt maturing in 2022.

Debt portfolio performance:








Net debt (which includes cash holdings and CCO investment) decreased during
the quarter from $205.7M as at 30 September 2021 to $198.0M as at 31 December
2021, whilst gross debt increased by $20M to $265.7M.
In November 2021, Council issued $20M of new debt, in line with LTP forecasts:
 $10M Fixed maturing 15 June 2024 at 2.54%;
 $10M Floating maturing 15 September 2025;
No debt matured during the quarter.
The revolving credit facilities of $35M remained undrawn as at 31 December 2021.
Actual YTD
Average cost of funds
Interest expense – borrowings
Interest earned
Fair value gain on derivatives

YTD Budget

Variance

2.82%

2.50%

0.32%

($3.69M)

($3.13M)

($0.56M)

$0.16M

$0.10M

$0.06M

$9.0M

-

-

The Council has a range of interest rate swap agreements in place to manage interest
rate risk and to provide some certainty of future interest costs. Due to fluctuations in
the interest rate market the overall mark-to-mark value of these agreements is
constantly changing.
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The year-to-date fair value gain of the swap portfolio (derivatives) was $9M as at 31
December 2021. This is an accounting adjustment required to be recorded and there
are no cash flow implications.
Policy compliance:
Measures

Policy

Actual

Compliant

31 December 2021
Net external debt/total revenue

Maximum 250%

101.74%

Yes

Net interest on external debt/total revenue

Maximum 10%

2.12%

Yes

Net interest to annual rates income

Maximum 20%

2.65%

Yes

Liquidity ratio

Minimum 110%

125.26%

Yes

Funding risk control limits:
Period

Minimum %

Maximum %

Actual gross debt

Actual %

Not including
Revolving Credit
Facility ($35M)

31 December
2021

Compliant

0 to 3 years

15%

60%

$125.7M

47%

Yes

3 to 7 years

15%

60%

$110M

41%

Yes

7 years plus

10%

60%

$30M

11%

Yes

Total

$265.7M

100%

Funding maturity profile:
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Interest rate risk control limits:
Interest rate risk is managed through the risk control limits. The graph that follows shows the
level of fixed rate cover in place within the minimum and maximum limits of the treasury risk
management policy.

After overlaying interest rate swaps, the split between fixed and floating debt is as follows:
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Policy, Finance and Strategy
Committee
02 February 2022

File: (22/211)

Report no: PFSC2022/1/30

Three Waters Reform Update

1.

This report provides a brief update on three waters reform, noting that not a
great deal has happened over the December/January holiday period as was
to be expected.

Recommendation
That the report be noted and received.
Governance Working Group
2.

The government-appointed Governance Working Group, of which Mayor
Barry is a member, continues to meet to consider options and
recommendations to meet concerns regarding local input and accountability.
The Working Group will be meeting weekly in February to prepare its report
to Cabinet which is due on 28 February 2022. Cabinet is expected to meet in
March 2022 to consider any changes to the draft Water Services Entities Bill.

Three Waters Reform engagement planning update
3. To give effect to Council’s 2021 decision regarding three waters engagement,
officers are progressing a plan to engage with Lower Hutt residents and
businesses on the Government’s proposed reforms.
4. The primary approach is to provide the Lower Hutt community with quality,
accurate, localised information. From there, residents will be directed to either
make a submission directly to select committee (with supporting information
on how that process works), or to complete a survey to inform Council’s
submission to the same select committee.
5.

It’s important that the messaging around this engagement is clear that
decisions around the reforms are for Parliament to make, not Council.
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6.

Officers are preparing revised content for the Council website, and exploring
means of engagement that will provide the best measure of community
perspectives. This is likely to take the form of an online survey on our
engagement website.

7.

Officers are preparing for this content to be ready for launch once the reform
Bill is introduced to Parliament.

Transitional Matters
8.

The officer working group established to help plan and coordinate
responses, advice or actions for the Wellington Region commenced its
regular fortnightly meetings on 31 January 2022. There was not a lot of new
information to discuss at that meeting, though we did have an update from
Ian McSherry from the National Transition Unit (NTU). Ian is responsible
for interfacing with Councils in area C.

9.

The focus over the next few months for the NTU is to build relationships
with Iwi and Councils, refining how we will work together, establishing
transition reference and working groups and getting time critical activities
underway. Attached to this report as Appendix 1 is the Transition
Information Pack released in January 2020 by the NTU.

10. A critical aspect of the transition is managing staff resourcing so that key
three waters staff (from Wellington Water Limited (WWL) and other
Councils in Area C) can participate in the transition process and
establishment of the new entities, without compromising the ability to
deliver existing services over the next two and a half years. The NTU has
indicated that it will provide resources to backfill positions that have been
seconded, but it is likely that this will be difficult to achieve given the
availability of suitably trained and experienced three waters personnel.
11. The NTU has requested (on 31 January 2022) from all councils and WWL
details of personnel working in the three waters area. This is the first such
request for information that is expected over the next few months. This
request largely impacts WWL.
12. Attached to this report as Appendix 2 is an outline of the potential work
programme and opportunities for regional collaboration over the next
twelve months which has been drafted by Dougal List, the Project Director
Regional Water Reform.
Appendices
No.

Title

Page

1⇩

Appendix 1: Transition information pack

322

2⇩

Appendix 2: Potential Three Waters work programme

334

Author: Bruce Hodgins, Strategic Advisor
Author: Jenny Livschitz, Group Chief Financial Officer
Approved By: Helen Oram, Director Environment and Sustainability
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Transition
information pack
January 2022
Three Waters National Transition Unit
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Transition information pack

Welcome

Transition strategy

The Three Waters reform programme is one of the largest scale reforms that New Zealand
has seen for many years. Through it, we will unlock the potential for significant additional
investment in our three waters infrastructure, for thousands of additional jobs and new career
pathways, and for an improved water services system that delivers safe and sustainable water
services for everyone in Aotearoa.

• To execute the Government’s reform decisions in a way that creates four successful
operating entities to achieve the outcomes of reform.

In order to realise this ambitious future, the Three Waters National Transition Unit has been
created to execute the Government’s decisions on Three Waters reform through a consistent
and coordinated nationwide approach to transition.
We know this can’t happen alone. It will require a close and collaborative relationship with
local authorities who are currently delivering water services and represent the voices of their
communities. It will require a meaningful Treaty partnership with iwi/Māori, embedded across
the new entities the transition will build. It will also require informed engagement with the
thousands of staff working in water services across the country, whose input will be critical to
our collective success.
I am confident that, through working together, we can deliver four water services entities that
are ready to run on 1 July 2024. More than that, I know that we need to lay the groundwork for
future transformation of the sector to unlock the opportunities that these reforms are creating.
This Transition Information Pack will give you more detail about the work we’re planning, and
how you can expect to engage with and be involved in it, with a focus on 2022. Throughout this
year, we will continue to provide further detail, and you are always welcome to contact us as
well with any questions.
Ngā manaakitanga,
Marlon Bridge
Acting Director, Three Waters National Transition Unit

• To ensure that the reform objectives are supported by a smooth transition and
implementation approach that is efficient, effective and minimises disruption to
communities and consumers.
• To leverage transition for strategic transformation opportunities.

Transition objectives
• To ensure the service delivery reforms are supported by a smooth transition and
implementation approach, which is effective, efficient, and minimises disruption to
communities, consumers, and the transfer of local government workers.
• To establish the new water services entities within a realistic timeframe, and ensure they
have the operational frameworks and mechanisms needed to effectively deliver on their
statutory purpose and objectives.
• To provide as much certainty for workers as reasonably possible, and enable the transfer
and recruitment of staff to the new water services entities to support operational
commencement.
• To provide for a collaborative approach with local government and iwi/Māori, and ensure
they are well supported to participate fully and effectively – both in the transition, and in
relation to any future roles in the new system.
• To maintain clear and effective communications with local government, iwi/Māori, staff,
unions, the public, and key stakeholders throughout.
• To ultimately, deliver the Government’s ambitions to significantly improve the safety,
quality, resilience, accessibility, and performance of three waters services, in a way that is
efficient and affordable for New Zealanders.

Transition roadmap
Three Waters National Transition Unit
Email: ThreeWatersTransition@dia.govt.nz
Web: www.dia.govt.nz/national-transition-unit-three-waters-reform-programme

The roadmap includes the key transition activities, including both those undertaken by the
National Transition Unit and by the Local Establishment Entities, organisations that will
ultimately transform into the Water Services Entities.
The phases are indicative and subject to change based on engagement with the wider sector
and the Local Establishment Entities, once they are formed.
The overarching approach is intended to balance the need to meaningfully engage, consult
and collaborate with the need to achieve the right outcomes on both 1 July 2024 and beyond.

4
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Indicative Transition Roadmap
2021
Transition Unit

2022

2023

Establishment & Validation

NTU Board

Establishment
& Governance

Frameworks & Standards

LEE establishment, Boards & CE

2024
Transition & Implementation

WSE preparation, planning & readiness

LEE strategy/branding, senior leadership & management
Iwi/Maori engagement & consultation

Transfer Principles

Commercial & Legal

Council oversight

Discovery (data requests and controls)

Transfer mechanisms implemented (including negotiation)

Systems of Record, Differentiation, OT, Corporate

Data & Digital

Implementation

Procurement & Planning

Engagement, interaction and support. Sector training, capacity planning

Transition planning & support model

Workforce & People

OD principles
Customer & Community

Collective & bargaining agreements

Embed customer impacts

WSEs

Establish customer relationships/experience & channels

Price modelling, funding & financing discovery

Finance & Corporate

Transfers, onboarding, recruitment

Funding and pricing plan
Economic regulation preparation

Cut-over planning/implementation

Investment prioritisation
Asset Management

AMP architecture & framework

Key

AMP development

National standards (e.g. data, assets, engineering)
Interface agreement & functions framework

Stormwater

Principles:

Standardisation
over customisation

Enabling regions
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Minimal disruption

Effective & efficient

Collaboration &
partnership

Recognising rights
of iwi/ Māori

Critical activity

Catchment management & land use integration

SLA, modelling guidelines, catchment management frameworks

Frameworks (inc. compliance, contracts, SLA, rural & private supply)

Operations

Broad activity

Consultation/refinement of AMP/FPP

Ongoing activity

Cut-over planning & implementation

Outcomes:

Quality water
outcomes

Efficiencies enabled

Customer &
community voice

Iwi/Māori objectives

Enabling growth

Climate change &
sustainability

Zero harm
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Roles and responsibilities
National Transition Unit (NTU) and
Local Establishment Entities (LEEs)
Responsible for

Accountable to

Collaborating with other councils in the
same entity to prepare for the new system
(Elected officials and Officers).

Seconding in council workers where
necessary to advise on the transition.

Minister of Local Government.

Making decisions on transition matters,
including undertaking appropriate
engagement.
The NTU is responsible for allocating which
transition tasks are undertaken by it and
which are undertaken by the LEEs.

Iwi/Māori
Responsible for

Responsible for

Accountable to

Delivery of water services until 30 June
2024 (Organisation and Officers).

Delivering the transition from councils to
water services entities (WSEs).

Preparation for activities of WSEs after
30 June 2024.

Councils (Elected officials, Officers and the Organisation)

Supporting existing staff to participate
in the transition, including through
secondments to the NTU and LEEs
(Organisation).

Their residents through standard local
authority processes for ongoing water
services delivery, and for engagement with
the transition process to ensure local issues
and opportunities are taken into account.

Accountable to

Engaging in a kaupapa Māori process to
develop the new roles created through the
reforms.
Participation in the transition process to
ensure the new water services entities are
able to give effect to the Crown’s Treaty
obligations.

Their people through their tikanga and kawa.

Engaging with consultation processes run
by the NTU and LEEs (Elected officials and
Officers).

11
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The transition period also offers the opportunity for the councils within each entity area to
collaboratively work together and build long-lasting relationships.
Effective engagement will allow us to succeed in our goals while minimising impact on
council’s business-as-usual operations.

Councils play different roles
Councils play several roles in the broader picture of water services.
In particular, councils are:
• a key stakeholder for the future Water Service Entity (WSE);
• a group of people delivering water services who we want to bring into the future WSE;
• the current holder of the assets and functions that need to be transferred.

Council engagement

Owner

Supporting a smooth transition
Planning

Council Engagement Objectives

• Community representation

• Growth & spatial plans
• Infrastructure strategy

1. To build trust between the NTU, LEE and Councils to enable an efficient and
effective transition
2. To use practical experience within Council for the benefit of the transition

Client

3. To maintain Water Service delivery and minimise disruption to
communities and customers during this period
4. To motivate and build capability in people who will form part of the Water
Service Entity

Regulator

5. To establish the new WSE within the time frames and deliver the reform
ambitions
We want to support a smooth transition by making best use of the practical experience that
exists within councils.

12
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Integration

• Providing Water services for
parks, campgrounds etc

• Building
• Environmental

• PCBU
• Infrastructure projects
• Business cases

13
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Transition covers a wide scope of activity
The transition programme covers a wide range of activities, with discovery and design phases
flowing into delivery. Some examples are:
Discovery & Design

Delivery

Develop a charging and pricing plan

Developing Asset Management Plans &
Funding & Pricing Plans

Agreeing stormwater functions and assets

Transfer of assets

Operating Model and Organisational Design

Transfer of people into the new organisation

Workstreams connecting national and local
Community & Mana Whenua

Commercial & Legal

People & Workforce

AMOS – Asset Mgt, Operations
& Stormwater

Finance & Corporate

Data & Digital

Some activities will be best developed at a local level, such as the development of each entity’s
Asset Management Plan. Others make more sense to build at a national level such as National
Design Standards. One of the roles of the NTU is to determine which tasks will be allocated to
the LEE.

Council participation in key activities will be enabled through workstreams. Workstream
leaders in the NTU will engage with their equivalents in council.

Engagement to support key activities

For the Asset Management, Operations and Stormwater (AMOS) workstreams where there
is more need for the people who know the local water business to be empowered, the
workstream leads will work with the LCGs to establish Local Technical Working Groups.
These working groups will include current council staff.

Councils will be engaged in a variety of ways:
• Directly by the NTU – particularly in relation to workforce and financial matters.
• At a local entity level – by NTU workstreams or the LEE.
• At a national level – by NTU workstreams.
Each entity will have a Local Transition Team (LTT) to help coordinate and communicate
transition activities at an entity level.

Direct engagement with councils is proposed for the Commercial & Legal, Finance & Corporate,
and People & Workforce workstreams.

Where work is more appropriately undertaken at a national level, workstream leads will
establish National Technical Working Groups. Participation from different councils will be
invited to provide diversity and technical expertise.
At a higher level, some workstreams will establish Transition Reference Groups to advise and
provide feedback to the NTU.

Each LTT will be coordinated by a Council Interface Manager and will include other roles as
appropriate.
NTU
& LEE

Local
Coordination Groups

Reference Groups

14
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• Te Mana o te Wai statements set out in legislation which will broadly describe Te Mana o te
Wai statements and existing statutory documents that can be used in its place such as iwi
management plans, cultural Impact Statements, Statements of Mana Whenua, or any other
statement agreed as representing Te Mana o te Wai, guided by the Mana Whenua Forum.
The entity’s board will be required to respond to the Te Mana o te Wai statement to show
how they will give effect to it;
• each entities’ board will be required to have Treaty of Waitangi, mātauranga Māori, tikanga
Māori, and Te Ao Māori competencies with specific expertise in kaitiakitanga, tikanga and
mātauranga Māori in delivering water services;
• entities will fund and support capability and capacity of mana whenua to participate in their
activities.
It is intended that transitional funding is available to support iwi/Māori in the proposed three
waters transition and establishment phase through the Pūkenga Wai Fund.
The funding will support iwi organisations to determine the mana whenua representation that
will provide joint oversight of the new entities once they have been established.
Funding for individual iwi organisations to wānanga within their own whānau and hapū will be
available for up to $18,000 per annum through the Pūkenga Wai Fund.

Engagement with iwi/Māori
Reform of three waters service delivery anticipates a significant new role for iwi/Māori,
including during the transition and establishment process. Therefore, there are a number of
programmes in development to ensure meaningful engagement with iwi/Māori are undertaken
in a way that upholds a positive Treaty partnership in the new entities.

The Pūkenga Wai Fund will open for applications in February 2022 and further details will be
provided prior to this.
Iwi/Māori influence and participation at this stage of the reform is particularly important to
ensure that the new water services entities are created with the right culture, competencies,
and relationships in place.

There are two significant Treaty principles applicable to the service delivery reforms:
• Partnership.
• Active protection.
The principle of partnership requires the Treaty partners to act reasonably and with good faith to
each other. The duty of good faith and active protection includes a requirement that the Crown take
reasonable steps to make informed decisions on matters that affect Māori interests. These principles
have shaped the way the proposed mechanisms that address Treaty rights and interests have been
adopted in the reform decisions including their treatment as a bottom line for Government.
Key proposals to address Treaty of Waitangi rights and interests include:
• statutory recognition of the Treaty of Waitangi and Te Mana o te Wai;
• creating a joint oversight mana whenua group in the oversight and strategic direction of
each entity, with equal rights to councils, to be established using a Kaupapa Māori process
to determine representative interest;

16
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Workforce engagement
The transition to the new water services entities can lay the foundations for excellent
workplaces in a sector at the heart of healthy communities and natural environments.
This change is strongly influenced by a recognition that better outcomes will rely on people.
Staying connected to staff and supporting their wellbeing through the change process is a key
priority. How we make this change together will have a big impact on the success of delivering
a highly skilled and innovative workforce.

Transfer of employment
All council employees who work primarily in water services (except senior managers) will be
eligible to transfer their employment to the new water services entity in their area on 1 July
2024. This guarantees a role with the same or substantially similar duties and responsibilities
in their current location, and with core terms and conditions of employment that are no less
favourable than those that apply before the transfer.
Local government employees who only partially undertake functions that will be transferred
to the new WSEs will not be automatically eligible to transfer, but there will be many
opportunities in the new entities. New roles will be established to do the work that “partially
water” employees do as a part of their job now.
Senior managers will also have opportunities in management and other new roles in the water
services entities.
Unions and their members will be able to negotiate new collective agreements with the
entities before 1 July 2024 – which will take effect from that time. If unions choose not to
bargain before the establishment date, then union members will still be covered by the terms
of their existing collective agreements until a new agreement is made.
The Water Services Entities Bill that has been released as an exposure draft includes more
details of these protocols. A detailed staff transition plan will also be developed, with input
from staff and unions. This will provide further detail of the change process.
Starting in 2022, there will be many opportunities and channels for staff to share views and
have input as the entities are designed. We will be creating a digital platform where staff
can find out what is happening, get support and advice, give feedback, and keep their own
information up to date to help with the implementation of the change process.

What’s coming up early in 2022

• A discovery request to support the workforce transition process. This will include nonpersonal role-by-role information (most of which should be available from councils’ HRIS),
and some more general questions. We will be requesting that the information be received
within a month.

Keep an eye out for
• Establishing the People & Workforce Transition Reference Group – to advise the workstream
and facilitate engagement with the people and organisations involved. Nominations will be
made by local government organisations.
• Establishing ways of working with the unions whose members are involved in three waters.
• Developing the detailed staff transition plan, including engagement with staff, local
government employers, unions and professional associations – all of whom will have
important roles in the transition.
• Building a digital platform to support the transition of staff – once this goes live, it will allow
staff to engage directly with the NTU – about the transition, and about their own jobs and
new jobs in the entities.
• Planning for organisation design, including planning how staff can be involved in designing
the future organisations.
• Planning for collective bargaining with unions, and for the development of new standardised
individual employment agreements which protect current core terms and conditions of
employment.

Governance and appointments
The NTU will set up a LEE for each entity area. Each LEE will have a Board and Chief Executive.
In 2022, the NTU will commence consultation and engagement with the sector on the process
and timing for these.
Each LEE Board will be made up of three to six members, appointed by the Minister of Local
Government through a process led by the NTU and involving consultation with councils and
iwi/Māori.
There will be similar competency requirements to those for the permanent entity boards,
including requirements related to the Treaty of Waitangi, mātauranga Māori, tikanga Māori,
and te ao Māori. Specific additional competencies will relate to undertaking transition
activities and overseeing transformation/change management.
The LEE Chief Executives will be appointed through a process led by the NTU.

• The Terms of Reference (TOR) and request for nominations to the People and Workforce
Transition Reference Group will be released.

18
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Councils will be able to apply for their pro-rata share of the $500 million better-off allocation
from early 2022. Guidance and supporting documentation is anticipated to be available in
February 2022 following consultation with the sector reference group and Ministers.
We encourage councils to begin considering initiatives and project opportunities for their
communities that can be funded from their pro-rata share which meet the criteria set out in the
Heads of Agreement. Proposals may be included in annual plan consultation documents.

No worse off
Further detail regarding the “no worse off” package will be available in the second quarter of
2022, however we will test the approach with the sector prior to that.

Reasonable costs

Funding for local authorities
The Government has developed, in close partnership with Local Government New Zealand, a
package of $2.5 billion to support the local government sector through the transition to the
new water services delivery system, and to position the sector for the future.
This package will ensure that local authorities are supported through the transition process,
the financial impacts of reform are managed and importantly, all councils and communities
will transition to the new system for delivering three waters services in a better position than
where they are now.

The Government also expects to meet the reasonable costs associated with transition,
including providing support to enable councils to engage with the transition through to 1 July
2024 when the new WSEs take on responsibility for water services deliveries. This is likely to
include both some direct support for councils, as well as support for groups of councils at an
entity-wide level.
Our intention is that this funding will support council engagement with the transition while
ensuring council officers are able to continue with their business-as-usual operations.
Provision for these costs has been made within the $296 million tagged contingency
announced as part of the 2021 Budget Package for transition and implementation activities.
We expect to be able to communicate how this will be approached in the first quarter of 2022.

There are two broad components to this support package:

External advice procurement

• $2 billion of funding to invest in the future of local government and community wellbeing,
while also meeting priorities for government investment (the “better off” component)

The National Transition Unit will be conducting a procurement process in Q1 2022 for external
advisors to support the transition.

• $500 million to ensure that no local authority is financially worse off as a direct result of the
reform (the “no worse off” component).

Better off
DIA is continuing work with the Joint Central Local Government Steering Committee, Taituarā
and Local Government New Zealand on the design and implementation parameters of the
better off package. An informal sector reference group comprising members of the Steering
Committee and other Mayors has been established to support this work and advice to Ministers.

20
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There will also be a procurement process for external advice which supports and bolsters
councils’ ability to engage with the transition (as described above). We are currently working
through the details of the external advice which will be available for councils. Prior to the
procurement, we will work with a representative range of councils to test the types and
quantum of support we will fund.
We will not fund any external advisors outside of the procurement process, so we suggest
that you do not go out separately to procure advice until this exercise is complete to avoid
duplication of effort and unnecessary spending.
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Transformation
While the work undertaken to date provides the appropriate foundation to deliver the reform
objectives, there are significant long-term challenges facing the three waters sector that will
not be solved through the reform alone. These include items such as workforce availability,
supply chain logistics, construction capacity, as well as many others. As many of the items
are interrelated, these cannot be solved in isolation and will require a cohesive long-term
transformation of the sector.
Preliminary engagement with key industry bodies and leaders from adjacent sectors within
New Zealand and overseas have led to the development of transformation themes, or Pou
as we have come to think of them. Although these Pou reflect varying areas of focus they are
interwoven and, together, jointly support the Transformation.
These Pou reflect broad transformational areas identified for the three waters sector and are
intended to promote thinking, discussion and seek feedback from the sector. Through this
engagement we anticipate these Pou will continue to develop and be supplemented by new
ideas and fresh thinking.

Smarter Procurement
We adapt and evolve
together with our
suppliers

Kaaore
Aahuarangi Hurihuri

Customers Properly
Valuing Water

Leaving no footprints

Transformation
Vision

Transformation timeline
Te mauri o te wai
Water as the life force

Transition Team
Engagement
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JAN

Coordination
of Engagement
Workshops

FEB

MAR

3W Sector & LG
Engagement

Publish
Transformation
Strategy

Feedback review
and development
of strategy

Our people grow

$
He kaingaakaunui
taatou oo taatou

Harnessing
Science & Digital

We value the services
our assets enable

Using technology to aid
the life force of water

Finalise Strategy
APR

Easter

DEC

Christmas

Receive preliminary
feedback on themes and
finalise Discussion Paper
NOV

Engagement

Draft
Deadline for
Transformation
Feedback on
Discussion Paper Discussion Paper
Released

Waitangi

Activities

Draft
Transformation
Themes Report
Complete

Tipu o maatou
Tangata

MAY

Follow up
Engagement
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Potential Three Waters Work Programme – refined based on NTU updates [01 Feb 2022]

Workstream /
Organisation
DIA Policy and
Government policy
and decision making
process

Q1 2022

DIA lead: TBC
Ian McSherry Entity C
relationship manager)
Laila Harre - HR
Tim Walker - funding

MBIE Economic
regulation

Q3 2022

Q4 2022

•

Working Group on Governance process. Report due 28 Feb.

•

Further Cabinet decisions on
details of reforms

•

Cab Paper No. 6 and Cabinet decisions / announcements post
Working Group – March (will confirm any changes to the Bill)

Select Committee process for Water Services
Entities Bill

•

•

Enact Water Services
Entities Bill

•

Further Cabinet decisions on details of reforms
and transition

•

Draft legislation / select
committee

•

Water Services Entities
(Implementation) Bill

•

Formal establishment of
WSE

•

Bill to Parliament and start of Select Committee process – late
March (or April)

•

Confirm what info / support DIA will provide for engagement
process

•

Establish working groups on rural water and stormwater

•

Early establishment of “national transitional unit”– Confirmation
of Chair, Board and CE

•

Asset and financial transfer process detail
confirmed and due diligence underway

•

Clarification of timeline and process including input from local
government / information requests etc

•

HR information / change process underway

•

Appoint CE and Boards for LEEs (date?)

•

Investment Decision Framework

•

Asset Information Collation & Cleansing

•

Confirm the System of Record

•

(DIA lead: TBC)

DIA National
Transition unit and
transitional LEE / WSE

Q2 2022

•

Release and engagement on Transformation Strategy document
(Water Conference?)

•

HR info request 31/1 (due 1 March)

•

Confirm timing and scope of other due diligence processes –
debt / assets / data

•

Data Requests to be submitted in February for ICT Current State
Assessment of systems, processes and data, as well as functional
maturity

•

Release of criteria and process for better off funding (Feb?)

•

Formation of working groups for transition – request for people
from councils

•

Start of high level WSE design

•

Procurement process of advisors for councils via GETS

•

Analysis of submissions / develop policy and draft Cabinet paper

Change lead by transitional LEE
with direction from NTU
•

Transition planning

•

Change process underway

•

Prepare process to establish
formal WSE - appoint board,
due diligence, establishment

Staff transition protocols and procedures
adopted and wellbeing and engagement
processes established

•

WSE starts investment
planning process

•

•

Data Governance Principles to be established
by July 2022

Framework for operating
policy and procedures

•

•

Data Implementation Roadmap(s) to be
created by June 2022

Begin funding and pricing
planning

•

Debt request for information

•

Cabinet decisions / direction - April

•

Introduction of draft Bill - TBC

Policy
•

Input into and support Governance Working Group process

•

Review of draft Bill / prep Select Committee

Transition
•

Regional transition planning and resourcing – establish structure
and resources

•

Support collaborative model across WSE area to input into
transition

•

Prep for consultation / engagement processes in March

•

Framework and support for consistent due diligence process –
resources, process, data management

•

Engagement with Iwi/Maori (ongoing)
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•

Public engagement linked to Select Committee
process

•

Input into Select Committee process

•

Mayoral / CE meetings to share info and
alignment

•

Transition / change plan

•

Collaborative model across WSE area to input
into transition

•

Support for any consultation process

•

Framework and support for consistent due
diligence process

•

Engagement with Iwi/Maori (ongoing)

•

TBC

•

New WSE operationally
live 1 July 2024

•

Transitional WSE formally
established
•

Begin formal staff transfer
process

•

•

Draft AMP and Funding &
Pricing Plan

•

•

Design the WSE
organisations and roles

•

Select committee process TBC

(MBIE lead: Anna
Paterson)

What we can do as a
regional area (working
with others in Entity C)

Before 1 July 2024

•

TBC

Finalise AMP and
F&PP including
consultation
Systems up and
running
Staff transfer
processes,
recruitment, training
and resourcing

•

Introduce legislation in
late 2022, with
anticipated enactment
mid-late 2023

•

Implement the first
regulatory cycle from 1
July 2024, to align with
the ‘go live’ date of the
new WSEs

•
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do (and might be
undertaken
consistently across
councils)

WWL key actions

Key dates
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•

Engagement with water sector (ongoing)

•

Engagement with water sector (ongoing)

•

Respond to information requests

•

Input into Select Committee

•

Council updates / papers – XX

•

•

Input into regional tasks

•

Develop transition planning and resourcing model

Due diligence: finance, contracts /
procurement, asset data base, performance
risks, IT systems

•

Updates to key staff and stakeholders

•

•

Identification of areas of council impacted by change and key
staff impacts and other risks

Transition / change plan in place – implement
outcomes of due diligence process

•

Secondment of staff into WSE

•

Identification of property / asset transfer
issues

•

Assess impacts of asset transfer

•

Prep for consultation process

•

Develop transition planning and resourcing model

•

Updates to key staff and stakeholders

•

Responding to information requests

•

Governance Working group: 28 January; 4 February; 11
February; 18 February; 25 February

•

Wellington CE forum: 11 and 25 March

•

Wellington Water Committee: 18 March

•

Wellington Regional Leadership Committee - opportunity to
engage?

•

Entity C coordination meeting for Mayor and CEs - TBC

Key Meetings – Wellington Region
Chief Executive Forum
Chief Executive Forum (following a Mayoral Forum)
Chief Executive Forum
Chief Executive Forum (following a Mayoral Forum)
Chief Executive Forum
Chief Executive Forum (following a Mayoral Forum)
Chief Executive Forum
Chief Executive Forum (following a Mayoral Forum)
Chief Executive Forum
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Date
Friday 11 March
Friday 25 March
Friday 20 May
Friday 10 June
Friday 15 July
Friday 12 August
Friday 9 September
Friday 4 November
Friday 25 November

•

•

•

Input into 5 year price plan

•

4 March WW Committee

Time
1.30pm - 3.30pm
1pm - 4pm
1.30pm - 3.30pm
1pm - 4pm
11.30am - 1.30pm
1pm - 4pm
1.30pm - 3.30pm
1pm - 4pm
1.30pm - 3.30pm

•

27 May WW Committee

•

Develop LTP, including
water to inform 5 year
price plan

•

•

29 July WW Committee

•

30 September

•

25 November

Venue
Greater Wellington Regional Council & via MS Teams
Upper Hutt City Council
Greater Wellington Regional Council & via MS Teams
Upper Hutt City Council
Greater Wellington Regional Council & via MS Teams
Upper Hutt City Council
Greater Wellington Regional Council & via MS Teams
Upper Hutt City Council
Greater Wellington Regional Council & via MS Teams
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Key questions and issues to resolve
Engagement and public consultation
•
•

How will public engagement / consultation be managed nationally / by Government? What is the role of
councils?
How will further Iwi engagement / consultation be managed nationally / by Government. What is the role of
councils?

Transition
•

•
•
•

Significant more information is required on the proposed timeline, programme and process for transition. This
includes debt identification, asset identification and transfer and HR processes . This has significant bearing on
resources for councils at what will be a busy time. Examples of details needed for the better off / no worse off
funding:
o Getting better clarity on the criteria?
o What is the process to apply for funding?
o Timing and conditions on no worse off funding
When / how will the Chair and Board be established, how does local government have input to these
appointments?
What role, if any do DIA intend to play in facilitating a coordinated approach across councils in each entity
area? This is both for consultation but also for transition issues
Have DIA developed any updated change messages and process we can use for staff?

Other information and comments
•
•
•

When will Cabinet paper 4 be released?
Further detail is required at a Minister and official level of how alignment with RMA reforms and review of
local government will be managed. This seems beyond the scope of an external working group
How will align feedback on the economic regulator be aligned with the drafting of the water services entities
bill?

What we need from DIA:
•

To support engagement processes. Changes to the model as a result of feedback (November and also the
Governance and Representation Working Group), in particular:


Number and area of WSE

o

Governance / representative structure to enable local voice [or how this will be developed with the
sector]

o

What the process will be from here including:



Mandatory / opt-out

o

Timelines

o

Involvement of councils

o

When and how further issues will be addressed

o

Process and criteria for asset and financial transfer

o

o

Consultation / engagement
Involvement of Iwi / Māori

o

How issues of alignment with broader reforms process will be managed

o

Engagement with water sector (ongoing)
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Description

Author

Cycle 2
28 Apr
2022

Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 4 Cycle 4 Nov/Dec Pending
5 July
6 Sept
19
6 Oct
2022
2022/2023
2022
2022
Sept
2022
(TBC)
2022

Work Programme

Democracy
Advisor









Three Waters Reform (placeholder for
ongoing reporting)

J Livschitz/B
Hodgins









Urban Form and Development Greenfield Development

H Wesney



Water Supply Bylaw

A Gordon/O
Miller



UPL approved constitution

B Cato/D
Moriarty



Application for loan guarantee Petone Rowing Club

G UsoaliiPhillips



Māori Freehold Land

K Waldegrave/
M Jennings/ A
Andrews



Proposed Remits to LGNZ

K Waldegrave/K
Stannard

Te Reo Policy

M Jennings/K
Waldegrave
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Author

Sale and Supply of alcohol (fees)
regulations 2013 (Annual reporting due September 2022)

D Bentley



Council performance overview
quarterly report

E Davids/K
Eagle/C
Taylor/C Ellis/J
Livschitz/K
Shaw/ S Sales



Hutt Valley Chamber of Commerce
six monthly report

G Craig



HCC Group Annual Report

D Newth/M De
Boer



Lower Hutt gaming venues and
machines data annual report

C Taylor



Cycle 3 Cycle 4 Cycle 4 Cycle 4 Nov/Dec Pending
5 July
6 Sept
19
6 Oct
2022
2022/2023
2022
2022
Sept
2022
(TBC)
2022

S Page



G Simon



Encroachment Policy

K Waldegrave



Review of Local Alcohol Policy

K Waldegrave



Housing Plan

K Waldegrave



Parking Policy review

J Kingsbury
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Seaview Marina Ltd half year report
(annually)
Urban Plus Group half year report
(annually)

Cycle 2
28 Apr
2022
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